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ECONOMIC IMPACT OF PETROLEUM SHORTAGES

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1973

CONGRESS OF THEE UINITED STATFS,
SUBCOIM31TTEE ON INTERNATIONAL ECONoMICS

OF T1lE JOINT EcONOMIc COMMITTEE,
JVashington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 345,
Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of
the subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Representative Reuss and Senator Proxmire.
Also present: John R. Stark, executive director; Loughlin F.

McHugh, senior economist; William A. Cox, Lucy A. Falcone, Sarah.
Jackson, Jerry J. Jasinowski, John R. Karlik, L. Douglas Lee, and
Courtenay M. Slater, professional staff members; Michael J. Runde,
administrative assistant; and Walter B. Laessig, minority counsel.

OPEN-INO STATEMIENT OF CHAIRMIAN REUSS

Chairman RErss. Good morning. The Subcommittee on Inter-
national Economics of the Toint Economic Committee will be in
session today for the commencement of three days of hearings on the
economic impact of petroleum shortages here and abroad.

To date there has been no organized assessment of the impact of
prospective oil shortages on the U.S. economy. Official estimates of the
short-fall range between 2.5 and 3.5 million barrels a day or approxi-
mately 15 percent of our expected utilization. Some forecasters have
predicted a near-zero growth in 1974 and unemployment rates in
the coming months rising to more than 6 percent. Already we are
seeing the first effects of the shortages-protests from truckers, lay-
offs by airlines, plant closings in petrochemicals. If we are to formu-
late policies now, we must determine the impact of the shortage
on employment and growth, both for the economy as a whole and in
specific industries and regions.

The conservation measures already announced are clearly not going
to be sufficient. Gasoline consumption must be cut. Woould coupon
rationing or higher taxes be more effective? What consequences might
these measures have on standards of living, including those of the
poor? What measures are available to limit consumer use of hieating
oil and electricity?

The allocation programs for fuel oil and propane provide the
beginning of a sound program to assure equitable distribution, but
we need to develop more detailed priorities to make sure that we can
protect as many jobs as possible. Regulations authorized by the Man-
datory Allocation Act are expected soon. Will they go far enough?

(1)
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\W7hat choices need to be made among industries if we are to keep the

effects of shortages f rom snowballing into a major recession?
If there is a risk of a significant economic slowdown in 1974, what

-are the economic policies we should adopt now to ease the adjustment

and to minimize economic dislocation?
Last summer we were already faced with the prospect of serious fuel

oil shortages. The Arab oil embargo has made the situation critical,

but it has also given the oil companies a scapegoat. In the future,

would the oil companies' response to market forces provide supplies

adequate to meet the growing demands?
This morning, two members of the administration, Mr. Herbert

Stein, Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, and Mr. John

C. Sawhill, formerly head of OMB's Division on Natural Resources

and now desionated to be Deputy to the new Energy Chief, William

Simon, will testify. We will also hear from Ms. Anne P. Carter of

the economics department at Brandeis University, who worked on in-

put-output analysis for several years with Nobel laureate Wassily

Leontief. Finally, Mir. George B. Hegeman of Arthur D. Little, Inc.,

will testify on the particular problems of the petrochemical industry.

We are always glad to have you here, Mr. Stein. Under the rules,

and without objection, your statement will be received in full in the

record, as will that of Mr. Sawhill and the other witnesses. You may
proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. HERBERT STEIN, CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL OF

ECONOMIC ADVISERS

MIr. STEIN. I welcome the opportunity to appear here today to

discuss the economic consequences of the energy crisis.
You may think I say this to all of the committees. But I specially

welcome the entry of this committee into this subject because you are

the economic analysis body of the Congress, and I think the subject

clearly needs serious and overall economic anaylsis.
There have, of course, been hundreds of days of congressional

hearings on aspects of this subject in the past few months and millions

of words written about it-that's a rough estimate. Still there is a

great need in the country for more information and understanding

about the energy crisis and I hope that your hearings will help to

meet this need.
While there is much about this subject that is unclear, one thing

does seem clear. The energy situation will confront the country with

serious dangers, difficulties, and uncertainties. The world is a dan-

gerous, difult, anid uncertain place. If we ignore this, or try to act

as if it were not true, we will not survive in such a world. We simply

will not be able to protect everybody against pain, or to achieve everv-

body's ideal of equity in the distribution of that pain. If we insist

on trying to achieve these impossibilities as the price of cooperation

in the vital national effort to deal with the problem, we shall put our

independence in jeopardy.
I receive a lot of mail from people who are appalled by my saying

this, but I believe this is the thing to say.
The Government's effort will be to manage the difficult situation

ahead in a way that makes its costs as little as possible. But these costs
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will be serious if the embargo continues. Nothing I say here should'
be interpreted as signifying anything different. I do believe that some
estimates of our prospects are unrealistically pessimistic. But it seems
obvious to me that a 15- to 20-percent cut in our oil supply must have a
serious effect. Our main concern at present, in my opinion, is not to
argue about forecasts of these effects but to try to find out how to keep
them as small as we can.

We have to deal simultaneously with two related conditions, one
short run and one long run. The shortrun condition is the crisis caused
by the Arab embargo on shipment of oil to the United States. Here we
have two goals. We want to minimize the immediate loss of goods and
services fairly directly provided by energy, such as heat, light, and
personal transportation, but also of the vast array of other things
whose supply is dependent on energy. How well we achieve this goal
depends in part on how well we allocate the available supply of oil
and other energy sources, because some uses of energy yield more out-
put than others. Achievment of the goal depends also on bringing into
use every potentially available bit of energy. The second shortrun goal
is to avoid unnecessary concentration of the burden on particular in-
dividuals. One of the main implications of this is the importance of
holding down unemployment. Many of the other adverse consequences
of the energy shortage, such as colder houses or less auto driving, tend
to be shared by large numbers of people, or at least policy can be de-
vised for sharing them widely. However, unemployment is inevitably
much more concentrated.

The longer run problem is the one that existed before the embargo
and that will continue even after the embargo has been lifted. It is
to make sure that we develop as quickly and efficiently as possible all
economic supplies of energy from reliable sources. That is what Pro-
ject Independence means. The longer run problem concentrates on the
expansion of reliable supplies. However, reliable supplies of energy in
1980 will almost certainly be more expensive, relative to other things,
than energy has been in the recent past. This will hold down consump-
tion of energy compared to what it would have been at lower prices.
The shorter run problem, on the other hand, is chiefly to allocate the
available supply. Nevertheless, even in the short run some expansion of
supply will be possible and it is essential to obtain it.

Estimates of the magnitude of the shortages are, of course, fore-
casts and subject to some uncertainty. The calculations which we at
the Council of Economic Advisers have made about the economic im-
pact of the shortage are based on estimates available last week. In the
last few days there has been some information suggesting that the
shortage may be smaller than we have thought. If so, that would cer-
tainly be good news and would call for some revision of the estimates
presented here. However, we have not had sufficiently clear new esti-
mates of the shortage to incorporate any in new estimates of the eco-
nomic consequences, although we hope to amend our estimates later in
the week.

The estimates of the shortage that we have worked with are as fol-
lows: For this purpose I refer to the first quarter of 1974, on the as-
sumption of a continuing embargo. And, as far as we can see. the situa-
tion will be at least as tight in the first quarter as subsequently in 1974.
Total demand for petroleum products is estimated at about 20 million
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barrels a day, if the economy is rising above its 1973 level of output by
2.5 percent per annum. This estimate also assumes no change in prices
of petroleum products from mid-1973 levels.

The demand would include about 300,000 barrels a day of military
requirements-that is, incorporated in the 20 million-previously met
from foreign sources but now expected to be met from domestic sup-
plies. The estimated supply of petroleum products, from domestic
sources, from imports and from inventory reduction, is 16.5 million
barrels per day. The supply would have been 3.2 million barrels per
day higher if there had been no Arab supply restrictions. Thus the
shortage, which results from the embargo, would be about 3.5 million
barrels a day, or about 17.5 percent of the estimated first quarter
demand.

Although petroleum is the largest single source of energy in the
United States, it still accounted for less than half of our use of energy
in 1972. The shortage of the total supply of energy from all sources
will he about 8 percent. The other sources of energy-natural gas, coal,
hydropower and nuclear power-are not totally substitutable for pe-
troleum. However, there are enough possibilities for substitution to
make the calculation of the total energy shortage significant.

The economic effect of this shortage will depend on how it is dis-
tributed among the various uses of energy. Some uses of energy
involve relatively little processing on their way to the final consumer.
Thus crude oil which becomes home heating oil goes through a cer-
tain process of refining and transportation which would be common
to any use of crude oil, but not much more than that, except for the
home delivery. However, crude oil which beconnes diesel fuel for
running a railroad which carries coal to a steel mill which makes
steel which is subsequently manufactured into an automobile which
is sold -by a dealer to a consumer is an essential element in a long
chain of production and employment. To deprive a railroad of a
barrel of diesel fuel will have much more severe effects on output and
employment than to deprive a household of a barrel of heating oil.

Cutting private passenger car use of gasoline, at least down to a
certain point, would also have relatively small effect on output and
employment. There would, of course. be some indirect consequences.
A reduction of private gasoline availability will reduce demand for
many associated activities-automobiles, or at least large automobiles,
auto repairs, motels, resorts and so on. But on the average the loss
from this would be less .than from cutting industrial uses or freight
transportation.

One element in the administration's strategy for dealing with the
shortage is to make the heaviest cuts in heating, including residential
heating, and in gasoline consumption, especially private car use.
There are, of course, limits to the possible extent of this. Home heating
must not be reduced below a level essential for health; a certain pro-
portion of private car use is necessary for getting people to work.
On the other hand some industrial and commercial uses of energy
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can be eliminated without serious effects on output and employment.
.So one cannot formulate a general principle that regardless of the
,extent of the shortage all energy cuts should come out of household
heating and transportation. But in the particular circumstances we
face, and given the fact that every act will be to some degree painful,
we think that damage will be minimized if cuts come largely out of
-those uses.

If the cuts in private passenger car use of gasoline are to have their
-desired effect in avoiding energy cuts for industry we must reduce as
far as possible the gasoline obtained from a barrel of crude oil and
increase as far as possible the other products obtained from the barrel.
The Government has taken a number of steps to achieve that, includ-
ing a rearrangement of the relative prices of gasoline and other
products to make production of gasoline less attractive.

Another element in the strategy is to convert from use of petroleum
to use of other fuels. The Federal Energy Administration is working
with a number of utilities that have recently converted from coal
to oil for the generation of electricity to switch back. Another vital
conversion is indirect. Many industries are set up to use either natural
gas or petroleum, generally preferring gas at existing prices but using
petroleum if the gas is not available. A cut in the use of natural gas
for home heating will make more of it available for industry. That is
why it is just as important to turn down thermostats in houses heated
with gas-and the same applies to electricity-as in houses heated
by oil.

An additional element in the strategy for dealing with the present
crisis is to get all the increase in energy supply we can. That will not
be much in the short run, but it -will be something. We have asked for
authority to extract oil from the Elk Hills petroleum reserve. We
have asked Congress for authority to override State restrictions on
oil production. We have asked Congress to remove ceilings on prices
of additional supplies of natural gas, which will both get more gas
produced and get more moved to where it is most needed. We expect
that increases in other prices of energy will -be helpful in achieving
an expansion of supply.

With this view of the extent of the shortage and the basic strategy
for dealing with it, we have tried to estimate the effects of the shortage
on output and employment. These effects would come partly from the
supply side and partly from the demand side. The main supply-side
effects would be in the 'busincss of transporting and distributing gaso-
line and heating fuels. For other industries the chief effect would
come from reductions of demand which are the indirect consequence
of the shortage of gasoline. That is, there will be less demand for
large cars, for tires, repair parts, certain tourist activities and so on.
There would be some reduction in the supply of energy directly to
industry but in the magnitudes we envisage this would not be a sig-
nificant limit on the industrial output for two reasons. First, there
is some room for conservation in industrial uses. Second, output lim-
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itations from demand reduction and output limitations from inade-
quacy of energy supply are not additive. Thus, if the gasoline shortage
reduces the demand for large cars and cuts total automobile output
this will reduce the requirement of the automobile industry for en-
ergy, permitting diversion of some energy to other industries and
preventing them from being cut back by a shortage of energy.

One must emphasize that in estimating how much demand for output
will be cut back by the energy shortage one is operating now in the
area of almost total ignorance. If we cut gasoline consumption 30 per-
cent, to what extent will people economize on their usual trips around
town and form carpools, saving their gasoline for the longer trips on
which they patronize resorts and restaurants? If they reduce their
expenditures on gasoline-related consumption will they increase their
expenditures for other consumption? The net effects on business invest-
ment and on exports and imports are similarly difficult to appraise, at
least until we see more reaction to the new situation.

Nevertheless, we did trv to make reasonable guesses about how con-
sumers and businesses would behave and to trace the repercussions
through the economy. This process led to a range of estimates of the net
effect on real output, the range reflecting different assumptions about
the degree and speed of consumers' substitution of other purchases for
their purchases of energy-related products. Our estimate is that the
energy crisis would make the real GNP between 1 and 2 percent
lower than it would otherwise have been. On this basis, the increase of
real GNP between 1973 and 1974 would be in a range from a little un-
der 1 percent to a little under 2 percent. We translate this into an
increase of unemployment in 1974 by about 0.3 to 0.6 percentage points
above what it would otherwise have been. We would not expect the
unemployment rate at any time in 1974 to exceed 6 percent. These es-
timates, made in this way, seem to imply a painless process. Of course,
that is not realistic. The estimates of output loss and employment loss
summarized here in rather small numbers do not include problems for
many individuals and businesses.

These results are rather similar to estimates made bv other fore-
casters. I attach to my statement a table prepared by the Economic
Research Department of RCA which neatly summarizes these forecasts.
This table, I might point out, shows that among 15 to 20 forecasters
that the average estimate of the increase in real GNP from 1974 over
1973 is now 11/2 percent. When the estimates were made a month ago,
before taking into account the energy crisis, the estimated average in-
crease was 21/2 percent, which indicates a reduction of about 1 percent-
age point in the estimated rise of the real GNP from 1973 to 1974 that
may be attributed, mainly, at least, to the energy crisis.

[The table referred to above follows:]
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1974: THE ARAB OIL EMBARGO LOWERS MOST REAL GROWTH FORECASTS AND RAISES INFLATION

Percent change 1974 from 1973 1974

Current current 1974
Constant dollars Pre-tax dollars unemploy-

dollars GNP consumer corporate GNP ment rate
GNP deflator durables profits (billions) (percent)

The Fair Model -3.5 24.7 16 (5) $1,394 24.8
U.S. Trust -2.5 6.0 2 -5 1,400 5.3
Argus Research -2.3 5.9 1 1 3 1, 395 5.3
Harris Trust -2. 0 5.6 0 -4 1,387 5.3RCA----------------- 1.9 6.3 3 0 1,394 5.6
Dean Witter1 .- 1.8 5.7 1 -2 1,381 5.7
Data Resources- : 1.6 6.2 1 -4 1,390 5.5
Drexel Burnhan -1.6 5.6 -2 -4 1,381 5. 5
A. G. Becker -1.5 6.3 -2 -4 1,389 4. 5
Equitable Life -1.5 6.3 2 -6 1,385 5.6
Mellon Bank -1.5 5.5 '-3 ''-10 1,374 5.5
Bankers Trust -1.3 6.0 2 -6 1, 381 5. 3
First National City Bank -1.3 5.3 (e) () 1, 372 5. 6
Manufacturers Hanover Trust 1.2 5.7 2 -6 1,375 5. 6
E. l. du Pont de Nemours- 1.0 5.5 -2 -6 1,375 5. 5
Council of Economic Advisers 1.0 (e) (e) (3) (3) ()
Chase Econometrics -. 8 5.6 0 - 1 31 5.7
The Wharton Model - .6 ' 7.6 1 1 1,393 1 5. 8
Scudder, Stevens and Clark -2.6 7.0 0 -6 1,386 5.6
Lionel D. Edie -- 2.6 6.2 a -3 -t10 1,374 5.6

Table mean- 1.5 5.9 1 -4 1,384 5.4
Table mean last month 2.5 5.0 1 -2 1,385 5.2

X Highest forecast in column.
2 Lowest forecast in column.
3 Not available.
i Mellon Bank sample, not used in calculating table mean.
5 Not more than 6 percent.
Note: Of the 18 forecasts tabulated last time, 15 revised real growth down, none up; 15 revised price inflation up, none

down; 15 revised the unemployment rate up, none down.
Source: Published forecasts and personal communication. RCA Forecast: RCA Economic Forecasting Model.

Mr. STEIN. I do not regard this as an "optimistic" conclusion. It is,
of course, most unfortunate that this loss of output and employment
should be visited upon us. I would further emphasize that our calcu-
lation depends critically on rigorous measures to cut down private use
of gasoline and fuel for residential heating. It will also depend upon
efficient allocation of fuels among industrial uses. So our findings by no
means signify that we can relax. We shall have to devote maximum
effort and clear thought to utilizing the most effective processes we
have for managing this shortage, including, of course, the most effi-
cient, reliable, and tested process, which is the market.

I have said nothing here about the price-level effects of the oil
shortage. The shortage has already contributed significantly to higher
prices here, and will contribute substantially further in this direction.
How much will be partly a matter of policy. We will face very difficult
questions in balancing our interest in containing inflation with our in-
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iterest in efficient use of our scarce energy supply to keep production and
'employment going. Probably the most important thing to say on that
-subject is that policies which interfere with efficiency are not likely to
be for long the policies that contribute most to economic stability.

I would like to close by adding a few words about a statement which
TVou made. Mfr. Chairman, about the importance of determining the
Impact of the energy shortage as a guide to our policy. Of course, that
is very important. and that is what -we are constantly trying to do. And
I would like to emphasize that we do not regard the estimates that we
present here as being the end of the road. 11We will be continuously in
the process of reevaluating this picture. And we are preparing to adapt
our nolicv if it should appear that either these estimates or some other
estiminates which we might make subsequently will call for doing some-
thi ng which we are not doing.

So I do want to make clear that eve are presenting to you at this
moment our tentative and rather early conclusions about this matter.

Thank you very much.
Chairman REUSS. Thank von, Mir. Stein.
Mr. Sawhill, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN C. SAWHILL, DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR,
FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION

Air. SAWTI-LL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
this opportunity to appear before the subcommittee.

I would like to begin by discussing the energy situation in general,
and then by going into the impact of the petroleum curtailments that
have taken place during the last several weeks.

As late as 1967 this country could produce all of the oil and gas
required by the domestic market. There was a substantial excess of
production capability and refinery capacity. In half a decade the
combination of constant or declining production and stagnation in
refinery growth. combined with raT)idlv escalating demands for gas
and oil, have completely reversed this picture. The oil companies and
numbers of other experts saw this coming, but their warnings gen-
erally went unheeded or -were dismissed as merely self-serving.

At the same time, and contributing heavily to our present situ-
ation, our use of coal has been declining. The decline goes back to the
1940's, but it has been accelerated in the last several vears by our
increasing national awareness of environmental problems and con-
cerns. Clean air legislation has forced a major shift from coal and high
sulfur oils to the so-called clean fuels. to natural gras. as long as new
supplies eould be obtained, and to low, sulfur oils. In particular, in the
Eastern United States. -where coal is typically high in sulfur. there
has been a significant shift from coal on the part of most electric
utilities: and the electric utilities are the largest single market for
the primary fuels, accounting for almost a quarter of total fuel con-
sumption.

Now, only a few years after experts began to vwarn us, we are
allocatinm natural was-the FPC does that through its curtailment
r olicies. We; beoran 2 months also to allocate nropane. and last month,
the middle distillates, such as diesel fuel and home heating oil. Tomor-



row we will publish for comment a considerably broader petroleum
allocation program, in accordance with the provisions of the allo-
cation bill the President signed into law less than 2 weeks ago. We
began to allocate, obviously, because supply was inadequate to meet
demands.

Further, we found ourselves in the position of not being able to
increase our domestic supplies very quickly-it takes about 3 years
for almost any of the major actions that we could take to increase
supply.

This year our dependence on imports was such that one of every
three barrels of oil we used came to us from foreign sources, and the
outlook for the next several years is that the figure might reach one
of two.

In June 1971, the President forwarded to Congress his energy
message which defined the problein and gave the outlines of policies
necessary to provide solutions. In 1972 the administration sent four
major energy legislative proposals to Congress. They included pro-
posals to remove legal impediments to the construction of the Alaska,
pipeline. The Alaska pipeline bill has been signed into law. In addi-
tion, in 1972, the President ordered the Secretary of Interior to in-
crease the leasing rate on the Outer Continental Shelf to increase
our supplies of oil and gas.

During this year the President has submitted more legisaltive pro-
posals; on deepwater port facilities, natural gas supplies, and reorgani-
zation of energy activities in the executive branch. In addition, the
oil import policy has been drastically revised, a $10 billion energy
research and development program initiated, allocation programs
implemented for searce fuels, and conservation goals and programs
initiated for the Federal Government and the Nation as a whole. A
progress report on the Federal program will be distributed on
Thursday.

All of these pieces fit together in a comprehensive prograam to
increase supplies of our domestic fuels and reduce demand, while
continuing to work toward national environmental, economic, and
domestic security goals.

You have probably heard it said that there is no general shortage of
fuel in this country, but only shortages of clean fuel. This is true in a
sense, because this country has vast reserves of coal, including coals
with low sulfur content as Nvell as sofhei'hat larger reserves of higher
sulfur coal. However. for the next. fewv yeaie there are likely to be
severe shortages of available fuels of all types, high sulfur as wvell
as low sulfur. As a matter of fact, ~ve are working with the coal
industry now trying to determine the .serious incapacity and the short-
range of the coal industry so that we can implement our policy of
shifting utilities from oil to coal.

In the longer range. coal shortages can! be remedied by opening new
mines, but it takes 3 to 5 years and a large investment to open up an
underground coal mine, and to make sure that there are adequate
transportation facilities to move the coil once we have mined it. The
oil and gas situation is tougher. It wilf take an azziaessive drilling
program merely to maintain present levels of oil and gas production.

That was the situation prior to the Mideast war and the resultant
petroleum curtailments.
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Now, things are considerably more serious. Of the roughly 17.5
million barrels of oil we consume each day, about 3 million will be lost
as a result of the recent cutoffs. One immediate result of the cutoffs
has been that, within the past two or three weeks, Wall Street has
experienced two of the largest daily losses in history. Oils, chemicals,
leisure industries and other stocks dependent on oil and petroleum
products were especially hard hit. Analysts agree that the basic cause
of these drops, and of other recent fluctuations, has been the current
energy crisis and crisis-associated uncertainty.

Obviously, the stock market and the entire economy is sensitive to
uncertainties. Uncertainty over worldwide energy developments has
created considerably greater uncertainty. It is clearly incumbent upon
all of us here to do all we can to reduce the widespread uncertainty
that relates to the Nation's energy outlook.

To begin with. we should all bear in mind that the United States
was expecting a tight distillate'or heating oil situation for this winter,
even before the embargo. The situation would have been more difficult
if we had a cold winter. We had encountered some very slight gaso-
line shortages over the past summer, and stocks of refined products
were somewhat low going into the autumn. In light of these facts,
we had originally forecast that demand for the total range of middle
distillates, which includes No. 2 heating oil, diesel, jet fuel and
kerosene, would be in excess of 15 percent above available domestic
supplies this winter.

We expected that we would have to import over 600,000 barrels a
day of these' products from the excess refinery capacity of the Carib-
bean. Canada and Europe. This would have been 50 percent more than
we had ever imported before in a 6-month period, and about 10
percent higher than our previous 1-month record level for distillate
imports. We thought at that time we could be looking at something in
the neighborhood of a 5, maybe even as much as 10 percent shortage
of heating oil, in some areas of the country, and possibly about 3 per-
cent nationwide.

On October 16, 1973, OAPEC' members announced a cutback in oil
production by 5 percent, to be followed by monthly 5 percent cutbacks.
Saudi Arabia curtailed production by 25 percent and embargoed all
oil to the U.S. Others have followed suit in aiming particularly at
the United States. The total reduction of international supplies of
petroleum available to meet United States requirements could average
about 21/2 million barrels per day over the winter if the boycott con-
tinues. During this last quarter of 1973, the shortages will average
under 2 million barrels a day. Peak annual demand occurs in the early
months of each year, and our best estimates show that the shortage
will peak at about 3.5 million barrels per day during the first quarter
of 1974, before it drops back in the second quarter of 1974. These
estimates, of course, provide for weather, and they make assumptions
.such as the continuation of a leak-free embargo. Incidentally, we are
,continually updating these estimates as weather conditions change and
conservation actions begin to take hold. Because these forecasts are
subject to much uncertainty, the projections must not be considered
as precise down to the barrel.

As far as the weather is concerned, for example. we have been very
lucky so far-in fact, projections are that 1973 will go down as one of
the warmest years on record. That is all to the good, but we must also
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remember that the weather can change at any time, so we must not
count on perpetual good fortune. We must make our plans and pre-
pare to implement actions, that will suffice tinder less-than-ideal
conditions. That is the approach we are taking.

The other day we had a report from the New England Fuel
Dealers Association, which indicated that in the month of November
fuel usage was down by some 10 percent. About half of that was due.
to weather and about half due to a number of other factors, primarily,
I think, our conservation programs. And, as I say, as we continue to go
through the winter we will update our forecast on a weekly basis to
try to take into account the changing weather conditions and the
impact of our conservation measures on demand.

At its peak the shortage could be about 17 percent of projected
petroleum demand. In the context of total U.S. energy use, liquid
petroleum constitutes 46 percent; thus the reduction in total U.S.
energy supplies could be about 8 percent during the worst quarter,
January through March of next year. That does not mean that the cur-
tailments would result in an 8 percent impact on each energy con-isum-
ing sector of the Nation. For some particular fuels-residual oil, for
example-the percentage shortfall will be much higher-about 25
percent. But most of our electricity is generated using coal.

Conversely for some fuels, like gasoline, the impact will be about 10
percent-and we probably waste nearly that much.

In other words, there is much scare-talk when there should be more
accurate information and greater understanding.

A second point about those statistics is' that some of the very high
numbers you hear are based on projections of what would happen if
we did nothing. In other words, they are the possible shortages that
could result for some fuels if we did nothing. They are based on the
unrealistic hypothesis that the United States will ignore the coming
shortages, and then suddenly run out of some fuels in future months.

Let me assure you that we will not do that. It is true that the United
States is already starting to feel the effects of the reduced oil supply
from the Middle East. It is also true, however, that we Americans
have taken our energy resources too much for granted, and have not
considered the full costs of our energy consumption. This shortage
is going to require sacrifices from all Americans. The estimates I have
given are the calculated difference between demand for fuel as it
would have occurred had there been no boycott, and the supply of
fuel we can expect if the boycott continues. Tn other words, these are
the expected shortages before account is taken of U.S. government
action. They are the target against which our actions are aimed. They
are not the shortages we expect after we take account of our actions.
We are acting to squeeze down demand, to shift some Tetroleun
demand to coal, and to maximize U.S. oil production within reason-
able long-range economic considerations.

That is the situation in general and the situation as it now stands
in light of the Arab boycott. Now let me discuss principles we are
applying in designing the set of actions to counteract the shortage
and some of the actions we are taking.

One important consideration as we set about to act against the
shortages is the fact that they would not be felt evenly without Gov-
ernment action. I have already mentioned that various petroleum
products will be short in varying degrees. In addition, the geographic
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distribution of the shortages is not uniform. Certain areas of the,
Nation are more dependent than others on imported oil. Some eco-
nomic sectors, such as transportation, are more dependent on liquid
petroleum than others, such as electric generation, which is still heav-
ily fueled by coal in the United States. A greater proportion of some
petroleum products, particularly residual fuel oil, and to a lesser
extent the middle distillates, are imported into the United States.
And finally, one man's leisure activity is the source of another man's
livelihood. We are trying to take account of all of these complex
factors as we work to counter the energy shortages.

Thus, as a first step we have the problem which we are facing up
to, of redirecting flows of petroleum and making a number of adjust-
ments. Transportation patterns and refinery output mix will be
changed. There will be fuel substitutions. And other steps will also
be taken to redirect the shortage so that it does not hit our economy
in a destructive way.

We intend to do all we can to keep fuels flowing to those sectors of
the economy where fuel use is directly related to industrial and eco-
nomic output in order to preserve jobs. At the same time, we intend
to insure the maintenance of our public health and safety. We will
have to cut back our personal consumption of fuel for home heating,
lighting, private automobile travel, and other uses. We recognize
that, and we will do it-in fact we are doing it.

This does not mean that commercial and industrial users will not
have fuel cutbacks. A priority allocation is not a license to waste
energy. It is a certificate of responsibility. Businesses can and must
cut back on fuel use of space heating in shopping centers, offices, and
places of business. They can recover lost process heat and make use
of it. Hours of operation can be shifted, and other devices can be used
to cut fuel use. As a matter of fact, we met the other day, with an
energy conservation group in the Department of Commerce, and
several of the major American businesses were represented, and
they committed themselves to establishing energy audit committees
in each business to cut down on the consumption of energy. A senior
official from General Electric told me that they had already cut back
10 percent.

There are other conservation devices which we must apply. Jet'
flights can be cut back with little effect on total passenger miles car-
ried by judicious rescheduling to raise the present average 50 per-
cent load factors to something like 65 percent. Industry can cut back
in fuel use by simple improvements in efficiency of operation, better'
maintenance, and the installation of very simple devices to save fuel.
And industry must do all of those things and more. But we will also'
do all we can to protect our economy because by doing so we will be'
acting in the interest of every one of our citizens.

I should make an additional point here, and it is one that I think
is often overlooked-at least by the general public. The United States
today has a unique opportunity to cut energy demand without major
adverse impact on the economy. We are a country with 6 percent of
the world's population, and we are using one-third of its energy. We
depend upon imports for only one-third of our petroleum, compared
with roughly over 90 percent for Japan.

In addition, and in contrast with other nations, we pay little heed
to our use of energy, because we have never considered it to be a scarce
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resource. Relative to Western Europe and Japan, we are a nation of
big cars, undeveloped mass transit systems, and overheated and over-
cooled buildings. We use more marginally useful gadgets than the-
rest of the world combined. We probably also use fewer devices that
are demonstrably useful for increasing energy efficiency.

There are systems, devices, and technologies available now that can
be used by homeowners, 'by businesses, and by industry to get more-
output per unit of energy. Yet, America uses relatively few of them.
That has been the case because we have long been accustomed to think-
ing that energy was free-or nearly free. That sort of thinking has.
led us to profligacy. It has encouraged energy consumption without,
thought for efficiency.

That situation is changing rapidly. It is fortunate for us that this
change began to take place now, rather than in 10 years. By then,.
the cutoffs really could have hurt. Now, however, they can be viewed
as the catalyst for change. And the effects on energy consumption,.
as well as on energy production, will be long lasting.

The U.S. economy faces a test right now, but it is diverse andL
resilient. We will feel the pinch, but we will overcome the initial set-
backs of the oil embargo. We will do so by taking emergency measures,.
such as those I mentioned, and, as they are necessary, others. We will
meet this situation head on, and we will do so through voluntary-
measures, resource reallocations, use of price mechanisms, possibly-
taxes, and other regulations. The actions we are already taking in6lude:

Reorganization of Federal energy-related activities to combine'
policymaking and implementation authority within the proposed
Federal Energy Administration.

A 15-percent reduction in the allocation of home heating fuel, and
a 25-percent reduction in distribution for commercial use.

Closing all retail gasoline stations on Sunday throughout the
United States.

Directing all U.S. refijieries to reduce their allocation of gasoline
to retail sellers so that they can concentrate on producing more heating
oil and other essential fuels. And the Cost of Living Council recently
permitted price changes which will provide the necessary economic
incentives to assure that this happens.

Setting the maximum speed limit for automobiles, commercial'
trucks, and buses in the United. States.

Cutting the allocation of jet fuel to civil aviation by 15-percent.
Authorization for the Atomic Energy Commission to divert, on a.

shortage case-by-case basis, electricity from its uranium enrichment
processing. That authorization means that when utilities are shut.
down to convert from oil to coal, end-use customers will not be
deprived of service.

Publication of an allocation program for a wider range of petroleum.
products, including residual fuel, gasoline, and others not previously-
covered.

And finally, the shift from oil to coal in utilities that Mr. Stein
mentioned.

The administration has drawn up contingency rationing plans. No.
final decision has been made on whether or not to implement an
end-user rationing program, but I can assure you that the program
will be implemented if necessary, and further, that its thrust will be.

27-213-74-2
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to make the most efficient use of our energy supplies. We will make a
decision on rationing by the end of December.

We will not create a recession either by ignoring this crisis or by
panicking in the face of it. Recessions are a result of a decline in
output. Inaction or rashness might contribute to such a decline. We
intend, however, to enhance America's productive potential by insuring
adequate fuel supplies for industry. As I have said. that will mean
that every citizen, as well as every business, will have to work to
conserve energy and to use less of it more wisely. We believe that
by providing for as much of our real need as we can, and by cutting
our energy waste, we will be acting in our own best interest, and in
the best interest of other nations.

We have established a special economic impact office in the new
Federal Energy Administration, or what is now the Federal Impact
Office. The economists we have in this office will work closelv with
the Council of Economic Advisers and with other Government depart-
ments to minimize the impact of the fuel shortages on industrial
output. *We are also letting a series of contracts to study detailed
energy usage by industry. The information gained from these studies,
and from the work that the Economic Impact Office will do in con-
junction with other Federal agencies, will provide a firm basis meas-
uring the economic and industrial impact of any energy policy option.

Nevertheless, the economic impact of the energy crisis depends
most of all on the willingness of Americans to respond to the challenge
of reduced energy supplies. As Mr. Stein, chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisers has stated: "The energy shortage may reduce
the growth rate somewhat below that otherwise expected,- and there
mav be some increases in unemployment." But these potentially minor
shortfalls are from the healthy growth previously forecast, and are
predicated on the ability of all Americans to make those adjustments
necessary to reduce the potential impacts to minimum.

1! r. Chairman, this concludes my statement.
Chairman REUSS. Thank you, Mr. Sawhill.
You heard Mr. Stein testify that the unemployment in 1974 may

be as high as 6 percent?
MIr. SAWIHILL. Yes, sir.
Chairman REUSS. That would be an increase of 331/3 percent over

the rate last month, would it not?
Mr. STEIN. It is an increase from 4.7 percent.
Chairman REUSS. Last month it was 4.5 percent.
Mr. STEIN. I should remind you that I said that the unemployment

rate would not exceed 6 percent.
Chairman REUSS. That is what I said. But it could be 6 percentt?
Mr. STEIN. We think it would not be 6 percent, it would not be as

high as 6 percent. Our estimate-and I indicated that we have a range
of estimates-is that this number is likely to lie in the range between
51/2 and 6 percent.

Chairman REUSS. An increase to the top range you give of 6 percent
would mean that 1.3 million Americans who now are not unemployed
would be, is that not so?

Mr. STEIN. That is about right, if we go to the top of the range.
Of course, as you know, these figures aren't readily translated into

numbers of people who are unemployed, because in the course of a
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year, in a year in which the average unemployment is, say, 4 million,
there are likely to be 8 or 9 percent, or perhaps 10 million people ex-
periencing some unemployment, !but for relatively short periods.

Also, as I have tried to indicate in my statement, the addition to
the otherwise expected unemployment that results from the energy
crisis itself we have thought would be in the neighborhood of 0.3 to 0.6
percent. We have expected, as most other people have, that there
would be some increase in unemployment in 1974 in any case.

Chairman REuSS. To those who are unemployed it does not make
much difference whether they are unemployed due to the energy crisis,
or due to the fiscal and monetary mistakes which the Government
makes, or due to acts of God, or anything else; they are unemployed,
is that not so?

Mr. STEIN. That is so.
It may make some difference as to the policy adopted to deal with it.
Chairman REUSS. Would you share the view of Mr. Sawhill that this

potential vast number, hundreds of thousands of unemployed, is a
minor shortfall? I am using his words.

Mir. SrEi\r. I think these words, like "minor," "disastrous," and so
on, are really not helpful. We are very concerned about it. It is a lot
of people, and let us not say anything more than that. We will do
what we can to make it less. I think what Mr. Sawhill is involved in
is trying to allocate this shortage in a way which minimizes its effect
upon unemployment; that is, contributes to making it less. So we do
not welcome this 'by any means. We are trying to hold it down. One
has to recognize that everything has its cost, including the reduction
of unemployment.

Chairman REUSS. Another statement made by Air. Sawhill is:
"These increases in unemployment are predicated on the ability of
all Americans to make those adjustments necessary to reduce the po-
tential impact to a minimum."

An American who finds himself numbered among these hundreds
of thousands of new unemployed-what is his ability to make the
adjustments until somebody gives him a job?

AM. STEIN. I don't think that is the point. I think the point is that
these other hundreds of millions of Americans who are not unem-
ployed can reduce the danger of somebody being umemployed by con-
servingY fuel. The more natural gas they burn up in heating their
houses, the more people are going to be unemployed in the petro-
chemical industry, and other industries. The more they can save on
the use of gas or oil for heating their houses, the less unemployment
there will 'be as a result of energy conservation in the economy.

MN:r. SAWHILL. And that was the intent of that 'action, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman REUSS. Whatever the number of new unemployed there

will be in 1974, whether it is a million or somewhat less than that, what
measures does the administration propose to deal with those who have
become unemployed due to the energy shortage and to any other
causes: what are you going to do about cutting down their number and
seeing that they get a job?

MIr. STEIN. In the first place, as we have tried to indicate, we will
try to manage the shortage in a way which will minimize the unem-
ployment. As I have already indicated. we do face in 1974 a very diffi-
cult situation, because on the one hand, prices will be high, we will still
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have a high rate of inflation, and we will have shortages in many
parts of the economy. The usual means of stimulating the economy in
order to increase employment will run into the danger of accelerating
inflation and tightening up shortages. So that is a question-I don't
mean by saying that to say that we disregard the unemployment prob-
lem, but only to indicate the nature of the consideration that must be
balanced. We are in the process now of developing plans for actions
that could be taken to support employment, to increase employment
in the country, if it should appear that the outcome was going to be
toward the upper end of the range of possibilities that we foresee. We
are thinking of a number of things, mainly through the budget, al-
though not entirely through the budget that-I could list, if you
would understand that those are things that could be considered.

Chairman REUSS. Let's hear them.
Mir. STEIN. As possibilities-and without the thought that any of

them have now been determined upon.
We do have a number of areas of the budget where expenditures need

to be pushed forward on their own account, and where there would be
a particularly timely occasion to do it if we were to be faced with a
fairly significant unemployment problem. One of these is defense. A
second is the energy program itself which we will be pushing ahead
in any case.

Chairman REUSS. Then you can't really count that, then? You are
giving me a list of the things that you are going to do if your predic-
tions materialize at the upper range of unemployment. So I don't
think you can properly say, we are going to do something about the
long-term energy situation since you are going to do that anyway-I
hope you are going to do it anyway-

Air. STEIN. We have a problem about how those things are going to
be financed. We hope we will do it. I would not include this in the list,
but I want to remind you that we have before the Congress a proposal
for improving the unemployment compensation. We are looking once
more at the possibilities of a public service employment program which
might have certain advantages in this situation that it might not have,
in some others because of the particular spottiness of the unemploy-
ment that might arise in the shortage situation. We also considered the
possibility of providing some stimulus to housing, although it is my
own belief that there will be a favorable response in the housing situa-
tion to the energy shortage in any case, because our whole estimate of'
the slowdown in the economy depends very heavily on the proposition
that consumers increase their savings rate, which will mean more funds
in the thrift institutions, and more funds available for mortgages, and'
probably a better condition for housing to go forword.

But, anyway, those are some of the measures that we now are con-
sidering. Of course, there would also be the general matter of monetary
policy. But I want to reemphasize that we will face, assuming the en-
ergy crisis continues, a particularly acute choice here between stimulat-
ing the economy to support employment and reduce unemployment in
conditions where the unemployment is likely to be particularly spotty,.
and where the inflation rate is high. But I caution you about that. I
want to say that we are directed to explore vigorously and affirmatively
what means can be used to prevent this from getting too serious.

Chairman REUSS. I am glad to hear you say that you are considering
public service employment, because to my mind that is just what the
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doctor ordered for the situation which confronts us. It isn't a violent
turning on of the fiscal and monetary machinery, just resulting in
more inflation. Public service jobs are probably the least users of en-
ergy and the least chewver-uppers of rawv materials that there are. Our
backlog of necessary public service tasks that need to be done is greater
than ever before. But just a week ago before the House when I tried to
put in a public service employment provision I was met by the rebuttal
that Mr. Nixon would veto any such thing. It was recalled that he re-
gards this as WPA leaf-raking, as dead-end jobs. What makes you
think that he has changed his mind?

Mr. STEIN. I don't know who told vou that he would veto it. I am not
saying to you now that we are proposing or supporting this. We are
considering it with no initial hostility to the idea. And we are consider-
ing it on his instructions.

Chairman RE-uss. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROX31MRE. Gentlemen, I think that you would agree that the

first thing you have to have in order to have economic policy that works
is accurate facts and accurate data, accurate information. I think all
of us are pretty disturbed by the revelation yesterday that the shortage
was not estimated properly. The President's speech of only 2 weeks
ago appears to have been based on inaccurate information. At that time
he estimated the shortages, as I understand it, as something like 3.4
miillion barrels a day. Now we are told that the shortage might be less
than that. I understand Mr. Sawhill's estimate this morning is about
700,000 barrels a day less. The information that we get in this area all
seems to come from petroleum industry sources that seem to be very,
very unreliable. It seems to me it is just unconscionable that we have to
make our decisions and base our policy on information that we simply
can't count on. We have the appalling situation that was disclosed by
the Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee in the Senate, the Hart
subcommittee, that had subpenaed records that showed reserves of gas
up to a thousand percent greater than the firms consistently reported
to the American Gas Association.

Now, how reliable is this later estimate that we have that the short-
age will not be 3.4 million barrels a day, but some 700,000 barrels less
than that? Can we count on that? Is this still some kind of a rough es-
tiate, or is it something that is reliable?

Mr. SAWHILL. Maybe I could address myself to that, Senator
Proxmire.

The iresIdent.'s estimate of 3.4 million barrels included an increase
for the Defense Department of about 300.000 barrels. So adjusted for
that increase, we come to a figure of 3.1 million barrels. The figure
that was published---7

Senator PROx-mIRE. That 300.000 barrels required by the Depart-
ment of Defense should be included, should it not?

Mr. SAWHILL. Yes, sir.
I am trying to make a comparison with the estimate published in

the New York Times yesterday by the Foreign Petroleaum Supply
Committee.

Senator PROX-MIRE. They did not take into account the 300,000
barrels?

Mr. SAWHILL. Yes. sir.
The difference, then. is about 700,000 barrels. I think we are going to

find some changes in these estimates as we go through the winter. We
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have tried to estimate very conservatively at the upper end of the
range; in other words, we have taken into account a normal winter,
and then we have increased our estimates of shortage to account for
the fact that we might have a somewhat colder than normal winter,
and we have planned our policy on that basis. So far this year we
had a warmer than normal winter.

Senator PROX-MIRE. Let me interrupt at that point to say that I am
told that if this winter is milder than 9 out of 10 of the average
winters we have had in the last 100 years, the savings overall wou ld
only be about 1 percent, about 5 percent in the heating oil shortage
area, and overall about 1 percent in our total shortage.

Now, are those figures not correct? It would be a much greater
saving if it is milder than 9 out of 10 of the last 100 winters-

Mfr. SAWHILL. Clearly.
Senator PROXMIRE. But if it were 1 out of 10, which is pretty opti-

mistic estimate, we would still be saving only about 1 percent overall,
is that right ?

Mr. SAWHILL. Roughly that is correct, yes. But that still is a couple
of hundred thousand lbarrels a day. So one reason that your estimates
have changed is the fact that we have had some warmer weather. I
think another reason is that we have seen less drawdown in stocks
than we might have expected. I think this has been a combination of
the weather factors, and also some of the conservation measures that
we have already put into place. In other words, I think people are
driving at 50 miles an hour and turning down the thermostats, and
this is having an effect.

As I mentioned in my testimony, we have talked to the New Eng-
land fuel dealers recently, and they estimate that demand has been
10 percent-

Senator PROXMIRE. YOU made it very clear in your statement. Mr.
Sawhill, when you were talking about the shortage without any of the
measures the Government has put into effect-

Mr. SAWHILL. Yes.
Senator PROX-IIRE. And now you are talking about the savings that

have resulted in this area. I would agree that those are constructive
proposals. They are saving something like the President estimated.
But this doesn't change the basic 700,000 figure.

Mr. SAWHILL. No.
Mr. STEIN. The forecast of the first quarter depends on the inven-

tories when you enter the quarter, and if you have achieved certain
savings before you enter the first quarter, the requirement for cutting
back in the first quarter will be-

Senator PROXMIRE. Were the original inventory estimates accurate?
Mr. SAWHILL. NO; they weren't inaccurate, it is just that because of

the conservation measures and because of the milder weather, the in-
ventory pattern has behaved differently than What we expected.

Senator PROXMIRE. You say that you expect those estimates to be
changing as the winter goes on?

Mr. SAWHILLL. Yes, I think so. i
Senator PROX31IRE. Within what range?
Mr. SAWHILL. Well. the estimate of the Foreign Petroleum Supply

Committee, I understand, is plus or minus 500,000 barrels a day. That is
a very large range.
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Senator PROXMIRE. Would this be a principal-factor in determining
whether we go to rationing or not at the end of the month; is that
what the administration is waiting for-to see how this develops in the
next 3 or 4 weeks?

I understand the decision will 'be made on rationing by the first of
January.

Mr. SAWHILL. I think that is one factor, yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. What other factors are there?
Mr. SAWFILL. I think we -want to get a better understanding of

how the American people feel about rationing. I think we want to do
more work on different kinds of rationing proposals and get a better
understanding of the nature of the bureaucracy we would have to set
up to administer rationing to see if there is a way to simplify it.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me ask you about the impact of rationing.
I thlink nobody wants it if there is any better alternative. Just today
it was.indicated, I got this on the radio this morning, that the oil
companies are asking the Cost of Living Council for a 1- to 3-cent-a-
gallon price increase at the pump-they may or may not get it.

One option, I take it, the major option, certainly, is a price increase?
Mr. SAWHILL. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. There are many people, in the administration

and outside, the economists, who say that, "This is the way to go."
Can you give us any idea based on present estimates of how large a
gasoline price increase we would have to have in order to bring supply
and demand into balance?

Mr. SAWHILL. We don't have very good figures on demand elasticity,
frankly. But I think the best estimates we do have indicate that we
would have an increase, either a price increase or a tax in the range
of 30 cents.

Senator PROXMIRE. 30 cents?
Mr. SAWHILL. Yes-in order to reduce demand by the amount of the

estimated shortage. This includes not only the fuel shortage of gaso-
line, but the additional shortage that we will get as we encourage re-
fineries to shift from the production of middle distillates to gasoline.

Senator PROXMIRE. If you had the 30-cent-a-gallon increase, not by a
tax, but by a price increase, wouldn't you have enormous windfall
profits for the oil companies, oil industry?

Mr. SAWHILL. There is no question about it.
Senator PROXMIRE. What can we do about that without a tax in-

crease of some kind ?
Mr. SAWHILL. I think that you can either have a tax rather than a

price increase, or you can have some kind of an excessive profit tax to
eliminate those windfall profits; or a third alternative would be to
direct those profits back into production and refining sectors of the
business.

Senator PROXMIRE. I was going to say that one of the purposes in
the price increase is to increase production. One purpose, of course, is
to reduce consumption.

Mr. SAWHILL. Yes, sir.
Senator PROXMTRE. But the increase in production, it would be so

long range that it wouldn't help much in the next 6 to 8 months.
Mr. SAWMILL. That is correct.
Mr. SrEIN. Can I say something about that?
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Senator PROXMILRE. Yes, Mr. Stein.
Mr. STEIN. I think it is a mistake to put those questions in an all or

nothing perspective even thinking about the price increase. One can
consider that there would be some magnitude of a price increase which
would be important for the supply problems, both in the short run and
in the long run. There is no point to saying that the price increase will
only have its effect on supply in 2 or 3 or 4 years.

Senator PROXMIEE. I am certainly not trying to make any assump-
tion of that kind-I will agree that it might be a combination of things,
some price increase, some tax increase, and some rationing.

Mr. STEIN. So it seems to me that the wav to look at this is to say,
well, we want to get all the voluntary conservation that we can. We
should permit such net price increase to the companies, to the pro-
ducers, as will be useful from the standpoint of our longrun problem
of adapting to a condition of self-sufficiency. That will be a fairly sig-
nificant price increase. We should then consider whether-

Senator PROX3MRE. Let me stop right there.
You said that it would have to be a very substantial price increase

in order to get longrange-what, increased investment in the oil in-
dustry to get more production?

Mr. STEIN. Increased production in the oil industry?
Senator PROXMIIRE. Haven't we had an enormous increase in profits

in the oil companies in the last vears, averaging 60, 70, 80 percent?
Mr. STEIN. We have had increases in prices and profits. But the price

of crude oil in the United States is still below the levels at which it will
be profitable to exploit the sources of energy that we are going to have
to exploit in the United States in order to achieve the goal of self-
sufficiency which, I think, is very important for us to achieve. If we
are going to get another x million barrels of oil out of shale, out of deep
offshore drilling operations and other sources. the price of oil is ob-
viously going to have to be higher than the present price of crude oil in
the United States.

Senator PROX3IRE. How do you know-the fact is that the industry
itself is sitting on all the figures. I have heard reneatedly that if vou
have a situation that we have great reserves that they know about, but
haven't actually proven, but they are waiting until the supply-demand
situation in this country will be so serious that the Government and the
public will surrender to a substantially higher price, only then will
thev move. Tt is not a matter of simple economic arithmetic, it is a
matter of oil companies looking out for their interests in terms of a
much higher price.

Mr. SAWHILL. If you are suggesting, Senator Proxmire, that your
information is not as good as it should be, I think you are correct. And,
as a matter of fact, we intend to come back to the Congress within the
next 60 days or so and in a separate bill ask for some mandatory re-
porting requirements, because we think that we need to improve our
information base as well as you do.

Senator PRoxMItRE. It is so anpalling-last month we had one of the
biggest increases we have had in a long time in the wholesale price of
gas. It was very largelv due to the increase in petroleum prices. I tried
to find out from the Bureau of Labor Statistics how accurate those
estimates we had were. Thev said. "Theey had to relv on Platt's Oil-
gram, they had to relv on the industry'itself for their estimates."
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Just last month the increase on an annual basis, as I understood it,
was 35 percent for petroleum production-not annual-

Mr. STEIN. No, that was just a 1-month increase.
Senator PROXMIRE. On an annual basis, then, it was 400 percent. The-

domestic price is now over $5 per barrel.
Mr. STEIN. Not on the controlled crude; no.
Senator PROXMIRE. How high does it have to get?
Mr. SAWHILL. I think, as Mr. Stein was saying, if you look at where

alternative sources could be produced profitably, that is in the range of
$7 a barrel. I am talking about oil shale and coal gasification and.
liquefication.

Senator PROXM3IRE. $7 a barrel? I want to come back to that shortly..
Mr. STEIN. I would suggest a way of looking at that. We may

have a disagreement about the quantities involved. but we should
determine what price increase-and I am sure it is some-is required
in order to bring about the investment in exploration in new sources.
of fuel that will generate self-sufficiency. We have to think beyond
that whether we should -allow some further price increase for the-
purpose of achieving a more efficient allocation of the supply of oil.
When we think of that, we don't think just of private passenger use~
of automobiles. We have a problem of allocating the supply of fuel
among all industrial users, among business uses, automobiles, and
so on. If you think that it can be done by an administrative process.
and done efficiently, you have a lot more confidence in the Govern-
ment administrative processes than I do. When we think of that and
say that this would yield revenues beyond what can be reasonably
justified as an incentive for production by the energy industry, then
we do have to think of some way to sop this up by some form of
taxes.

Having done that, we should then consider, are we left with a
serious disorderly situation at the gas stations-and if we are, then
I think that rationing becomes a reasonable alternative. But, as I
said, I think we have to see what is the most efficient combination of
those measures. Rationing has become a kind of symbol for efficiency
and fairness, whereas those of us who are old enough to have lived
through World War II realize that that is something as to which
people will be disillusioned about within 3 months.

Chairman RSuss. Mr. Sawhill, you mentioned the President's effort
to secure gasoline conservation by closing the gasoline stations on
Sundays so that personls will only be able cto drive a very small number
of miles on Sunday, by reason of the fact that the gasoline stations
close at 9 o'clock Saturday night. Are you aware of the fact that Gen-
eral Motors is responding to the energy crisis by now offering on its-
1974 super station wagon an optional 40-gallon gasoline tank? That
is the largest gasoline tank in the history of automobiles.

Mr. SAWHILL. No, I am not aware of that fact. That certainly
makes ineffective the Sunday gasoline closing, I would think.

Chairman REuss. And it would lead, would it not, to justifiable.
anger on the part of the millions of good citizens in this country who
are trying to conserve gasoline by obeying the spirit of the Sunday
closing rule? It would make them pretty mad, wouldn't it?

Mr. SAW11ILL. Yes.
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I just think it is terribly important that we get on with this job
of energy conservation. And, obviously, one of the most important
areas that we have to work on is our transportation system.
I Chairman REuSS. W1,Tould you ask General Motors to forthwith

withdraw that 40-gallon option, and then report back the results of
your request?

Mr. SAWHILL. I certainly will discuss it with them. I will be glad
to report back the results of that.

'Chairman R.EIuss. Thank you.
Mr. SAWHILL. But I think this whole question of the automobile has

to be looked at very carefully. I think we have to look at ways of
requiring, through economic incentives or some other way, automobiles
in this country to be a lot more fuel-efficient than they are today. That
has got to be one of the answers to this problem that we face.

Chairman REuss. On the subject of the immediate situation, the
Department of Interior, as you know, has their category or checklist
which they call "Minimum operable inventory levels" of residual
oil and heating oil and gasoline. What that category means, according
to the Department of Interior, is the amounts required to maintain an
orderly flow of oil through the pipelines and to provide cars and
trucks and tankers.

How close are we to getting into the danger area on these inventory
levels on the three properties mentioned, residual, heating oil, and
gasoline? My information is that we are almost there now; in fact,
we will be there in residual oils, and that before March 1, the date that
Mr. Simon indicated is the date on which a decision whether or not to
ration will be made, we will be below the danger line.

Is that true?
Mr. SAWHILL. Clearly, our first estimate on residual oil particu-

larly was that we are almost there now. I believe in the case of the
other products we were-that minimum operable level, or whatever
the terminology was off into the end of January or early February-

Chairman REuss. That is the information that came to me, too. That
is not good, is it?

Air. SAWHILL. No, it is not good.
If I could comment on the residual situation-because that was

the one that was reallv most critical to us-as a matter of fact, we
already passed our earliest estimate on the minimum operable level.
What we did was to investigate and send teams out to utilities to
determine the secondary stocks of residual oil at those utilities-and
we found that they were much larger than we had originally antici-
pated. So I think the problem with the residual minimum operable
level is now in the same range, late January or early February. as
the other two products. The situation still isn't good. I don't want
to pretend that it is. But it isn't as serious as we previously assumed.

AIr. STEIN. Isn't it correct that the estimates which have been made
of the date on which the minimum operable level would be reached
were based on the assumption that the entire shortage was met out of
inventories. That is, it assumed that no measures were taken to reduce
the rate of use?2

ter. SAWte ILL. Yes, that gets back to the question Senator Proxmire
raised about why are those estimates always changing. I think they
are changing because the inventories are constantly changing, and
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they are responding to the actions that we take and to the weather
conditions, and frankly, because we are getting better information
on inventories.

We recognize that we have just got to have accurate information
in order to make policy decisions. While we have had good informa-
tion on primary inventories, we haven't had on secondary inventories,
and we are in the process of getting that now.

Chairman REUSS. Inventories on all three of the petrolelum prod-
ucts we are discussing have recently gone down and that is the reason
we are concerned.

Have you perceived any check in the process? Have you perceived
them going up again to less dangerous levels? I have not.

Mr. SAWHILL. No. But- I think the declines have been less than
our previous forecast. And so, to that extent we have been encouraged
by what has been happening.

Mr. ST'IN. There is a normal seasonal reduction this time of year
to the inventories on those things.

Chairman REUSS. Mr. Stein, in your estimates in your statement
about the impact of energy cutbacks you mention that on the demand
side you include about 300,000 barrels a day of military requirements,
previously met from foreign sources, but now expected to be met from
domestic supplies.

Does that 300,000 barrels a day include oil for re-export to the
South Vietnamese military to supply their needs?

Mr. S'rrIN. I don't know the answer to that question.
Mr. SAWHILL. It does.
Chairman REUSS. You think it does?
Mir. SAWHILL. Yes. The way I should tell you is, we have been

given these requirements by the Defense Department, and we are
carefully checking them, because obviously it makes our job a lot
harder if, in fact, we have to supply those additional 300,000 barrels
a day.

Chairman REUSS. Mir. Stein, have you considered what can be the
effect on the U.S. economy of an economic slowdown in 'Western
Europe and Japan as a result of curtailed Middle Eastern oil ship-
ments, and particularly if such a growth slowdown 'does occur, how
would if affect U.S. exports, and if it is going to affect U.S. exports,
how in turn is that going to affect employment and unemployment?

I know there are a lot of assumptions there.
Mir. STEIN. 'We considered this all right. And that is acout all I

can say. There are possibilities in either direction which we find quite
impossible to quantify under present conditions. Of course, we don't
know how much the economies of the other countries will be affected,
since we don't know yet the extent of cutbacks in their oil supplies
that will occur. Assuming that they do have substantial reductions
in their output resulting from oil shortages, we would expect them
to be trying to buy from us large quantities of high energy content
products as a way of keeping their economies going. We also would
expect that they would become much weaker competitors in third
markets. And there probably would be some reduction in their sales
to us.

On the other hand, they will have all the derived effect of lower
income which would make their consumers less good markets for our
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products. So we just could not conclude which way the net effect of
this would run. We are trying to get a better picture of this through
contact with other major countries, and we hope that through the
work of the OECD we will be'able to get a better picture. But at the
moment we have assumed that this is awash.

Chairman REUSS. So you did not include in your unemployment,
projections any effect for the possible dimunition of our exports due
to less end growth?

Mr. STEIN. We didn't include any possible effects due to expanded
growth. We didn't know whether the effect of this would be plus or
minus.

Chairman REuSS. The possibility of a negative impact is obvious;:
namely, lower growth, less purchasing power. The countereffect you
say produces a washout-I think it is instinctively a self-wash, because
if we are going to produce high energy exports for Europe, that means
we are going to have to allocate our scarce resources to energy-intensive
industries, and put other people in this country out of jobs. So while
I don't want to be a harbinger of gloom, neither do I want to be a
Pollyanna about this; and I would recommend to you to take another-
look at this issue.

Mr. STEIN. I would share your desire not to be a Pollyanna about
this.

We have considered both aspects of this thing. I think one would
find it difficult to conclude on the basis of anything we now know which
way this will go. One, at least, shouldn't extrapolate from the experi-
ence in previous foreign slowdowns. because those previous foreign
slowdowns originated mainly on the demand side.

Chairman REUSS. Just one more question about the Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers' assumption.

In making your estimates, what assumption did you make about
the continuation of the Arab embargo? Was it to end on April 1, July
1, September 1. or continue throughout the year?

Mr. STEIN. For the purposes of these calculations, we assumed that
it would continue throughout the year.

Senator PROXMIRE. Mr. Stein, you don't really argue that if you
have a slowdown or even a recession-say, you have a substantial
recession in Japan and in Europe, because of the energy shortage-
say, that some of the predictions that are coming out of this country
are that there is a 5-percent reduction in production in the coming
year. If that should eventuate, wouldn't you agree that that would
have an adverse effect on our production, substantial adverse effect?
Wouldn't that, in effect. be a worldwide recession that is bound to com-
municate itself in lower exports to such -an extent that we would have&
to reduce our unemployment substantially?

Mr. STEIN. I would like not to use this word "recession" in such a
general way.

The conclusion you are drawing is derived from the usual kind
of recession that countries have experienced in which they have a re-
duced demand for output, both their own output and foreign output.

Senator PROX3MRE. I am not talking about reduced demand, what
I am talking about is a situation of shortages in economies that are
very, very dependent on Arab oil, far more than we are. Japan imports
80 percent of its energy requirements from the Arab countries-the
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European countries import far more than we do. If because of that
they have to have a drastic economic reduction, isn't that bound .to
communicate itself adversely to us regardless of any so-called washes?

Mr. STEIN. No. I think there will be two reactions on their part. I
think that there will be a ferocious demand on their part to try to
keep themselves suwpplie.with, raw rraterials which they otherwise
wouild'have produced themselves out of imported oil. After all, they
do have a lot of dollars, and they will make an effort, I assume,
to keep their economies running, and they will try to import for that
purpose. It will not be the usual situation in which they have an ex-
cessive supply of practically everything, which is the usual situation
in a recession.

On the other hand, they will not buy things that are not vital to
their productive processes. So I think there will be effects on both
sides. As I said earlier;} those estimates are very iffy, they are very
specuilative. And if you wo-uld like to put in another billion or $2
billion to the loss of GNP for that. I couldn't say that is unreasonable.

Senator PROXMIRE. I am very disturbed in view of the clear and
emphatic impact that this embargo is going to have-if it continues
on Japan and Europe, I am disturbed that that wasn't cranked into
your calculations.

Mr. STFIN. I told you how we cranked it in. We cranked it in, and
it came out zero.

Senator PROXMIRE. That is what disturbs me.
Let me ask-you this. In your statement you refer to the fact that

the administration has a call for Congress: "To remove ceilings on
prices of additional supplies of natural gas, which will both get more
gas produced and get more moved to where it is most needed." This
is very, very disturbing for those of us who believe that natural gas
represents, to a considerable extent, a monopolistic operation. And, if
you remove the ceilings, I understand-perhaps I am unfair-do you
mean you would deregulate natural gas?

Mr. STEIN. Deregulate new;natural gas; yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. What do you mean by new natural gas? How

do you determine what the new is?
Mr. STEIN. It would be in addition to production in some base

period.
Senator PROXMIRE. An addition to production? So the information

that many of us have, and what many of us expect is the case, is that
if -for thee reftsenj-hoping fo-ee-0atot.cmane fcus
are holding down their-production now. And once they get the oppor-
tunity to increase the price they ewill do so.

I -have read estimates as high as 75 cents a thousand cubic feet-and
the present average is around 25 cents. In other words, a threefold
increase.

Mr. STEIN. W'rell, Senator, we live in the real world. If you know
some other way to get it than paying for it, I would like to hear it.

Senator PROXMIRE. There isn't any other way-and I would cer-
tainly want to do whatever is necessary in terms of price increases to
get increased production. You have the Federal Power Commission
that now regulates gas. Two members of that Commission of five
want to deregulate it, and two more want to deregulate it as far as
new natural gas is concerned. You could hardly have a more unsym-
pathetic agency.
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Natural gas had increases in prices over the last years, about 40
percent. How much do they have to have in order to get increased
production?

What bothers me, Mr. Stein, is the position that you put consumers
in that make-commitments to buy their gas, and then they have no
choice, they have to throw out-I'm talking about a household-a
couple of thousand dollars of equipment in order to move to a new
source, so they don't have any option, they have to continue to buy
natural gas no matter what it costs.
- Mr. STEIN. Yes, Senator, but this is the same problem we had with
the chickens, you remember, we had cheap chickens, but then there
were no chickens-you can have cheap gas, but the people that want
gas to heat their houses will not get it.

Senator PROXMIRE. I am not talking about requiring them to produce
below cost. Give them profits, big profits, but not this exorbitant in-
crease, a threefold increase.

Mr. STEIN. I haven't suggested any threefold increase. But the fact
is that we-know that gas is being used for very much less valuable
purposes in the United States that produce it than it is used or would
be used for in the Northeast. We are going around the world talking
about buying gas from the Algerians or the Russians at very much
higher prices than we would pay our own people to supply it.

Senator PROXMTRE. Let's take that into consideration. Let's take
the increased cost of gasoline you talked about, 30 percent a gallon,
into consideration. What effect do you see this as having overall on
inflation in 1974? How big an increase will these particular fuel
prices have in your view? If they go into effect, if we deregulate
natural gas and we permit the supply-demand situation to be reflected
fully in the price of gasoline.

Mr. STEIN. Well, of course, the deregulation that we have suggested
on natural gas would not apply to total supplies, but only to some part
of this. I would think that we would be adding something like one-half
to 1 percent to the U.S. price level.

Senator PROXMIRE. Just from that one source alone?
Mr. STEIN. From all energy, not just from gas.
Senator PROXMIRE. Of course, one-half of 1 percent is a couple of

billion dollars, or $3 or $4 billion of increased prices.
Mr. STEIN. It is more than that.
Senator PROXMIRE. How much more? Would it be $10 million more?
Mr. STEIN. No; let's say $6 million.
Senator PrzOXMIiRE. I agree that we have to pay something. Let me

ask something about the longer range situation. The President in his
speech 2- weeks ago put great emphasis on developing independence
for our country for our energy resources. It is nice rhetoric, and we
like it. But that has been challenged very strongly by people who are
highly competent in the area. You say that that can come at a very
high cost, and it may not be worthwhile for us to become that inde-
*pendent. Maybe we should.- But have vou made any estimate as to
the. inflationary effect of total independence as compared with some
reliance on the foreign sources for our energy?

Mr. STEIN. Well, I don't know whether the people who threw the
tea in the Boston Harbor made an estimate of its effect on the price
level.
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I think if it is 1 or 2 percent or 3 percent on the U.S. price level, our
independence is worth it. I guess what is implied in what was said
earlier is that-and people have made estimates of this, so this is
all secondhand for me-we would achieve independence at a price
equivalent of $6 or $7 a barrel of crude.

So this might add one-half to 1 percent to the U.S. price level. or
perhaps something more, spread over the course of this period. I
think that in any case we are going to face higher prices of energy and
higher prices of petroleum products, and we have to decide in part
how much of it we are going to pay to the Arabs and how muchwe are
going to pay to ourselves.

Senator PRoXmnrRE. Let me get back to the colloquy we had just a
minute ago. You estimated the increased cost for bringing supplies
and demand into balance in those areas with the whole energy situa-
tion at one-half of 1 percent.

Now, recent price increases for gasoline-and fuel oil, our staff tells
us, have added already $200 or $250 to the annual budget of the
family which heats with oil and drives. Now, that would mean a 2-
percent increase, or 21/2 -percent increase for a family with an income
of $10,000 a year, which is an average family. And the kind of in-
creases that we are suggesting, 50 cents a gallon, and a trebling of
natural gas prices, would certainly be far greater thai.n simply a one-
half of 1 percent increase, would they not?

Mr. Sn.IN. Well, let me withdraw that estimate, then, and start
over again.

The weight of energy products; that is. gasoline, oil, coal, natural
gas, and so on, in the Consumer Price Index, is about 6 percent. And
one would have to calculate about what the size of the energy price
increase would be. The increase in the prices of the petroleum part of
this would be larger than the rest of it. The gasoline and oil themselves
account for about 3 percent of the total. I would say at an extreme,
assuminig that everything went up 50 percent, that we could have a
3-percent increase in price to the U.S. price level.

Senator PROX-MIRE. Do you think that is realistic?
Mr. STEIN. I think it is possible.
Senator PROXMrIRE. You say you think that is the outside limit?
Mr. STEIN. As we have said, elasticities are very difficult to calculate.
Senator PROXM1IRE. This would represent, then, more than a 50-

percent increase in the inflation-that we would have had, that we were
estimating before the crisis developed, isnYt t r eren't we
estimating something like 41/2- or 5-percent inflation? Now you say it
may be as much as 3 percent more, so that would add up to 8 percent.

M~r. STEIN. That would involve a total decontrol of things. The es-
timate that we have made ourselves for the addition to the U.S. price
level is about 1 percent, and that is very close to the estimates whir-h
have been made in the statistics that I have presented here earlier. The
percentage change in the GNP deflator for 1974 over 1973, which by
this'group' of forecasters has been previously estimated at 5 percent,
is now estimated at 5.9 percent.

Senator PROXM1IRE. So they would bring it up almost 1 percent?
Mir. STEIN. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. And, depending on the policies we have. of

course, those estimates might be based on the assumption that we might
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have some kind of rationing which would reduce the increase at least
in the short run, but in the long run it may not be wise policy-isn't
that right?

Mr. STEIN. That is right.
Senator PROXMIRE. Now, if we have a 30-cent-a-gallon increase-

in gasoline prices, and these other enormous increases that we are
talkiing "ab6ut-one possible option is to greatly reduce or eliminate
the present enormous tax advantages the oil companies enjoy. I am
talking about the oil depletion allowance, the intangible drilling, and
all these other things, so that the average oil companies now pay taxes
on their net income of only 8 percent compared to 40 percent of other
industries.

Is that, in your judgment, a viable option, or would we be trying
to go two ways at the same time?

Mr.fSmTir.-Nb, ITthinik that is an option that would have to be con-
sidered in those circumstances.

Senator PRoxmiRE. WI-Vouldn't it be very logical if this country is go-
ing to be independent for us at least to deprive the oil companies of
these advantages when they are drilling abroad? Particularly when
they are investing out of this hemisphere, why should they have the
oil depletion allowance and intangible drilling and that special gim-
mick of being able to deduct royalties from their taxes as a tax credit,
if we are trying to become independent of foreign oil?

Mr. STEIN. I think that is a reasonable statement that you have
made. I do not want you to put me in the position of stating what the
administration's position is, because there are a lot of people that have
to talk~aJout this. But certainly there is logicin what you are saying.

Senator PROXMIRE. I'm sorry, I didn't get the last part.
Mr. STEIN. I say, certainly there is logic in what you are saying. We

are in the process of considering the whole bundle of taxation as it
affects the energy industry. We have not produced a recommendation.
All of these things involve a great many considerations-but certainly
the consideration that you have just mentioned is an important one
in my mind.

Senator PROXMXIRE. That is verv encouraging.
It is more helpful-and the only opportunity we have of correcting

a serious inequity is to have administration support for it.
Let me get back again to the issue of rationing as compared to a

price increase or a tax increase or some combination.
Hmave you estimated how much revenue a tax rise. a gasoline tax

increase, would bring in if it were used to try to bring supply and
demand into balance?

Mr. STEIN. If it were used to what?
Senator PROXMIRE. If it were used to try to bring supply and de-

mand into reasonable balance.
Mr. STEIN. If it were used 'by itself, we are dealing with very large

numbers; $20 to $30 billion.
Senator PROXMIRE. $20 to $30 billion? Do you think it would be

feasible to use it in combination with some form of rationing?
Mr. STEIN. Yes, it could be.
Senator PRox1mIRE. I presume how much we would bring in then

would depend upon the kind of rationing you had, and how extensive
the rationing was; is that right?
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Mr. STEIN. As I said earlier, you can have a combination of con-
servation measures, price increases, taxes and rationing. I think there
is a benefit in reducing the value of ration coupons.

Mfr. SAWHILL. Another option, of course, Senator, would be to tax
the incremental barrel, to have ration coupons and permit people to
buy gasoline at the market price and then have a tax on top of that
which would be imposed on gasoline that would 'be purchased without
a coupon. So that would take less money out of the system.

Senator PROXMIRE. That would be a form of rationing, would it
not?

Mr. SAWHILL. It would really be a combination of taxes and
rationing.

Senator PROXMIIRE. What economic impact would this have if the
revenue from whatever tax is imposed, depending whether it is a com-
bination of things-say, this raises $10 billion, what economic impact
would it have if the revenue is used to increase the budget surplus or
reduce the indebtedness?

TMr. STEIN. I think that if we get into numbers like that, we would
have to give it back. At the least we would have to give most of it
back or spend it. I don't think we would be in the position of wanting
to increase the Federal surplus by $10 or $20 billion.

Senator PROXMIRE. Could it be used for things like mass transit and
energy research and development?

Mr. STEIN. Yes, it could. I don't know whether you can reasonably
spend $20 billion in the short run.

Senator PROXMIRE. How about refunding some of it through a tem-
porary tax reduction?

Mr. STEIN. That is also a possibility.
Senator PROXMIRE. Public service?
Mr. STEIN. You could use some of it for that. I think that every-

body who thinks of imposing a tax of such a magnitude must think
of ways either to return it to the taxpayers or to spend it, not increase
the surplus by that amount-which isn't to say that it might not be
desirable to use some small amount of it.

Mr. SAWMILL. It seems to me, Senator, that you have identified
three problems with the price-tax combination: One, the excess wind-
fall profits; second, an income redistribution problem; and third, an
inflationary problem.

Obviously, if you use only those two, you would have to find some
way of thwarting these three problems that arise.

As far as income redistribution, you would have to develop some
refunding mechanism, it seems to me, to insure that you didn't get a
redistribution, in fact, as a result of whether a price or a tax or a com-
bination of the two-we have already talked about the windfall
profits, and I think the inflation thing might be handled through the
budgetary process.

Senator PROXMIRE. For whatever it is worth, the reaction I have,
that I have gotten from my constituents, is that' while we would be
very unhappy with rationing, it would make them uncomfortable,
they would be more than unhappy, they would be infuriated with
anything like a 30-percent price increase, whether a tax or just an
increase. Their feeling is that this would be cruelly unfair to people of

27-213-74-3
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modest incomes, farmers, workers, and others who have to drive dis-
tances to work, this is something that they would not stand for.

Mr.. SAWHTL. I think that is true. You do have an income redis-
tribution problem when you adopt only a price-tax option.

Senator PROXMIRE. You see, that income redistribution problem
would be awkward, it takes time, it would be misunderstood by many
people, and you could never get the redistribution in terms of users
very well.

Mr. SAWHILL. I recognize that it is awkward and takes time.
Senator PROXMIRE. This is why rationing, grim as it is-and I

would hope it would be imposed for as short a period as possible-does
seem to represent an alternative that is going to be hard to resist unless
we get more estimates such as we had yesterday that the shortage
isn't as bad as we thought it was.

Mr. SAWriLL. Yes. Or'unless our conservation measures prove more
effective than we thought they would.

Mr. STEIN. It is going to be hard to resist because people have this
-idealized concept of rationing. As you have just stated, there is the
problem of a person who lives far from work, or a farmer, or people
who have special needs. -Do you think that the rationing system or
the ration board is going to determine all of these things?

As I remember, in World War II we let the farmer out entirely,
at least the gasoline they got for running their tractors was available
for other purposes. So they had no problem about it. I think in the
early days of World War II the Members of Congress had it.

People think of the rationing program as something in which the
Goddess of Justice is going to appear in every local courthouse and
hand out the coupons. It isn't going to be done that way; it is going to
be done by some ordinary bureaucrats down there, and people are
going to be pretty unhappy about it. But nonetheless, I think there is
a basic point, that the thing that we do here has to be something -that
will be accepted by the American people as fair, and you cannot dis-
regard that.

Mr. SAWiRILL. The fact is, we are going to have rationed gasoline,
whether we have the price system ration it or the tax system ration it,
or issue a coupon, or take other kinds of mandatory conservation
measures to ration it, or just let it be rationed by gasoline stations.
I think what we are all trying to do is find the most equitable way to
do that and the way that will cause the least inequity and
inconvenience.

Senator PitoxMipx. I have great sympathy with what you say. 1
think that we have to give a very high priority to production, and we
have to see that the economy, especially the job priority, doesn't
suffer. I would be very concerned that unless we have some kind of
rationing, after a point, that the country is going to suffer greatly.

Air. STEIN. I think so. The first determination, I think, is that we
are going to make a deep cut in gasoline consumption. Then we have
to do that in a way that is acceptable to the American people. If we
don't make that deep cut, I think the economy is going to- suffer.

Senator PROXMnmE. Mr. Sawhill, one of our later witnesses this
morning assumes that if the cutback for industry is greater than 2'
percent it will cut into unemployment. The admistration seems to
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think a 10-percent cut should be absorbed through conservation by
industry.

Do you have any real evidence for this assumption? The President
has asked for a 10-percent cutback.

Mr. SAWHnIL. We don't have any strong evidence. I think this 10-
percent figure was derived from talking with a number of major cor-
porations and asking them what they could do without cutting
production. They felt that the 20-percent figure could be taken out of
energy wastes primarily.

Senator PROXmIRE. one other question. I have had people come to
me and say that we just don't have any good figures, and the Govern-
ment figures are just way off on the storage of oil. I am not talking
about the reserves. I am talking about the storage. We are told that
the storage is about a billion barrels, or 55 days supply. But I am told
that many farms and even small towns have storage squirrelled away
in various ways that have not been recorded, that are not known. and
that we don't have any reliable estimate as to what the storage is.

Mr. SAwHiLL. I think that is correct. We don't have very good
figures on storage.

Senator PROXXTRE. SO it could be more than a billion barrels?
Mr. SAWHILL. It, is. conceivable, yes. We don't have good storage

figures. We need that information. As I said previously, we will be com-
ing back to the Congress asking for legislation which will enable us
to get some of the figures that we don't have access to now.

Senator PROXMIRE. I would hope, Mr. Sawbill and Mr. Stein, that
you would do everything possible to get better figures for the record. It
is so hard for Congress and the administration and the public to know
what to do or to accept what is being done when we have these figures
that we can't count on. It is absolutely vital if you are going to make
policy, if you go to rationing, or if you have a tax; if we do not have
those figures-whatever we have to do to the oil companies to get them,
subpena them, or whatever, it seems to me that we should do it.

Chairman REuSs. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
I will have several additional written questions, Mr. Sawhill, which

I will send to you, and I will appreciate your answering them for the
record.1

We will now hear from Ms. Carter.
Ms. Carter, your prepared statement is received in full in the record,

and we would like to have you proceed.
I believe you have been sitting here during the morning, and if there

are any questions or answers or statements that have been made that
you want to allude to, allude away.

STATEMENT OF ANNE P. CARTER, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

Ms. CA~rxR. I think that since we have been at this all mornino I
would rather speak. informally, rather than read my prepared
statement.

I See the response of Mr. Sawhill to additional written questions posed by Chairman
Reuss, beginning on p. 192.
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I have a rather lengthy prepared statement. and I hope that those
of you who are interested in this problem will read it. I can't possibly
summarize it all completely in 15 minutes.

I am, however, at an advantage as compared with Mr. Sawhill and
Mr. Stein in that I speak only for myself, and therefore I can speak
perhaps more frankly and speculatively than they would feel free to
do.

I have a very serious message and a much more gloomy message than
they had. My considered conclusion on the basis of a lot of computa-
tion-and we have been computing day and night for two weeks at
Brandeis using a data base that built up over many years-is that even
if the shortage is as low as 12 percent, which was the estimate in the
President's statement a couple of weeks ago, we are in for very serious
unemployment. I would say at least 3 percent over the 4.5 percent that
we start with. If the shortage goes to 20 percent. I don't see how we
can stay under 10 percent unemployment.

Furthermore, we can expect a doubling of energy prices, either in
the form of taxes or in the form of just prices going up. And from the
wvay the gasoline prices have gone up over a month, I can't see how
there is going to be less than a hundred percent increase in the prices of
coal, of oil, and of natural gas. I don't see how we can expect to add less
than 8 percentage points to the annual rate of inflation. I will tell you
in a while a little more about how we computed this.

We also computed how this would hit families at different income
levels. And it turns out that the price increase will be very regressive.
Families with incomes over $20,000 a year can expect a 7 percent in-
crease in their cost of living; families with incomes under $8,000 a
year can expect an increase of something like 12 percent in their cost
of living. And this, to may way of thinking, is a major redistribution of
income just because of the increase in prices.

Another point I want to make is that the kind of unemployment
that we are talking about here is not the kind of unemployment that
we are used to dealing with. We are used to dealing with the kind of
unemployment that we correct through stimulating aggregate de-
mand. This is the kind of unemployment that is due to shortages and
we have dealt with it only in wartime, and then under very special
conditions. The Keynesian remedies for stimulating aggregate de-
mand are really quite inappropriate. either for estimating how much
trouble we are in for here or for dealing with it. I don't say that they
are useless, because I think they have to be used in addition to other
methods, but they certainly don't give too much insight into the prob-
lems of unemployment that we face.

This doesn't mean that we don't know anything about it. We simply
have to turn to different methods for estimating what our trouble is
and what we mav do about it. In particular I think that we need
really quite detailed planning in order to make something acceptable
out of this situation. I don't say we can make the unemployment
vanish, but we can keep our country from disaster by planning in
great detail. I notice that Mr. Stein has no faith in planning. I have
more faith in planning than in doing nothing.

Now, let me turn to what I found specifically, because in the work
of the last couple of weeks I have come to a rather striking conclusion.
which is a sort of general principle on which I think we have to pro-
ceed. I certainly would not want to suggest that you take the details
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in the tables attached to my prepared statement and go out there and
set up little men who tell people to cut things by exactly these per-
centages. But the conclusion I come to really is that we do a lot better
if we plan a balanced allocation of petroleum products among indus-
tries-and I will tell you what I mean by balanced in a little while-
than if we implement across the board proportional cutbacks that say,
all industries in class A, get cut back 10 percent, and all industries m
class B get cut back 25 percent, which was the nature of the original
guidelines announced by the President.

Now, I would like to show you the kind of information base that
I used in this work. I have brought an input-output table.' What these
gentlemen are so kindly unrolling is an input-output table. Many
of you are familiar with what an input-output table is. I just want
to give you the general idea of what kind of information is in one.
If you read along a row of this table it tells what each industry at a
particular time sold to all other industries in the economy. And if you
read up a column it tells what each industry bought from all other
industries in the economy. Incidentally, these are put out as a regular
part of -the national accounts by the Bureau of Economic Analysis
of the Department of Commerce. This one is about 100 order. They
exist at 375 order, and I think you can disaggregate some sectors to
get well over 450 order. An input-output table gives a detailed map-
ping of what industries depend on from each other in the American
economy.

Now, let me just mention one other 'thing. We distinguish in an
input-output table between two parts, the core of it, which we call
intermediate sales-these are sales by industries to each other-and
then the end part, which we call final deliveries' or sales to final de-
mand. These include sales to final consumers, sales to government-
State, local, and Federal-gross private capital formation, and ex-
ports.

I can't go into the detailed mathematics of how one deals with this
kind of information. But I think you can see intuitively that knowing
how industries depend on each other is very important in planning
a balanced allocation of petroleum products.

What we did in our computations is to simulate three scenarios.
I will talk about only two because there are only two types. The first
type is a proportional allocation. The first scenario is in accordance
with the guidelines announced by the President late in November
When he said he is going to cut back commercial sectors 25 percent
and everybody else about 10 percent, except for consumers, who would
be cut back 15 percent. That added up to a 12 percent cut, -as he said
in his talk.

The second scenario assumed a 20 percent cut, because I was told
by one of the professional staff of the committee who outlined the
needs of this session that a 20 percent cutback is really what we were
talking about. I think my general conclusions will be very much the
same if you say, okay, it is only 16 percent or 17 percent; qualitatively,
conclusions lie in the same direction.

Assuming these proportional allocations, we estimated how much
unemployment would be generated in various industries. We ask, if
an industry is cut back 10 percent in the amount of oil it receives,

Table prepared by the editors of Scientific American, Inc., entitled "The Input/Output
Structupre of the United States Economy."
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what will this mean to the employment in the industry? We intro-
duced cushion factors which varied by industry. We assumed com-
mercial establishments could be cut back 10-15 percent and employ-
ment would be unaffected. We took into account the fact that in 'many
industries the sector is not just dependent on oil, but uses alternative
fuels. So whether an industry is cut back a lot or a little depends on
the proportion of its energy requirements that are satisfied by oil.
Obviously those that get much more of their energy from natural gas
will be in relatively better shape, although I was told, again, to count
on the 6 percent natural gas shortfall.

Finally, we have built in very generous allowances-we call them
employment elasticities-for the cutback in employment that would
come with a cutback in production. For most sectors, we assumed
that if total energy was cut back by 1 percent. employment wouldn't
be cut back by more than 0.7 percent. So we have really softened the
impact; we made very generous allowances for what the impact of an
oil deprivation would be on a sector. And there we came out with
estimates that in the first round you would get approximately 8 per-
cent unemployment due to the 20 percent oil shortage alone.

Now, the trick with this kind of proportional allocation is that
some industries are cut back more than others, and this disturbs the
balance among industries, because they supply each other's inputs.
We used an input-output computation to show what some of the
bottlenecks and what some of the shortages would be. And they were
really appreciable.

A situation where you have serious bottlenecks can easily degenerate
to a point where the entire economy is constrained by the most con-
strained industry; that is, the one that is cut back most can hold them
all back because they can't get their vital inputs.

The range in unemployment goes from 8.3 percent, assuming bottle-
necks don't matter at all, up to something like 14 percent if bottlenecks
are taken seriously.

The other type of scenario that we computed is much more optimis-
tic than that. There we took into account the idea that if there is
going to be an oil shortage, some final deliveries are just going to have
to be cut; there is no way out of it. The only question is, Do you cut
them on purpose or do vyo let them be cut passively by cutting back
the petroleum allocation? And so we examined the final demand sectors
and looked for very energy-intensive components. Then we made up a
program for cutting back those energy intensive components. I think
that it would be a verv useful exercise-more than an exercise, I can't
think of a better word-but it would be a very useful thing for some-
one in the administration to figure out what energy intensive and
labor nonintensive elements of final demand they really would be
willing to cut back. In my prepared statement T have made my own
tabulation. Then we computed the output level that would be required
to support this cutback of final demand.

Finally, we computed an exact allocation of petroleum resources
that would match that cut back final demand. Such an allocation
avoids bottlenecks. Furthermore, the allocation is tilted in the direc-
tion of lower energy intensiveness and greater employment intensive-
ness. This computation resulted in only 6.3 percent unemployment,
and presumably not much extra due to bottlenecks. We must recognize
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that input-output isn't magic. There is going to be an awful lot of
cutting and pasting to get the allocation right, and it can't all be
done sort of mechanically out of a computer.

I have a couple of charts here to show you what we did. The first
chart1 that you are looking at is a comparison of the petroleum
allocations under two scenarios, both representing a 20-percent oil
shortage. The one line is, the cutbacks under the types of guidelines
suggested by the President; that is, just across-the-board cutbacks
for industry.

The other allocation-on the same chart-shows the computed
allocation of petroleum under the controlled cutbacks in final demand.
An interesting sidelight under the last scenario that we computed-
the one with the controlled elements of final demand-we actually
give extra oil to utilities and to the food industry, because otherwise
thev would be cutback too far by the shortage of natural gas to allow
them to support their dependent industries.

The second chart 2 compares the total energy-to-labor content ratios
in the various sectors of the economy.

Now, I do want to show you the third chart.3 The third chart
simply shows increases in the cost of living for different income groups
due to price increases resulting from increased energy costs. The
highest increase is for the lowest income group-under $8,00the
lowest increase is for the highest income group, the group over $20,000.
You have two bars in each part. The first is for simply a doubling of
petroleum product prices, and the second is for a doubling in the
prices of all energy; that is, for natural gas and coal as well.

Let me just sum up what my conclusions are:
Clearly this will be a lot less gloomy a picture the more sharply

consumers are cut back directly. A consumer who is a little colder
will have a better chance of having a job. I don't see any way of
accomplishing this quickly, except by rationing. And I think the
sooner we do it the less trouble we will have in the employment
situation.

I think a lot of steps have to be taken to redress the injustice, if
you like, of the regressive impacts, both in terms of the cost of living
and in terms of unemployment. I mean, it is the unemployed after
all who are going to be hit by these lopsided price increases.

And the third one is that I don't think we can afford to delay a
moment longer starting to draw up plans that will ease the situation
as much as we possibly can.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Carter follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANNE P. CARTER

PETROLEUM ALLOCATIONS AND UNEMPLOYMENT

1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

I have been invited to present an input-output 4analysis of the impact of the

oil embargo on U.S. industry. This impact will depend, of course, on the size of
the overall petroleum deficit, on supplies of energy from other sources and on

1See fig. 3, p. 4.
'See fig. 2, p. 43.
see fig. 6. p 48.
*Leontlef w. w. Input-Output Analys~s, Oxford University Press, New York, 1988.
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how fuels are allocated. At best, the consequences for production and employ-
ment will be serious. Without a well-balanced allocation scheme, promptly and
strictly enforced, the consequences will be nothing short of disastrous. To demon-
strate the importance of rationally planned allocation I have chosen three hypo-
thetical but plausible allocation schemes and estimated the resulting cutbacks
in sectoral employment and final deliveries.

1. The first consists of a literal application of the broad guidelines for cutbacks
announced by the President two weeks ago. Under optimistic assumptions it will
entail a three percentage point increase in unemployment, bringing the national
total to at least 7.5 percent. But as the President noted, these cutbacks would
compensate for only a 12 percent oil deficit.

2. The second allocation scheme is administratively similar to the first but con-
tains proportionally larger petroleum cutbacks sufficient to cover an expected
deficit in the neighborhood of 20 percent. It will boost national unemployment
levels by at least 8 percent and probably much higher. Since some sectors rely on
substitute fuels more than others, proportional oil allocations can easily lead to
"bottlenecks," particularly when the cutbacks are large.

3. The third scheme also assumes a 20 percent shortage. It entails planned
reductions in selected elements of final demand that are energy-intensive but not
labor-intensive. Sectoral allocations of petroleum products required to sustain the
specified final deliveries are estimated by input-output methods. Because this al-
location provides for necessary intermediate and final deliveries, bottlenecks are
averted. Waste of energy is kept to a minimum, and resulting unemployment,
while still a substantial 6.3 percent, is lower than under Scenario II.

The final section of this report concerns the impact of the proposed increases in
energy prices on all other prices and on the cost of living for families at various
income levels. A 100 percent tax on energy use is likely to add at least 8 percent-
age points to the present rate of inflation. It would raise consumer prices by 7
percent for those with incomes over $20,000 and by more than 12 percent for
those with incomes under $8,000.

While sound allocation policy can prevent disaster, the oil shortage will in-
evitably bring greater unemployment and inflation. Both affect the lowest income
groups most heavily. Measures to minimize the burden and to distribute it equi-
tably must include tax reform and income supplements, but a discussion of these
programs is beyond the scope of this report.

2. PETROLEUM SHORTAGES AND SECTORAL PRODUCTION: ASSUMPTIONS

The critical question is how specific petroleum cutbacks will affect employment
and output in various industrial sectors. Were we to read observed input-output
ratios strictly as "requirements" the outlook would be bleak: if major com-
mercial and service sectors curtailed their activities and employment in strict pro-
portion to the 25 percent reduction in their petroleum consumption the conse-
quences would be catastrophic. In addition to direct unemployment in these sec-
tors (they employ more than half of the U.S. workforce) layoffs would be trig-
gered in numerous other industries that depend on the commercial sectors for
essential services.

The input-output coefficients of a real economy are not always rigidly fixed and
our computations allow for a certain amount of flexibility. In some sectors like
trucking and petrochemicals there is no substitute for petroleum in the short run.
In other sectors, like electric utilities, food processing and pulping mills, the
same processing functions are performed alternatively by oil, natural gas and,
to some extent, by coal or electric power. Depending on historical and geographi-
cal circumstances, individual plants with similar outputs are at present comn-
mitted to different energy sources. Some pulp mills rely on oil, others on natural
gas. Since all fuels are in short supply, fuel switching by individual plants will
probably be negligible this year. Nevertheless, the effect of petroleum shortages
on a sector's performance will be mitigated where other fuels contribute a sub-
stantial proportion of its energy requirements. The food sector, for example, gets
41 percent of its energy from natural gas. In estimating its response to the oil
embargo, we assume that only 28 percent of its BTU requirements must be sup-
plied by petroleum products.

Most sectors can adapt to the energy shortage by eliminating waste or by mak-
ing emergency cuts in room temperatures and lighting without reducing output
significantly. Since no one knows exactly how large those adaptations will be,
we made crude allowances for potential energy savings. It is reasonable to expect,
for example, that most stores and service establishments can absorb a 15 percent
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cut in heating fuels without appreciably curtailing activity or employment. En-
ergy requirements for industrial processes and transportation are harder to
trim and we allowed only a two percent cushion factor in the use of process
energy for industrial users.

Since (i) cuts in overtime generally precede layoffs and (ii) supervisory per-
sonnel are retained as output falls, reductions in employment tend to lag behind
reductions in output in the short run. We assume that sectoral employment will
fall only .7 percent for eiery one percent cut in sectoral output due to petrolem
shortages. For trii&ing, reduced speeds are assumed to produce not only a two per-
cent savings -of fuel ttit aiso a ten percent increase in labor required per unit of
output.

Figure 1 shows the specific relationships between oil and output cutbacks for
a few sectors in the model. The slopes of the lines represent percentage changes
in output per one percent change in petroleum. Most of the slopes are less than
one because we assumed that petroleum is not the only energy source. The
X-intercepts are positive for most sectors because they can reduce energy con-
sumption by some percentage without reducing output: A few sectors, like food,
which use a large proportion of natural gas have negative X-intercepts. Because
of the six percent natural gas shortage they require iore petroleum than before
to sustain their output levels. This analysis could be substantially improved were
more time and information available for refining assumptions about adaptation.
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The first two scenarios represent the same general type of petroleum alloca-
tion. Both assume the Admiiistration's present approach: uniform proportional
reductions in petroleum deliveries for industrial process use and higher uniform
reductions for commercial and service sectors and for industrial space heating.
Proportional cutbacks for across-the-board groups of sectors are politically pala-
table because they seem "fair" and "objective" but they can lead to serious
economic imbalance. If a given percentage reduction in petroleum were to reduce
all sectors' output by the same proportion, then the across-the-board cutbacks
would simply reduce all production and final deliveries proportionally: all out-
puts would be lower but the proportions of goods consumed by intermediate and
final users would remain the same. Actually, however, a ten percent cutback in
petroleum will curtail some sectors' production more than others because some
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sectors rely on substitute energy sources more than others. When petroleum de-
liveries are reduced uniformly, output reductions are far from uniform.

When sectoral outputs are not curtailed proportionally, certain products be-
come scarce while others become redundant. If the output of chemicals is cut
severely relative to the outputs of most industrial consumers of chemicals, then
some intermediate or final demands may have to go unsatisfied. A shortage of
chemical inputs will probably force Intermediate users of chemicals to produce
less. Alternatively, some shortages might be compensated by reductions in final
consumption. A fertilizer shortage that threatens agricultural production might
conceivably be met by a reduction in the fertilizer consumption of amateur
gardeners; a shortage of cloth for the apparel industry could be averted by a
cut in exports of textiles. The degree to which shortages in intermediate products
can or should be compensated by cutting back final deliveries will generally be
limited.

Even when reductions in final deliveries can compensate for shortages in in-
termediate deliveries they are likely to entail major distortions of original final
demand proportions. They lead to a situation where pepole are expected to buy,
say, relatively more automobiles and less food at a time when they may not choose
to do so. Price changes may induce them to buy more of some items and less of
others, but the demand for many final consumer and producer goods is relatively
inelastic.

Starting with 1972 final demand, we computed what would happen under pro-
portional oil allocation assuming that intermediate requirements would be satis-
fied first, if necessary, by cutting back final deliveries. In some instances we found
that it simply couldn't be done. For example, a more than one hundred percent
cutback in final demand would be needed to compensate for the shortage of steel
under Scenario II. Even where it might be feasible, one can certainly question
the desirability of Imposing radical changes in patterns of final consumption in
order to render an across-the-board petroleum cut workable. If final demand is
not sufficiently curtailed bottlenecks will ensue causing further reductions in out-
put and final deliveries.

Under Scenario III, certain elements of final demand are deliberately reduced to
save oil. These adjustments affect some sectors' outputs, and hence, their oil
requirements, relatively more than others': To the extent that the demand for
some sectors' products falls, their demand for petroleum is curtailed automati-
cally. The resulting cutbacks In oil consumption are not uniform but they are
balanced. Sectoral production is sufficient to meet the newly revised final demand
and all the intermediate requirements associated with it. Policies that reduce
selected energy-intensive elements of final demand are essential to an efficient
oil allocation program.

SCENAlIO I

The first scenario is based on a 12 percent shortage of petroleum products. It
assumes that petroleum products are allocated proportionally among potential in-
dustrial and final consumers according to guidelines announced by the President
on November 25, 1-973. These guidelines called for the following cutbacks:

Percent

Space heating for final consumers________--________-------------------- 15
Casoline for private automnobi --------------------- ------------------- 1.5
Space heating for commercial and industrial users---------------------- 25.
Industrial use----------------------------------- ____________________- 10

Restrictions on oil supplies of other important users were not made specific in the
original announcement, but recent developments seem to justify the following
cutbacks:

Percent

Air travel 25
Transportation other than by air and private automobile-_______________ 10
Utilities -------------- __________________________________________ 10

In addition, we assume an overall shortage of six percent in natural gas supplies,
and coal supplies just sufficient to meet the operating requirements of capacity
already committed to coal. The impact of oil cutbacks on coal mining operations is
neglected.

The computed effects of these cutbacks are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1
(column 1) gives percentage reductions in employment. The amount of each
sector's products available to final users-consumers, government, households,
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gross capital formation and exports-was computed by an input-output compu-
tation. Table 2 shows how much deliveries to final consumers would have to fall
below pre-shortage levels to insure that intermediate demands can be satisfied.
These shortages of products are shown both as percentages of initial final deliver-
ies and as percentages of initial output. For a few sectors the "reductions" in final
deliveries are negative. Even with curtailed production, these sectors can fully
satisfy all intermediate demand, and have more than enough output left to satisfy
initial final demand. This happens because the industrial users of these products
are more sharply affected by the oil shortage than are the producing sectors
themselves. One might expect that at least part of this "slack" output would not
actually be produced. In the case of sector 36, stone and clay products, for ex-
ample, it is difficult to imagine how an excess of 68 percent in final deliveries could
be sold. A four percent slack in textiles (sector 16), on the other hand, might
easily be absorbed by increased consumer purchases, particularly since other
types of spending may be frustrated by scarcities.

TABLE 1.-PERCENT UNEMPLOYMENT DUE TO THE ENERGY SHORTAGE'

Scenario-

- I . I

1. Livestock - -0.06 0.10 0.01
2. Crops - - .06 .10 .01
3. Forestry and fishing- - .06 .10 .07
4. Agricultural services- - .06 .10 .02
5. Iron miiing - - .06 .10 .09
6. Nonferinns mining- - .06 .10 .10
7. Coal mining --------
8. Petroleum mining
9. Stone and clay mining- - .06 .10 .14

10. Chemical mining - - .06 .10 .04
11. New construction - - .05 .09 .26
12. Maintenance construction-- .05 .10 .03
13. Ordnance- - .03 .05 .05
14. Food - - .03 .04 .01
15. Tobacco- .01 .02 0
16. Fabrics, yarn - - .03 .04 .02
17. Carpets and miscellaneous -- .02 .03 .06
18. Apparel - -04 .07 .01
19. Other textile products- .03 .06 .05
20. Wood and products - -------- *04 07 .13
21. Wooden containers- .04 .06 .05
22. Household furniture - - .03 .05 .04
23. Office furniture - ---------- .02 .03 .12
24. Paper and products - .02 .03 .04
25. Paper boxes - -------------- .04 .06 .04
26. Printing and publishing- - .04 .07 .03
27. Basic chemicals --------------- 06 .10 .07
28. Synthetic materials - - 06 .10 .09
29. Drugs, soaps, etc- .06 .10 .02
30. Paint - - .06 .10 .13
31. Petroleum refining
32. Rubber products, etc- .02 .04 .12
33. Leather tanning - - 02 .04 .02
34. Shoes- .04 07 01
35. Glass and products- .03 .03 .07
36. Stone and clay products- .02 .02 .18
37. Iron and steel- .05 .10 .13
38. Nonferrous metal- .04 .05 .11
39. Metal containers- .05 .08 .02
40. Heating, etc- .04 .06 .18

Scenario-

I II Ill

41. Stampings, etc
42. Hardware
43. Engines and turbines
44. Farm equipment
45. Construction and mining equip,

ment
46. Materials handling equipment
47. Metalworking equipment
48. Special industrial equipment
49. General industrial equipment
50. Machine shop products
51. Office and machinery comp
52. Service industrial machinery.
53. Electric apparatus
54. Household appliances
55. Lighting and wiring equipment ----
56. Communication equipment
57. Electronic equipment
58. Batteries, etc
59. Motor vehicles and equipment----
60. Aircraft
61. Trains, ships, etc
62. Instruments, etc ---- ----
63. Photographic apparatus
64. Miscellaneous manufactures
65: Transportation
66. Telephone
67. Radio and TV broadcasting -
68. Utilities
69. Trade
70. Finance and insurance -
71. Real estate and rental -
72. Hotels, personal services
73. Business services -
75. Auto repair
76. Amusements, etc -
77. Institutions .
78. Federal Government enterprises --
79. State and local government enter-

prises ------------------

.04

.03

.03

.02

.02

.03

.04

.04

.03

.04

.03

.05

.03

.02

.04

.05

.05

.03

.02

.04

.03

.04

.02
.05
.07
.02

.05
.02

.03
0
.03

.03

.06

.05

.05

.03

.04

.05

.07

.07

.05

.06

.06

.10

.05

.03

.06

.08

.07

.04
.03
.07
.06
.06
.04
.08
.09
.09
.02
.07
.09
.03
.03
.10
.05
.11

.05

.06

.07

.05

.11

.11

.08

.11

.069
.13

.12

.10

.11

.11

.09
.12
.11
.05
.12
.07

:07.07
.00
.07
.09
.04
.05
.04.09

.04:04

.02

.02

.16

.06

.13

.01

.01

.03

.04

I This does not include unemployment induced by bottlenecks or by reductions in consumer purchases due to direct
unemployment.

TABLE 2.-PERCENTAGE REDUCTIONS IN FINAL DELIVERIES UNDER 3 SCENARIOS

Percent of sectoral output Percent of sectoral final delivery

I Ill I I III

1. Livestock ----------------------
2. Crops
3. Forestry and fishing
4. Agricultural services
5. Iron min ng ------------
6. Nonferrous mining
7. Coal mining

3.4 6.5 0 48.1 92.2 0
4.4 7.7 0 13.5 23.8 0
3.6 7.3 0 14.3 29.1 0
.6 .5 0 35.1 23.6 2.6

1.7 3.4 0 9.4 18.6 0
2.4 5.7 .9 31.6 74.2 11.6
3.0 6.2 .1 12.9 26.5 .4
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TABLE 2.-PERCENTAGE REDUCTIONS IN FINAL DELIVERIES UNDER 3 SCENARIOS--Continued

Percent of secteral output Percent of sectoral final delivery

I I I Ill I I I III

8. Petroleum mifinog--------------------------------------------
9. Stone and clay mining-------------- 2.8 5.7 0 134.3 268.0 .7

10. Chemical mining ---------------- 2.7 4.8 0 9.0 16.2 0
11. New construction ---------------- 7.7 13.4 37.9 7.7 13.4 37.9
12. Maintenance construction ------------ 6.5 9.0 .4 18.5 25.4 1.2
13. Ordnance ------------------- 4.0 6.4 5. 4.4 7.0 6.0
14. Food --------------------- 2.8 4.0 0 4.0 5.7 0
15. Tebacco --------- -1.--------- I1 2.2 0 1.5 3.0 0
is. Fabrics; yarn - ------------------ .4 -.7 0 -4.1 -6.3 .3
17. Carpets and miscellaneous------------ .2 -.2 .4 .6 -.7 1.4
18. Apparel -------------------- 4.7 7.6 0 6.1 9.9 .1
19. Other textile products -------------- 2.9 4.3 .3 5.7 8.4 .5
20. Wood and products --------------- .4 0 0 5.6 0 .2
21. Wooden containers---------------- .4 -1.3 .1 19.2 -61.4 5.2
22. Nousehold furniture--------------- 2.5 4.5 7. 3.2 5.8 .9
23. Office ferniture----------------- 2.2 2.7 12.9 2.8 3.4 16. 1
24. Paper and products --------------- 1.2 -2.4 0 -7.0 -14. 1 .1
25. Paper boxes------------------ .9 -. 1 0 17.9 -1.6 .5
26. Printing and peblishing------------- 5. 4 4.6 0 22. 3 19.3 .1
27. Bankc chemicals----------------- 2. 9 5. 1 .6 12.5 22.3 2. 5
28. Synthetic materials ------------- - 4.4 8. 2 .1 27.5 51. 8 .5
29. Drugs, snaps, etc -- ----------- - 6.8 11. 3 .1 9.6 15.9 .1
30. PainL-------------L-------- .9 3. 5 0 43.7 80.2 .2
31. Petroleem refining ---------------------- i----ii--------S6
32. Rubber products, etc -- .5--1.4-6.8--1.8--5.3-26.0
33. Leather tanning---------------- -1. 2 -2. 2 0 -15.1 -26.7 .1
34. Shoes ------------------- - 5.0 8. 3 0 5. 8 9.6 0
35. Glass and products---------------- 2 -1. 8 .0 .8 _-9.7 .2
36. Stone and clay products------------- -3. 7 -7. 4 0 -67.9 -136.4 .2
37. Iron and sloel----------------- 2. 5 4. 7 0 59.6 113.2 .6
38. Nonferrous metal--------------- .8 .5 1. 4 4.9 3.0 3. 4
39. Metal containers----------------- 2.0 3. 4 . 1 81.0 136.8 5. 3
40. Heating. etc----------------- - -. 9 -2. 8 1.6 -6.6 -20.5 11. 8
41. Stampings, etc----------------- 1. 4 1.6 . 1 10. 4 12. 1 .4
42. Hardware ------------------- .3 -.3 .6 1. 9 -1. 8 3. 8
43. Engines and turbines--------------- 2. 0 3. 3 3.6 4. 2 7. 0 7.6
44.Form equipment---------------- 1. 2 1. 5 12.9 1.6 2.0 17.2
45. Construction and mining equipment ------- 1.7 2. 7 8.6 2. 3 3. 5 11. 4
46. Materials ba nd, equipment ----------- 1. 5 2.0 10. 2 2.7 3.6 18.4
47. Metalworking equipment------------ 3. 8 6.2 7. 7 7.9 12.9 16. 1
48. Special industrial equipment ---------- 4.6 7. 2 11.6 6. 2 9.7 '15.
49. General industrial equipment---------- 1. 8 2.6 5. 7 4. 5 6. 4 14. 0
50. Machine shop products------------- 1. 3 1. 3 .3 15. 0 14. 7 2.9
51. Office and machine comp------------ 3. 8 6. 1 9. 2 5. 4 8.6 13. 0
52. Service industrial machinery ---------- 5. 3 8.8 7. 5 9. 3 15. 5 13.2
53. Electric apparatus--------------- 1. 4 1. 5 6. 9 3. 1 3. 4 15. 3
54. Household appliances ------------- .6 .1 .6 1. 0 . 1 .9
55. Lighting and wiring equipment --------- .1 -. 6 .4 .4 -2. 8 1. 8
56. Communication equipment----------- 5.3 8.9 7.0 7.3 12. 4 9. 8
57. Electronics eqeipment------------- 2. 3 3.0 1. 5 8. 5 10.8 5. 6
58. Batteries, etc----------------- .9 -.1 2.3 2.4 -.2 5. 8
59. Motor vehicles and equipment --------- 1.5 2.3 21. 4 2. 5 3.8 35.6
60. Aircraft-------------------- 4. 0 6.4 7.1 6.2 10.1 11.2
61. Trains, ships, etc --------------- 3.7 6.2 11. 0 4.8 7.9 14.0
62. Instraments, etc ---------------- 3.1 3.9 3.8 5.9 7.3 7.4
63. Photo apparatus---------------- 2.0 2.9 4.0 3. 1 4. 5 6.3
64. Miscellaneous manufactures----------- 4.9 7.4 1. 3 8.6 12.9 2.3
65. Transportation ---------------- 5.0 9. 0 3.3 11.9 21.6 iTo
66. Telephone ------------------ 1. 3 8.1 1. 2 2.7 16.5 2. 4
67. Radio and TV broadcasting----------- -2. 3 -3.7 0 -50.7 -83.7 0
68. Utilities-------------------- 3. 2 2. 5 .2 8.1 6. 4 .5
69. Trade -------------------- 1. 6 10.4 1.2 2.3 14.7 1.6
70. Finance and insurance ------------- 2. 6 .6 0 -5. 0 1.2 0
71. Real estate and rental ------------- 3.1 .5 .3 -4.9 .7 .5
72. Hotels, person~nel service ----------- 3.6 13.6 20.3 4.4 17. 0 25.3
73. Business service---------------- -3. 2 -.3 .5 -14. 8 -1. 2 2. 5
75. Auto repair------------------ 2.7 11.5 14. 5 4.7 199 25. 0
76. Amusements, etc --------------- -. 4 4. 5 .2 -.5 17. 1 .3
77. I nstitations------------------ -.1 7.5 .3 -.1 7.9 .4
78. Federal Government enterprises--------- 4. 5 2. 5 .2 18.3 .10.4 .7
79. State and local government enterprise:------ .7 -1.3 0 4. 3 -7. 7 .1

Shortages of particular intermediate goods, however, cannot always be
averted by reductions in their sales to final consumers. Can the shortages of
steel (sector 37) be made up by imports or by a reduction in exports? Or will
they entail bottlenecks that further limit the outputs and employment of steel-
consuming sectors? The answers to such questions are industry-specific. They
depend on the flexibility of capacity with respect to changes in product mix and
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on geographical and other conditions. Since the slacks and shortages that develop
under Scenario I are relatively small, we assume, probably over-optimistically,
that they do not induce secondary cutbacks in other sectors. The general problem
of bottlenecks becomes more serious under Scenario II, where it is discussed
more fully.

Unemployment estimates in Table I are quite conservative since they (I) ignore
the threat of bottlenecks, (ii) assume that final deliveries in excess of initial
final demand can be sold to final users, and (iii) ignore the negative feedback
effects of direct unemployment on consumer demand. It is unlikely that these
second-order reductions in consumer purchases would neatly cancel the bottle-
necks due to the petroleum cutbacks, the two phenomena would affect different
products in different proportions.

SCENARIO fl

For the second scenario we increased the cutbacks implied by the President's
guidelines by a factor of 1.67 to cover a 20 percent (rather than the original
12 percent) petroleum shortage. Sectoral petroleum cutbacks are 41 percent for
services and trade, 16.7 for process energy in all others. First-round effects of
these cutbacks on employment and on computed final deliveries are shown in
the second column of Table 1 and the second and fifth columns of Table 2,
respectively. The energy shortage now reaches beyond all the cushion factors
and every sector is forced to reduce employment. Layoffs vary from around 10
percent in heavily oil-dependent industries to as little as 2 percent in sectors
that rely on other energy sources. Average unemployment due to the oil short-
age now amounts to 8.3 percent.

Even this gloomy estimate is unrealistically low because the shortages and
surpluses that result from this allocation are serious. For example, shortages
of transportation (sector 65) and of plastics (sector 28), shown in Table 2,
amount to 8 or 9 percent of those sectors' initial outputs and constitute 22 and 52
percent of final deliveries, respectively. They are too large to be absorbed by
unplanned final demand adjustments. Bottlenecks induce successive reductions
in production and employment. When petroleum feedstocks are inadequate,
chemicals are cut; when chemicals are cut, plastics are cut; when plastics are
cut, automobiles are cut; and so on.' Transportation constraints rapidly limit
the activities of all sectors.

One can only speculate about total unemployment induced by bottlenecks be-
cause it depends on how the scarce chemicals. transportation, etc., are themselves
allocated among their potential users. If shortages are borne proportionally
among intermediate users, all sectors will approach the largest percentage cut-
back sustained by the most restricted sector-in our example. close to 10 percent!
When petroleum is not properly allocated in the first place, shortages may
warrant controlled allocation of many other intermediate products as well.

Reductions in consumer demand induced by direct unemployment are also
likely but we have not estimated them. The picture is alarming enough to recom-
mend that we seek an alternative approach.

SCENARIO m

The third scenario assumes the same direct cutbacks of petroleum to house-
holds and hence the same initial shortfalls as Scenario II. In this case, however,
bottlenecks are avoided through a two-pronged approach. First, since petroleum
is insufficient to satisfy pre-shortage final demand, some cutbacks in final
deliveries cannot be avoided. Rather than reducing final delivery changes from
a predetermined industrial allocation. we plan a program of reductions that Dur-
posely discriminates against products that are energy-intensive rather than
labor-intensive. Second, by an input-output computation, we estimate the levels
of sectoral outputs required to deliver the revised final bill of goods and deduce
the demand for petroleum from the new output levels. Because output levels
are just sufficient to satisfy final demand, bottlenecks are avoided and no fuels
are wasted In the production of goods that will not be bought.

Figure 2 Illustrates an informational basis for deciding what final items to
cut hack. For selected final goods it shows the ratio of total (direct plus indirect)
energy to total labor In units of 10'o BTU's per man year. Other things equal,

1 Hegemfun. George and Vince l~ieceglIa. "United States Petrochemical Industry Impact
Analtsis." Arthur D. Little, Inc., Cambridge, 197S.
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there will be less unemployment for a given energy deficit if items with higher
total energy-to-labor requirements are -cut back. Of. course, reductions in some
areas like food production might impose greater hardship to consumers than
reductions in others. Furthermore, severe curtailment of a single industry might
concentrate the burden too heavily on a particular group. The choice of a
reasonable set of reductions in final deliveries involves Judgment about social
priorities and should not be formed mechanically.

FIGURE-2
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A hypothetical program of final delivery curtailment is cited In Table 2, column
6. It is made up of the following reductions:

Percent

Gross private capital formation ------------- 7------------------------ 25

Federal defense expenditures- ------------ 25
State and local and Federal new construction--------------------------- 40

Automobiles ----------------------------------------------- _----- 30

Automobile and travel services---------------------------------------- 25

Transportation (one fourth of consumer air travel)_--------------------6

State and local government construction was singled out because it is very
energy-intensive, because it- includes a lot of highway construction that should
be reconsidered now, and because it can be reduced by direct administrative
action. Gross capital formation contains many energy-intensive products. Cer-
tainly 25 percent of private investment can be postponed in time of national
emergency. The business climate will tend to discourage new investment in many
areas anyway. If necessary, Federal action can discourage it further by emer-

gency regulation. Reductions in automobile demand also seem to be taking place

spontaneously. Cutbacks in defense expenditures are worth considering on many
grounds. Finally, the last two items on the list result automatically from
announced restrictions on private automobile and air travel. This set of

cutbacks is only one of many possible energy-saving programs. Alternative
programs should certainly be considered.

Using our input-output model we computed the reductions in sectoral outputs
and employment that would result from the planned curtailment of final demand.
The percentage cutbacks in employment are shown in column 3 of Table 1 and
in Figure 3. The overall employment rate due to the oil shortage is well below
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7 percent, as compared with something between 8 and 10 percent under Scenario
II. Unemployment is particularly high in construction as compared with other
sectors; there may be some solace in its wide geographical dispersion. Although
new construction is reduced, maintenance construction is sustained at a high
level. Since outputs are sufficient to cover intermediate and final demands,
serious bottlenecks are averted.

FIGuRB 3

----- ------ --- ' s ' -der Sce- i--9---

TOTAL PFTROLEUM E OiNSUM~flN

On the basis of computed reductions in output, petroleum cutbacks by indi-
vidual sectors were computed -from equations of the type pictured in Figure 1.
Each sector's allotment depends on its output level, its cushion factor, its
initial use of substitute fuels.'Estimated reductions in petroleum consumption
under Scenarios II and III are compared. Total energy cutbacks are the same
under the two scenarios but individual sectors are affected differently. Under
Scenario III, "negative cutbacks" occur in the food and utilities sectors. They
must receive more than their initial consumption in order to make up for the six
percent shortage of natural gas.

An input-output computation can provide guidelines for the industrial allo-
cation of scarce petroleum. To implement a program requires a great deal of
wise technical and administrative judgment as well. Reducing final demand
will automatically curtail consumption in many sectors but administrative meas-
ures will still be necessary to reduce industrial consumption for space heating
and lighting and to force all sectors to eliminate waste wherever possible.
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PRICES

The cost per barrel of oil and per gallon of gasoline to intermediate and final
consumers is likely to double within the next few months. Steep increases in
petroleum taxes have been proposed. Alternatively, prices of energy may be
allowed to rise to double br more with increased profits to the oil industry. Indeed,
they have already risen sharply in the past few months.

How will other prices be affected? Using a standard input-output price compu-
tation, we estimated the effects on all sectors' prices of a 100 percent tax on
refined petroleum products. In a second computation we estimated the effects of
100 percent taxes on all basic energy sources: on coal and on natural gas as
well as on petroleum products. The estimates assume that wages and profits in
each sector remain unchanged. Alternative assumptions could be built into the
computations, but they probably would not significantly alter the thrust of the
conclusions.

Computed price changes are listed in detail in Table 3. In column 2, they range
from 14 percent for basic chemicals (27) which has a very high direct and indirect
energy requirement to 1.3 percent for radio and tv broadcasting (67). Figure 5
summarizes the price changes over broad industrial groups. As might be
expected, prices of construction and maufactured products rise more than those
of service sectors, which are labor-intensive. For many years labor saving has
been the key to successful enterprise in the American economy. These price
changes may well shift the focus to energy saving.

27-213-74 4
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TABLE 3.-PERCENTAGE PRICE INCREASES WITH 100 PERCENT ENERGY TAXES

With tax on-

Petroleum Coal, oil
products and gas

1. Livestock-
2. Crops-
3. Forestry and fishing
4. Agricultural services
5. Iron mining-
6. Nonferrous mining
7. Coal mining-
8. Petroleum mining
9. Stone and clay mining

10. Chemical mining-
11. New construction
12. Maintenance construction
13. Ordnance .
14. Food
15. Tobacco ------------
16. Fabrics, yarn .
17. Carpets and miscellaneous
18. Apparel-
19. Other textile products
.20. Wood and products .
.21. Wooden containers
22. Household furniture .
.23. Office furniture .
.24. Paper and products
.25. Paper boxes
26. Printing and publishing .
27. Basic chemicals .
28. Synthetic materials
29. Drugs, soaps, etc
30. Paint ---
31. Petroleum refining .
32. Rubber products, etc.
33. Leather tanning .
34. Shoes- - -
35. Glass and products .
36. Stone and clay product ...-.
37. Iron and steel .
38. Nonferrous metal .
39. Metal containers .-.
40. Heating, etc-

3.5
5. 2
3. 4
2. 8
1.8
1.6
1.8
1. 3
3. 7
1. 9
3.2
4. 1
1. 1
2.5
1.4
2. 7
2.6
1.5
2.0
2. 0
1.6
1.6
1.5
2. 5
2.4
1.5
9.4
5. 9
2.6
7.8

1 109. 5
2.3
2.3
1.3
1.6
2. 8
2. 0
2. 1
1. 7
1.6

4.4
6 1
3.9
3. 5
3.5
3.5

x 121.5
2.3
6.0
6 3
4.6
5.1
2.1
3.7
1.9
4.4
4.1
2.5
3.3
2. 9
2.8
2.7
3.1
5.3
4. 2
2.6

14. 0
9. 0
4. 1
9. 8

112. 0
4. 0
3.9
2.3
6.1
7. 3
7.5
4.7
4. 8
4.0

With tax on-

Petroleum Coal, oil
products and gas

41. Stampings, etc
42. Hardware
43. Engines and turbines
44. Farm equipment
45. Construction and mining equip-

ment.
46. Materials handling equipment
47. Metalworking equipment
48. Special Industrial equipment--
49. General I ndustrial equipment --
50. Machineshop products .
51. Office and machinery comp
52. Service industrial machinery ---.
53. Electric apparatus
54. Household appliances .
55. Lightingand wiringequipment.---
56. Communication equipment
57. Electronic equipment
58. Batteries, etc
59. Motor vehicles and equipment..
60. Aircralt .
61. Trains,shipsetc -
62. Instruments, etc
63. Photographic apparatus -
64. Miscellaneous manufactures
65. Transportation ..
66. Telephone .
67. Radio and TV broadcasting.
68. Utilities
69. Trade .
70. Finance and insurance .
71. Real estate and rental .
72. Hotels, personal services .
73. Business services .
75. Auto repair ...
76. Amusements, etc .
77. Institutions .
78. Federal Government enterprises.
79. State and local government-

ment enterprises

X Includes 100 percent energy tax.

Rising energy costs inevitably increase the cost of living, adding an additional
burden to that of unemployment already imposed on families by the energy
shortage. Rise in the cost of living for four different income groups are shown in
Figure 6. The impacts are regressive. With the petroleum tax only, the cost
of living increases 4 percent for the highest income group (over $20,000) and
6 percent for the lowest income group; with all-energy taxes they range from
7 percent for the highest income group to 12 percent for the lowest.

The average price increase of 8 percent must be added to the current rate
of inflation, bringing the annual rate of inflation well into the 10-15 percent
range.

1.6
1.6
1.5
1.4
1.4

1.5
1. 3
1.7
1.6
1. 1
.9

1. 5
1.6
1.5
2.3
1.0
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.2
1. 5
1.2
1. 4
1.6
5.2
1.0
.6

1.9
1. 7
.8

1.4
1. 7
1. 1
1. 9
1.0
1. 1
2.3

2.1

3. 7
3.'8
3.1
3.3
3.3
3.1
2. 8
3. 2
3. 3
2.6
1.6
3.2
3. 1
3. 3
3.9
1.78
2.6
2. 7
3.10
2. 2
3. 2
2.3
2.6
2. 8
6& 0
1. 6
1. 3

1 125. 4
2.5
2.0
1.8
2.7
2.2
2.8
1. 8
2. 4
4.6

8.5
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CONCiLUSIONS1

Even with a well planned allocation, a 20 percent shortage of petroleum
products will severely curtail output and employment in the U.S. economy.
Furthermore, we have litte peacetime experience with the kind of unemployment
caused by input shortages that we now face. Keynesian fiscal and monetary
policy, designed to reduce unemployment by stimulating aggregate demand, is
entirely inappropriate. But constructive measures can be taken.

(i) If households consume less petroleum products, there will be more for
industry. More for industry means more jobs. Major cutbacks in consumption
of gasoline and heating oil cannot be based on voluntary sacrifices alone. There is
too much danger of ineffectiveness and of unfair distribution. Prompt rationing
is not just equitable; it will mean fewer jobs lost.
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(ii) Unemployment will be lowest if petroleum is allocated so as to minimize
bottlenecks and surpluses. Specific cutbacks of certain energy-intensive final
deliveries should be planned. These will automatically reduce the demand for
oil by certain major users. Beyond that administrative controls will still be
necessary to curtail "wasteful" consumption of fuels.

(il) Since serious unemployment is likely, the burden must be shared as
equitably as possible. Income maintenance programs must be strengthened and
alternative employment programs that are low in energy intensity should be
designed and held in readiness. These will prevent spiralling unemployment in
response to the first direct cuts.

(iv) Rises in the prices of energy and of energy-intensive products are in-
evitable. They also serve important economic functions. In the short run
they will help to direct scarce items to those intermediate users willing and able
to pay the most for them. In the long run they will stimulate the development
of alternative energy sources and help to reorient our economy toward more
reasonable levels of energy consumption. But these price increases are regressive.
They impose a disproportionately large burden on lower income families and
deny them access to goods that are important to their well-being. In effect,
these price increases involve important redistributions of real income. Changes
in the tax structure and in transfer payments must be used to offset them.
These changes are essential on grounds of equity; they will also help to minimize
induced unemployment.

Strong action is needed. The longer we wait, the more petroleum we waste,
the more drastic that action will have to be. We cannot afford to wait much
longer.

GENERAT PREFERENOES

U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey of Current Business, Input-Output Tables for
1963 and 1966.

Survey of Current Busine8s, National Income Accounts for 1972.
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Chairman REUSS. You have delivered a very challenging state-
ment. Now we want to ask you a few questions about it. I am glad to
see you come out as strongly as you do for readying a public service
employment program. I don't know if you heard the question I asked
Mr. Stein about that.

MS. CARTER. Yes.
Chairman REUSS. Do you agree with me that public service employ-

ment, which takes the pressure off of energy and reduces unemploy-
ment, is what the doctor ordered?

Ms. CARTER. It is the only way out.
Chairman REuSS. You also make some interesting points about what

kinds of industry should be eligible for maximum efforts to increase
supply, and what industries are in your judgment secondary. In your
prepared statement you list your candidates for reductions. I take it
you mean on tne overall °

MS. CARTER. No. These are in final deliveries, not overall reductions.
Chairman REuSS. You start out with the gross private capital for-

nation, and you suggest that 25 percent of the private investment can
be postponed in time of national emergency. That is, of course, coun-
ter to conventional wisdom, which says, get our plant and equipment,
build at even Ha faster rate, because we are going to have unemploy-
ment, and jobs are made both by installing the plant and equipment,
and in some fashion not always made clear to me, additional jobs are
available with the plant.

MS. CARTER. But this is a different kind of unemployment. You
can't use the plant and equipment if it has no fuel to run it.

Chairman REUSS. Can you quantify at 'all the basis of the percent-
age which you assign to a postponement of private capital investment?
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Ms. GARTER. No, I can't, really. I should say very frankly that we,
made this up as something that just seemed plausible in order to,
demonstrate the kind of program we are talking about. I think that
if anyone in a policy-making position is willing to take the approach
seriously, we then have to really sit down and figure it out.

I will tell you some of the considerations that went into it. I feel
that you can't cut 'back all the gross private capital formation, because
we need a lot of investment in electric power generation and oil drill-
ing and oil refining, if we can get it somehow-in areas that will
eventually increase our fuel supply. And those are the most capital
intensive investment areas there are. So you can't cut back everything.
But my feeling is that gross private capital formation will probably
cut itself back to a large extent because of the unemployment. People
wouldn't be able 'to buy very much. When plants aren't selling they
are not about to undertake new expansions.

Chairman REtSS. In our tax system, as you know, a 7-percent in-
vestment tax credit and a ADR depreciation are given to capital
investment of all kinds, necessary or frivolous, whatever. Would you
want to change that system and try -to concentrate the incentives on
those kinds of capital investments that we need, such as energy and
the environment, for example e

Ms. CARTER. Yes.
Chairman REUSS. But not give a bonanza for capital investments

that are counterproductive?
Ms. CARTER. Exactly. Possibly even discourage them, not only

don't give a bonanza, but you may even have to give a disincentive.
I don't know whether 'that would be necessary. But certainly an in-
vestment tax credit under this kind of emergency situation doesn't
make sense.

Chairman REUSS. The next item that you named for reduction
happens to-be the very item that Mr. Stein named first, when he was
talking about what we ought to expand on because of the coming
unemployment; namely, defense expenditure. How do you justify
that conclusion?

Ms. CARTER. I justify that in terms of my own set of social priori-
ties. I am sure that there are others at higher levels -than myself who
feel that defense expenditures should be cut down over the longf run,
and there is no better time to start than now. I can't give any further
complicated argument for it.

Chairman REUSS. I have just been handed a note that the final vote
on the -trade bill -is up. I am going to yield now to Senator Proxmire
and ask him to conclude the morning hearing after he has conducte4
a full examination.

Senator PROxmmmE. I have to leave in about 15 minutes.
Chairman REUSS. I am afraid I shall not be able to get back. So

after you and Ms. Carter have had your exchange, will you be kind
enough to recess the hearing until 2 o'clock, when we will hear from
Mr. Hegeman.

I thank you very much for your testimony. I am sorry that I haven't
been able to ask all the questions.

Senator PROXMIRE rpresiding]. First of all, I want to congratulate
you on a fascinating job. You have done a lot of work and given us a
great deal of information that we haven't been able to get from the
administration.
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Senator PROXMRE. It is most helpful. Other large computerized

models give a different view. We are talking about Wharton, Data
Resources, Inc., Chase Econometrics, and so forth. They have yielded
results that are far less alarming than the results you have given us
this morning. They have been revised to incorporate major oil short-
ages. They all show an unemployment, for instance, rising to a range
of 6 percent next year. I notice that the later Wharton estimate is
close to yours, 7.4. But the others are considerably lower. Can you
explain the basis for this enormous difference?

Ms. CARTER. I can speculate about it. I don't know the details of
their models well enough to say for sure. But I suspect that their
models are based on aggregates rather than-

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, DRI has done an industry-by-industry
analysis, I understand.

Ms. CARTER. I don't know for sure. I would just have to check it out.
I simply can't understand what size of cushion factor they could use.

Senator 'PROXMIRE. Let me ask you a couple of questions about some'
of the things that'just occur offhand. When industry is faced with any'
kind of a cutback in production they are usually reluctant to lay people
off. In the first place, they eliminate overtime. Then they permit some
idle time to accumulate, for many reasons. People are hard to rehire
when you furlough them, or especially when you just plain discharge
them. Do you take that into account in any way?

MS. CARTER. Yes; we have them laying off only 0.7 percent for every
1 percent cut.

'Senator PROXMmIE. Say that again. You had them laying off what?
Ms. CARTER. We had them laying off only 0.7 percent of employees

of labor for every 1 percent cut in total energy.
Senator PROXMIRE. How did you arrive at that figure?
Ms. CARTER. Furthermore before that we put in a cushion factor,

in retail trade, we said, you can have a 15-percent cut in total energy
without any unemployment. It only starts after the 15 percent.

Senator PROXMIRE. Why couldn't you have a much more drastic
reduction in fuel retail trade, with the employees wearing sweaters
and vests and so forth?

Mr. CARTER. Well, 15 percent gets it a bit chilly. I would certainly
be willing to increase the sizes of the "cushions." I don't have any God-
given basis for saying 15 percent is it.

Senator PROXMTRE. How about industry substitutions, where they
can substitute coal, for example?
, Ms. CARTER. We did put that in. In other words, if an industry
used coal and gas and oil, a 10-percent cutback in oil wts not a 10-per-
cent cutback in total energy, we pooled all the energy that seemed
poolable in terms of what the sector did with it. For example, in petro-
chemicals we didn't say that they could substitute coal for petroleum,
because it was used as feed stocks, and it has to be just exactly what it
is in the short run. In. the pulp and paper industry we added the oil
and the natural gas and the coal together before we arrived at the
energy cutback. So that it is really a cutback in total energy, of which
the cutback in petroleum products is only a proportion. Then we cush-
ion it, and then we multiply it by 0.7;to arrive at our employment
figure.
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Senator PROXmmRE. You also had a very large reduction in con-
struction?

MS. 'CARTER. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Congressman Reuss mentioned that to some ex-

tent. Now, I have been surprised at how sttfbborn these estimates are,
they don't seem to yield at all to energy shortage, they seem to persist
in arguing that -they are going to continue with this very large expan-
sion in plant 'and equipment. It is probably the most bullish element
in the forecast, it is one of the most stimulating, accelerating, the
fact that they expect to do this.

Now, that would make sense to me on the assumption that the em-
bargo does not continue for more than a year or so. I think that is a
fairly reasonably 'assumption, is it not? In other words, they are
building 'a plant not for this coming year, by and large, but they are
buildings plant for 3,4,5, or 10 years ahead.

MS. CARTER. I didn't forecast the reduction in construction, I recom-
mended it. In particular, I recommended a very large, a 40-percent
cut, in State, local, and Federal construction programs. Because
construction

Senator PROXMIRE. That is a recommendation, nqt a forecast?
Ms. CARTER. That is a recommendation, not a forecast. What I am

saying
Senator PROXMInRE. That recommendation has quite an impact on

what I construe as your forecast of unemployment, doesn't it?
MS. CARTER. It gives us a better forecast of unemployment.
Senator PROXAHRE. If those who make the decision agree with you

on your recommendations.
Ms. CARTER. Right. Let me repeat the line of my argument. I am

saying that if you are going to lose something out of final deliveries
because of the shortage, why don't you choose what you are going to
eliminate from final deliveries in such a way as to minimize the im-
pact- of the shortage on employment? State, local. and Federal -con-
struction has a verv high energy content directly and indirectly be-
cause it uses a lot of cement and a lot of steel, and a lot of nonferrous
metals. These are very energy intensive. If you cut construction in
the final deliveries, you eliminate a lot of energy use throughout the
economy. I am not predicting that is going to happen. It has to happen
as a matter of policy.

Senator-PRoxYIRE. I think I understand you better. You are saying
that if you don't cut that. it is going to be cut somewhere else so that
we will have an even deeper unemployment, is that correct?

Ms. CARTER. Exactly. You have got to decide what you are going
to cut out of the final deliveries in order to fix the allocation to give
you the least possible unemployment.

Senator PROXMIRE. Give me your answer to a prosaic, simple-
minded kind of question that occurs to me. I got a call from Wisconsin
from people in the tourist industry. They were very disturbed about
the present effect they were having on hotels, restaurants, and resorts
in our State. They said, "Last year they had a number of reservations,
and this year they don't have a single one in northern Wisconsin,"
there is literally no one going up there. It is a devastating effect.
How is this kind of effect, which may be typical for the country as a
whole, worked into your modelI
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MS. CARTER. In our program of cutbacks, there is a 25-percent cut
in automobile and travel services, which includes this kind of resort
thing. The assumption that we make-this comes from an assumption
that if gasoline is going to be cut back 25 percent, this kind of thing
is going to be cut-back at least 25 percent. So it is worked in in that.
way.

Senator PRoXMIRE. And you are able to compute the employment
effect on resorts, restaurants, and so forth?

MS. CARTER. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. How about with private aviation, snowmobiles,

boating, and that kind of thing?
MS. CARTER. We took out the reduction in air travel. I don't think

we specifically took out the boating and whatever. We could do it
easily enough. It is simply a matter of changing a number in the final
deliveries and then computing back what it does to all industries.

Senator PRoxiEnE. Let me ask you a technical economic question
you as a professional economist can answer. I am acting as
Charlie McCarthy and the staff as Edgar Bergen here. It is true,
isn't it, that the model results you have outlined in your prepared
statement do not represent an economy in equilibrium, but rather one
in a state of severe disequilibrium? You refer to shortages and sur-
pluses of production in your model solutions. Does your model take
into any account adjustments through price changes? Do you know of
other models that 'do permit price adjustments that might show how
such distortions would be eliminated in a market economy?

MS. CARTER. First of all, the surpluses and shortages in my model
show up only under a situation where you start with an allocation
and just let the final deliveries fall where they may. If you take the
two-pronged approach of fixing the final demand and then adjusting
the allocations of petroleum to just support that, then you are not in
disequilibrium, you are in equilibrium, and you don't have the kind
of shortages and slacks that you referred to.

Furthermore, I agree that there may be adjustments that the
economy makes in terms of prices of, say, substitutions of steel for
aluminum or substitutions of cotton for synthetics, or something like
that, that the price mechanism can take care of within the economy.
I think that in the short run these are rather limited. I think these
things take at least a year to work out, and maybe they take longer
to work out.

Senator PROX -IE. Les see if I understand now what you are
saying. Are you saying that there may be, to some extent at least,
an assumption on your part of an economy in disequilibrium, while
some of the other models that have made more optimistic studies
posit in an economy in equilibrium?

MS. CARTER. No.
Senator PROXNIRE. And for that reason possibly their approach

may be more realistic than yours; is that wronig?
Ms. CARTER. No; that is not what I have said. I have worked with

two scenarios here.
The first one, which is the proportional allocation idea, the Presi-

dent's cutbacks across the board, is an economy in disequilibrium. The
other one, which is two pronged-cut final demand and adjust alloca-
tions to fit it-is not in disequilibrium. There are no shortages or at
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least I haven't referred to any. The allocation of petroleum just fits
the newly cut final demand. So there aren't shortages and slacks there.

Now, let me come back, though, to what you said. It is true that
over the long run there may be some price adjustments that would
make even the proportional allocation of petroleum work, to make
the economy equilibrate in a different way. I don't believe that those
price responses are appreciable in the short run. I know of no model
that can take them into account in any detail.

Senator PROXMIRn. Let me ask two questions here. No. 1, are you
saying that your allocation scheme would limit the large price changes
that will take place under the administration's program? No. 2, your
projections 1 and 2 take no account of shifts in demand because of
price changes or other factors; that is, the auto industry gets more
than it needs, given the projected sales drop?

Ms. CARTER. Right.
Senator PROXMiRE. You didn't take that into account?
Ms. CARTER. It doesn't take that into account. because the way the

President was advocating the allocation of oil, he gave oil to the
automobile industry without projecting what was going to happen
to its activity. It was just 15 percent-a percentage cut of what it
used to have. That was not taken into account by the suggested
guideline.

Senator PROXMIRE. If people are not spending that money on gas-
oline, they may not decrease their overall buying. They may make it
up elsewhere.

Ms. CARTER. They may spend it on something else.
Senator PROXMIRE. They may spend it on something else, and

other demand increases, and the effect on unemployment may not be
as great as your assumption.

Ms. CARTER. I want to emphasize again that our problem here is
not that people aren't spending their money. Our problem here is that
with that much of a shortfall in oil, American industry can't produce
as much as it used to.

Senator PROXMIRE. Well, would there be a shift into areas that are
less energy intensive?

Ms. CARTER. You have got to make that shift, it wouldn't happen by
itself.

Senator PROXMIRE. That is one of the things that these very large
price changes will do?

Ms. CARTER. I think perhaps it takes a lot longer for price changes to
work than perhaps you think it does.

Senator PROXMTRE. What happens in the meantime? Do they save
more?

Ms. CARTER. They ire unemployed.
Senator PROXMIRE. Yes; but they save more too?
Ms. CARTERi. You mean people save more?
Senator PROXMIRE. People save more.
Mfs. CARTER. What happens in the short run is that industries can't

get their fuel and they shut down, and people have no incomes. That is
a perverse kind of saving, I think.

Senator PROXMIRE. Yes; but as we pointed out, there is a big lag in
that operation. Employers are reluctant to lay people off. They permit
idle time. The productivity drops sharply.
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Ms. CARTER. There are layoffs already.
Senator PROXMiRE. There are some, surely. There are spectacular

layoffs in the airline industry.
Ms. CARTER. The automobile industry.
Senator PROXMIRE. But with an employment of 85 million, those

layoffs are not so impressive overall.
Ms. CARTER. In the plastics industry, and so on.
Senator PROXMiRE. All these studies, which agree with you, indicate

that there is going to be increased unemployment.
MS. CARTER. Right.
Senator PROXMIRE. The only argument is how much.
MS. CARTER. Yes; what I am saying is that my cushion factors and

my 0.7 percent-my cushion factors and my pooling of energy and
my 0.7 percent are pretty liberal, I think.

Senator PROXMIRE. The trouble is, that is the only thing.
MS. CARTER. Yes.
Senator PROXMIRE. Are they pretty liberal, or are they not? Who

knows, if you took 70 percent, somebody else may take 50 percent, and
depending on what you take, you arrive at a level of unemployment.

Ms. CARTER. I think, Senator Proxmire, that is exactly where it is,
so to speak. Nobody knows on the basis of experience, because there is
no experience in this area, exactly what generous allowances are.

Senator PRoxMiRE. That leaves one area, though, that it seems to me
we might be able to agree on. And that is the inequity of this. You
pointed out that people with incomes of $8,000 earned less and suffered
a 12-percent inflation compared to a 7-percent inflation for those with
incomes of $20,000 or more.

MS. CARTER. Right.
Senator PROXmIRE. Would that be affected by your judgment on the

number of unemployed?
MS. CARTER. No. I think we have that problem whether or not the

number of unemployed is cut back in the way I recommend.
Senator PROXMiRE. The only one policy by which we can reduce that

inequity is rationing?
MS. CARTER. Is in rationing and not allowing the prices to double.
Senator PRoxMiRE. That is the only way that you cannot allow the

prices to double, as I understand it, is to ration.
MS. CARTER. You can ration and allow the prices to double. That is

another possibility. I am suggesting that if you ration and hold the
prices dU-W-or you can really have a radically different income
supplement.

Senator PRoxMIRE. One other question, because this goes the other
way. Can your model take account of regional misallocation of fuel or
the resulting spatial disruption of trade in intermediate inputs?
Doesn't this give you-and all other persons working with national,
as opposed to regional models-an optimistic bias in your estimates?

MS. CARTER. I think it does give an optimistic bias. I live in New
England, where we are expecting a 35 percent shortfall.

Senator PROXmTIi. So New England and the Midwest and maybe
some other areas would be worse?

MS. CARTER. Yes, indeed. It could be computed by similar models.
But we haven't done it yet.
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Senator PROXMIRE. Thank you very much. You have been most
helpful. This is fascinating. I will have to study your prepared state-
ment in detail.

Ms. CARTER. Thank you.
Senator PROXMIRE. This afternoon's session at 2 o'clock will not be in

this room, it will be in the Rayburn House Office Building, room
2222.

The subcommittee will stand in recess until 2 o'clock.
[Whereupon, at 12:23 p.m., the subcommittee recessed until 2 p.m.

the same day.]
AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman REuss. Good afternoon. The Subcommittee on Interna-
tional Economics of the Joint Economic Committee will be in session
for a continuation of today's hearing on the economic impact of the
oil shortage.

We are going to hear this afternoon from Mr. George B. Hegeman,
accompanied by Mr. Vince P. Ficcaglia, from Arthur D. Little Co.,
Inc., of Cambridge, Mass.

Mr. Hegeman, you have a November report plus a statement, which
will be received in full in the record. You may now proceed in your own
way.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE B. HEGEMAN, SENIOR STAFF MEMBER,
ARTHUR D. LITTLE, INC., CAMBRIDGE, MASS., ACCOMPANIED
BY VINCE P. FICCAGLIA, STAFF ECONOMIST

Mr. HEGEMAN. I am George B. Hegeman, a senior staff member of
Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL), of Cambridge, Mass. ADL is an inter-
national consulting firm with revenues of $47 million in 1972. Since
joining ADL in 1956 I have been responsible for a wide variety of
economic and management consulting assignments in the chemical
process industry including responsibility over the past year for ADL's
consulting work with the Petrochemical Energy Group (PEG), an
ad hoc group of petrochemical companies concerned about the impact
of the current energy crisis on the industry.

I am accompanied today by Mr. Vince P. Ficcaglia of our staff who
is an economist with extensive experience in input/output economics.
Since joining ADL in 1967, Mr. Ficcaglia has been responsible for
much of the construction and coordination of ADL's long- and short-
term econometric models of the U.S. economy. Together we are the
authors of the recently published report by Arthur D. Little prepared
for the Petrochemical Energy Group designed to assess the impact of
a decline in petrochemical production on the Nation's economy. A copy
of this report entitled "United States Petrochemical Industry Impact
Analysis" is attached to this statement.' Summarizing the conclusions
of this report, we find that a sustained 15 percent reduction in the out-
put of the organic chemicals industry could result in a loss of 1.6 to 1.8
million jobs in consuming industries and a loss of domestic production
value of $65-$70 billion annually.

S See report, beginning on p. 62.
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WHIAT IS THE rETROCIEMICAL INDUSTRY?

Before discussing this report further or responding to the questions
posed in Congressman Reuss' letter on December 3, 1973, inviting me
to appear before this subcommittee, I believe it is appropriate to pro-
vide some background as to exactly what is the petrochemical industry.
In brief, this industry is involved in the transformation of petroleum
and natural gas hydrocarbons into a wide variety of manmade mate-
rials. The production of most of the basic and intermediate chemical
products is typically classified in Government statistics within the
organic chemicals industry. These chemicals are then sold to other sec-
tors of the petrochemical industry for conversion to such products as
synthetic fibers, synthetic rubbers, plastics, detergents and paints. In
turn, the fibers, plastics and rubbers are fabricated into end products
used in thousands of consumer and industrial products.

The petrochemical industry is surprisingly important to the U.S.
economy. If we include within the definition of the petrochemical in-
dustry the production of basic and intermediate organic chemicals as
well as those plants which produce the synthetic fibers, synthetic rub-
bers and plastic resins, but exclude all downstream fabricating steps,
we have an industry with sales in excess of $20 billion employing some
.320,000 people in 1,900 plants throughout the United States. Over the
past decade this industry has grown at a rate of about 10 percent per
year in real terms and because its prices have been stable, it has con-
-tributed significantly to holding down the inflation in our economy.

Since this industry uses petroleum and natural gas hydrocarbons
both as a fuel and as the primary raw materials or feedstocks for its
plants, the current petroleum shortage will have a double-barrelled
effect on its operations. In an attempt to measure the overall effect of a
shortage of feedstocks and fuels, PEG asked ADL to undertake an im-
pact analysis on the economy based on a 15-percent reduction in the
output of the organic chemicals industry.

In undertaking our impact analysis we made a number of assump-
tions. These include:

A 15-percent reduction in the output of organic chemicals-this per-
wcentage was chosen arbitrarily for analytic purposes and was not a
forecast of expected curtailment. This assumption was made in August
'of this year well before the Arab oil cutoff began.'

Shortages will be evenly distributed-for the purpose of our analy-
sis we assumed that a reduction in feedstock and fuel supplies will be
-distributed evenly throughout the industry affecting the output of all
products equally.

Substitution effects were not considered-although some long-run
substitution may be possible, the current shortage of all the basic com-
modities with which petrochemicals derivatives compete, including
steel, aluminum, paper, glass and natural fibers, suggests that short-
run-1 to 2 years-substitution effects can be discounted.

To evaluate how a sustained reduction in the output of the organic
.,chemicals industry will impact on the U.S. economy, we used the
current relationships that exist within the ADL input/output model.

-This model is based on the input/output table originally developed
by the U.S. Office of Business Economics for 1963 which have been
-revised, expanded, and updated by -ADL.
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WHAT SPECIFIC INDTUSTRIES WILL BE AFTECTED?

While a broad spectrum of the U.S. economy will be affected by a
curtailment of petrochemical operations, I believe the most signifi-
cant impact will be on the following industries: Automotive, packag-
ing, textiles, furniture, construction, pharmaceuticals, and agriculture.
Petrochemical products play such a key role in each of these indus-
tries that any curtailment of supplies will be translated rapidly and
directly into a loss in the output of these industries.

To provide some. perspective on this point it is worth noting that
the upholstery on the chairs in this room, as well as the fibers in the
carpet, the paint on the wall, the draperies, and most of the clothes
that we are wearing are in fact petrochemicals products. I also think
it is appropriate to say that the petrochemical industry has dofie an
excellent job over the last 25 years in what is called market and prod-
uct development to move petrochemical products into all aspects of
our economy.

You have asked in your letter of invitation. "What is the regional
impact on employment?" Our impact analysis of the petrochemical
industry focused upon the entire U.S. economy and did not include
any regional identification of the results. However, since it is the
subcommittee's desire to investigate the regional effects of the present
oil embargo, additional analysis has been included for our testimony
today.

Table 1, which I believe you all have a copy of, compares the re-
gional distribution of the employment reductions arising from a
petrochemical feedstock cutback with the present total employment
distribution in the United States. The data indicate that a large share
of the employment declines would occur in the Mid-Atlantic, East
North Central, and South Atlantic regions of the country. These are
crisis regions. It is these areas of the United States which employ the
greatest number of workers in the final end-use markets for petro-
chemicals. While these three regions presently account for 55 percent
of the Nation's total employment, they would be hit with 60 percent
of the job losses resulting from a 15-percent decline in petrochemical
feedstocks.

[The table referred to above follows.:]

TABLE 1.-EMPLOYMENT DISTRIBUTION BY CENSUS REGIONS

[in percent]

Employment
losses from 15

percent cutback
in petrochemical

Region U.S. employment feedstocks

New England - 6.5 6. 4
Mid-Atlantic ----------------- 20. 0 19. 4
East north-central 20. 4 23. 0
West north-central -7.6 6. 9
South Atlantic -14.9 17.6
East south-central -5. 4 5. 7
West south-central- -------------------- 8.5 7. 3
Mountain- ------------------ 3 8 2. 8
Pacific -- ---------------- 12.9 10.9

Total ----------- 100.0 100.0
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WHAT IS THE IMPACT ON GNP?

Mr. HEGEmAN. The estimate of a $65 to $70 billion loss in production
contained in our analysis reflects the value of decline in output in not
only primary and derivative petrochemical industries and their final
end-use markets, but also all industries supplying necessary inter-
mediate raw materials, power, services, and so forth, to these sectors.
Because of the inclusion of the value of production loss in intermediate
industries, the resultant impact upon U.S. GNP is not directly iden-
tifiable. However, since it is this committee's desire to investigate the
impact of the oil embargo on the U.S. economy at a macrolevel, we
have extended our analysis to derive an estimate of the likely impact
such a production loss would have on GNP. Since GNP measures
solely the dollar value of all final goods and services produced in the
economy, it was necessary to identify that amount attributable to
lost production of final products. On balance, we estimate that a 15-
percent decline in the supply of organic chemicals could result in a loss
of approximately $40 billion of final goods and services.

Prior to the imposition of the oil embargo. many economists in the
United States were estimating an increase in GNP during 1974 of
approximately $85 to $95 billion. The lack of adequate petrochemical
feedstocks would reduce this increase by almost 50 percent.

You have also asked, "What feedstock priorities are there?"'
There are three basic feedstocks for the petrochemical industry,

including natural gas, natural gas and refinery gas liquids,, and
petroleum fractions such as naphtha and gas oil.

Natural gas is used to produce such key petrochemical products as
ammonia and methanol as well as for fuel purposes throughout the
industry. The chemical industry consumes about 10 percent of the
U.S. production of natural gas. Of this amount 30 percent is used as
a feedstock, the remainder for fuel. The Federal Power Commission
in establishing its order of priorities has given feedstock uses a No. 2
priority after residential and commerical customers.

Natural gas and refinery gas liquids include ethane, propane, and
butane. These products are used exclusively as feedstocks by the
petrochemical industry to produce such basic petrochemicals as ethyl-
ene and propylene for plastics and fibers, and butadiene for synthetic
rubbers. Virtually 100 percent of the ethane separated from natural
gas or refinery gso stfreams is used bv the chemical industry. Propane
which is commonly called LPG-liquefied petroleum gas-is a differ-
ent situation. In 1972 the chemical industry was one of the largest
single users of propane consuming about 25 percent of the available
supply entirely for feedstocks. However, with curtailments develop-
ing in natural gas supplies, many industrial and utility companies
have purchased propane supplies for use in their operations during
periods of gas curtailment. This has placed great pressure on the
propane market leading the administration to establish a mandatory
propane allocation program this fall. Although it was intended to
assure supplies to historic propane consumers, the petrochemical in-
dustry was excluded from the list of priority users in this program.

X The opinions expressed here are those of the authors, not Arthur D. Little, Inc., or Its
clients.
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Butane, which is included in the propane allocation program only
when mixed with propane, is also a key feedstock that is in short
supply. About 9-10 percent of the butane produced by refineries and
natural gas liquids separation plants is used by the petrochemical
industry. Butane is of particular interest to refiners for injection into
the gasoline pool. With the need to increase gasoline supplies, refiners
have been reluctant to sell butane to the chemical industry where it is
the primary feedstock used in the production of butadiene for syn-
thetic rubbers. No allocation or priority programs currently exist for
butane streams that are not mixed with propane.

Petroleum fractions such as naphtha and gas oil are important petro-
chemical feedstocks both in the production of aromatics such as
benzene and olefins such as ethylene and propylene. The petrochemical
industry currently consumes approximately 4 percent of domestic
petroleum products. The mandatory fuel allocation program proposed
by the administration does not provide any priority for petrochemical
users of these products. However, the recent Emergency Petroleum
Allocation Act of 1973 passed by Congress as S. 1570 and signed by the
President should serve as a basis for establishing some priority for the
petrochemical -industry in the final version of the mandatory fuel al-
location program.

SPECIFIC IMPACT OF PETROLEuxM SHORTAGES ON THE PETROCHEMICAL
INDUSTRY 1

The current petroleum shortage has placed the petrochemical in-
dustry in a position whereby all three of its basic feedstocks are in
short supply. I do not have sufficient information at this time to make
a forecast of the extent to which petrochemical operations will be
curtailed by the current petroleum shortage. However, it is not un-
realistic to anticipate that the combined effect of shortages in all three
types of feedstocks will lead to a reduction in industry output.

It appears now that the current shortage is so severe that refinery
output will be rearranged in favor of fuel oil over gasoline. This
change could have an impact on the petrochemical industry since it
may reduce the level of catalytic cracking operations. This in turn may
curtail the availability of refinery propylene, about 20 percent of
which is typically sold to the chemical industry. Thus, care should be
taken that the rush to make major shifts in refinery output does not
unintentionally cut out raw material supplies to the petrochemical
industry.

In the short term the petrochemical industry can make significant
savings in the amount of energy used per unit of output. Currently, I
believe the industry can, through conservation efforts and careful
energy management programs, reduce energy use by perhaps 8 to 10
percent per unit of production which will provide some relief from
energy shortages.

While many industries including the petrodhemical industry will
have to look to other forms of energy to meet their long-term energy
requirements, the petrochemical industry has a unique requirement for
hydrocarbons in feedstocks and certain process fuel aplications which

'The opinions expressed here are those of the authors, not Arthur D. Little, Inc., or its
clients.
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I believe should be recognized. In fact, as we move to reallocate our
energy supply and restructure our energy demand, perhaps we should
consider whether or not the form value of petrochemical products is
not a higher order of priority than the use of hydrocarbons solely
for fuel.

Thank you.
Chairman REuss. Thank you, Mr. Hegeman.
[The report attached to Mr. Hegeman's statement follows:]

27-213 0 - 74 - 5
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U.S. PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY IMPACT ANALYSIS

1. SUMMARY

The current shortages of oil and gas in the United States have
forced the Federal Government to implement a Mandatory Fuel Allocation
Program, a Mandatory Allocation Program for Propane, and to supervise an
expanding level of curtailments in natural gas supplies to interstate
pipelines. These shortages will have a significant impact on the whole
economy and the petrochemical industry as a major consumer of oil and
gas hydrocarbons will be directly affected. However, the impact on this
industry and its customers will be significantly greater than on other
industries because these hydrocarbons are used not only as fuel but also
as the primary raw materials or feedstocks for this business.

As a result of the current shortages, it is not unrealistic to
expect that petrochemical production will decline in the near future.
To assess the impact of a decline in petrochemical production on the
nation's economy as a whole, the Petrochemical Energy Group (PEG) asked
Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL) to develop an estimate of the effect of a
15% decline in the organic chemicals industry on consuming industries.
Through the use of input-output economic analysis, ADL estimates that
a sustained 15% reduction in the output of the organic chemicals
industry could result in a loss of 1.6 to 1.8 million jobs in consuming
industries and a loss of domestic production value of $65-70 billion
annually.

While our analysis assumes a decline in production of 15%, it is
difficult at this time to anticipate just how extensive a decline will
actually result from the current allocation and curtailment programs.
Should these programs not provide for the feedstock and process fuel
needs of the petrochemical industry, its output will be reduced with
the effects cascading throughout the economy.
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II. INDUSTRY IMPACT ANALYSIS

To evaluate how a sustained 15% reduction in the output of the U.S.

organic chemicals industry will impact on the U.S. economy requires an

analytical framework that is a balanced, internally consistent model of

the U.S. economy which identifies this sector of the chemical industry

and defines its relationship to primary, secondary, and final demand

markets. Input/Output economic models have this capability and Arthur D.

Little, Inc., uses this type of model in its economic forecasting and

regional impact analysis work. The effects developed in this report

reflect the current relationships that exist within the ADL Input/Output

model based on the Input/Output table originally developed by the U.S.

Office of Business Economics for 1963 which has been revised, expanded,

and updated by ADL.

A. Background on Input/Output Models

Input/Output analysis focuses on the interaction of all industries

in producing our gross national product. Each row of an Input/Output

table identifies the interindustry sales structure of the economy by

depicting the sales of a particular industry to each of its industrial

customers, as well as to final markets.

Although Input/Output analysis has a variety of applications, its

major contribution is that it permits measurement of the industrial

repercussions of changes in demand levels or production activities. For

example, the Input/Output technique allows one to estimate the total

impact upon various sectors of the economy of an increase in the demand

for passenger cars. This increase in demand will lead to an increase

in the output of the automobile industry. However, there will be further

impacts. The automobile industry will demand more upholstery fabrics and

the increased production of these fabrics will require more synthetic

fibers and more plastics. The use of Input/Output techniques allows one

to quantify the magnitudes of the increased production in all affected

industries.
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In like fashion, the Input/Output methodology can be used to identify

the impact of a reduction in the output levels of particular raw material

suppliers on the level of production in related final end-use markets. By

transforming the Input/Output matrix, one can obtain production multipliers

which indicate how a change in demand in a final user market will impact

upon all industries in the economy. By identifying the ultimate end-use

markets for a particular raw material, one can utilize these production

multipliers to estimate the resultant impact upon the economy from a

cutback in the production in a given sector.

B. Impact of the Petrochemical Industry

The U.S. petrochemical industry takes certain petroleum fractions,

natural gas, and natural gas liquids, and transforms them into a wide

variety of man-made materials. The production of the basic chemicals

and many intermediate products is typically classified in government

statistics within the Standard Industrial Classification for Organic

Chemicals (SIC 2818). These intermediates are then sold to other sectors

of the Chemicals and Allied Products industry for conversion to such

products as synthetic fibers, plastics, synthetic rubber, detergents,

and paints. In turn, the fibers, plastics and rubbers are fabricated

into end products used in thousands of consumer products.

Although other hydrocarbon source raw materials have been used by

the Organic Chemicals industry, this industry today is more than 95%

dependent on hydrocarbons from petroleum and natural gas. Thus, a

reduction in the amount of feedstocks available to the industry will

be translated directly to a loss in physical output of the industry.

For the purposes of this analysis we have assumed that a reduction

in feedstocks and fuel supplies will be distributed evenly throughout

the industry affecting the output of all products equally.

If petrochemical output is reduced by no more than about 5%, imports

of primary and intermediate organic chemicals might mitigate the effects

of a decline in the output of primary petrochemicals. However, this

would reduce or eliminate the favorable $1.3 billion annual balance of
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trade in petrochemicals. If industry output were reduced by more than

5%, the current worldwide shortage of primary petrochemicals and inter-

mediates would limit the ability of consuming industries to secure

supplies abroad. The use of substitute materials might also mitigate

the effects on lost production and employment. However, given the

current tightness of supplies for most basic commodities, it is unlikely

that adequate quantities of substitute materials will be available.

Every effort has been made in this analysis to eliminate double-

counting which could result from two industry sectors supplying the

same final market. For example, plastics, fabrics, and tires supplied

to the automotive industry are all derived from petrochemicals and the

full impact could be attributed to any one of these primary market

sectors. In this case the impact was determined in the plastics sector

and not included in the synthetic fiber and synthetic rubber calculation.

The results of our basic impact analysis are summarized in Table 1.

A review of the results of our basic impact analysis (Tables 2 - 6)

indicated that there were several special factors that must be taken

into account in reaching a conclusion regarding the magnitude of the

impact of a 15% decline in the production of organic chemicals. These

factors include:

a Inflation - In our basic analysis, the data on value

shipments and employment has been taken from the 1970 Annual

Survey of Manufactures. Our analysis did not include an

upward adjustment in the value of lost production to account

for price movements in each of the industries included for

the 1971-1973 period. Based upon an annual average rate of

increase in the GNP-deflator of 4.3% during this period, the

value of lost production would need to be increased more than

$8.7 billion to reflect current (1973) price conditions.

a Incomplete coverage - Our basic analysis concentrated

upon estimating the impact upon major end-use markets. This

procedure omits, therefore, consideration of the impact on

several relatively smaller markets such as the paper and
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TABLE 1

SUMMARY

IMPACT OF A 15% DECLINE IN PRODUCTION OF ORGANIC CHEMICALS

Loss in
Item Production Value

- ~~~~~~~($ MM)

A. Basic Analysis

1. Organic Chemicals 1,100

2. Primary Markets for Organic
Chemicals 3,910

3. Final Market for Organic
Chemicals 67,270

Loss in
Employment

15

71

1,804

B. Special Factors

4. Inflation (1970-73)

5. Incomplete Coverage
(plastics, fibers, rubbers)

6. Non-Linearity Effects

7. Net Effect

Adjusted Total

C. Probable Range of Impact

+8,750

+7,030

-13,200

+2,580

69,850*

$65-70 billion

+175

-330

-155

1 ,735**

1.6 - 1.8 million

* Sum of 3 and 7
** Sum of 1, 2, 3 and 7

Sources: 1970 Annual Survey of Manufactures
1963 Input-Output Table
ADL Input-Output Model
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non-ferrous wire coating industries for plastics, the rug

industry for synthetic fibers, and non-automotive rubber

products for synthetic rubber. A more detailed review of

these other markets indicates the impact of lost production

would increase by another $7.0 billion and an additional

175,000 jobs would be lost.

e Non-Linear Effects - The Input/Output methodology

employed in our analysis implicitly assumes linear relation-

ships between inputs of particular commodities and production

in consuming industries. For most industries in the U.S.

economy, such an assumption is acceptable since many production

functions are approximately linear with respect to material

inputs. However, in the case of crop production, this

linearity assumption is not valid regarding crop yield in

response to fertilizer and pesticide inputs.

At current levels of usage in the U.S., a reduction

in the level of application of nitrogen fertilizers would

not result in a directly proportional reduction in crop

yield. A similar situation would also apply to the reduction

in the use of insecticides and herbicides. We estimate that

a reduction of 15% in the use of nitrogen fertilizers and

pesticides would probably result in a reduction of agricultural

output of approximately 5%. This relationship is generally

supported by statistical data~on increases in yield, and in

total agricultural output of the major crops, and usage of

nitrogen fertilizer.

To adjust for this non-linear relationship, we have

reduced our estimate of the impact upon production in the

food processing industry by two-thirds. This adjustment

has the effect of reducing the lost production value in our

basic analysis by more than $13.0 billion.

On balance, these special factors add $2.5 billion of additional

lost production to our basic impact analysis or less than a 5% upward

adjustment. As a result, we conclude the probable range of the total
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economic impact of a sustained 15% reduction in the production of organic

chemicals will be an annual loss in production of $65-70 billion and a

loss of 1.6 - 1.8 million jobs.
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TABLE 2

IMPACT ANALYSIS - SUMMARY

15% DECLINE IN PRODUCTION OF ORGANIC CHEMICALS

Market

Plastics
Fabricated Plastics
Final Markets

Synthetic Fibers
Fabrics and Yarns
Final Markets

Synthetic Rubber
Tires
Final Markets

Agricultural Chemicals
Final Markets

Annual Loss in Production Value

Primary
Market

645

425

150

130

Medicinals and Pharmaceuticals 980
Final Markets

Soaps and Detergents
Final Markets

Paint
Final Markets

Toilet Preparations
Final Markets

Cellulosic Fibers
Final Markets

Subtotal

Organic Chemicals

Secondary
Market

1050

2675

690

Loss in
Emelument

(000)
Final
Market

28

4

19

1

450

510
6

520

100
6

673,910

1 ,106

Total Final Market Impact

11
43

,250 700

10
70

,390 110

2
15

580 15

2
,775 495

18
,130 28

5
515 13

11
,000 150

8
600 15

4
,030 150

1270 1 ,875

15

67,270 1,890

Sources: 1970 Annual Survey of Manufactures
1963 Input-Output Table
ADL Input-Output Model

Note: Every effort has been made to avoid double-counting by including
the impact upon a particular final market only once in our estimates,

although a final market may purchase materials from more than one
sector. For example, plastics, fibers, and rubbers all are used
in automobiles, but the impact on the auto industry has been
included only once under the plastics sector.
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TABLE 3

IMPACT ANALYSIS

15% DECLINE IN PRODUCTION OF ORGANIC CHEMICALS

1970 Value of Shipments - Organic Chemicals (SIC 2818)

15% Reduction in (1)

Distribution of Organic Chemical Sales

Market
% of Organic

Chemical Sales

Plastics
Organic Fibers
Agricultural Chemicals &

Food Processing
Medicinals & Pharmaceuticals
Soaps & Detergents
Synthetic Rubber & Tires
Paint
Toilet Preparations
Cellulose Fibers

Total

30
14

8
4
4
6
3
2
2

73

$mm

7373

1106

Decline in Consumption
of Organic Chemicals

($ MM)
332
155

88
44
44
66
33
22
22

806

4. Impact of Above Declines in Organic Chemical Production on:

Annual Loss Loss in
Factor in Production Employment

($ MM) (000)

a. Plastic Resins - Final Markets
(See Table 4)

b. Synthetic Fibers - Final Markets
(See Table 5)

c. Agricultural Chemicals & Food
Processing

1. 1970 Value of Shipments -
Ag. Chem. (SIC 2879)

2. 15% Reduction in (1)
3. 15% Reduction in Food

Processing (SIC 20)
4. Output Multiplier for

Food Processing 1.35
5. Decline in Shipments in

All Other Sectors

28,250

4,390

700

110

858
128 2

14,647

19,773 495

1.

2.

3.

a.
b .
c.

d.
e.
f.
9
h.
i .
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Annual Loss Loss in
Factor in Production Employment

($ MM) -00)

d. Medicinals & Pharmaceuticals

1. 1970 Value of Shipments -
Med. & Pharm. (SIC 2833, 2834) 6,556

2. 15% Reduction in (1) 983 18
3. Output Multiplier for

Med. & Pharm. 1.15
4. Decline in Shipments in

All Other Sectors 1,130 28

e. Soaps & Detergents

1. 1970 Value of Shipments -
Soaps & Detergents (SIC 2841) 2,989

2. 15% Reduction in (1) 448 5
3. Output Multiplier for

Soaps & Detergents 1.15
4. Decline in Shipments in

All Other Sectors 515 13

f. Synthetic Rubber & Tires 583 15
(See Table 6)

g. Paint-

1. 1970 Value of Shipments - Paint (SIC 2851)3,408
2. 15% Reduction in (1) 511 11
3. 15% Reduction in Maintenance 7,500
4. Output Multiplier for

Maintenance 0.8
5. Decline in Shipments in

All Other Sectors 6,000 150

h. Toilet Preparations

1. 1970 Value of Shipments -
Toilet Preparations (SIC 2844) 3,461

2. 15% Reduction in (1) 519 8
3. Output Multiplier for

Toilet Preparations 1.15
4. Decline in Shipments in

All Other Sectors 597 15
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Annual Loss Loss in
Factor in Production Employment

MM)(0

i. Cellulose Fibers

1. 1970 Value of Shipments -
Cellulose Fibers (SIC 2823) 685

2. 15% Reduction in (1) 103 4
3. 15% Reduction in Rugs,

Tire Cord, etc. 3,350
4. Output Multiplier for Rugs,

Tire Cord, etc. 1.8
5. Decline in Shipments in

All Other Sectors 6,030 150

Annual Loss in Loss in
TOTAL IMPACT Production Value Eml nt

($ MMy(00

Organic Chemicals 1,106 15

Primary Markets 3,910 71

Secondary Markets in Fibers,
Rubbers and Plastics 4,415 128

Final Markets for Organic
Chemicals 67,270 1,676

1,890
Sources: 1970 Annual Survey of Manufactures

1962 Input-Output Table,
ADL Input-Output Model

Note: Every effort has been made to avoid double-counting by including
the impact upon a particular final market only once in our estimates.
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TABLE 4

IMPACT ANALYSIS

15% DECLINE IN PRODUCTION OF PLASTIC RESINS

1. 1970 Value of Shipments - Plastic Resins (SIC 2821)

2. 15% Reduction in (1)

3. % of Plastic Resin Shipments to Non-Integrated
Plastic Fabrication (SIC 3079)

4. Reduction in Plastic Resin Sales to Plastic
Fabrication: (2) x (3)

5. 1970 Value of Shipments - Plastic Fabrication

6. Value of Plastic Resin Consumed by Plastic
Fabrication: (3) x (1)

7. Less Reduction in Plastic Resin Availability: (4)

8. Net Shipment of Plastic Resin to Plastic
Fabrication: (6) - (7)

9. .-. Value of Shipments - Plastic Fabrication:
(5) x (8) - (6)

10. Net Decline in Shipments of Plastic Fabrication:
(5) - (9)

11. Major End-Use Markets for Plastic Fabrication:

% of Shipments

2.5% - Upholstery

1. 1970 Value of Shipments
2. 15% Reduction in (12)
3. Output Multiplier
4. Decline in Shipments in All

Other Sectors

8.4% - Furniture

\1. 1970 Value of Shipments
'2. 15% Reduction in (14)
3. Output Multiplier
4. Decline in Shipments in All

Other Sectors

Factor Shipments
($ MM)

1.5

1.6

Factor $ MM

4286

643

41%

264

6993

1757

264

1494

5944

1049

Annual Loss in
Production Value

($ MM)

5080
762

1143

8967
1345

2152
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TABLE 4 (continued)

Annual Loss in
X of Shipments Factor Shi'ment Production Value

8.4% - Motor Vehicles

1. 1970 Value of Shipments 45692
2. 15% Reduction in (16) 6854
3. Output Multiplier 1.4
4. Decline in Shipments in All

Other Sectors 9595

7.4% - Construction

1. 1970 Value of Production 77255
2. 15% Reduction in (18) 11588
3. Output Multiplier 0.8
4. Decline in Shipments in All

Other Sectors 9270

8.3% - Packaging

1. 1970 Value of Shipments 41600
2. 15% Reduction in (20) 6237
3. Output Multiplier 1.0
4. Decline in Shipments in All

Other Sectors 6237

7.2% - Miscellaneous Manufacturing

1. 1970 Value of Shipments 9767
2. 15% Reduction in (22) 1465
3. Output Multiplier 0.9
4. Decline in Shipments in All

Other Sectors 1319

Annual Loss Loss in
TOTAL IMPACT in Production Emplomnt

($ MM) O)

Plastic Resins 643 11

Fabricated Plastics 1049 43

All Other Industries 28251 700

754

Sources: 1970 Annual Survey of Manufactures
1963 Input-Output Table
ADL Input-Output Model

Note: Every effort has been made to avoid double-counting by including
the impact upon a particular final market only once in our estimates.
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TABLE 5

IMPACT ANALYSIS
15% DECLINE IN PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC FIBERS

Factoi

1. 1970 Value of Shipments - Synthetic Fibers (SIC 2824)
2. 15% Reduction in (1)
3. % of Synthetic Fibers Shipments Made to Fabrics/Yarn

Industry (SIC 221, 222, 223, 224, 226, 228) 60%
4. Reduction in Synthetic Fiber Sales to Fabrics/Yarn

industry: (2) x (3)
5. 1970 Value of Shipments - Fabrics/Yarn
6. Value of Synthetic Fibers Consumed by Fabrics/Yarn

Industry: (3) x (1)
7. Less Reduction in Synthetic Fiber Availability: (4)
8. Net Shipment of Synthetic Fiber to Fabrics/Yarn:

(6) - (7)

9. . . Value of Shipments - Fabrics/Yarn: (5) x (8) + (6)
10. Net Decline in Shipments - Fabrics/Yarn: (5) - (9)
11. Output Multiplier for Fabrics/Yarn (Net) 1.8
12. Decline in Shipments in All Other Sectors: (10) x (11)
13. Net Decline in Shipments in All Other Sectors:

(12) - (2)

TOTAL IMPACT

Synthetic Fibers
Fabrics/Yarn
All Other Industries

Annual Loss
in Production

TVRMM

423
2674
4392

Sources: 1970 Annual Survey of Manufactures
1963 Input-Output Table
ADL Input-Output Model

Note: Every effort has been made to avoid double-counting by including
the impact upon a particular final market only once in our estimates.
For example, synthetic fiber sales to upholstery or tire manufacturers
have been excluded because the impact for these industries has been
calculated elsewhere in this analysis.

r$ MM

2822
423

254
17699

1681
254

1427
15025

2674

4815

4392

Loss in
Employment

10

70
110

190
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TABLE 6

IMPACT ANALYSIS

15% DECLINE IN PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC RUBBER

Factor

1970 Value of Shipments - Synthetic Rubber (SIC 2822)

15% Decline in (1)

% of Synthetic Rubber Shipments Made to Tire Industry 45%

Reduction in Synthetic Rubber Sales to Tire Industry:
(2) x (3)

1970 Value of Shipments - Tires (SIC 3011)

Value of Synthetic Rubber Consumed by Tire Industry:
(3) x (1)

Less Reduction in Synthetic Rubber Availability: (4)

Net Shipments of Synthetic Rubber to Tire Industry:
(6) - (7)

.*. Value of Shipments of Tire Industry: (5) x (8) + (6)

Net Decline in Shipments of Tires: (5) - (9)

Output Multiplier for Tires (Net) 1.06

Decline in Shipments in All Other Sectors: (10) x (11)

Net Decline in Shipments in All Other Sectors:
(12) - (2)

TOTAL IMPACT

Synthetic Rubber

Tire Shipments

All Other Industries

Annual Loss
in Production

(S MM)

149

690

583

Sources: 1970 Annual Survey of Manufactures
1963 Input-Output Table
ADL Input-Output Model

Note: Every effort has been made to avoid double-counting by including
the impact upon a particular final market only once in our estimates.
For example, tire sales to the auto industry are excluded because
the impact for the auto industry has been calculated elsewhere in
this analysis.

27-213 0- 74 - 6

10.

12.

3.

4.

5 .

6 .

7 .

8.

9 .

10.

11.

12.

13.

$ MM

992

149

67

4587

445

67

378

3896

690

731

583

Loss in
Employment

2

15

15

32
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Chairman REUSS. Your assumed figure for the decline in production
of organic chemicals is, I believe, 15 percent?

Mr. HEGEMAN. That is correct.
Chairman REUSS. You also estimate potential savings of up to 8 to

10 percent per unit of production as a result of conservation efforts.
Mr. HEGEMAN. That is in energy uses, not in feedstock uses. I want

to distinguish between those two requirements of the chemical
industry.

Chairman REUSS. Are you able to be any more definite and certain
about the possible decline in organic chemical production? You really
don't have an estimate at all, you simply plucked the 15 percent out
of the air as an assumption?

Mr. IIEGEMAN. That is correct.
Chairman REUSS. Are you able to make any kind of a guess?
Mr. HEGEMAN. Under the current conditions of very rapidly chang-

ing regulations affecting both feedstocks and fuels-particularly the
propane program and the mandatory fuel program, both of which are
being revised with new regulations to be issued within a week or so-I
think it is very difficult to make an intelligent forecast at this time.

Perhaps when those programs become more definite it may be pos-
sible to develop a forecast.

Chairman REuSs. Among the various users of feedstocks, such as
agricultural, construction, textiles, furniture, and pharmaceuticals,
do you have any suggestions as to their relative importance and what
guidance you would give to the allocating authority as between these
various uses of feedstocks?

Mr. HEGEMAN. Between the uses of petrochemical products
downstream?

Chairman REuSS. Yes.
Mr. HEGEMAN. I have no suggestions to make at this time on alloca-

tion programs. That would be allocating products outside of the petro-
chemical industry and I am not in a position to make suggestions at
this time. Those products are not now under allocation, nor is it con-
templated to my knowledge.

Chairman REuSS. What about the rationing of feedstocks, both
petrochemicals as opposed to other uses, and within petrochemicals?

Mr. HEGEMAN. I think that the petrochemical industry, because of
its impact on the economy, should be given consideration with regard
to the various allocation programs that are being developed, and a
priority assigned to petrochemicals commensurate with its impor-
tance relative to other demands on the fuel system.

Chairman REUSS. Do you have any judgments as to its importance
relative to other fuel demands?

Mr. HEGEMAN. I certainly believe that consumer requirements for
gasoline for pleasure driving and similar uses could be curtailed-as
in fact they already are-in favor of petrochemical feedstocks.

Chairman REuSS. Can you tell us anything about the present in-
vestment intentions of the petrochemical industry?

Mr. HEGEMAN. Yes. The investment in the petrochemical industry
reached a peak in 1966, according to the figures available from the
Department of Commerce, through their annual survey. It peaked in
terms of purchasing power, and after the actual dollars have been de-
flated by a construction cost index it indicates investment declined
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approximately 20 perecnt through 1971. What happened was the in-
dustry overbuilt its capacity because the size of plants was shifting
significantly, so that much larger scale plants had to be built to be
economic. As a result, the industry had surplus capacity in the late
1960's. And, of course, with the economic slowdown in 1970 and 1971,
this surplus capacity remained. That was until 1972. Then this year
they showed intentions of a rapid increase in new investment. The
shortages in the industry did not begin to appear until the early part
of this year, at which time the industry began to consider further
investment for expansion, and increased its capital spending plans.

Chairman REuss. In your regional breakdown of the unemployment
effects of petrochemical reductions, the mid-Atlantic region, the East-
North Central region and the South Atlantic region, as you pointed
out, had a much larger share of the declines in employment than
occurred elsewhere.

Is that because of the concentration of these five regions on tex-
tiles and furniture?

Mr. HEGMAN. I will ask Mr. Ficcaglia to respond to that.
Mr. FICCAGUA. Principally it is because of the high concentration

of both of the petrochemical industries in this area, such as the
plastics industry and the paint industry, but also high concentration
of many of the final end use markets that you referred to-the furni-
ture industry and the upholstery industry, concentrating in these
three regions of the Nation.

Chairman REuss. This morning the administration indicated that
unemployment next year over today would not exceed-I think the
figure was about a million people. Your estimate, if I understand you
correctly, suggests that unemployment in petrochemicals alone would
exceed this figure. Am I correct in my reading?

Mr. HEGEMAN. That is correct. The question remains, however,
whether other sectors of the economy could pick up as a result of
a decline in the spending by consumers on petrochemical products. If
they can, then that would mitigate the unemployment effect associated
with the downstream petrochemical industry. If they cannot, then
these estimates would stand.

Chairman REuss. Isn't that a rather optimistic assumption that
all the rest of the economy would be able to sufficiently increase employ-
ment so as to balance out the loss of the petrochemical segment?

Mr. HEGEMAN. In the current environment I think that that would
be correct, sir.

Chairman RsIuss. Thank you very much, Mr. Hegeman and Mr.
Ficcaglia, for your excellent report and your responsiveness to our
quesetions. We are very grateful.

The subcommittee will now stand in recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow
morning in room S-407 of the Capitol.

[Whereupon, at 2:25 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Wednesday, December 12,1973.]
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the Capitol Building, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of the sub-
committee) presiding.

Present: Representative Reuss; and Senators Proxmire and Javits.
Also present: John R. Stark, executive director i Loughlin.F. Mc-
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OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN REUBS

Chairman REuss. Good morning. The Subcommittee on Inter-
national Economics will be in order for a continuation of its hearings
on the economic impact of the petroleum shortage.

Yesterday we heard a wide range of estimates of how serious the
impact on the U.S. economy would be as a result of fuel shortages. The
administration witnesses considered the situation quite manageable.
They suggested that shortages may not be as great as the President
predicted 2 weeks ago, unemployment would not be expected to exceed 6
percent, and higher prices would provide an adequate and efficient
means of allocating available supplies.

But other witnesses challenged the optimism of this view, suggest-
ing much higher rates of unemployment, bottlenecks causing further
shortages, and a severe impact on real income distribution. Such
forecasts led the witnesses to recommend immediate rationing, public
service employment, and a much greater degree of planning in the
allocation of available oil supplies to minimize economic dislocations.

This morning we continue our investigation into the impact of
shortages on the domestic economy. We will examine more closely
the specific policies available to increase immediate energy savings
and to provide adequate allocation of available fuels to critical sectors
and services in the economy.

For example, will rationing by higher prices and taxes, discussed
yesterday by the administration effectively cut gasoline consumption?
What measures are available to limit consumer use of natural gas and
electricity? What consequences will these measures have on standards
of living, including those of the poor? If we must choose among
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industries to protect as many jobs as possible and to keep shortages
from snowballing into a major recession, what criteria should be
used for fuel allocations?

This morning we will hear from Joseph C. Swidler, Chairman of
the New York Public Service Commission, who will discuss the impact
and remedies as they relate to consumer interests. >

And then Mr. Walter W. Heller of the economics department of
the University of Minnesota, who will continue the analysis of the
broad impact of the shortages.

And finally, Mr. John R. Meyer, 1907 Professor of Transportation,
Logistics and Distribution at Harvard and President of the National
Bureau of Economic Research, who will testify on aspects of the trans-
port sector.

Since Mr. Swidler may have to leave us before the end of the hear-
ings, I am going to call on him first. Each one of you has produced
a most helpful prepared statement. And under the rules and without
objection they will be received in full into the record.

And we would now like to ask you, Mr. Swidler, to proceed in any
way you care to, either by reading it or going beyond it.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH C. SWIDLER, CHAIRMAN, NEW YORK
STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

Mr. SWIDLER. Thank you, Chairman Reuss. I appear today at your
invitation to discuss the petroleum shortages confronting this country
and the possible measures to alleviate the situation. First, I should like
to discuss the extent of the shortages.

As you know, the administration estimates as to the extent of short-
ages have been climbing gradually. A couple of months ago the short-
fall was placed at about 6 percent, or a little over 1 million barrels a
day. More recently the President has used an estimate of 17 percent,
equivalent to about 3 million barrels a day. As of the weekend the
latest newspaper reports were that the shortfall may be as much as
4 or 41/2 million barrels a day. Without claiming any special expertise
in fixing the numbers I can readily accept an average figure of 3y/2 to
4 million barels a day, in a total of about 18 to 19 million barrels, or
approximately 20 percent, and I think probably 17 percent would be a
more conservative number.

Such a large shortfall implies a drastic limitation on our economy.
Of course, the other way to look at it is that we have 80 percent of our
oil resources still available, and since oil accounts for less than half
of total energy use, about 90 percent of energy availability. A shrink-
age of 10 percent in total energy, if managed intelligently so that the
savings come out of waste or uses of low priority, should not be too
damaging to our economy. The country has the ability to take this blow
in stride if we organize ourselves to make the best of the situation. If
we succeed in such a savings program we would be all the stronger for
this demonstration of resilience, discipline and administrative
competence.

A global figure, whether it be 7 percent, 17 percent, or 20 percent,
does not tell the whole story. There are several important considera-
tions to be kept in mind aside from the overall percentage or number
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of barrels of shortfall, and these considerations are crucial in determin-
ing the economic impact of the shortages.

In the first place. I believe the larger percentages which have been
mentioned reflect some blows which have not yet fallen. Cargoes are
still coming in from foreign refineries which are running old stock,
and the Arab net has yet to be tightened to the maximum. We must
prepare for a worse import situation than has yet occurred.

Second, the shortage is not spread evenly either by product or by
area. Some parts of the country may have enough or nearly enough of
some or all products, while in other areas some or all petroleum prod-
ucts may be in extreme shortage.

The most conspicuous example of potential vulnerability is the
powerplant fuel situation on the east coast. This country now imports
on average about 1.8 million barrels a day of residual oil, which is the
form in which oil is commonly burned in powerplants. This amount
happens also to be the amount of the residual oil burned on the east
coast. About 1.7 million barrels a day of residual oil are burned on the
east coast, or about 95 percent of east coast residual oil consumption is
derived from imports. As nearly as I can determine, roughly half the
total comes from sources subject to embargo. Some individual com-
panies are in an even more precarious situation. Shortages of this po-
tential magnitude cannot be met by conservation measures alone. Wlith
such a potential for disaster, it is apparent that the Federal Govern-
ment should be preparing itself now for the most severe test of its al-
location authority and logistical capabilities.

It is also necessary to consider the role of storage in equalizing use
and availability. Normally, storage of heating oils is built up in the
summer and fall, and drawn down through the winter, while storage
of gasoline is built up in the winter and spring and drawn down in the
summer. What this seasonal pattern means is that we must allocate or
ration on a seasonal basis rather than from day to day, or we risk
shortages of fuel oil at winter's end of far greater proportions than any
of the figures which have been mentioned.

I have referred to the fact that oil accounts for less than half of
total fuel use. Natural gas is the next largest fuel source, accounting for
some 32 percent of the national total, but natural gas is also in short
supply. Since oil and gas are interchangeable to a very large degree,
they form a common energy pool.

A great many large consumers throughout the country are in posi-
tion to burn either oil or gas. Any savings in gas use would therefore
be translated immediately into relief of pressure on oil supplies. No
program has yet been proposed for mandatory gas conservation-al-
though I heard Mr. Simon refer to this matter on Monday-except that
the FPC has ordered the curtailment of so-called low-priority users,
which include many important industries providing employment to
American workmen. It seems to me that in the crisis that now confronts
us, a key part of a conservation program is somehow to impose on
residential gas users the same kind of inducements and persuasion to
reduce consumption which is now being applied to users of home heat-
ing oil.

To suggest the dimensions of the potential relief which a gas con-
servation program might make available, consider that house heating
probably accounts for some 5 or 6 trillion cubic feet of gas a year out
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of the total of 22 trillion. A 15-percent saving would amount to-almost
1 trillion cubic feet, which is the equivalent of 200 million barrels
over the winter period, or about 1 mi lion barrels a day of the 3 or 4
million barrels a day of shortfall.

You have probably heard it said many times that this country is
very rich in coal reserves, enough for many decades in the future. This
is true and it is important. In this period of crisis it is reassuring that
we have such riches in the ground, although we make little use of it.
Unfortunately, most of the coals available in the East are high in sul-
fur, and we do not know how to burn the coal without releasing into
the atmosphere more sulfur than present environmental regulations
permit.

Because of environmental problems the rate of production of coal
has been stagnant for many years and hovers around the 550-million-
ton level. As a portion of the total fuel supply coal declines year by
year. In 1973 coal amounted to about 17 percent of national primary
energy supply, down from about 20 percent a few years ago.

Many of the powerplants on the east coast have converted from
coal to oil in order to comply with environmental restrictions, thereby
aggravating the problem of oil supply and risking dependence on
imports. Some of these plants can be shifted back to coal, but coal
supplies are tight, there is little excess mining capacity, and it would
be unrealistic to look to coal for substantial relief of fuel shortages
in the near term. Several years are required to open new underground
mines. A number of power companies are in the process of reconverting
to coal, but I doubt that all of them will 'be able to obtain adequate
coal sources, even if sulfur restrictions are waived to permit the 'burn-
ing of coal.

Both State and Federal environmental 'agencies seem inclined to
permit the buring of coal containing sulfur in excess of the normally
permitted limits, if at all, for ony a few months at a time. The fuel
situation is not likely to be improved next year or the year after on
the basis of waivers of sulfur restrictions for a few months. If this
country is to begin soon to cover more of its fuel requirements from
native coal resources, new mines must be opened. For this purpose it
is essential to provide assurance to power companies of their ability
to use coal over an extended period, so that in turn they could enter
into long-term contracts with coal producers which would justify the
investment in opening the new coal mines needed to serve these plants.

Of course, any such long-term relaxation of air pollution standards
should be coupled with a requirement to install either stack gas clean-
ing equipment or equivalent desulfurizing facilities -as soon as such
facilities are demonstrated to be commercially available. I might say
that research 'and development on stack gas desulfurization and of
coal-to-gas and other methods of desulfurization prior to burning
are in relatively advanced stages and will almost certainly be avail-
able on the commercial market within the next 5 years.

At present the final decision on the use of coal rests exclusively
with the environmental authorities, who seem reluctant to consider the
tradeoffs in terms of jobs, risks of blackouts, and economic welfare.
The current situation raises the question whether decisions on trade-
offs should be confided to environmental specialists alone-speaking
on behalf of our own special constituencies-or whether they should
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be made by officials with the broad mandate to pursue the public
interest.

ADMINISTRATION OF ALLOCATION AND RATIONING RESPONSIBILITIES

Not since World War II has this country faced such a demanding
problem in resource allocation as is presented now 'by the fuel shortage.
It is evident that until the last week or two, at least, the difficulty of the
problem was seriously underestimated. We must face up to the require-
ments in men, money2 administrative competence and organizational
drive which are essential to handling the problem.

In World War II, President Roosevelt set up the War Production
Board, the Defense Plant Corporation, and numerous other wartime

agencies, and gave them adequate authority and means to accomplish
their mission of regulating the flow of materials in order to support
the war effort. We face a comparable challenge today and it cannot be
discharged with a platoon of people, detailed for short periods from
other agencies. The problem is too big to be handled with the left
hand 'by the Internal Revenue Service or from one of the back rooms
in the Executive Office Buildings.

The Congress has been well ahead of the administration in recogniz-
ing the seriousness of the fuel crisis. The emergency legislation already
passed, or now in advanced stages of congressional consideration, pro-
vides broad grants of authority which the administration has now
come to recognize are indispensable. If we have finally overcome the
illusion that we can handle this problem with a corporal's guard and
a trickle of money, perhaps we are on the way to dealing effectively
with the fuel problem. The recently proposed shift of responsibility
for energy policy matters from the back rooms in the White House to
a Cabinet level agency, under Treasury Under Secretary Simon, is a
welcome step in the right direction.

The Congress will need to pay close attention to whether the admini-
stration is still underestimating what needs to be done! We do not
have much time to spare in appraising what is involved and putting
ourselves in position to meet not only this winter's fuel emergencies,
but also the even more serious emergencies which will occur in future
years unless we act now to prevent them.

THE PROGRAM FOR THIS WINTER

What I have said already suggests the steps which seem to me to be
necessary to prevent unemployment and cold homes and factories this
winter. Obviously, the refineries must be required to maximize the
production of heating oil at the expense of gasoline. This step would
make available several hundred thousand barrels of heating oil a
day.

The corollary is that gasoline rationing must be imposed, and in
my judgment, very soon, to prevent shortages of gasoline next year
which will not merely curb pleasure uses but curtail essential needs
for transportation as well.

The logistical requirements for averting disaster wherever it may
threaten must be fully explored. There will probably be a need not
only for allocation directives but also for large physical movements
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of petroleum products outside of normal shipping arrangements
Tankers must be available and if American bottoms are not adequate
it may be necessary to amend the Jones Act to permit the use of tank-
ers of foreign origin.

Drastic cuts must be made in the use of all fuels. Homes with gas
and electric heat should not be spared. Restricting the use of natural
gas and electricity presents much more complex problems than in the
case of oil, but I believe they are not insuperable. Needless to say the
restrictions must 'be imposed on a national level because otherwise the
areas which make the sacrifice would not necessarily receive any bene-
fit by increased availablity of fuels for essential needs.

Finally, it is essential to accommodate environmental controls to the
realities of our fuel situation, and to shift as much of the fuel burden
to coal as the coal industry can handle. The waivers should also permit
the burning of high sulfur oil of either domestic or foreign origin.
With such a program I believe we can get through the winter on the
basis of shared sacrifices and with a minimum of unemployment.

The attached table to my statement, Mr. Chairman, summarizes the
administration's estimates of this winter's shortages and its proposals
to resolve those shortages. The information is taken from a fact sheet
associated with the President's November 25, 1973, energy message,
in which the shortfall assumed is 17 million barrels a day. You will
notice in this table the figures on the shortfall by product, and then
the effect of the refinery shift which has been proposed. The net short-
age in the third column is the same as the one we started with, because
the effect of the refinery shift was only to change the volumes among
the products and not the totals. The table also shows the percentage
of demand which is affected.

In the textual column at the right-hand side of the sheet are the
various measures which the administration has proposed to achieve
reductions in each of these product categories. And it is these meas-
ures which I say are of very doubtful adequacy for the purpose.

[The table referred to above follows:]
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ADMINISTRATION PROJECTIONS OF NEAR-TERM PETROLEUM SHORTFALL AND PROPOSED REMEDIES (FROM
FACT SHEET ASSOCIATED WITH PRESIDENT'S NOV. 25 ENERGY MESSAGE)

Last quarter of 1973: 1.400,000 bbl/d; Ist quarter of 1974: 3,500,000 bbl/d; 2d quarter of 1974: 3,000,000 bbl/d

DETAIL FOR IST QUARTER OF 1974

IThousands of barrels per day]

Unad- Percent
justed Refinery Net of

Product shortage shift shortage demand Resolution by administration

Jet fuel -398 -225 173 14 Reduction in flights (I also speeds), 220,000 bbl/d.
(l eaves room for restoration of inventories).

Gasoline -712 700 1,412 22 Reduction in business/government use by 15 per-
cent 300,000 bbl/d.

Reduction In passenger car use by 24 percent
1,100,000 bbl/d.

Measures include lower speed limits (200 000
bbl/d), station closings (50,000 bbl/d) and others
such as hig prices or possibly rationing (1 ,-
150,000 bbl/d).

Middle distillates 898 -400 498 11 Reduction In residential heating by 6° or 15 percent
and commercial by 100 or 25 percent, 490,000
bbl/d.

Reduction In industrial use by 10 percent, 40,000
bbl/d.

Reduction In gas turbine use by 50 percent, 150,000
bbl/d.

Leaves 200,000 bbl/d margin for severe weather.
Residual oil- 1,052 -200 852 24 Conversion of powerplants to coal 250 000 bbl/d.

Reduction in space heating by 1B percent, 90,000
bbl/d.

Reduction In industrial use by 10 percent, 60,000
bbl/d.

Reduction in electricity use by 3 percent, 300,000
bbl/d.

Shift of gas from residential use to powerplant use,
100,000 bbl/d.

If needed, coal-fired power diverted from uranium
enrichment (1,400 MW), 53,000 bbl/d.

Other -401 125 526 14

Total-. . 3,461 -. 3,461 17

Mr. SWIDLM. In my view, the projected steep cuts in gasoline con-
sumption cannot be achieved, certainly not equitably, without gaso-
line rationing.

Furthermore, the administration underestimates the need to reduce
gasoline consumption. U.S. refineries will need to turn out more resid-
ual oil-and consequently less gasoline-than the administration ex-
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pects because it has exaggerated, for example, the opportunities for
converting powerplants from oil to coal. According to administration's
estimates, these conversions could conserve about 250,000 barrels of
residual oil per day during the first quarter of 1974, requiring the
equivalent use of about 60,000 tons of coal per day, roughly 4 percent
of present daily U.S. coal production. I doubt that we can"increase
coal mining and transportation by an average of 4 percent through the
first quarter of 1974, and if I am not mistaken, at the Monday meeting
in which Mr. Simon spoke about his plans for the winter, the figure
that was mentioned was about 45,000 tons of coal, as the measure of
flexibility in supply.

Furthermore, it seems doubtful that coal conversions could occur
quickly enough to meet the stated objective. Everything else aside, it
is questionable whether the environmental authorities will grant the
waivers and variances necessary to accomplish these projected conver-
sions quickly enough to validate the estimates which the President
announced.

MSE PROGRAM FOR INDEPENDENCE BY 19 8 0

This country has the basic fuel resources to achieve independence of
imports, and even to contribute to the security of its allies. This is not
to say that a sophisticated energy policy would necessarily dictate
complete independence, because a degree of risk is probably accepta-
ble if within the limits of ready contraction of demand without hazard
to the economy, and if covered by other protective measures, such as
storage.

I interpret the President's goal as contemplating independence to
this degree, and not necessarily a total rejection of all imports. Nev-
ertheless, achieving even such a degree of independence-would neces-
sitate a program of unprecedented dimensions to add to fuel supply by
converting coal to oil and gas, and by augmenting the national capa-
bility for use of nuclear fuels.

If we are to consider the plight of our allies as well, and help to
rescue them from insecurity and consequent domination of their for-
eign policies to the prejudice of U.S. interests, the program must be
further enlarged. To my mind the program will not be adequate unless
it does consider the international situation.

Even if a specific program were to be developed and announced to
achieve independence by 1980, however defined, it could not be accom-
plished by 1980 and I believe this is now generally recognized.

Much of the technology upon which such a program is dependent
is still in the demonstration stage, and we shall be lucky to complete
a few demonstration plants by 1980. However, 1985 might be a realis-
tic target date, and I would not quarrel with the President for setting
the earlier target.

What is distressing is that the various proposals thus far announced
for achieving the goal are totally inadequate, and if no more is done
than the President has mentioned we shall be in far worse shape in
1980 than we are today.

One substantial element of the President's program is for the
Alaska pipeline. By the late 1970's the pipeline should be delivering
at least 2 million barrels a day. However, by 1980, even if the rate of
growth in energy use is held to half the level of the last 5 years-
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which is about 41/2 percent-if it is held to 2 or 2Y4 percent, we shall
need for independence about 7 million barrels a day of oil or oil
equivalent, in addition to the need to make up at least a part of the
present deficit which is being met by imports.

For a 1980 program we should be planning on about a 10 million
barrel increase of capacity and for 1985 for at least 15 million barrels,
reduced by whatever savings can be attained in excess of the reduction
I have mentioned in the 41/2 percent growth rate to the 21/4 percent
growth rate.

Keep in mind the total capacity of the domestic oil industry is
11 million barrels a day, including both crude and natural gas liquids.
Domestic petroleum production peaked in 1970 and has been declining
since then. It is doubtful that the Alaskan pipeline will do more than
compensate for the decrease in the productivity of the fields of the
lower 48 States. In any case, whether the goal is to be new capacity
by 1980 of 5 or 10 million barrels, or by 10 or 20 million barrels a day
by 1985, the program would be so huge as to challenge even the
American genius for large plans and giant construction programs.

To repeat, for the goal of 10 million barrels a day, we would be
duplicating the entire productive capacity of the domestic industry.
That is the scope of the program we are talking about, Mr. Chairman.

The other elements of the President's program are of doubtful
importance in augmenting fuel supplies in the 1980 time frame. Let
me mention them briefly. Improvement in nuclear licensing might
shorten the construction time from the present 8 or 10 years to perhaps
5 or 6 years. At best it seems clear that no nuclear plant can be com-
pleted by 1980 for which a license application has not yet been filed.
l doubt that this country is willing to accept unlimited numbers of
nuclear plants of the present generation as the complete answer to
the energy shortage. Even with streamlined licensing the state of the
art is such as to make it difficult to predict when a new plant will be
available on a dependable commercial basis.

Deregulation of natural gas prices is a complicated problem. I shall
only say that, by the admission of the petroleum industry, with or
without deregulation this country will have difficulty in maintaining
the present level of natural gas productivity of about 22 trillion cubic
feet a year. Availability of Alaskan natural gas would be a big help,
but it is a long way from realization. The cost is very large. I have
heard $8 billion mentioned as the most recent estimate. It seems
doubtful that the money can be raised in the absence of a treaty with
Canada which would assure the continuity of deliveries to this country.

A sound coal stripmining bill is probably essential as a part of
the underpinning for expanded fuel supply, but it will not in itself
assure the construction of plants for converting coal to gas or coal
to oil. Streamlined procedures for certification of powerplants-a
final recommendation of the administration-may assure adequate
generating capacity, but except for the nuclear portion does nothing
whatever to assure a fuel supply for the generating plants or for the
economy at large.

The missing elements in the program will require the attention of
Congress itself. If fuel supply and demand are to be balanced some-
thing must be done both to restrain the runaway growth rates of
recent years by an effective continuing conservation program, and to
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assure the growth of fuel supplies adequate to meet the demands which
will occur.

In the last 5 years energy growth has taken place in this countr
at the rate of about 41/2 percent a year, compounded, as I mentioned.
For the last half century the growth rate was only about 2% percent.
For many years the rate of growth in energy use was slightly less
than the growth in GNP, but in the last decade it has exceeded the
GNP growth rate. For this surge of energy demand there are many
causes, among them the cheapness of fuels, the promotional forces
behind intensive energy using equipment, especially the automobile,
and clean air legislation which has affected adversely the energy
efficiency-of both stationary and mobile equipment.

It seems apparent that much of our energy is totally wasted and
much more is utilized to very little social purpose. If we have the will
and discipline, I see no reason to doubt that an intensive energy conser-
vation program could hold the rate of growth to well below the long-
term historical rate of 21/2 percent. The program would include tax
or other discouragement on the production of heavy cars with large
horsepower-and on that Congress has already begun to speak-of
energy incentive options, such as air-conditioners, which I have not
seen included in the congressional proposals thus far, as well as
support for mass transit, the establishment of strict energy conserva-
tion standards for new buildings, and the establishment of high
standards of efficiency for energy-intensive appliances and apparatus
such as air-conditioners.

None of these proposals would involve a drastic change in the
American lifestyle, but in saying this I do not mean to imply that
Congress should not dig into the whole question of waste in the Ameri-
can economy, including the development of quality standards which
would curb forced obsolescence and satisfy the material needs of
American citizens with a smaller output of better things.

On the second missing element, the principal reliance in building
up fuel capability in this century must be on the use of coal-and
perhaps later of shale-to supply new oil needs, to compensate for
declining availability of natural gas supplies, and to power utility
boilers and other stationary generators requiring clean fuels.

In all three areas commercial technology is either not yet available
or is not developed to a stage of efficiency which would warrant long-
term reliance. Moreover, in dealing with developing technologies,
private enterprise may not be willing to rush forward with many
billions of dollars to build plants which could prove to be obsolete
before they are completed, especially when confronted with the spec-
ter that the Arab States could revise their policies and begin to export
oil at far lower prices than the cost of synthetic fuel. After all, the
lifting cost in the Middle East is only somewhere in the order of 10 or
20 cents a barrel, which provides a great deal of flexibility in the
pricing program of the Middle East governments.

What is needed are a combination of crash programs in research
and development and the construction of a number of demonstration
plants using available technology while work in improvement is being
carried forward.

It seems doubtful that private industry can carry this load alone.
The Government is already committed to the programs for research
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slowly. So far as I know little is being done on a start of the massive
construction programs which are needed to convert coal to oil and gas.
Government guarantees, either of funding or purchase of the output
at compensatory prices, may prove necessary. The practical require-
ments for assuring that the necessary construction programs are put
underway need prompt and careful investigation.

Perhaps the first need is to frame a specific construction program,
in light of our needs, available technology, and the plans of the pri-
vate sector. For one thing, Mr. Chairman, it is rather astonishing
that despite our tremendous deficit in refining capacity, no new re-
fineries are under construction. A number, perhaps a half dozen, have
been announced. But plans on all of them are suspended, so that we
are not at the moment attempting to cure this very serious gap in
energy adequacy.

We cannot become independent by 1980, but by using the best tech-
nology available, we might by 1980 be able to care for a major part
of the growth to be expected between now and then, which would be
something in the order of 4 -million barrels a day of oil and oil equiv-
alent, about 10 percent of present energy use. Such a program would
amount to about 40 percent of the capability of the entire domestic
oil industry. That, in itself, would be a very large program. The cost
would 'be many billions of dollars, but the construction cost at least
could and should be self-supporting if the Government protects its
investment by assuring that any production from cheaper sources,
either by imports or improved processes, would be taxed enough to
assure the profitable operation of the initial plants.

A serious problem in augmenting coal supplies is the present primi-
tive state of coal mining technology. Little has been spent on this
problem in the past, and only a small amount of money is earmarked
for the purpose in the current research budget. If we are to increase
our dependence on coal, and triple or quadruple coal production to
the two or three billion tons a year level, this area must be given far
greater attention, or the whole program may bog down for lack of
miners and mine production capacity.

CONCLU1BION

This testimony deals with a subject on which national thinking
has not matured. and on whieh the. shape of the problem, even the
facts, are elusive and constantly changing. A statement that was
prepared even a few days ago has a high degree of obsolescence. This
statement is in the nature of thinking-out-loud, rather than a matter
of solid numbers and settled views.

I have not tried to present a comprehensive program for meeting
the long term energy problems facing this country. They are entwined
with many difficult policy questions, involving not only this country's
domestic affairs, but its relations with other countries of the world,
the affluent and 'the nonaffluent, those with major energy resources
and those without, those rich in other materials and those without
such resources, some friendly and others following conflicting courses.
It seems obvious that the role of the Government will change and
probably expand to assure greater responsibility for energy adequacy
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in the face of the breakdown of present arrangements for satisfying
energy needs.

ITere must be close dovetailing of tax policy, conservation, environ-
mental and developmental programs. There is much room for differ-
ences of viewpoint. I do not know any way to solve the energy prob-
lem quickly or cheaply. Nevertheless, it is essential to make a start.
Announcing goals accomplishes nothing, except as it stimulates prac-
tical thinking on how the goals are to be achieved. I have tried in my
testimony not so much to provide the answers as to suggest some of
the questions.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you.
Chairman REmnSS. Thank you very much, Mr. Swidler, for your most

helpful statement.
I note particularly your criticism of the Rip Van Winkle approach

of so much of the administration's thinking on the energy crisis. This
needs to be called to the public's attention.

I would like to call your attention-and not many are making this
point-to emphasize that we will be thinking not only about the
energy problem in the United States, but the energy problem of our
allies, friends, and acquaintances the world over, not just for strategic
and military reasons, but for the general purpose of trying not to be
selfish and hogging everything. We have done very little of that. We
have said some kind words to poor Holland, but mainly because they
were about the only-country that aided with us in a recent military

,matter over in Europe.
Mr. 'SWIDLER. Yes-if the energy crisis is to drive us into total iso-

lation, if it is to lead us to abandon our friends and our friends to
abandon us, then indeed it will have achieved the purpose that I think
unfriendly governments may have intended in imposing these short-
ages upon us. We cannot afford to abandon the rest of the world.

Chairman REuss. What shall it profit the United States to swim in
fuel once again if it loses every friend it ever had ?

Mr. SWIDLER. If the rest of the world is totally dependent upon a
Middle East dominated by the oil producing countries and their for-
eign policies, and is required to toe the line on every international ques-
tion that comes up on which the Arab States have a viewpoint, we
are going to find ourselves in a very unfriendly world.

Chairman REuss. Now let me take up a couple of more specific mat-
ters with you. In your statement you pointed out the need to furnish
sufficient fuel to keep utility boilers operating. You point out that the
only way to do that, at least in the short and medium term, in the next
5 years, is by increasing the use of coal. And that includes some un-
environmental high-sulfur coal. You take the environmental authori-
ties to task, saying that these tradeoff decisions shouldn't be confined
to environmental specialists alone but should be made by officials with
a broad mandate to pursue the public interest. Well, I am sure you
didn't really mean an implication which sensitive people on the sub-
ject like myself see in it. But environmental authorities, if they can be
said to represent a special interest, represent quite a broad special
interest, like all the people who live on the Earth, don't they?

Mr. SWIDLER. Well, they represent all the people, but they represent
them in a special relationship. You read, for example, statements by
some of the people who make these decisions, and they say that they
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don't mind proceeding from ignorance, because if the error is in favor
of people who breathe-I think I am quoting from one of their lead-
ers-"I am for people who breathe."

Well, people who breathe are the same people who work and who
eat. But he doesn't see them in theiri eating or working relationship,
but only as breathers. The environmental authorities represent people,
they don't represent their total interests.

Chairman RE-uss. I don't know who this environmental authority is,
but he needs a new speechwriter.

Mr. SWIDLER. This was an off-the-cuff remark.
Chairman REUSS. Anyway-
Mr. SWIDLER. There is an awful lot of extremism on environmental

matters.
Chairman REUSS. I agree with you that we need to relax standards

for the short term. I also am substantially persuaded by you that in
order to get coal companies to produce-they aren't going to produce
for a 3-month supply or 6-month supply-you probably have to extend
the relaxation of standards for a period longer than a year. How much
longer I want to hear a little more about. But generally I am not hos-
tile to your suggestions.

There is one thing missing from your scenario, the inclusion of which
would make me feel a lot better about the ultimate tradeoff. You say'
"That relaxation of air pollution standards should be coupled with a
requirement to install either stack gas-cleaning equipment or equiva-
lent desulfurizing facilities, as soon as they are commercially availa-
ble." Then you sav that: "R. & D. on these problems has been going
pretty good and ought to be available within the next 5 years."

Now, the fact is-and the report of the Subcommittee on Conserva-
tion of the House, which I chair, demonstrated 3 or 4 years ago-that
research as of then into stack-gas desulfurization was simply pitiful,
practically nothing was being done about it. Don't you think that this
country should mount a joint public and private research-development
and demonstration effort to produce these stack-cleaning facilities and
other desulfurizin' facilities just as soon as humanly possible? Don't
you think that if we go at it with a systems approach-moon shot,
Manhattan project approach, we could do pretty good on that?

Mr. SWINDLER. Yes. I would. And I recommend it, the intensification
of the R. & D. drive.

Now, since the period you spoke about, 3 or 4 years ago, there has
been a great acceleration of research in cleaning up coal so that it
can be burned without environmental offense. I guess there are 30 or
more projects going on throughout the country, with a total cost of
something on the order of $300 million, in various stack gas-cleaning
processes. Some of them, it seems to me, are probably in the wrong
direction, because they result in byproducts which in turn create a dis-
posal problem. They don't recirculate the limestone or the other agents
that are used to take out the sulfur. I think that some of this research is
going to prove out. There are perhaps several ways of doing it that will
produce either elemental sulfur or a relatively high quality sulfuric
acid that has a market, at least a local market, in some places.

Now, there are other ways of doing the coal cleanup job in new
plants which may turn out to be much cheaper-coal to gas, for exam-
ple, or coal to oil, might turn out to be a much better way to get at

27-213-74 7
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the sulfur. than to burn the coal while it contains the sulfur and then
try to get the sulfur out of the very dilute gas streams in the stacks.
This is a problem that we are going to lick, and we are going to lick it
ill the next few years. It is unfortunate that we don't have an efficient
process commercially available today. We are still apparently a few
years away from that.

Chairman REUSS. Needed in addition to the R. & D. that we have
been discussing, in this coming age of general shortages, is some sort
of allocation program so that the factories which will be making these
new stack cleaners, or coal-to-gas or coal-to-oil converters, get the ma-
terials they need, and the energy they need in order to operate.

Mr. SWIDLER. Yes;. it seems to me that this is part of any overall
allocation program-as well as oil drillers, I might say, people who,
produce fuel and fuel processing equipment should have a high
priority.

Chairman REUSS. Yes. Staying with how you reconcile the problem
of the environmentalists and the suppliers of electricity-a contro-
versy which I believe has to be reconciled-and recalling that we said a
moment ago that what is needed is the Manhattan project approach
or the moon shot approach, which worked-would you please tell me
who is the General Groves or the Jim Webb of this one? I don't see
anybody, and I think we need somebody.-

Mr. SWIDLER. I don't know that I could pick any one figure. I con-
fess I have a little trouble myself trying to get a clue as to what is the
lead technology. I serve as a member of the advisory committee of the
Electric Power Reseaich Institute, the new industry overall research
organization. I have been pressing to find out, from Mr. Chauncey
Starr, the head of that agency, as well as some of our own people at the
pubic service commission, who are fairly knowledgeable on energy
research. Apparently, there is no single technology which is the lead
horse, nor is there any one person who has that kind of a command of
the available alternatives. I am not sure that the present energy R. & D.
problem is strictly analogous to the Manhattan project concept. There
are too many ways to go and too many kinds of equipment that are
needed. While flue gas desulfurization has great charm, because it is
adaptable to existing plants, it could well be that it is not the best gen-
eral way to go for new plants. You might be able to operate a good deal
more efficiently in desulfurizing the coal rather than the stack gases.
There is a whole range of things that we should be working on, some for
the short term and some for the long terms. And the plans that are now
in the mill for establishing an energy research administration with a
$2 billion a year spending authorization should produce someone who
can mastermind that kind of a program, but it will be a more difficult
program adminstratively than the Manhattan project, even though
some of the specific research problems may not be as difficult.

Chairman REuss. On the subject of residual fuel for electricity gen-
eration on the east coast, and specifically with respect to this winter
and 1974, what can be done to meet the immediate shortage? Where are
the refineries which might step up their production? How is it going to
be transported to the east coast? And what if these actions aren't
taken?. Are there contingency plans to allocate electricity? We have
got a short term, very urgent problem here.

MAr. SWIDLER. The Public Service Commission of New York has re-
quired the power companies of New York to produce contingency
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plans based on various levels of emergency, including the worst. And
we have coordinated the power systems of the State so that they would
all contribute to trying to make up a deficit in any part of the State.

But some of those plans involve at the worst some extreme hard-
ship-rotating blackouts, so that people would get a supply of electric--
ity only a part of the day. depending on how severe the shortage was-
Now, I hope eve don t come to that. I don't think we need to come to-
that. When you consider, as I said at the outset, that our overall energy
deficit is only in the order of 10 percent, and that a good many of these
fuels are interchangeable, this becomes a problem of management of
fuel resources to see that the areas and the products that are suffering
the most are taken care of by shifts, either area shifts or shifts in the
use of fuel. One of the things that ought to be done in our area is to as-
sure fuel transport. At least 95 percent of the powerplant fuel on the
east coast is imported, and half of it is imported from countries sub-
ject to embargo.

We have a very severe situation, and the figures of 17 or some other
percent of shortage are not meaningful in relationship to keeping
power supply going on the east coast. When I raised this question the
other day with Mr. Simon, he said he was working on some shipping
arrangements, but he couldn't go into detail. This is what it takes, be-
cause without transport capability we may be in very big trouble.

One of the other things that we need to do, of course, is to shift as
much of the load as possible, get some of these generators running on
coal. So far, because of the fact that three environmental authorities
must agree, the city of New York, the State of New York, and the EPA,
nothing has happened in New York City, although the power com-
pany's variance application was filed 6 weeks ago, as I recall, and time
is running. There are things to do if we buckle down and do them. We
have been met so far by inability to get quick decisions, particularly
in Washington.

Charman REUSS. Let us pray.
Thank you very much, Mr. Swidler. Feel free to stay or go.
MAir. SWIDLER. Thank you very much.
Chairman REuss. Mr. Heller, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF WALTER W. HELLER, REGENTS' PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Mr. HELLER. MIr. Chairman, once again in today's energv crisis the
United States is learning the costly lesson that we can't manage eco-
nomic policy as if there were no tomorrow. But we seem to be slow
learners, Rip Van Winkles, in your term, Mir. Chairman.

Witness the economic crisis of the seventies that have caught the
country and the White House by surprise, and after long delay have
been met by steps the President said he would never take. For example,
in 1970-71 the hemorrhaging outflow of U.S. funds finally forced the
White House to end dollar convertibility and devalue the dollar, as this
committee had foretold.

Also, in 1970-71 stubborn and self-propelling inflation finally led to
the shock therapy of wage-price freezes and phases.

In 1972-73 the startling shift from surplus to shortages in U.S.
agriculture finally led to removal of acreage limits and most import
quotas and price supports.
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And now the growing energy shortage, underscored by the Arab dut-
off and the explosion in oil prices, has belatedly led to oil allocations,
'and will, I believe. lead to more drastic measures like rationing or stiff
gasoline tax increases.

One can't proceed to an understandable appraisal of the impact of
.the oil crunch on the economy without specifying certain critical as-
.sumptions. And let me start with one simple proposition for the longer
:run. In spite of Mr. Nixon's complacent assurances that the energy
'crisis is only "a temporary problem," and that "we will once again have
,those plentiful supplies of inexpensive energy," I think the Arab oil
problem is here to stay, in two critical senses.

First, the era of cheap oil and gasoline is rapidly fading into his-
tory, never to return. The debate oveir whether we should cut gasoline
use by higher prices, by higher taxes, or by rationing, may have ob-
scured the fact that petroleum prices are already exploding all around
us. Look at the facts:

Foreign crude oil: Persian Gulf oil has jumped from $2.50 a barrel
-earlier this year to $4.90 today-and what was it, about $17.40 that the
Iranian auction commanded yesterday? Other prices have changed
correspondingly.

Domestic crude: Protected by import quotas, U.S. crude drifted
upward from $3 in 1970 to $3.40 a year ago to $4.17 today for old oil
and uncontrolled prices on new oil, which is going for $2 or $3 more.
In some places it has doubled. And last week Wh71hite House sources
,were quoted as saying that the decontrol of "old" oil prices is "not a
matter of if, but when."

Wholesale prices: The BLS reports that wholesale prices of all fuels
are already about 50 percent above a year ago, having jumped 19
percent in November. And refined petroleum products, according to
the BLS, are up 90 percent, with 35 percent of that jump occurring
last month.

Meanwhile down at the pump, the low-test gas that I buy in the Twin
Cities has risen from 28 cents a gallon at the cut rates and 33 cents at the
majors to 44 cents wherever I turn. That's already 35 to 50 percent,
and retail prices of all petroleum products seem headed for another 25
percent rise in the coming year.

In short, price changes that will have major effects on the rate of
inflation and on patterns of jboth consumption and production are
already in place, or to coin a phrase, in the pipeline.

As a matter of fact. I have a strong impression, reinforced by Mr.
-Sawhill's and Mr. Stein's testimony here yesterday, that we are back-
-ing into a the-sky's-the-limit pricing solution to thle oil crisis. While
prices sneak up closer to levels that will clear the market and fill
the pockets of the petroleum industry, we are protecting comfort and
convenience at the expense of jobs and income.

Now, second, in spite of Sheik Yamani's assurances that the Arab
sheiks will never again, if we settle the Israel border questions, have
any reasons to embargo oil exports to the United States, I think we
would be best advised never again to treat Arab oil exports to us as
anything but interruptible service energy. Even if the oil valves
aren't turned on and off for political reasons, we shouldn't forget that
the OPEC oil-ogopoly will henceforth manipulate its oil output up
and down to suit its profit and portfolio objectives. When they want
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more dollar assets the valves will open, and when oil in the ground
looks relatively more attractive in their portfolio, the flow will be
choked back or shut off, quite apart from political considerations.

It seems to me to follow that our determination to develop alter-
native domestic sources of energy supply, and cut wasteful uses and
nonessential demand, must not succumb to the euphoria of an eventual
resumption of Arab oil flows. A credible and decisive commitment to
develop our own fossil fuel capability and push ahead on more exotic.
energy sources wvill serve both the economic interests of this country-
and those of our allies who have been hurting and smarting from our-
ravenous and growing appetite for Middle East oil. *We have in-
effect been exporting our shortages. And the rest of the world has
rightfully resented it. And I believe that our efforts to cut energy use
and expand supply will pay off for Europe and Japan and others in
the form first of a more assured flow of Arabian oil to them and
second, in price levels that are no longer supported by an unquenchable
U.S. thirst for that same oil. From Joe Swidler's testimony we know
that this won't be easy, but the effort is important both for this coun-
try and for our friends throughout the world.

So I start with the basic assumption that high prices of energy are
here to stay, and that we can't afford to turn off the drive for potential
self-sufficiency when OPEC turns on the valves again.

Let me quickly specify five other assumptions.
First, my working assumption is that the oil shortfall will be about

31/4 million barrels a day in 1974, consisting of a supply cutback
of 2 million barrels, coupled with a normal demand growth of 11/4
million barrels. I am a little concerned, by the way, that my 3.25 mil-
lion is all 'that close to Mr. Sawhill's 3.26. But, nevertheless, I will
stay with it for the moment.

Second, for the sake of simplicity, I will assume that the Arab oil
embargo will not be lifted in time to affect the 1974 oil outlook veIy
much.

Third, under the whiplash of ec6nomic crisis and political necessity,
I expect the hitherto timid and vacillating White House policy to be
galvanized into decisive action to curb wasteful and nonessential
energy use in ways that will protect and restore jobs and output.

I guess that confiins my reputation as an optimist.
I expect industry, after an initial period of confusion and disloca-

tion, to adapt pretty well to high costs and short supplies of oil by
switching to coal, by more intensive labor use, by substituting one raw
material or component for another, and by eliminating sheer waste.

I believe, by the way. that industry has been a little bit more fore-
handed in anticipating the energy crisis than either the administra-
tion or the rest of the country, or , for that matter, the general run-of-
the-mill economists of the country.

Fifth, in the shortrun, I assume that the price elasticity of demand
for gasoline is about minus 0.2, or slightly more. In other words, a.
boost in gasoline prices from 40 cents to 50 cents a gallon, or 25 per-
cent, should cut gasoline consumnption by 5 or 6 percent.

Now, looking at the impact of the energy shortage on the economy,
by far the largest jolt to the economy from the oil boycott will come
from the demand side, from a cut in consumption of cars, campers,
boats, tourist services, and other things that are complementary to
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gasoline. And, as a highly tentative estimate, I would put that at a,
nearly $15 billion annual rate in 1974, of which $7 to $8 billion, or
about half, would be the drop in auto purchases. This implies a slump
in unit sales to a range of 8 to 9 million cars-that would include one
and a half to 2 million imports-and a decided shift to small cars.
Other demand complements associated with autos would account for
much of -the balance.

Although there would 'be sizable shifts in demand to other areas-
one thinks of TV sets and other forms of home entertainment, swim-
ming pools, coal and clothing and the like-one can project a net cut-
back of consumer demand to the tune of $8 to $10 billion during 1974
as a reasonable first approximation.

On the investment front, I should think that hesitation and re-
adaptation of investment plans might cut $1 to $2 billion from business
fixed investment next year. One can also visualize a loss of real value-
added in the petroleum industry of perhaps $3 'billion.

Now, what about the energy-related supply bottlenecks and output
interruptions which loom so large in the news accounts ? During the
period when policy is still floundering in its attempt to sort out the
essential from nonessential uses of energy, such supply interruptions
andi dislocations will indeed be disturbing. But the more we force the
cutback in energy use on nonessential automobile use. space heating,
and industrial waste, the less will be the impact on supply. For 1974,
a host of qualified observers are beginning to conclude that supply
interruptions induced by the oil shortage will have only a minor effect
on the year's GNP. Adding up these direct negative effects, and taking
account of the induced effects through the dynamic multiplier proc-
ess. one arrives at a cutback of $25 to $30 billion, or just over 2 percent
in 1974 GNP, owing to the energy shortage. Since this markdown
will be imposed on a softening economy that was already expected to
slow down to a 2 to 21/l percent rate of advance for the year, the
energy-adjuisted projection represents essentially a no-grow th situa-
tion for 1974 as a whole.

We also have to look at the pattern over the year. And while I fore-
see not too dark a picture of 1974 as a whole, during the next several
months the economy will suffer from temporary paralysis of business
and consumer spending decisions in the face of extreme uncertainty,
possible shortages, serious regional imbalances, and the stock market
and related anxieties. So the first half of 1974 will look like-and
perhaps by traditional standards wvill be-a recession.

With the president of the National Bureau of Economnic Research
sitting next to me I shouldn't speak of what is going to -be defined as
a recession. Perhaps he -will address himself to that point.

.We can expect a drop in real GNP at an annual rate of about 11/2
pereent in the first quarter, and 1 percent in the second.

The processes of economic adaptation and of suppression of non-
essential oil uses should be far enough along by mid-1974 to permit
'economic expansion to resume in the second half of the year-as the
readjustment of consumer spending continues, and as investment
'grows in redirecting the economy toward energy conaserving produc-
"tion processes and buildings. compact cars. larger coal output, and
so on, economic recovery should be moving str6niglv in 197a. '

- No*w. turning to the inflation impact. the-direct effects of oil 'price
boosts plus adverse effects on productivity-not to mention such omi-
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nous portents on the labor front as the reopening of the teamsters'
contracts and other signs that this year's wage moderation may turn
into next year's labor militancy-will add perhaps 1 to 2 percentage
points to the advance in the cost of living for 1974. In other words, a
rise of 7 to 8 percent in the first half of the year in the consumer price
index, and perhaps 6 percent in the second, now seems in the cards.
A rise of close to 6 percent in the GNP deflator during 1974 can also
be expected. I notice that Mir. Stein said yesterday: "A 50-percent
increase in price of petroleum products might add as much as 3 per-
cent to the cost of living increases next year." That would raise those
inflation numbers. And I suppose under Murphy's law I should assume
that it will be 3 percent-but I am making the more optimistic pro-
jection of a 1- to 2-percent add-on.

Accompanying the drop in output w-ill be a large and distressing
jump in unemployment. It is likely to rise above 6 percent by the
second half of the year.

And now as to policy, let me address myself first to the stabilization
policy implications of the foregoing scenario. First of all, the extra
price jolt from the oil shortage in 1974 should not'-and I repeat not-
be taken as a signal for monetary 'tightening, any more than the 15
percent jump in food prices was in 1973. Those shortages, to use the
words of Arthur Burns in his recent defense of monetary policy,
"hardly represent either the basic trend in prices or the response of
prices to previous -monetary or fiscal policies." They represent sui
gene rs, supply-induced exogenous shocks. To attempt to hammer
down price increases in food and oil-two sectors with flexible prices
and inelastic demands-by restrictive monetary policy would wreak
havoc on the rest of the economy.

Since an easier monetarv stance was 'already in order before the
cutoff of most Persian Gulf oil, and since the major impact of that
cutoff on GNP will come through discouragement of consumer spend-
ing, the Federal Reserve should definitely move in the direction of
ease. In so moving, I should add, it ought to use interest rates, not
money supply, as its primary guide under present circumstances. For
example, that big spurt in the money supply in November was mainly
the result of a big jump in precautionary demand for money as a
result of consumer and business indecision and anxiety. And, as such,
it is distinctly a false signal for cutting back the growth in money
supply.

We should concentrate, as I say, on interest rates and recognize
what is happening to money supply increase as a result of these
demand factors.

So' following its initial move last week in cutting back reserve re-
quirements on large CD's the Federal Reserve should strive to bring
the Federal funds rate down sharply from its unduly high level of
101/4 percent.

Now, as to fiscal measures, the general directions of policy seem
clear enough. We should remind ourselves that we had a startling up-
surge first in food prices, and now' in fuel prices, and that the net
effect has been sharply regressive. Although"food represents a little
above' 20 percent of average consumer. spending, this rises to 40 and
50 'percent in the 'very low-income groups. For example, the poor
famil-'y that spends 40 percent of its disposable income on food finds
that the 20 to 25 percent leap of food prices in this current year rep-
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resents a cut of 8 to 10 percent in real income. If we add to that a
2- to 3-percent cut by surging energy prices, the implication is clear:
Anything we do on the fiscal front in 1974 must as a matter of equity
transfer funds to the lower income groups.

The case for tilting fiscal policy in this direction is reinforced by
a consideration of the pattern of energy demand across income groups,
because the larger the family income, the larger the proportion that
is likely to go for uses of energy that society would regard as nonessen-
tial or downright wasteful. And especially if we increase excise taxes
to curb gasoline use we should make restitution-you might call it
reparations-to lower income groups, by cutbacks in social security
and income tax withholding and tax refund to the poverty groups not
covered by such withholding.

And, 'by the way, Mr. Chairman, I don't think the problem of the
10 percent or so of the population that is not covered by the social
security and income tax withholding should present any great problem
in carrying out this particular recommendation. I -think we have the
ingenuity to find ways of getting money back to them if that is re-
quired for this kind of a redistributive fiscal policy. After all, we
refund something like $22 billion a year in income tax withholding.
*We ought to be able to figure out how to cover 100 percent, not just
90 percent of the population.

I don't mean to say, however, that one has to stay within the frame-
work of -an energy tax to carry out the appropriate distributive ob-
jectives, especially in this period when we have sharply cut the real
income of the lowest income groups, and when a great 'many unskilled
and lower income persons will be thrown out of work as a result of
the energy crunch-it is not just the automobile industry, but a lot
of service industries that employ unskilled and low-income people who
are 'being hit. It would 'make good economic and humanitarian sense
to restore some of the cuts that we have made this year in social services
budgets, to expand the public employment program and unemploy-
ment compensation, and to eliminate payroll taxes on persons below
the poverty line.

Turning to the energy field itself, I don't mean to imply by the
above that I would rely on the price mechanism, aided and abetted
by tax 'hikes, to ration gasoline and effect the entire 25 to 30 percent
cut that is vital to preserve the supply of petroleum required to sus-
tain employment output. Nor will the "do-it-yourself" and "catch-
as-catch-can" system of rationing do the job. We are going to have
to ration gasoline, there just isn't enough to go around, it is either a
matter of having a fair and rational method of doing it or a capricious
do-it-yourself method Yet, that's precisely what is implied by the
present system of allocations, combined with the squeezing down of
refinery output of gasoline. It can only lead to long queries and mad
scrambles at the gasoline pumps, gray market payola, corrosive favor-
itism, tie-in sales, and sweetheart deals at the service stations-not to
mention unwarranted profits.

For all its blemishes and administrative difficulties, an outright sys-
tem of consumer rationing -administered under rules developed by
Government, perhaps administered with the help of citizen rationing
boards remains the fairest, quickest, and by a large margin the most
acceptable way to go. The 71 to 21 percent margin in the Harris poll
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doesn't suggest, by the way, as Mr. Sawhill apparently did suggest to
you yesterday, that we need to wait very long to know which way
the country wants to go on rationing.

In saying that we could use citizen rationing boards, I don't mean
to rule out the so-called white-market or negotiable-coupon solution.
For example, you could have rationing boards that give extra coupons
to some individuals or groups, and such extra coupons could be non-
transferrable red coupons, while the negotiable ones could appropri-
ately be green coupons. I would rather. call it a green market than a
white market, by the way, to avoid individious comparisons.

To bulwark the rationing system, an increase of perhaps 10 cents
a gallon in the gasoline tax would also make good sense. Not only
would it help cut consumption, but it would yield perhaps $8 billion
a year that could be utilized in part for "Project Independence," in
part for mass transit, and in part for support of payments and pro-
grams for lower income groups.

Finally, let me list some other policy considerations and recommen-
dations that bear on the energy shortage and the minimizing of its
adverse impact on the economy. This is merely illustrative, without
any attempt to be comprehensive.

For example, we ought to use the levels of price controls and the
authority granted by the Export Administration Act of 1969 to break
very serious specific bottlenecks like drilling pipe and tubular casing
that is required for domestic oil exploration.

For the somewhat longer run, income tax subsidies for the oil and
gas industries need to be changed in at least two ways:

First, by requiring that funds freed by percentage tax depletion
be plowed into capital investment in the domestic-or at least North
American-oil industry.

Second, mineral depletion allowances and tax credits for royalties
on Middle East ventures, perhaps on all overseas ventures, should be
ended.

Further, we ought to question the hitherto unquestioned right of
the Pentagon to commandeer all the oil it needs for military use, or
all the oil it wants.

The production of enriched uranium should be cut back in order
to place at the disposal of other consumers as much as possible of the
3 percent of total U.S. electricity consumption that is used in this
process.

We need to develop a more rational policy of 1asi-ng our own vast
public resources of oil and gas, especially on the Continental Shelf,
by reducing the front-end risks involved in the present licensing sys-
tem, and providing for a sizable Government share via royalties of
perhaps 50, 60 percent, maybe even two-thirds, in the oil and gas
proceeds from operations on public lands or water.

The pricing structure for natural gas should be changed by adjust-
ing the ceilings on existing sources of supply, and removing them on
new sources, at least on private lands, and by boosting rates to commer-
cial and industry users.

Electricity rates need to be recast so as to remove price incentives for
heavy use.

In other words, we should be using the price and profit and tax in-
centives, in addition to rationing, in a carefully guided way to protect
the public and achieve national objectives.
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In conclusion I would say that we should havea policy of, don't just
stand there, do something. And I am hoping that Mr. Simon's office
will be doing that, and doing it decisively.

The people are again way ahead of the White House-this 71-21
ratio for rationing suggests that-just as they were way ahead in 1971
on the wage-price freeze. I think that they need and want rationing
to tell them in an evenhanded way exactly what is expected of them
to help thwart the Arabian oil blackmail and keep the U.S. economy
running. Every additional day of unlimited gasoline use is stolen from
our supplies in February, March, and April. And we are piling up
energy I 0 U's that can only be paid in less jobs and less output when
our present supplies, when our inadequate supplies run short. To pro-
tect our comforts and conveniences, we are sacrificing jobs and income.
It is hard to imagine a worse economic tradeoff for the American
people.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Heller follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WALTER W. HELLER

ENERGY, THE ECONOMY, AND POLICY

Once again, in today's energy crisis, the U.S. is learning the costly lesson that
-we can't manage economic policy as if there were no tomorrow. But we seem to
be slow learners. Witness the economic crises of the 70's that have caught the
country and the White House by surprise-and have been met by belated and
reluctant, yet drastic, steps that the White House had stoutly maintained it had
no intention of taking:

In, 1970-71, as this Committee knows all too well (and, indeed, foretold),
the hemorrhaging outflow of U.S. funds finally forced the White House to end
dollar convertibility and devalue the dollar.

Also in 1970-71, stubborn, self-propelling inflation finally led to the shock
therapy of wage-price freezes and phases.

In 1972-73, the startling shift from surplus to shortages in U.S. agriculture
and the ensuing food price explosion finally led to removal of acreage limits
and most import quotas and price supports.

And, now, the growing energy shortage, underscored by the Arab oil
cutoff and the explosion in oil prices, has already led to oil allocations and
will, perforce, lead to more drastic measures like rationing and/or stiff gaso-
line tax increases.

Since the energy crisis abounds in unknowns and unknowables, in economic
uncertainties and political indecision, one cannot proceed to an understandable
economic appraisal without specifying certain critical assumptions.

UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS

Let me start with one central proposition for the longer run. In spite of Air.
Nixon's complacent assurances that the energy crisis is only "a temporary prob-
lem," and that "we will once again have those plentiful supplies of inexpensive
energy," the Arab oil problem is here to stay. It is having essentially irreversible
effects on U.S. energy prices and supply strategy.

First, the era of cheap oil and gasoline is rapidly slipping into history, never to
return. The debate over whether we should cut gasoline use by higher prices, by
higher taxes, or by rationing may have obscured the fact that petroleum prices
are exploding all around us. Look at *the facts:

Foreign crude oil: Persian Gulf oil (medium grade) has jumped from
$2.50 a barrel earlier this year to $4.90 today. Higher-grade Libyan oil is up
from $3.78. to $8.93. Venezuelan from $3.25 to $5.20. Canada is charging a
$1.90-per-baller exist tax. Iran got $17.40 yesterday.

Domestic crude: Protected by import quotas, U.S. crude drifted upward
from $3.00Oin 1970 to $3.40 a year ago to $4.17 today for "old" oil and uncon-
trolled prices on "new" oil (as much as $2 or $3 higher, more on tie-in sales).
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last week, White House sources characterized the decontrol of "old" oil
prices as "not a matter of it, but when."

Wholesale prices of all fuels are 40% above a year ago. having risen 19%
in November. Refined petroleum products are up 90%, with 35% of that jump
occurring last month.

Meanwhile, down at the pump, the "low-test" gasoline I could buy in the
Twin Cities last summer at prices ranging from 28¢ a gallon at the cut-
rates of 33¢ at the majors has jumped to 44¢ wherever I turn. In the same
area, No. 2 heating oil is up from 19¢ last year to a range of 23¢ to 30¢ last
week. Retail prices of all petroleum products seem headed for another 25%
rise in the coming year.

In short, price changes that will have major effects on the rate of inflation and
on patterns of both consumption and production are already in place or are in the
pipeline.

Second, in spite of Sheik Yamani's assurances that, once Israel withdraws to its
pre-1967 borders, Saudi Arabia and its Arab oil cohorts would never again have
any reason to embargo oil exports to the United States, we would be well-advised
never again to treat Arab oil exports to us as anything but "interruptible service"
energy. Even if the oil valves are not turned on and off for political reasons, we
should never forget that the OPEC oil-ogopoly will henceforth manipulate its oil
outflow-both up and down-to suit its profit and portfolio objectives. When they
want some more dollar assets, the valves will open. When oil in the ground looks
relatively more attractive as a portfolio asset, the flow will be choked back or
shut off.

It follows that our determination to develop alternative domestic sources of
energy supply and cut wasteful uses and nonessential demand must not succumb
to the euphoria of an eventual resumption of Arab oil flows. A credible and deci-
sive commitment to develop our own fossil fuel capabilities and push ahead on'
more exotic energy sources will serve both our economic interests and those of
our Arab-oil-dependent friends. Both our bargaining position on prices and our
balance of payments will benefit-only yesterday, it seems, we were worried about
meeting an annual import bill of $20 billion for Mideast oil a few years hence.
And our efforts to cut energy use and expand supply will pay off for Europe;
Japan; and others in the form of (a) a more assured flow of Arabian oil and
(b) prices no longer supported by an unquenchable U.S. thirst for that same oil:

So I start with the basic assumption that high prices of energy are here to stay
and that we cannot afford to turn off the drive for potential self-sufficiency when
OPEC turns on the valves again. In addition, any appraisal of the effective energy
shortages on near-term economic outlook is highly sensitive to such unknown or
uncertain factors as the following:

The true size of the oil and energy shortfall: My working assumption is that
the shortfall will be about 3% million barrels a day in 1974, consisting of
a supply cutback of 2 million barrels coupled with a normal growth of
1% million barrels. No significant ready reserves to narrow this gap are
available in the form of either stockpiles or unutilized domestic gas and oil
productive capacity. And significant obstacles appear to bar the path to early
relief from either the potential output of 300,000 barrels a day from the Elk
Hill Naval reserves or the quick expansion of coal production as fuel for
power plants that was supposed to save 400,000 barrels of oil a day.

The duration of the Arab oil cutoff: For the sake of simplicity, I will
assume (a) that the embargo will not be lifted in time to affete the 1974
outlook very much and (b) that when it is lifted oil prices will remain
high and we will not give up our energy-saving and supply-stimulating
measures.

The course of national energy policy: Under the whiplash of economic
crisis and political necessity, I expect timid and vacillating White House'
policy to be galvanized into decisive -action soon to curb wasteful and
nonessential energy use as to protect and restore jobs and output.

The responsiveness of consumers and industry to government appeals and
regulations on cutbacks of wasteful and nonessential energy uses: Here
my assumption is one of reasonable optimism.

The capacity of industry to adapt to high costs and short supplies of'
-oil by switching to coal, by more intensive labor use, by substituting one
raw material or component for another, and by eliminating sheer 'waste
(wlhich E. I. duPont de Nemours -and Company estimates at 15% of the

-power used in industrial processes, a potential saving of more than 1.5
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million barrels of oil a day): After some hesitation and delay, I anticipate
important savings on this front.

The short-run price elasticities of demand for gasoline and other petroleum
jproducts: Studies by Data Resources, Inc. and others place this at a little
.more than 0.2 for gasoline and a little less for other oil products. In other'words, a boost in gasoline prices from 40¢ to 500 a gallon, or 25%, should cut
gasoline consumption by 5% to 6%.

IMPAcr ON THE ECONOMY
In examining the impact of the energy crunch on the level of economicactivity, one can usefully distinguish among several categories of negative

effects on GNP through:
cutbacks in consumer demand for things complementary to gasoline andother petroleum products (autos, tires, campers, motel services, meals awayfrom home, and so on) not offset by shifts of consumer spending to other

goods and services;
the direct loss of output growing out of reduced oil imports and theassociated loss of value-added as a result of the slowdown in oil refining,

distribution, and the like;
cutbacks in supply caused by bottlenecks in transportation, plant andoffice closings, and shortages of petroleum feedstocks for the petrochemical

industry;
temporary cutbacks in plant and equipment investment decisions becauseof hesitation, uncertainty, and the process of shifting to less energy-intensive

production.
By far the largest jolt to the economy will come from the demand side. Adistinctly tentative assessment suggests a direct cut in consumer demand forthings complementary to gasoline of nearly $15 billion at an annual rateduring 1974. Some $7 to $8 billion of this drop would be in automobiles, broughtabout by a slump in unit sales to a range of S to 9 million (including 11/2 to 2million imports) and a decided shift to small cars. Other demand complementsassociated with autos would account for much of the balance.Although there would be sizable shifts in demand to other areas .(one thinksof TV sets and other forms of home entertainment, coal, clothing, and the like),there will be a period of confusion, anxiety, and hesitation that will lead toa higher rate of saving. Substitution of other forms of consumption is likelyfor small-ticket items and services, but there is likely to be far less substitution inthe case of big-ticket, credit-financed items like autos, trucks, and campers.Taking these factors into account, one can project a net cutback of consumerdemand to the tune of $8 to $10 billion during 1974 as a reasonable first approxi-

imation.
Hesitation and readaptation of investment plans might cut $1 to $2 billionfrom business fixed investment in 1974. One could also visualize a loss ofvalue-added in the petroleum industry of perhaps $3 billion.What about the energy-related supply bottlenecks and output interruptionsw hich loom so large in -the news accounts of the economics of the energycrisis? During the period when policy is still floundering in its attempt to-sortout essential from nonessential uses of energy, such supply interruptions anddislocations will indeed be disturbing. But the more we force the cutback inenergy use onto nonessential automobile use, space heating, and industrial waste,the less will be the impact on supply. For 1974 as a whole, most qualified observersare beginning to conclude that supply disruptions induced by the oil shortage

will have only a minor effect on GNP.Adding up these direct negative effects and taking account of the induced effectsthrough the dynamic multiplier process, one arrives at a cutback of $25 to $30billion, or just over 2%, in 1974 GNP owing to the energy shortage. Since thisnrakdown will be imposed on an -economy that was previously expected toshow a 2% to 2y 2% rate of advance for the year, the energy-adjusted projection
represents essentially a no-growth situation for 1974.Although the size of GNP losses attributable to the oil shortage are difficultto pinpoint, the time pattern of GNP advances during 1974 seems reasonably clear.After a winter of severe economic discontent, any reasonable and rigorous set ofenergy and stabilization policy responses should lead to a summer and fall of
rising spirits and rising GNP.The first half of 1974 will look like-and perhaps by traditional standards willbe--a recession. We can expect a drop In real GNP at an annual rate of about
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112½% in the first quarter and 1% in the second, followed by a moderate rise int
the third quarter and a more rapid recovery in the fourth.

During the next several months, the economy will suffer from temporary
paralysis of business and consumer spending decisions in the face of extreme
uncertainty, spot shortages, regional imbalances, and stock market and other
anxieties. Perhaps half of* the cutback in consumer spending on petroleum
complements will find its way into savings early in the year. Later on, as
consumer (and producer) ingenuity expresses itself and confidence grows, the
substitution of other spending will steadily rise from the initial 50% level.
The processes. of economic adaptation and of suppression of nonessential oil
uses should be far enough along by mid-1974 to permit expansion to resume in the
second half of 1974. As the readjustment of consumer spending continues and
as investment grows in the process of redirecting production toward energy-
conserving production processes and buildings, compact cars, larger coal output,
and so on, economic recovery should be moving strongly in 1975.

Given the foregoing projection of economic consequences of the oil shorftage.,
one can expect a material worsening of inflation. As a function of the direct
effects of petroleum price boosts and adverse effects on productivity-not to
mention such ominous portents on the labor front as the reopening of the
Teamsters contracts-one can expect an add-on of 1 to 2 percentage points to'
the advance in the cost of living for 1974.

In other words, a rise of 7% to S% in the first half of the year and perhaps
6% in the second now seem in the cards. A rise of 5% to 6% in the GNP deflator
during 1974 can also be expected.

Accompanying the drop in output will be a large and distressing jump in
unemployment. It is likely to rise above 6% by the second half of the year.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Let me address myself first to the stabilization policy implications of the
foregoing economic scenario, with particular emphasis on monetary policy.

I anticipate that the prospective jump in the rate of inflation triggered by the
energy shortage. coupled with a big spurt in money supply in November (at
about a 10% ainual rate), will lead some observers to call on the Federal Re-
serve to keep its foot firmly on the monetary brake, primarily by cutting back the
growth in money supply. But under present circumstances, such counsel would be
misguided:

The big spurt of money supply in November was mainly the result of a big
jump in "precautionary demand" for money as a result of consumer and
business indecision and anxiety-as such, it is distinctly a false signal for
cutting back the growth in money supply.

Nor should the extra price, jolt from the oil shortage in 1974 be taken
as a signal-any more than the 2a% jump in food prices in 1973-for mone-
tary tightening. These shortages, to use the words of Arthur Burns in his
recent defense of monetary policy, "hardly represent either the basic trend
in prices, or the response of prices to previous monetary or fiscal policies."
To attempt to, hammer down price increases in food and oil-two sectors
with flexible prices and inelastic demands-by restrictive monetary policy
would wreak havoc on the rest of the economy.

Since an easier nioney stance was already in order before the cutoff of
Persian Gulf oil, and since the major impact of that cutoff on GNP will
come through discouragement of consumer spending, the Federal Reserve
should definitely move in the direction of ease.

In so, moving, it should use interest rates as its guide under present cir-
cumstances. The Board should stop worrying about the demand-oriented
increase in the money supply and concentrate on bringing short-term in-
terest rates down to soften the impact of the energy shortage superimposed
on. an economic slowdown that was already in process.

Following its initial move last week in cutting reserve requirements on
Certificates- of Deposit, the Federal Reserve should strive to bring the Fed-
eral Funds rate down from its unduly high level of 10%-plus.

In the field of fiscal policy, explicit steps are even more difficult to specify.
but the general directions seem clear enough. The startling upsurge first in food
and then in fuel prices (not to mention clothing) has been sharply regressive.
Although food represents just above 20% of overage consumer spending, this
rises to 40% and 50% in the very low income groups. For the poor family that
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spends 40% of its disposable income on food, the 20% to 25% leap of food prices
in 1973 represents a c ut of 8% to 10% in real income. If we add to that a 2%lo to
3% cut via surging energy prices, the implication is clear: anything we do
on the fiscal front in 1974 must, as a matter of equity, transfer funds to the
lower income groups.
. The case for tilting fiscal policy in this direction is reinforced by a considera-
tion of the pattern of energy demand across income groups. It seems fair to
postulate a high income elasticity of demand for nonessential energy. To put
it more simply, the larger the family income, the larger proportion that is likely
to go for uses of energy that society would regard as nonessential or downright
wasteful.

This does give us some clues to fiscal measures that might be appropriate.
Especially to the extent that we increase excise taxes to curb gasoline use, we
should make restitution to lower income groups via cutbacks in social security
and income tax withholding and cash refunds to the poverty groups not covered
by such withholding. Still within the framework of any energy tax, one should
also consider providing free bus service or other commuter transportation for
the lowest income groups.

But I do not mean to say that one has to stay within the framework to
carry out the appropriate distributive objectives. In a period when events have
cut deeply into the real incomes of poor families and when a great many un-
skilled and lower income persons will be thrown out of work as a result of the
energy crunch, it would make good economic and humanitarian sense to restore
some of the cuts in social service budgets, expand the public employment
program, and eliminate payroll taxes on persons below the poverty line.

Turning to the energy field itself, I do not mean to imply by the above that I
would rely on the price mechanism, aided and abetted by tax hikes, to ration
gasoline and effect the 25% to 30% cut that is vital to preserve the supply of
petroleum required to sustain employment and output. Nor will the "do-it-
yourself" or "catch-as-catch-can" system of rationing implied by the present
system of allocations combined with a squeezing down of refinery output of
gasoline do an acceptable job. It can only lead to long queues and mad scrambles
at the gasoline pumps, grey-market payola, corrosive favoritism, tie-in sales,
and sweetheart deals at the service station not to mention unwarranted profits.

For all its blemishes and administrative difficulties, an outright system of
consumer rationing remains the fairest, quickest, and by a large margin (a 71-
72% margin in the Harris Poll as against a 78-17% vote against higher taxes),
most acceptable way to go.

The choice of a particular form of rationing should be made on the basis of
(a) equity in distributing reduced gasoline supplies, (b) minimizing black
markets and counterfeiting, and (c) speed of putting the plan into effect. A
system using negotiable ration coupons (distributed on a per-car or per-licensed
driver basis) or a basic ration plus high-premium coupons sold by the govern-
ment could be quickly and simply put into effect. Or one could use citizen ration-
ing boards as in World War II, except that everyone granted a special ration
would get non-transferable stamps, say, red stamps, while the negotiable ones
could appropriately be green. Once the rationing system were in effect, people
would be free to use their ration as they pleased-without a detailed set of
curbs on speed, car mileage, Sunday use, and so on. Somewhat paradoxically
then. rationing-especially if administered through the use of negotiable ration
coupons-can be thought of as a way of preserving freedom of consumer choice.
- To bulwark the rationing system, an increase of perhaps 100 a gallon in the
gasoline tax would make good sense. Not only would it help cut consumption, but
it would yield perhaps $8 billion a year that could be utilized in part for energy
research and development, in part for mass transit, and in part for support of
payments and programs for lower income groups.

Finally, in summary form, let me list some other policy-considerations and
recommendations that bear on the alleviation of the energy shortage and the
minimizing of its adverse impacts on the economy:

Using the levers of price controls and the authority granted by the Export
Administration Act of 1969. the Administration should act to break specific
bottlenecks like that in drilling pipe and tubular casing required for domes-
tic oil exploration.

The hitherto unquestioned right of the Pentagon to commandeer oil for
military use should be subjected to intense questioning, and its plans for
military conservation of energl should be subjected to rigorous review by the
new Federal Energy Administration.
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The production of enriched uranium should be cut back in order to
place at the disposal of other consumers as much as possible of the
3% of total U.S. electricity consumption that is used in this process.

Income tax subsidies for the oil and gas industries need to be changed
in at least two ways, first, by requiring that funds freed by percentage tax
depletion and related tax preferences be plowed into capital investment in the
domestic oil industry and, second, that mineral depletion allowances and tax
credits for royalties on Middle East ventures (perhaps on all overseas
ventures) be ended.

We need to develop a more rational policy of leasing our own vast public
resources of oil and gas (especially on the continental shelf) by reducing the
front-end risks involved in the present leasing system and by providing for
a sizable government share (perhaps 50%o to 60%) in the oil and gas
proceeds from operations on public lands or water.

The pricing structure for natural gas should be changed, first, by boosting
rates to commercial and industrial users, second, by adjusting the ceilings
on existing sources of supply and, third, by removing them on new sources
(at least on private lands).

On electricity rates, we need to recognize that, in a global sense, electricity
is an increasing-cost good. This calls for an end to quantity discounts and,
indeed, rising rates on excessive consumption.

In other words, we should be using price, profit, and tax incentives in a
carefully guided way to protect the public and achieve national objectives.

As a final point, let me simply quote from a Busines8 Week editorial of
December 8: "A multi-pronged approach to the energy problem is probably
the right one. What the public needs to know is just what the prongs Will
be and how sharp. The unnerving thing about the present situation is the
suspicion that the U.S. is blundering ahead with no real energy plan-simply
hoping for the best."

Chairman REuss. Bravo and right on ! Thank you, Mr. Heller.
Please proceed, Mr. Meyer.

STATEMENT OF JOHN R. MEYER, 1907 PROFESSOR IN TRANSPOR-
TATION, LOGISTICS, AND DISTRIBUTION, HARVARD UNIVER-
SITY'

Mr. MEYER. Let me first of all state that I am not exactly answering
the question you posed to determine the economic impact of petroleum
shortages. I sat down and thought about that for a moment, and I
decided it is very difficult to figure out what the economic impact-
would be on the transportation industry until I knew what the public
policies would be.

Chairman REUSS. So what you have in your statement is that it is
going to be considerable, and we had better do something about it,
and you will make some proposal on what we have got to do-

Mr. MEYER. Yes. And it also permits us to be more positive an'd
address the question of what we can do, how we can use this shortage
to make some long overdue adjustments in our policies and our life-
styles that probably would be beneficial in the long run.

I take it it doesn't take much calibration to justify why one wants
to look at transportation when discussing energy.

Transportation accounts for almost one-quarter of total U.S. energy
consumption and roughly one-half of total petroleum usage. In the
circumstances, it is hardly surprising, perhaps inevitable, that various

1The views expressed herein are strictly those of Mr. Meyer and In no way reflect any
policy conclusions or advocacies of any organizations with which he is associated.
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"transportation solutions" to today's energy shortages should be
sought.

Clearly, though, various proferred methods to conserve on transport
use of energy vary widely in potential effectiveness and other impor-
tant respects as well. For example, some are more consistent with the
achievement of full employment than others. Some tend to be rather
more regressive in their incidence by income groups. Some are more
consistent than others with achieving a longer run equilibrium in
energy supply and demand-an equilibrium which probably will be
at energy price levels 50 percent or more higher than when all this
started.

Policy decisions, moreover, seem to be imminently needed. Unfor-
tunately, our knowledge is not as precise and quantitative as it should
be about the energy consequences of various transport policies. The
time, though, has probably come to at least list what little we do know
about the different characteristics of different transportation solutions
to energy problems. The remainder of my remarks will be largely
devoted to such an effort, proceeding through a "catalog" of differ-
ent transport solutions-some widely discussed, some not so publicly
acknowledged.

(1) EXPAND RAIL TRANSIT

As a solution to the immediate energy shortage, expansion of rail
transit is simply a nonstarter. New rail transit systems usually require
approximately a decade to plan, finance, and build; substantial addi-
tions to existing systems require only a bit less. Furthermore, rail
transit sytems are expensive and usually require a good deal of energy
for their construction. And even if we could wave a magic wand and
immediately create several new systems overnight, it is not at all
clear that this would immediately reduce total energy demand. Past
experiences with new transit systems or extensions in North America
strongly suggest that a very large percentage of total patronage
usually comes from previously existing public transit, usually buses
or streetcars. The net propulsive efficiency of a reasonably well-loaded
bus is not too much different or less than that of rail transit. Moreover,
it is usually somewhat easier to schedule buses so as to minimize
"deadheading" or so-called empty backhauls than it is for rail sys-
tems. Also, rail systems tend to be less ubiquitous, especially in their
residential coverage, and the number of stops that can be efficiently
made with a rail transit system are usually less than for bus, so that
with supplantation of bus by rail transit, some slight increase may
occur in the number of car miles driven to get to and from public
transit facilities. Indeed, if a rail transit system eliminates enough
bus competition and that bus competition has a more ubiquitous route-
structure and more stops, the net effect of developing rail transit
might be some slight reduction in total transit patronage.

(2) EXPAND EXISTING COM3MUTER RAIL SERVICES

Adding cars and trains to existing commuter rail systems would
probably help, but only marginally. The reason, simply, is that rail
commutation accounts for a very small percentage of total commuta-
tion in the United States, less than 1 percent. Accordingly, even a 50
percent increase in such rail commutation would make only a small
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contribution to the solution of the total energy problem. A massive
increase in total rail commiuter services, moreover, would be very
difficult to effectuate, mainly because most such facilities are nearly
fully utilized now during the crucial peak commuter hours. However,
some small help might be garnered from expanding existing rail
commuter services and these could prove particularly useful during
the off-peak hours when more unutilized capacity is likely to 'be
available.

(3) EXPAND EXISTING RAIL TRANSIT SERVICES

Much the same comments apply as to the expansion of rail commu-
ter services. The potential, though, is somewhat greater: about 2.5
percent of total commutation is 'by subway or elevated trains. How-
ever, the peak hour capacity constraint is perhaps even more binding
for public subway or elevated services than for suburban rail com-
muter services. Moreover, electric propulsion is deenmed by many
engineers not to' be as energy efficient as more direct, self-contained
systems. Again, though, 'expansion of off-peak use-for example,
through reduced or promotional fares-could prove usefuL

(4) EXPAND TRANSIT BUS SERVICES

The sensible way to do this. would 'be to. set aside for exclusive or
priority bus use more of our existing urban streets and, more im-
portantly, urban high-performance expressways. The Shirley High-
way experiment and the special bus lanes on several of the tunnels
feeding into Manhattan are examples of what can be done. The ob-
jective would be to make bus service more attractive than auto com-
mutation 'by increasing bus speeds relative to auto. Evidence suggests
that public transit patronage is more sensitive to service differentials
than to price incentives. To the extent that bus vehicles are available
and at least some spare capacity would appear to be available, high-
way-priority express bus systems can be implemented rather quickly.
Indeed,' the very act of improving bus performance speeds during
rush hours would augment effective capacity when most needed. Fur--
thermore, unlike expanded rail commuter or rail transit service, the
possibility is not limited to just a few American cities, but could be
implemented virtually everywhere. Besides the limitation on avail-
able buses, the major difficulty in implementing widespread experi-
mentation with express bus services would be the generally desperate
or impoverished financial state of most public and private transit
systems in the United States 'today. Most local transit companies or
systems are in no position-or mood-to undertake any large-scale
risks, including experimentation with express services. Moreover,
some delicate problems will be encountered in coordinating the many
different public and private agencies involved, ranging from Federal
and State highway authorities to public regulatory commissions to
transport workers' unions to State and local franchising 'bodies.
Nevertheless, a relatively modest infusion of money for such bus
services, say up to one-half billlion dollars annually might make quite
an impact. Certainly, the Urban Mass Transit Administration-
UMTA-of the Department of Transportation might give such proj-
ects priority consideration.

27-213-74-8
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(5) IMPROVE TRAFFIC CONTROLS ON MAJOR URBAN EXPRESSWAYS

It is perfectly obvious that cars or trucks or buses when standing
still in traffic congestion continue to idle their engines and therefore
are wasting fuel. The truth is, moreover, that congestion of a highway
usually reduces the highway's effective carrying capacity. As a traffic
engineer once described it: "A high-performance urban highway is
very much like a toilet; it works perfectly well as long as you don't
try to put too much through it at one time." Accordingly, we can
effectively increase 'both our highway capacity and fuel efficiency by
controlling access to high-performance highways to prevent their
total coagulation during rush hours. As an overall fuel-saving strat-
egy, however, such devices may not work, unless augmented by other
policies. Specifically, if the speed and effective capacity of urban
expressways are improved, more auto travel may be induced; more-
over, average.speed almost certainly will go up so that the "cruising
speed" fuel economy of vehicles may be somewhat lessened. Accord-
ingly, an urban traffic management strategy for conserving fuel prob-
ably would work best if augmented 'by set-asides of urban expressways
for exclusive or priority use by buses or by direct gasoline rationing
or some other measure that would reduce overall travel demands.

(6) COMMUpTER CARPOOLING

This is a potentially most efficacious policy since the net propul-
sive efficiency of a fully loaded automobile, particularly a compact,
or subcompact, is remarkably high-and only marginally worse than
that of much public transit-while the propulsive efficiency of a stand-
ard sized U.S. car with one person in it is rather low. It has been esti-
mated that an increase of one in the number of passengers in every
commuting auto would save almost 800,000 barrels a day of gasoline
in the United States! The difficulty, of course, is getting people to do
the pooling. Pooling means adjusting individual schedules, extra time
for picking up and terminating, and abandoning some of the seeming
preference of Americans for privacy. The mechanics of actually
matching people by origins and destinations to facilitate carpooling
is not terribly complex in this computer age. In all likelihood, how-
ever, it will require a substantial increase in gasoline prices or actual
gas rationing to provide the requisite incentives. Carpooling is not,
moreover, necessarily pure gain: the unpooled commuter car may be
used more for shopping stops and delivering or picking up other
members of a family at schools and other destinations. Cars would also
be more available at home during the day so that use for noncommut-
ing purposes would increase. On balance, however, carpooling if
implementable, could save fuel and quickly.

(7) USE SMALLER AUTOMOBILES

Without much question, the use of 'smaller automobiles would be
one of the simplest and least disruptive ways to reduce total U.S. en-
ergy consumption. Roughly 30 percent of total petroleum used in the
United States now goes to propelling automobiles. Accordingly, even
a small economy in this sector can add up to a substantial total. It has
been estimated, for example, that if the average U.S. car weighed
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25,00 pounds instead of 3,500 pounds the United States would save a
little over 2 million barrels of crude daily or just-under 12 percent of
total consumption today.

Besides conserving fuel, the use of smaller cars should also help re-
duce air pollution-and perhaps especially the costs of reducing auto
contributions to such pollution-downtown street congestion and the
costs of building and maintaining parking facilities. In fact, one of the
few negative aspects of smaller cars might be that by reducing con-
g'estion and auto operating costs, they might increase total miles
traveled by car, thereby offsetting some potential fuel economies. The
public policy question with regard to small cars would seem to be
whether any special or additional inducements are needed to expedite
the move. Clearly, higher fuel prices, let alone the threat of actual
gasoline rationing, are already having an impact on American automo-
bile tastes. A weight- or horsepower-related Federal tax on automobiles
might accelerate the trend. As a means of meeting the immediate en-
ergy shortage, however, the small car solution is obviously limited: it
may take 8 to 10 years to turn over or renew the American automobile
fleet. In the short run, the most that could be expected would be that
higher gasoline prices, taxes, or direct rationing of gas might induce
somewhat greater use of smaller cars in two-car families and some ac-
celeration of the rate at which people would purchase small cars in-
stead of larger cars-though the constraint on small car buying now
appears to be more on the supply than demand side.

(8) ELIMINATE INEFFICIENCY IN COMMERCIAL AIRLINE OPERATIONS

The usual suggestion is to permit cartelization on major intercity
airline route segments so as to achieve a controlled reduction in.the
amount of competition on'such segments and a concomitant increase in
load factors. Needless to say, such cartelization has some obvious profit
attractions for the airline companies; not surprisingly, therefore, this
particular fuel saving strategy has been one of the easiest to implement.
It would appear that 100,000 barrels a day of aviation jet fuel, or distil-
lates, can be, or perhaps already are, being saved by these cartel agree-
ments. Another 100,000 or so daily barrels can perhaps be squeezed out
by. similar devices being used to reduce flights during the winter dol-
drums. The next obvious step, at least from an efficiency standpoint,
would be to reduce commercial airline service to many small towns
where the tra.ffic genPerted is hardly sufficient qo sustain olnnm-rial
operations. The difficulty is political unpopularity, particularly in the
small towns where service is dropped. Nevertheless, in many instances
not much would be lost in terms of the quality of service rendered, par-
ticularly if increases in air services occurred at nearby "regional con-
sfolidation'points'? or if good alternative bus service were available.
H6-wever, the6.volume of fuel-involved is probably not all that great
and if gasoline rationing induces a massive reduction in private trans-
port alternatives, then'some increase in demand for public transporta-.
tion might ensue and the economics of some marginal points might
also improve.

Another possibility for improving airline efficiency would be to open
up more international gate ways so as to reduce the amount of discon-
tinuity now often introduced into international travel by the necessity
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of traveling to New York, Los Angeles, or other major international
gateway cities. Again, though, the amount of fuel to be saved is prob-
ably trivial and not worth the administrative effort.

(9) EXPAND INTERCITY RAIL PASSENGER SERVICE

This policy encounters supply constraints similar to those hamstring-
ing expansion of suburban commuter or public transit rail services. To
begin, much of the rail roadbed is really not in proper condition to
sustain high-speed intercity rail passenger service today. Moreover,
there is a certain irony in cutting back on today's dominant mode of
intercity public passenger travel, the commercial airlines, and at the
same time expanding an alternative mode. Of course, the substitution
might make sense if the propulsive efficiency of rail was a great deal
higher than that of the airlines. Apparently, rail intercity passenger
service does have a higher fuel efficiency than intercity commercial air-
lines if very dense corridor volumes are involved; that is, the train
is a very efficient mode, at least in terms of fuel consumption, if 500
to 800 or more people can be moved in one train. At lesser volumes,
which are characteristic of the vast majority of U.S. intercity links,
the bus or the airplane operate more efficiently; that, is, in units of 50
to 450 or so passengers. In short, the potentialities of gaining any sub-
stantial fuel economy through expanded rail service are almost cer-
tainly limited to a few of the very high volume passenger corridors in
the United States, thy Northeast corridor being the most prominent
and perhaps the only realistic example.

(10) EXPAND INTERCITY BUS SERVICE

If the demand is there, this is probably a desirable adjustment. A
loaded bus is quite economical in terms of the amount of fuel required
per passenger mile of travel. As long as fuel supplies are made avail-
able, moreover, bus service will almost surely expand automatically to
meet any increase in demand. The moral, thus, is to insure that the fuel
is available.

( 11) SUBSTITUTE RAIL FOR TRUCKS ON LONGER DISTANCE INTERCITY FREIGHT
HAULS

The usual initial observation on this possibility is that railroads only
require about one-fourth to one-third as much fuel per-ton-mile of
freight carried as a truck. This observation, however, is probably
strictly true only as it applies to the so-called line haul portion of the
trip. While it is difficult to quantify or to document the case, much of
the line-haul efficiency of the railroad may be lost in greater fuel
consumption being required to terminate or originate rail shipments,
particularly manufactured goods coming from or going to small towns
or more remote industrial sites not located on rail main lines. "Con-
tainerized" or "piggyback" shipment of such goods normally would
be the most efficient, both in total costs and fuel requirements. Con-
tainerization or piggybacking, in fact, would be a good long run ap-
proach to most long-distance shipment of manufactured products; in
essence. such a move would specialize railroads and trucking in what
they best do.
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* In the short run, however, capacity constraints will limit any shift
in this direction. Furthermoire, with a fuel shortage and fuel costs
rising, truck costs, and therefore truck rates, should rise more rapidly
than for the railroads-and perhaps sufficiently to keep railroad ca-
pacity and capabilities fully occupied over the next few months. If
some further incentives were deemed desirable in the short run, some
reduction in ICC regulation could be contemplated. In particular,
agricultural and bulk commodity exemptions presently enjoyed by
truck and other carriers might be extended to the railroads. Similarly,
common carriers might be granted the right to selectively change their
tariffs by, say, up to 10 percent annually without first obtaining ICC
per-mission. Among other advantages, greater freedom in ratemaking
would aid the carriers in adjusting to higher fuel costs. And in the
long run, more, ratemaking freedom would be desirable under any
circumstances, permitting different transport modes to specialize more
in what they did best and to adapt better to changing circumstances.

(12) REMOVE OTHER REGULATORY RESTRICTIONS OF TRANSPORT

Possibilities exist for immediately reducing the total number of
miles trucks must travel in order to move their traffic by lifting cer-
tain existing ICC and other regulatory restrictions on truck route
selection. Such a step would also improve the long-run efficiency of
the transportation system. Similarly, if some of the present restric-
tions on contract and private carriage trucking were removed, these
truckers could fill up -more of their backhauls. The same holds true
for the "mixing rules" that'limit the efficiency of some barge opera-
tions.

In general, most existing ICC regulations on surface freight trans-
port are invitations to inefficiency. Overall, economists suspects that $4
billion to $10 billion a year might be saved by simply eliminating most
of these regulations. A substantial fraction of this total saving, more-
over, almost surely would represent reduced fuel use; at a minimum,
rationalization of surface freight-including diverting some traffic
from truck to rail-cbuld save 100,000 barrels of fuel a day. And such
savings would also make a modest contribution to reducing infla-
tionary pressures in our economy.

This catalog of transport solutions to the energy problem has been
somewhat rambling and discursive. In extenuation, I would point out
that transport changes u-1isually involve fairly difficult systeS mscvalua-
tions in which the secondary and tertiary effects of any policy move
are not always obvious, and may often counterbalance or undo the ini-
tial of primary effects.

Nevertheless, we can identify some policy priorities. Specifically,
the transpoi4tation policies most likely to help with the immediate
fuel shortage would appear to be as follows:

(1) Emphasize UM'TA policies for the next 2 years or so that de-
velop high-performance express bus services in and around American
.cities; if this requires some slowdown in the development of future
-rail transit, so be it; indeed 'a crash program to develop express bus
'services might well be in order; consideration should also be given
to policies that stimulate-or maintain-lower transit fares, at least
for the duration of the energy shortage.
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(2) Remove much of the present ICC regulation of intercity surface'
freight transportation; at least eliminate or reduce the restrictions on
truck route selection and extend agricultural and similar bulk com-
modity exemptions now enjoyed by truck and water carriers to the'
railroads; similarly, at least an "emergency" 6 months to 1 year exemp-
tion might be granted to private and contract carriers on restrictions
that now hinder their filling up their empty backhauls; greater free-
dom should also be given to all common carriers, including the rail-
roads, to modify their rates, say, by 10 percent a year, without waiting
for ICC approval.

(3) Be certain that any fuel rationing or allocation scheme does not
severely cut back on availability of fuels for the operation of basic
freight and public transportation facilities; for example, it is one
thing to reap some short run benefits from a reduction in excess inter-
city air passenger service, but an entirely different matter to allow a
fuel shortage to prevent desirable expansions in public transportation
of all kinds; similarly, it is inane to use informal rationing by 'con-
gestion"-such as the 20-gallon limit per stop now apparently being
imposed on many truckers-as a means of reducing total fuel con-
sumption; in general, public transportation can usually be designed
to be more efficient in the use of fuel than private transportation and
more and better public transport should ease the impact of any cut
in the private sector.

(4) Develop and implement traffic metering or flow control pro-
grams that would eliminate congestion and tie-ups of major urban
expressways but only if accompanied by the express bus development
program outlined above or by a reasonably comprehensive nationwide
program of gasoline rationing.

Gasoline rationing-by prices, coupons, taxes, or some mix of these-
is perhaps a good point on which to conclude. It is reasonably obvi-
ous, simply because of the bulk of the volumes involved, that the only
way in which substantial cuts can be made in fuel consumption in the
transport sector is by reducing the fuel used by private automobiles.
Almost 90 percent of intercity passenger travel is by automobile; over
80 percent of the populace commutes, either as drivers or riders, in
private automobiles. Accordingly, if really big energy savings are to
be sought through so-called transportation solutions, much of that
must come from the private automobile. Moreover, since one-third or
so of private automobile travel is estimated to be for pleasure driving,.
the odds are that 'a substantial reduction can be made in private auto
use without too disastrously disrupting the productive efficiency and
employment levels of our economy. And that, after all, almost cer-
tainly should be the dominant consideration in making these difficult
policy choices.

Thank you.
Chairman REuss. Thank you. Mr. Meyer. You suzggest that expand-

ing transit bus service is one of the best, if not the best, short term
way of overcoming the effect of fuel shortages on transporation. You
particularly suggest that a good way to improve transit bus service
is by exclusive buslanes on existing urban highways and expressways.
I surely agree: obviously where you have an existing expressway, that
is a good place to set aside a separate bus-lane. Where you don't, how-
ever, where you have in a given city whatever expressways that have
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been built and a few more on the drawing boards, what kind of trade-
offs or cost-benefit considerations do you see from the standpoint of
public bus services in going ahead and building those extra express-
ways? How costly. is an urban highway in terms of energy, and what
are the time completion factors?

Don't you think it is a little of the tail wagging the dog to build an
interstate highway through a city, usually ripping down a lot of houses
and impinging on parks in the process, in order to provide a lane of
that highway for buses?

Mir. MEYER. If I understand the question, I think I would tend to
agree. I would point out, though-to revive an old policy suggestion
that I made many, many years ago-that perhaps we oftentimes pose
these questions the wrong way. All too often it seems to me that new

*urban expressway extensions in cities are designed in ways to mini-
mize the costs of construction and to maximize the disruption, either by
taking housing or by obliterating existing public parks, and so forth
and so on. And in recognition of that 10 years or so ago I suggested
that what we really should do is earmark a fair proportion-I opened
up with $500 million a year-out of the highway trust fund as money
that should be administered through the Department of Housing and
Urban Development, and made available directly to the mayors for
buying more esthetic, more desirable highway solutions in their cities.
Note, this doesn't mean the' money is taken away from the highway
builders-a thing that they complain about-this is simply saying that
a portion of the highway trust fund money would be programed
through different sources and different people who would be more
sensitive and responsive to the housing and public park and tax prob-
lems that are created now.

It Would increase the total price of building some of &uir urban high-
ways. But that doesn't disturb me terribly much, if we improve their
esthetics and social acceptance. And I would also point out that if
we do a very careful &ount on the revenues generated by urban express-
ways and their costs-the revenues generated under today's tax for-
mula-we usually find that urban highways pay well. In many States,
in fact, it is the gas tax revenues from the urban highways anid roads
that pay for most of the improvements out in the lower density agri-
cultural areas of the State. So some redistribution of these highway
construction costs and funds toward urban areas, in order to make the
automobile and the highway a more suitable resident of the urban area,
strikes me as highly desirable

But this, of course, has nothing much to do with our energy problem.
Chairman REuss. I want to restrict it to the energy problem.
You say, I agree with you, that a good short term-and long term-

energy saver is to get people out of individual motor cars and into
mass transit, and that the most feasible form of mass transit generally
in the next few vears is better bus transit service; that isn't very glam-
orous or romantic. but it can be done

2Mr. MEYER. And it can be done quickly.
Chairman REIJ!s. And then you say that to make bus transit sensible

and not snail like, it is well Ito provide a separate lane so that the buses
don't get caught in -the congestion. I think everything so far is fine.
And. as you say, use what you have got. existing streets and highways,
aind if you-have got: them; interstate'highways. All is in accord so far.
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Then I ask, however, whether you think there is a strong ease for
"completing the urban interstate highway program" for this reason?
And I gather you tend to say that you look rather skeptically at the
urban interstate highway program from here on out, because you can
achieve the mass transit benefits in a less expensive and discombobulat-
ing way, and for the rest, the private automobile with one person in it
driving 380 horsepower is not going to last too long-isn't that about
it?

Mr. MEYER. That is essentially what I am saying. The only thing I
can add is that I wouldn't want to arbitrarily say that every extension
of an interstate highway in an urban area is foolish or not justified for
one reason or another. I would want to look at each case on its own
merits. I would also like to open up the possibility that some highway
funds would be available to the mayors or the local community to miti-
gate the harmful side effects of some extensions.

Chairman REUSS. Very good. One other question.
In your statement, in talking about intercity rail passenger service,

*vou talk about the comparison between rail intercity passenger service
and bus or airplane intercity passenger service, where the density of
the corridor in terms of traffic is not verv great; And there you say that
the rail tends to lose out to the bus or the airplane, at least in units of
50 to 450 or so passengers.

Without quarreling with that conclusion, why is that so? Why can't
you run a perfectly good train with 400 passengers in it that beats out
the bus, let us say, or the airplane or something else?

Mr. MEYER. This is strictly on fuel economy. Actually the bus and
airplane do even better when you bring in labor and capital cost con-
siderations.

The reason is simply, I guess, the physics of it. The railroad gains its
greatest efficiency when you string out a lot of cars behind a big engine,
so as to limit air resistance. You then begin to et the economies of a
large engine and reduced friction of steel on stel, and so forth and so
oni. The bus and the airline advantage is a fuel response curve with
respect to volume that is more linear, more constant. You can achieve
most of the economies as far as fuel is concerned in bus operations at
around 50 to 75 passengers in one vehicle. On an airplane this is a little
tricky. The most modern planes, with the most efficient engines, also
happen to be the big ones. We do not have any experience yet with
applying the same engine technology that we are now using on the
DC-10 and the 747, and the 1011 to smaller planes. But I would guess
that you exhaust the fuel economies on the airplane somewhere between
200 and 250 passengers, even below that. You get most of the fuel
scale economies out at around 70 to 100 passengers in a plane. It is just
in the physics and the design, the engineering characteristics of the
different modes.

Chairman REUSS. I do not have any trouble seeing your comparison
with the airplane. But as between bus and rail, it would seem to me
that the headwinds and the weight and the friction factors are not
vastly different. The bus has the friction of rubber tires on the
highway.

Mr. MEYER. The tare weight ratio, I suspect, is the easiest way to
explain it. Even if you have self-propelled cars, generally vou are
carrying around more tare weight. The rail vehicle is a lot heavier
than the bus. It is very difficult to design any rail passenger car that
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carries less than 100 passengers. About the smallest possible unit would
be a self-propelled car carrying 90 to 100. And the tare weight, the
amount of extra weight that you have to carry for each passenger,
the weight of the box, will be larger for that car than it will be in a
typical 50- to 60-passenger highway bus.

Another factor would be that the railroad is not quite as ubiquitous
in its coverage, and you would probably have a little more circuitry
in the route structure than you would have with the bus system.

Chairman REUss. Senator Proxmire.
Senator PRox-MIRE. I am just delighted that I had a chance to come.

I apologize for being late. We had a hot and heavy session in Banking
this morning with Mr. Casey there. That is the reason I was delayed.

Mr. Heller, there is so much in your statement that is provocative,
and a great deal of it I am enthusiastically in favor of, and some I
would like to question you about. You have a brandnew elasticity
factor that I have not seen before for gasoline, 0.2, with respect to
elasticity of demand for gasoline and other petroleum products. And
you translate that into a 40 to 50 cents a gallon increase, if gasoline
consumption is-to be cut by 5 or 6 percent. Now, on the assumption
that this price increase will not bring production increases for a while,
probably for a year or so, and maybe longer than that, probably longer
than that, how high a price would gasoline have to be, in your view,
to bring supply and demand into balance if your assumptions on
shortages turn out to be the case?
. Mr. HELLER. Let me say first of all, that my prepared statement
refers to shortrun elasticities. In the longer run, both the supply and
the demand elasticities are very considerably larger than in the short
run. But I am just taking-

Senator PROXMIRE. The long run is pretty long too, is it not?
Mr. HELLER. The long. run is pretty long enough for people to adjust

their lifestyles, switch to smaller cars, and so forth. I am asstuming
that the shortrun response lies somewhere between 0.20 and 0.25. This
number comes out of studies by Data Resources, Inc. I checked this out
yesterday with several of my colleagues who have studied it more
carefully than I, and they felt it to be a reasonable shortrun demand
elasticity.

*Well, that means that to balance this thing out in the short run by
price rises alone if we need to get, say, a 20-percent cutback-and some
say we need to get a 30-percent cutback-we have to get a market
clearing, nrime up for gasoinein the 7'0- to 80-cent-per-gallon range.
Now, in the longer run

Senator PROXMIRE. I think it is higher than that. The price would
have to be higher. On the basis of your calculations you say here, in
order to get a 5-to 6-percent reduction in consumption, you have to
have a boost in gasoline prices from 40 to 50 cents.

Mr. HELLER. Yes; and I am taking, say, four times that to bring
you up to 80 cents.

Senator PROXMIRE. Increase?
Air. HELLER. Yes; to 80 cents.
Senator PRoxMImRE. And when you add that onto the present price

of 40 cents a gallon, then the price of gas would be $1.20 a gallon at
the pump, is that right?
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*Mr. HELLFR. Where have I gone wrong? I was starting with a base
'of 40 cents, which, granted, we are already past. You would about
have to double the present price of gasoline.

Senator PROXMIRE. I am misreading it. I see. You should have to
-double it. And it would go from 40 cents to 80 cents.

MIr. HELLER. That is right. That is short run.
Senator PROXMIRE. I was going to say you would have a revolution

if you doubled the price, which you say you would have to do in the
short run. 'We would all be impeached if the price should go up to $1.20.

'Mr. HELLER. True. That is why I am for rationing instead of the
price solution, because you would be impeached.

Senator PROXMIRE. The fact is that if you accept the Data Resources
and this other situation, you are just going to have rationing, that is
the plain simple arithmetic of it, is that correct, if the embargo
'continues ?

Mr. HELLER. That is right.
Senator PROXMIRE. There is no escaping it?
TMr. HELLER. I do not see any escape from it in anv policy that makes

sense in terms of balancing cutbacks in comfort and Convenience and
our love affair with the car, in favor of preserving jobs and output and
income.

Senator PROX3IIME. You say that the administration, you feel, is
going to act decisively as the situation becomes more clear. They said
that they will not be able to make a decision on rationing until the
end of this month, and they say it will be March 1 before this can go
into effect. That leaves a very, very bad couple of months. What is
going to happen? You are going to have people lined up at filling
-stations or are you going to let the price go up, or both?

Mr. HELLER. I think that -we are doing a good deal of the latter
already, of letting the price go up. As I pointed out in my prepared
s§tatement. the prices have gone up from an average of about 30 cents in
the Twxin Cities to something close to 44 or 45 cents. That is on lo'w-test
gasoline.

'Senator PROXWTRE. Much of that increase was before the embargo.
Mr. HELLER. Some of it. But it has accelerated substantially since

the embargo. So we have been doing part of the price bit already, a
considerable part.

Senator PROXMrIRE. But I am not sure that we really have been,
because you do have, theoretically at least, gasoline prices under con-
trols. The companies are only allowed to pass on cost increases. They
-simply cannot show cost increases of. this kind. Profits have gone
thrmugh the ceiling for the majors. And I am sure that reflects the
general situation for the other oil companies. Under these circum-
stances is there a widespread violation of the law?

Mr. HELLEuR. I find that very difficult to judge: I am only reporting
the facts as I see them. But I do find it surprising that those numbers
that I cite in my prepared statement concerning both wholesale and
retail prices could have taken place under plan IV price control.
Whether it is a violation of the price controls or not I cannot say for
su're' But I find it very difficult to reconcile with the price control
rules.

Senator PROx-mTRE. I thought you gave a very helpful emphasis at
the beginning of this on recognizing that the Arab embargo is not the
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be6inning and end of our problem by any means. This is a long-range
problem, and if the embargo should end tomorrow we still have a very,
very serious problem, and we have to find out how to cope with it. I
think you have been reminded of that by -the enormous increase re-
*cently announced in prices, per barrel prices by the producing coun-
tries, especially just yesterday, when we had a price of $16 a barrel
for'the roughest kind of crude.

Now, in your view, if the embargo should end, would that mean
an end in rationing? Should we forget then about rationing, and
should we use other means in your view, to bring supply and demand
into balance ?

Mr. HELLER. Well, I do not think the end of the embargo would
immediately trigger an end in rationing. First of all, there is a long
delay in the process-not a long delay, a delay of several months-
,of getting the gasoline into the marketplace again. And second, I do
'not think that the kind of adjustments that we have to make for the
longer run are going to be achieved all that quickly. The very fact that
we need to make these adjustments for the longer run suggests that it
may be a while after the oil embargo is lifted before we could.quit
Iratiofling.

'S'e`ntpr PROXMIRE. I am talking about consumer rationing that we
'd6 not have now. You'are saying that if the Arab embargo should
eifd shortly we might. still have to have temporary rationing until
we' could adjust to getting those 'imports here and making them
-efective.

'Mr. TELLE. Not only that, but to give us time to do other things
that would help shift from nonessential to essential uses, and to take
s'omebof the measures that industry can take to cut back wasteful uses
of oil. You notice that the E. I. diL Pont de Nemours study said 15 per-
cent'of 'the oil that is used for power in industry is really basically
wasted 'and that we can save that.

Senator PROXMrIRE. Think of the weak psychological position we are
in: If 'the en-ibai'go ends is that not kind of a signal for the consumers,
individuals and business, to feel that we'cain relax,, and the prospects
of' Voluntary conservation and of eliminating wastes-which is also
painful? We need some kind of Government action. Perhaps rationing
would be the thing that would remind people of the fact that we are
going to have to be careful for a while.

'11r. HELLER. I think thht' is true. And at the same time, of course,
just ai there are very. few economists that want long-run mandatory
w'age price controls, there are very few of us, I am sure, who would
Waitt 'any long-run gasoline rationing. We would like to. end it as soon
as We can. But I just think that through education and leadership
f r6m the. White House, for example, and if hot from the White House,
then'from people in Congress, we have.got to get across the idea that
t he end of the Arabian oil enibarigo isiiot the end of our energy short-

i6ebproblem.
Senator PROXMrIRE. One' aspect of our shortaige problem which is

very serious and which has 'no dirct 'relhtion to' the Arab embargo,
i's our' refinery limitations, the factthAt we' are operating very close
i6 refinery capacity, and well short of demaiidl. lhat can we do about
that in the short run? It tal-es a long time to build those refineries,
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Air. HELLER. In the short run it is going to be extremely difficult-
partly because at the moment we do not have enough oil throughput
to use all the refining capacity we have. And it is going to be very-
hard to induce or bludgeon the oil industry to develop -this petroleum
refining capacity that we will need after the oil embargo is lifted and
after we develop some of our own resources more fully.

Senator PROXM1RE. So that is another indication that we are going
to have to find some way, either through price increases, tax increases,
rationing or some kind of action, to limit consumption, because of the
refinery capacity limitation.

Mir. HELLER. That is correct. I think it is going to be extremely diffi-
cult to get even the refinery expansions that we were talking about X
months ago.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me shift into something else very quickly.
Yesterday Mr. Stein told this committee that he in his estimates

of the effects of the energy crisis on unemployment, ignored the pros-
pects of a world recession. He felt that it was so hard to compute that
he just could not figure them in, they work both ways and they. are*
complicated. Pierre Rinfret, on the other hand, also said yesterday
on the radio that he would accept the estimates for the Japanese
Government and the European governments that they expected a
very sharp impact on this economy if the embargo continued, with the-
Japanese economy, instead of growing 10 percent as it did last year
declining 5 percent. The same thing with the European economy, they
did not grow as much, but they would slow down an average of minus.
5 percent. If that were the case, that sharp a recession-or maybe yolt
could call it a depression-would not this have a very serious effect
on employment in this country, simply because our exports would'
drop very sharply?

Mr. HELLER. Well, for example, in any projection for next year I
am counting on something like a $5, $6, $7 billion export surplus. That,
could quite readily turn into a deficit, I do not think a huge deficit iii
that short a time, but that could turn into a deficit if we had the kind
of cutbacks you are talking about.

Of course, that is one reason why a lot of people feel that there has.
to be some sort of geopolitical solution to this problem, that the devas-
tating effects on some of the foreign economies are so great that we will
see, not an expeditionary force, but widespread pressure for 'with-
drawal of Israel to its previous borders, and so on. A lot of people,
do not believe that the Arabian embargo can go on all that long for that
reason. Part of the difficulty now in a geopolitical sense and geoeco-
nomic sense, if you wish, is that oil, like money, is fungible. Some of the~
oil being run through the international oil conipanies is finding its way
to our shores, or indirectly through the Caribbean, even though pre-
sumably we are subject to embargo. So I think the rest of the world
feels that they are being penalized in part to make sure that we do not
get the oil. I think this is going to move the world more rapidly toward
pressure on Israel in an attempt to find a solution.

Senator PROX1IRE. I think we can perhaps appreciate it somewhlat by
the fact that if this oil crisis is tough for us, it is infinitely tougher for
other countries, especially Japan, which imports about 80 precent of
its oil, is it?

Mr. HELLER. Ninety-nine percent; at least that is what they told us
in a conference a month ago.
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Se}1atOr PROXMIRE. Eighty percent from the Middle East?
Mr. HELLER. That sounds a little high.
Senator PROXMIRE. I have one more question. Before my time is up I

wb'old' like to ask you about what seems to me to be a rather negative
pessimistic-optimistic view of what is going to happen in the economy
next year. You argued in the first quarter a drop of minus 11/2, the
second quarter, minus 1, and then you think it will improve, say plus
2 percent in the third quarter, and it may be even better in the fourth
quarter. That must be based on an end of the embargo during the war or
the kind of tougher politics that the administration seems to be re-
sisting now, and no worldwide depression--which it seems to me if
the embargo continues is almost inevitable-and some restoration of
confidence in our Government, which has been a very serious and ad-
verse economic factor, it seems to me. Now, I think all these assump-
tions are maybe not realistic.

Mr. HELLER. Well, I interpolated in my statement that my assump-
tion that the administration would take decisive action before very
long qualified me, or at least underscored my reputation, as an optimist.
But I do think during this winter, as we get some plant closings, and as
wve get some horror stories about hospitals without enough energy, and
as more and more service stations run out of gasoline, the administra-
tion will be once more forced against their will to take drastic measures,
as they have in preceding economic crises. Therefore, even with an
Arabian oil embargo continuing-to take the most pessimistic as-
:sumption on that score-we will be forced to a sorting out of the essen-
tial and nonessential uses in such a way that it will permit production
and jobs to start recovering in the second half of the year.
I Senator PROXMIRE. It sounds like you assume a much more active and

direct role of the Government providing employment, a public em-
ployment policy, public service employment policy, and that kind of
thing.

Mr. HELLER. I should say that while employment will be rising, un-
4employment will still be rising at the same time. In other words, I don't
think

Senator PROXMILRE. Unemployment, you say, will go over 6 percent?
Mr. HELLER. In the second half of the year.
Senator PROXMIRE. It will rise in the second half ?
Mr. HELLER. It will continue to rise, because after all our output

potential rises 4 percent a year, and the economy may be rising at
something like a 9-neroentt rate, so unemploymient will continue to rise
virtually throughout the year. And that will call for very active Gov-
ernment policy through public employment programs and the like.

Senator PROXNrrRE. Do you think those will be forthcoming when the
situation gets bad enough?

Mr. HELLER. I would hope, although it took-after all, in the past
the public service jobs program, as the Chairman knows all too well,
took-how many shots before you finally got the administration to
accept it?

Chairman REUSS. One veto, 3 years of delay, and finally a miserable
little program-which has now been abandoned.

Mr. HELLER. Yes, essentially so. The Wrhite House was dragged
kicking and screaming into this program. They rather silently exited
from it. But it was in some ways encouraging to have Mr. Stein say
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yesterday that the President had directed him to look into this as a
possibility. That is precisely the kind of program that we need under
these circumstances, both because it can be adjusted regionally, and it
can be adjusted by job categories.

Senator PROXMIRE. One more question before my time is up on this
round.

This is with respect to inflation. I presume that you make a rather
favorable assumption on food prices in the coming.year.

Air. HELLER. I do.
Senator PROXMI!RE. I presume that you have taken into full con-

sideration the facts that the Cost of Living Council is going to expire
on April 30, and it will be unlikely to be revived in anything like a
mandatory form. Maybe with respect to fuel we will get something.
Under the circumstances, what would you think of permitting the Cost
of Living Council to have some kind of advice on energy prices?

As I understand it, that power is to be transferred to Mr. Simon's
office. Mr. Simon has indicated a feeling that the solution to the energy
crisis is through price increases.

Do you think the COLC should have some kind of veto power or re-
view or something of the kind?

Mr. HELLER. You are expressing a concern that I share completely:
that is, if the Shultz-Stein-Simon philosophy dominates the energy
agency, and it is going to be the most powerful agency in Washington,
with the possible exception of the Federal Reserve, as far as the future
of this economy in 1974 is concerned. Under those circumstances there
definitely ought to be some overall wage-price review board or Cost of
Living Council, some monitor that relates energy policy, farm price
policy, and other aspects of our inflation or anti-inflation battle to the
broad overall picture rather than just-

Senator PROXMiRE. Absent that kind of overall review and control
and overall interest, isn't there likely to be a strong bias on the side of
price increases on the ground that that is one way of getting produc-
tion, and this is what they will be looking at, and maybe in the long
run that is right, but in the short run it is just devastating and it can
be extraordinarily inequitable to moderate income people.

Mr. HELLER. That is right. Arthur Okun has made an estimate that
we will be: "Transferring something like $50 billion to the oil indus-
try, $20 per week per family, if we went to a sheer market clearing
solution."

Senator PROXMIRE. $20 a week per family to the oil industry.
Mr. HELLER. I am quoting him.
Senator PROXMIRE. Of course we don't get much of it back because

their taxes are in effect at the rate of 8 percent instead of 40 percent
for niost industries.

Mr. HELLER. That is correct. By the way, it occurred to me, as John
Meyer was testifying, he suggested, for example, a weight or horse-
power tax on automobiles. I completely concur in that. But you notice
what happened. The moment the price controls were relaxed, the auto
industry did just the reverse. It is putting $150 a car additional on the
Pintos and other small cars; in other words, that is where we are put-
ting the heavy tax by the pricing system. And the big ones I am sure
since the market won't bear it, will get off with small increases. So
the pricing system to which we bow down so low so often, is doing pre-
cisely the opposite of what a sensible energy policy would call for.



Senator PROXMIRE. Mily time is up.
Chairman REUSS. Taking up where Senator Proxmire left off. my

own view of what is needed in the field of price-wage matters, once'
the present law runs out on April 30, as it will. is that we need two
things. We need a price-wage review board in the large. sticky, non-
competitive administration price industries, which I think is what you
have just suggested. Arthur Burns has suggested something like it, amnd
Leonard W;oodcock in days gone by.

Mr. HELLER. Exactly.
Chairman REuss. I think what we need is a price ombudsman, a

Ralph Nader-like, high-level Federal official who would ride herd onl
the rest of the Government. Because we didn't have such a person, Sec-
retary Butz was able to get away with-

Mr. HELLER. Murder.
Chairman REUSS [continuing]. Agricultural murder on the con-

sumner.
The ICC. as Mr. Meyer and others have pointed out, very often is-

sues regulations and adopts policies which disregard the consumer.
Above all, in this energy field, if the powers that be, the SSS as you

described, are going to try to solve all problems by raising prices, there
really ought to be a still, small voice for the 206 million Americans who
do the consuming.

Would you favor something like that as a political device for keep-
ing price increases within some reasonable bounds, or at least having
a public voice?

Mr. HELLER. Very strongly. I thought that was what Senator Prox-
mire was also implying. It is precisely those two elements-I notice
Secretary Shultz also mentions the idea of an agency that would think
about breaking through supply bottlenecks, and so forth. That, I think,
would be another function of such an agency.

But these two are the paramount ones.
Chairman REUSS. I am happy to hear you once again break a lance

for public service employment.
Would you agree that in addition to the reasons you have mentioned

why such a program makes sense in the months to come that there is
this additional, and very obvious reason for it, so obvious, probably,
that you didn't think it necessary to mention it; namely, public serv-
ice jobs chew up about as little raw materials and use up about as little
energy as it is possible to imagine.

Mr. HELLER. I didn't mention it, but I should have. It certainly is'
one of the considerations-it is one of the things we ought to try to
think about in all our public policies now. Housing, for example. the
construction of housing is not particularly energy intensive. I don't
know whether there are limitations with respect to the willingness of
public utilities to hook up new customers for gas and electricity, and
so forth. That is something that I just don't have enough information
on. But I think that is one of the things we ought to be looking at
very intensively, because a revival of housing might be one of the
things that could be very helpful in 1974 from an overall economic
policy standpoint and a minimum energy consumption standpoint.

Chairman REUSS. Thinking of next year, 1974, you have in a polite
way rejected the traditional conventional wisdom of the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee on monetary policy, which advice is traditionally to
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the Fed, keep that supply of M-1 between 2 and 6 percent. You are
saying, and the conventional advice also says, don't pay too much at-
tention to interest rates. Where Chairman Patman is on the days we
utter that I don't know, but anyway, that is what we utter. You really
reject that, don't you? You think it is too mechanistic to focus as
sharply as we do in our reports on M-1 and M-2 and given percentages
and bans?

Mr. HELLER. I certainly do in the short-run sense. I think that the
present development of the money supply in the last month or so is a
perfect example of why one should not adhere rigidly to the money
supply increase standard. The money supply approach is really much
too exclusively concentrated, as the term implies, on supply. When
people take their money out of the stock market, when they head for
cover. so to speak, and build up their cash balances, the money supply,
M-1. suddenly jumps. That is not a sign that Mr. Burns is being pro-
fligate and stimulating inflation, that is rather a sign that that
increase in money demand ought to be accommodated so that it doesn't
have a negative effect on the economy. That is why I think, for the time
being, at least, we should be concentrating on that Fed funds rate and
bringing that down and not worrying much about the money supply in
the interim. I don't deny in the long run that there are strong correla-
tions between the money supply advance and overall developments in
the economy. But I just don't think we should have a money supply
fixation that would result in sending out the wrong signals.

Chairman REuSS. Turning to fiscal policy for the year ahead, bear-
ing in mind, as you surely do, that our situation is one of severe
shortages and bottlenecks, obviously next year is no time for wild
fiscal sloppiness in trying to keep the rate of unemployment from
growing by just turning on the fiscal deficits figure.

Mr. HELLER. By definition, no time is the right time for wild fiscal
sloppiness. But what you are saying is, we shouldn't flood the economy
with aggregate demand when 'a good part of our problem is supply
shortages and production botlenecks, and so forth. All I would say
is 'that we had softening of -the economy in prospect before the energy
shortage. That softening is worse now. We shouldn't eschew mone-
tary and fiscal stimulation as a weapon just because there are some
shortages, and particularly because there are some specific shortage-
induced price increases, notably in oil. It is true, we can't generate oil
through monetary policy. But at the same time we can't do much
about cutting down oil price increases through tight money either.
I don't think we should be inhibited by that consideration in doing
some of the things needed to stimulate the economy.

Chairman REUSS. So you would say a reasonable degree of monetary
and fiscal stimulation, and try to. blunt the effect of that on scarce
commodities by rationing and allocation to the extent possible?

Mr. HELLER. That is correct.
Chairman REUSS. Or special taxes, or whatever?
Mr. HELLER. As I pointed out in my prepared statement, this is a

period where the income elasticity of demand for petroleum products
by consumers happens to fit the requirements of a redistributive fiscal
policy at a time when we have so badly undercut the real income of the
lower income groups by skyrocketing food and fuel prices. Perhaps
it is a case of looking for good excuses for redistributive fiscal
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policy-and this happens to be a good one-but the way we have cut
into the real income of the lowest income groups requires us to do some
restorative work in fiscal policy.

Chairman REuss. Are you prepared now in mid-December to sug-
gest an appropriate budgetary assistance for fiscal 1975, that is to say,
should we shoot at a full employment budget balance, deficit, or
surplus?

Mr. HIELLER. For fiscal 197T?
Chairman REUSS. Fiscal 1974.
Mr. HELLER. It seems to me we should be moving to a full-employ-

ment deficit in the budget. I have not calculated how much that should
be. We were doing the right thing in terms of economic, not social
policy, this past year by moving sharply from a deficit toward a full-
employment balance or surplus position. I think for fiscal 1975 we
should reverse that direction.

Chairman REUSS. Just one more question. In your prepared state-
ment you talk about a 10-cent-a-gallon-increase in the gasoline tax.
You point out that it would help cut consumption. True, but it wouldn't
help very much to cut wasteful consmption by people to whom 10
cents a gallon doesn't mean very much, and it would do an unfortunate
lot to cut the consumption of the nice, just-above-poverty workers
who have to drive 25 miles to work because that was the only house
they could buy out in the country, and have already formed a little
car pool, and they are still just making it with their wives working.
That is pretty rough, isn't it? What I am getting at is, therefore,
couldn't you combine, with your characteristic ingenuity, the ration-
ing and the taxes a little better? Any rationing system it seems to me,
including the samples we have had in the past, giving somebody-
attempting to give somebody A and B coupons for essential work, get-
ting to work typically, or if you are a salesman, getting around your
territory-why not put your tax just on the additional luxury coupons?
It-seems to me it is adminiiistratively possible, you have to give out the
coupons, so why don't you have the banker, or whoever is doing it,
collect a dime a coupon a gallon? Wouldn't that assure you that es-
sential gasoline was equitably distributed in the most egalitarian
manner possible, and that as little as possible was syphoned off in,
excessive wasteful use?

Mr. HELLTR. I am not wedded to any one formula on this score.
I think there are a great many very ingenious plans being proposed.
It would seem to me that especially with the rather close connections
between the administration and the "oiligarchy'.' of this country, the
chances would be that excess profits would be devoloping. I find an
excess profits tax an extremely difficult way to reabsorb those. So in
part we. should use the excise tax mechanism as a substitute for an ex-.
cess profits tax, knowing that prices are going to be going up otherwise
as a result of the market system, rather than the taxing. system. Gas-
oline tax increases would also get revenues into the hands of the Gov-
ernment that could be utilized for very, very constructive -purposes.
I am not entirely comfortable about a $2 billion a year program that is
not funded by some additional taxes. I would use part of these funds.
for a rational system of redistribution. But I must say, I don't have
fixed convictions on the particular combination of rationing, negoti-
able coupons, and taxes that represent an optimum. -

27-213-74 9
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Chairman REUSS. Senator Javits.
Senator JAVITS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I note with interest that the chairman of the Public

Service Commission of New York, Mr. Swindler, was here. It was
my desire strongly to be here when he was. I noticed that he has en-
dorsed the urgency of gas rationing, with which I thoroughly agree.
and has made other observations and suggestions which I consider to
be very high in importance, and to represent a very intelligent point
of view.

I would like to ask Mr. Heller, if I may. two questions. I am not
as acquainted with Mr. Meyer's testimony. I hope he will forgive me.
I have not quite gotten to it.

But Mr. Heller, do you think that we need now some piece of
machinery with money, say, in the order of a $5 billion availability,
to administer the Employment Act of 1946? In other words, is not.
one of the deep failures of the Employment Act the fact that while
it commits us to a policy, it provides nothing with which we can
implement that policy. For example, we are going to need 1 million
coal cars, I understand, to see us through the energy crisis. We are
undoubtedly going to spend vast sums in not only research but in
demonstration plants., pilot plants. We are going to open new coal
mines. And Mr. Swidler, I see, testified that he doubted that this
could be done out of private resources entirely. We are undoubtedly
going to go in heavily for new mass transportation. We are already
due to provide material by vway of Federal credit to buses. We are
going to retool the railroad system, which is really obsolescent anyway
you look at it. Almost every concept is going to be renovated.

A fellow told me the other day, when we were talking about a
water shortage, how much water it takes to flush a toilet. It sounds7
funny, but it is an inordinate amount. One of the great causes for
the improper utilization of the water resources of this country is~
because we have not discovered, or at least have not put into effect,
necessary measures to avail ourselves of the best technology on that-
score.

Those are some examples. There are many more. People are talking-
now about mercury lighting and certain types of heating, which
would use less than the traditional wattage that we use normally,.
but which could be just as good if not better. Think of the retooling,..
once you got into that.

I have a bill in for that. Others may have better suggestions..
Would you make any recommendations to us, in view of the fact-
that you have just testified that on a full-employment basis, I gather
as an antirecession cushion, you could see 'us undertaking some of
a deficit-would you have any recommedation to us as to any piece
of machinery that ought to be installed to implement the Employ-
ment Act of 1946?

Air. HEL1ER. That is a very large question. By the way, on the
trwnsportation parts of it I hope that John Meyer will respond.

When you speak about a piece of machinery, I take it you are talking
about some Federal agency that would have command of this. Are
you referring to $5 billion a year?

Senator ,JAVTS. Yes; I thought that we might consider an initial
appropriation which could be drawn down and rolled over, because-
this is certainly not grant money.
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Mr. HELLER. Yes; well, I would rather sidestep the question of
machin'ery, other than to say that one would need to have a combina-
tion of lending power in such an enterprise and a means of recapturing
the Government's research and development inputs by royalties-
along the lines contemplated for the, thank heaven, dead SST-I
hope it is dead, Senator Proxmire.

Senator Pnox-IPinE. So do I.
Mr. HELLER. If nothing else buried it, I should think the Arab

sheikhs might have helped you along a little on this.
In other words, what I am saying, Senator Javits, is, in a lot of

this energy-conservation-oriented research, the Federal Government
has to do it, no one else will, it seems to me. I do not think the profit
motive is going to lead to a lot of the things you have suggested.
But if we develop methods that are going to save money in the long
run and make profits, whether out of oil shale, or coal mining and so
forth, we ought to have a system of royalties that get it back for the
Government. But there are other things where there simply is no
foreseeable private return. So I should think the kind of investment
that you are suggesting is absolutely vital. And speaking of the
proposed $2 billion a year for energy research and development. one
could readily foresee expenditures building up to well over $2 billion'
a year that would pay off very handsomely for the country. I do not
know that, this addresses itself to the question you have in mind, but
I am trying to express my sympathy for that kind of approach.
What you are also suggesting, it seems to me, is that you could use
this, in part. counter-cyclically if you hook it to the Employment
Act of 1946. You must be thinking of ways and means by which we
can utilize these funds in slack times to maintain full employment..

Senator JAVITS. You are absolutely right. Here we are running
up against what the individual fears during a time of economic slow-
down. The individual fears impairment of his earning power, or loss
of his job. I think most people are not all that hot about hot-rodding

Don Suinday. They can live without that if they have to. But I think
pebple :genuinely fear the loss of their livelihood. Is this going to
cause shutdowns, firing, and so on? *What piece of machinery can
remobilize the economy? We should be asking these questions now
because this is a time of opportunity.

Jacob Schiff used to say, when asked before World War I how he
made all those millions, that he brought junk railroads'. And he was
right, he did buy junk railroads and made something of them. It
is the same with us. We have got an obsolescent economic system. And
we are going to do a lot to modernize it right now. Now, that needs
to be mobilized intelligently with a view toward the people's basic
concern, which is their livelihood. And that is what I am suggesting.

Mr. HELLER. But then, what you are saying is, a lot of that is a
longer haul proposition, particularly since we are thrown for the
first time into a supply induced kind of crisis-

Senator JAVITS. Exactly.
AMr. HELLER [continuing]. And oine that we economists, by the way,

have not been very good in anticipating. You need the kinid of
measures that will overcome the longer run deleterious employment
and inome' effects of'it. But when you mention railroads and
transportation I defer to Mir. Meyer.
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Senator JAVITS. It is just a matter of handling this massive shift.
It is one thing to set up an agency to handle the research and the allo-
cations and the rationing or whatever other problem we have to
undertake to meet this emergency; but it is another thing to reshape
the economy, so that this not only meets this crisis, which to me is one
quarter of the struggle, but takes great advantage of it.

Mr. Meyer.
Mr. MEYER. I think I should first report to Senator Proxmire that

I looked at my source on net propulsive efficiency that we were dis-
cussing earlier and found that a highway bus on this engineer's scale
rates at 140, which means that it is very efficient, and an intercity train
from Manchester to London rates at i10. The U.S. SST was forecast
as having an efficiency of 15 on the same scale. So if we had built the
thing we would have an additional ramification to the energy crisis.

Senator JAVITS. You know, all of us 'have the distinction of being
the one vote that swung the tie.

Senator PROXMIRE. Are you talking about the Concorde?
Mr. MEYER. No; the U.S. SST. I do not have the Concorde figures

here.
Senator PRoxXMIRn. About 10 percent, one-tenth as efficient as the

intercity bus, and the highway bus, and about one-half as efficient as
an intercity train.

Mr. MEYER. On the railroad thing, I think it is easy to exaggerate
the situation, looking at it from our view here in the northeast, Sena-
tor Javits. Certainly, the northeastern railroads are not in very good
shape, and your description of them, I think, is quite apt. The fact
remains, though, that there are some railroads that are in excellent
shape the Union Pacific and the Southern being two good examples,
and there are several others that are in perhaps almost as good a
condition.

The car problem, also, I think, is easily exaggerated. I know it goes
against conventional wisdom, but I don't think the grain export dif-
ficulties last year were a railroad car problem. I think it was far more
a bulk-shipping shortage which led to the cars piling up in the major
ports, particularly Houston and New Orleans.

I would also point out that a great deal could be done in railroading
simply by applying better management techniques to improve the
utilization of the car fleet.

I also find it hard to believe that there is a need for public money
to support more railcar acquisitions. Even a bankrupt road like the
B. & M. just recently was able to finance acquisition of 750 new cars.
It has plans to acquire more. In fact, I have a suspicion that they look
upon the potential from turning themselves into something of a leas-
ing company as a principal means out of their financial difficulties.

So in the face of all this, I would caution extensive involvement 'of
the public sector in some of these private investment decisions.

Senator JAVrrs. I would thoroughly agree with 'that. And, of course,
I assume the highest form of discriminatory administration; by this
I mean not getting into the act when you don't absolutely have to.

Mr. HELLER. Senator, one of the things that appeals to me about
it-and it is suggested by what John Meyer just said-is that you
need to mobilize brains. There.isn't any substitute for brains and
judgment in handling some of these problems. If you 'had some kind
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of machinery, mechanism, and money that would gather knowledge,.
and make the analyses that are not 'being made now, for example, as
to what extent is there a shortage of freight cars, and to what extent
ships, for example, and then know how to convert knowledge into
policy, it would be a great improvement over what is going on now.

Senator JAvrrs. Thank you, Mr. Heller. Thank you, very much.
Chairman R.Euss. I am grateful to you, Senator Javits, for recall-

ing what Jacob Schiff had to say many years ago. I would suggest
that his advice, buy young railroads, is not bad today, especially if
they are coal carriers.

Senator Proxmire.
Senator PROXMIRE. Just a couple more questions.
I would like to say that Professor Meyer has a splendid statement.

Frankly, I hadn't read it until I had a chance during the interroga-
tion just now to glance at it. But you have some very useful recom-
mendations. In part what you are saying is that we can improve the
situation if the Government just gets lost in some of these areas, just
gets out of it, and lifts its heavy hand, particularly with reference
to the ICC, an enormous saving there-which startled me, because it
was so specific, and at the same time it seemed to me to be a relatively
easy decision to make. I am glad to see that. Senator Mansfield and
I have proposed that the ICC be abolished. You said: "In general,
most existing ICC regulations on surface freight transport are an
invitation to inefficiency. Overall, economists suspect that $4 to $10
billion a year might be saved by simply eliminating most of these
regulations."

I think that is a very striking observation from a professor of
transportation at Harvard University, and a man who is an acknowl-
edged expert in the area.

In your observation on what can be done and what can't be done,
you have knocked down 'a lot of things that appealed to us as solutions
or as short-term solutions, because they are long term, they are good
maybe. But it would take quite awhile to put expanded rail transit
into effect and so on.

You come down pretty hard for computer carpooling. You say
that the thing-what you need to really give that a shove, is to have
either prices go up or have gas rationing put into effect. That is the
kind of thing that will step it up.

This computer approach is something new-of course. we didn't
have that in World War II.

Mr. MEYER. No.
Senator PROXTE-m. What is the best way, do you think, to really

get people to be fully aware of it, so that you might take advantage
of it? It seems to me that if I got a note at my house saying that I could
ride with so and so across the city and in the next block, that might
have a lot more effect than just seeing something on television or -the
radio that there is a computer carpool that is available.

Mr. HELLER. You would run anyway, so you are not a very good
example, 'Senator Proxmire. I was using that in a vaguer way. That
is right. Run along with "Prox." But I was thinking of a carpool, not
a running pool.

Mr. MEYER. You wouldn't have to make it totally impersonal, even
if you had the computer involved. What you would use the computer
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for. as in the Boston experiment that is now going on, is to trv to iden-
tify people who live in the same neighborhood and have approximately
the same work destinations, and then make these facts known to them
and let them carry it on from there.

Senator PROXMIIRE. That is exactly so. But how do we get it really
moving? At the present time in Washington it is on the radio, it will
help you with the carpool and so on. But it is not personal, it is not
directed at John Meyer or Walter Heller, and you don t feel it involves
you.

Mr. MEYER. In Boston you write in and give your place of work and
your residence and indicate your willingness to carpool, or to carry peo-
ple in your car. With the computer, they try to identify people with this
willingness, and with reasonably close residences, and nearby places
of work. They then pass the information on. the identities inivolved,
and I guess count on neighborliness to carry it from there.

Senator PROxYmnE. Your suggestion as to cartelization of the com-
mercial air service, that is one of the most practical ways of immedi-
ately conserving fuel, is that right?

Mr. MEYER. I am not suggesting it, I am just saying that that is
happening-it has happened, it is well on its way.

Senator PROXMIRE. Is it a good policy?
Mr. MEl-ER. As a means of saving fuel it certainly is a good short-

run policy.
Senator PROXMTIRE. You say it will save a hundred thousand 'barrels

a day, is that right?
Mr. MIEYER. It perhaps already is. Certainly we did have an excessive

number of flights on many of the route segments. For example,
flights between New York and Los Angeles, nonstops. and
New York and San Francisco, the last time I looked, were operating
typically with load factors well below 50 percent. They were still eco-
nomic for the airlines involved, because of the peculiarities in the so-
called taper of the airline rate structure. The taper in the structure
made it profitable for the airlines involved in these segments to fly
big planes eeien half empty, -because they could still make some money
on them. Eliminating some of that inefficiency does not strike me as a
disaster under the current circumstances.

I would add that the airlines are certainly not the most profitable
segment of American industry. So. againi. a short-run improvemient in
their earnings figures has some constructive effects. Now, of course,
the interesting thing, is that apparently the CAB is not factoring the
calculation of these cost savings in at the same time it gives fare in-
creases. One could say, I think, that perhaps a little more careful at-
tention should be given to the tradeoff between further fare increases
for the airlines and more permission to engage in these cartel practices
to reduce their costs and excess capacity.

Senator PROXMIRE. I just can't resist asking you to give us your ex-
pert opinion on what we are being pressured on and lobbied on by the
truckers. They want a speed limit higher than 55 miles an hour; they
say the 55-mile-per-hour limit is not economical. Others dispute that.
Thiey also say that they are being exploited with the increase in fuel
prices, which they say is very unfair. They are going to the extent of
striking, apparently beginning today or tonight, many of them are.

Mr. MEYER. Well, there is a difference of opinion about the so-called
economics. It depends upon whether one looks only at fuel or at total
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operating costs. I think there is no doubt that their total operating
costs are reduced by having a speed limit higher than 55 miles an hour.
On the other hand, what I have seen of the evidence would suggest
that those who contend that a 50-mile-an-hour limit or a 55-mile-an-
hour-limit economizes on fuel, and diesel oil, are correct. So it is a
tradeoff

Senator PROx3NuPiE. And that is true of the trucks?
-Mr. MEYER. It is true of the trucks, apparently, from what I have

seen. TMy owvn view would be that if we had a more rational overall
policy in place, if we started earlier to face up to some of these alloca-
tion problems, that we could have avoided many of these present diffi-
culties. The kind of informal rationing, as I point out in my statement,
that the truckers are being subjected to now is just terribly inifficient.
and unproductive. My guess is that overall we should not try to hold
them to 55 miles an hour, that that increases their labor costs and their
general operating costs too sharply in an economy that is already under
enough inflationary strains without it. It is not the place to conserve
on fuel in my view. In fact, my whole approach to the speed limit
problem-though perhaps it would not be good in a dramatic sense-I
would be happy to see simply a very vigorous campaign to enforce the
existing speed limits rather than attempting to rollback to new and
*artificially low-speed limits that impose all these inefficiencies on buses,
trucks, et cetera.

Senator PROXMIRE. I think we are getting a pretty good observation
now of the 55 speed limit, and it is saving lives. But that is a good
question.

Mr. MEYER.. Yes; but I would be willing to contend that much of the
fuel economy and much of the safety improvement that we are getting
from the present 50-mile-an-hour speed limit could have been achieved
by a vigorous enforcement, something that we aways should have been
doing anyway, of the existing speed limits and laws.

M r. HELLER. Senator, I just wanted to add that your question really
raises a much broader principle in the saving of energy. Where we can
make essentially equal savings of energy-to reap equal benefits, let's
choose the route that involves the least costs. In the case of truckers, I
am in thorough agreement with John Mayer that you should take into
account not merely the energy saving'at 55 and 50 ' and I think the
evidence does suggest that there is some energy savinlg-but the total
capital and labor costs that are inflicted in terms of longer trucking
un ies. ant indeeL thne impact on inflation. because transportation costs
are bound to rise, and so forth. Or to use a more dramatic example,
it takes 1 ounce of oil to produce a pair of panty hose. That is $1.50 or $2
item approximately. When talking about a fuel saving by cutting back
productive activity, one ought to make these value-added comparisons
across the board, and very carefully arrange fuel 'allocations
accordingly.

That is why I was saying, in part, in reference to Senator Javit's
question, there is just no substitute for brains and facts and analysis,
because they are vital to help us minimize cutbacks in our energy use.

Mr. IMEITER. Let me expand on that. Because we do not want to face
up to the difficulties of implementing a formal rationing scheme, we are
indulging in all these very curious' forms of "congestion rationing,"
55-miles-an-hour speed limits, Sunday closings, and so forth. The econ-
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omist in me suggests that the likelihood is that we would distort fewer
producer and consumer decisions if we just went over directly to a
formal rationing scheme, at least if we had a sensible one where we have
white markets and special outlets for special needs.

On the whole, it seems to me, we should just hand the gas over and
say, this is your allocation, and if you want more you will have to pay
an extra price for it, perhaps buy coupons at the post office, and then
let people decide whether and how they want to use it themselves. Let
truckers and others make their own decisions as to how they use it.

Mr. HIELLER. I am awfully glad that he said that. L et me put it in the
more or less enigmatic phrase, "rationing can help preserve economic
freedom of choice."

Senator PRoxMIRE. Milton Friedman would love you for that. I have
gotten a letter from him, and I am sure you should have, that said:
"We should not have rationing under these circumstances."

Just one more question. I can't resist asking it of you, Mr. Heller.
You have been my economic guru for so long, and I think so highly of
you, I have been at your feet for years. [Laughter.]

Mr. HELLER. That is always the prelude to a dangerous question.
Senator PROXMIRE. It should be. I cannot understand how you, of all

people, can come out on the side of deregulating natural gas, the new
gas, and then saying, let the older prices rise. They have already gone
up a lot. They are regulated by the Federal Power Commission, which
is overwhelmingly dominated by people who are very favorable to the
industry. Two of them are in favor of deregulating natural gas all the
way, and two more, making a majority of four out of five, are in favor
of deregulating new natural gas and they are sympathetic to the
industry.

This is a natural monopoly. So if you deregulate natural gas it means
that the producers are able to squeeze the consumers, who have no
choice, they are tied in with their equipment, they can't opt out of this
very well, it takes years to do it, or a teriffic investment loss for the av-
erage consumer, and millions of people are going to be hit. You have a
vehicle now, the Federal Power Commission, which asks a just price to
get whatever production increase seems feasible, and make their judg-
ment on that if they wish to do so. If you deregulate it, the best evi-
dence we have is that the price would go from 25 cents a thousand
cubic feet to 75, and maybe higher-it is selling at 90 now in intrastate
where it is deregulated. So it just seems to me to be something that is
enormously inflationary and very unjust, and we couldn't get much
production, and it would have a windfall effect of something like $150
billion for the oil companies.

Chairman REuss. Before you answer that question, may I say that
I must leave for the floor. I would ask the surviving inquirers, Senator
Javits and Senator Proxmire, to adjourn the hearings.

Senator PROXMIRE. That is my last question.
Chairman REuss. Let me thank the witnesses once again for a

memorable morning, for giving the Joint Economic Committee just
what it wants to hear: namely, how do you do it.

Thank you very much.
Mr. HELLER. Senator, I put that one little paragraph in with a great

deal of hesitancy and some diffidence. It is an enormously complex
issue. I suppose if I were putting my priorities straight I would say.
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first of all, let s change the regulatory structure around so that we don't
sell this gas for next to nothing for industrial uses and to commercial
users. That would be priority No. 1.

Priority No. 2 would be on the new gas as a stimulative measure for
exploration, and so forth, to deregulate.

No. 3, I thought I had put it carefully enough not to suggest
that we should deregulate all the way. But I do feel over the years that
we have built up a rather artificial structure, and that we have pro-
moted a lot of waste in the use of gas. I guess what I was really recom-
mending is that we do permit some reasonable increases in the price of
old gas, especially when we start thinking-

Senator PROXMIRE. Old gas, how would the old gas provide any in-
centive for increasing the exploration?

Mr. HELLER. I am talking there not so much about the supply side as
the demand side, the utilization of the gas.

Senator PROXMIRE. On the demand side, though, the users, the house-
hold users are just pretty much imprisoned, they use a certain amount,
because once you make your decision on getting a gas oven or a gas
heating unit, that is it.

Mr. HELLER. But for the longer run, when you no longer can count
on the pressure of the oil war to get people to cooperate, let's, say, in
holding down temperature and so forth, I think you have to have some
ireliance on the pricing measure.

Senator PROXMrIRE. I would certainly agree wholeheartedly in allow-
ing a free market where you can. But this seems to encourage monop-
olistic manipulation by producers that the consumer would be
exploited badly.

Mr. HELLER. I share a lot of your concern, obviously. Probably I
shouldn't have put in one cryptic paragraph on something tiat would
take a whole statement.

Senator PROXMIIRE. My predecessor, as the Senate chairman or
vice chairman of this committee, Paul Douglas, felt deeply on this
and made a heroic fight in the Senate for so long and unsuccessfully
against deregulation, thanks to vetoes by Truman and Eisenhower.

Mr. I-TELLER. One thing I should say is that before we go into a large-
scale program of coal gasification we ought to sort out our thinking on
gas price regulation and be sure that what we are suggesting to do
in coal gasification is economically sensible for the long run.

Mr. MEYER. I think what Mr. Heller is really trying to say, and I
concur in it, is that we should begin to have a controlled deregulation
or upward movement in the price of gas.

Mr. HELLER. Since 1968 it has gone up 30 or 40 percent. With the
increases in energy and other prices being what they are and the prob-
lems of allocation and getting people to make more sensible choices
about their use of energy being a very urgent problem, I think we must
entertain or recognize that we can't allow just some of these energy
prices to go up, but we are going to have to allow others.

Senator PROxNfIRE. I agree with that especially on the side of the
demand situation. But I am very concerned also about the windfall
profit that you are going to get and what you do about it. Maybe you
can do something about a trade of by ending some of the tax
preferences.
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At any rate, isn't a tax the way to use price to limit demand, es-
pecially on old gas. to prevent windfall profits?

Mir. MEYER. It is a possibility, and it certailly shouldn't be rejected
out of hand.

Senator PROXMIRE. Let me ask you, gas is one thing. You can use the
tax for other purposes.

The final point I have to make is that you are making a terrifically
unrealistic political assumption, unfortunately, when you feel you can
impose a gas tax for payments to lower income people, or even to
mass transit. We have had a terrific battle. specially with the House,
and with our Senate colleagues too, over breaking the Highway
Trust Fund even for the most modest assistance to mass transit, even
just to provide a lane that the buses can use, let alone provide all the
other systems that you need for mass transit. So this is something that
will take years to fight through Congress. You have a very deter-
mined, effective, well organized, tough lobby to overcome if you are
going to use gas taxes for anything. That is not your problem. Your
experts are recommending a course of action that seems in the public
interest. But we do have that realistic problem.

Mr. HELLER. Senator, I understand that, particularly since my first
job with the Federal Government was a job with a special highway
research group in Madison, Wis., in 1938. 1 have been deeply imbued
with the earmarked characteristics of any kind of highway revenues.
But what better chance do wve have of breaking that cover of the
gasoline tax than the present energy shortage ? I did an article for the
Wall Street Journal last June on precisely that. If I may, I would
like to submit it for the record, because it is relevant to the current
situation.

Senator PRIOXMIRE. We would be happy to have it.
[The article referred to follows:]

A NEw ROLE FOR THE GASOLINE TAX

(By Walter W. Heller)

[As published in the Wall Street Journal, June 8, 1967]

Conserve energy, combat pollution, cut balance-of-payments deficits; curb infla-
tion-and perhaps curtail oil profiteering and contribute to mass transit financing
in the process? Is the gasoline tax, that old workhorse of highway finance, about
to become the Secretariat of the fiscal world?

How well would a 55 boost in the present 4¢-a-gallon federal tax on motor
fuels-which would add $5.0 billion to the present $4.4 billion of gasoline tax
revenues-serve these new and glamorous purposes? Would some other tax de-
vice, say, a graduated auto excise tax, do a better job?

It is not easy to break out of our long-accustomed mold of thinking about the
gas tax as strictly a highway user tax earmarked to pay for the benefits received
or costs occasioned through our use of the highways. Together with state gaso-
line taxes averaging about 80 a gallon, the present tax puts about $13 billion a
year at the disposal of the highway authorities who are converting 200,000 acres
of land into highways during the current year.

To complaints that the tax is regressive, that it takes a higher proportion of the
income of the poor than the rich, there has been a ready answer:

Too bad, but if that's their pattern of highway use, so be it. This tax is an
earmarked charge levied under the 'benefits received" principle of taxation, not
a general revenue source that has to measure up to "ability to pay."

If we now blow its cover as a payment for highway services rendered, how
are we to judge this tax? Here, the economist has a handy aid to clear thinking.
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Judge it, as we do other general revenue taxes, by its effects on income distribu-
tion, economic stabilization, and resource allocation, to wit:

Distribution: Does it distribute tax burdens in a fair and equitable way?
Stabilization: In the present context, will it contribute to economic stability

by easing inflationary pressures?
Allocation: Will it change the pattern or structure of resource use in a desira-

ble way? Significantly?
DISTRIBUTION

Studies show that the motor fuel tax, taking into account the approximate
50-50 split between private and business use, is moderately regressive-about
the same as the beer tax, but considerably less so than the cigarette and local tel-
ephone taxes. In addition, like all selective excise taxes, the gas tax penalizes
those who, perforce or by preference, spend a higher-than-average portion of their
income on highway transportation. On these counts, the individual income tax,
which takes account of the size of income and family obligations and does not dis-
criminate among taxpayers according to their spending patterns, is obviously
superior.

But perhaps it's not that simple. Since the petroleum industry has the con-
sumer over a (partially empty) barrel, it may be that the tax add-on will cap-
ture some of the scarcity-price premium that would otherwise go to the oil pro-
ducers. To the extent that this happens in the short run (even in the face of
Phase III's porous price restraints), one would have to judge the 50.add-on as a
profits tax, as a means of sluicing some income out of the hands of'U.S. oil comr
panies and Arabian sheikdoms into the U.S. Treasury.

STABILIZATION

The portion of the motor fuel tax that-bears on passenger transportation is
effective in siphoning income out of the pockets of middle and lower income
groups, and therefore offers some help in curbing demand. It is also argued that
the gas tax increase could be simply and swiftly enacted-perhaps as a rider to
the debt limit bill-so that its anti-inflation. sution pump would soon be at work.
It would serve as a bit of added insurance against excess-demand inflation-
insurance which, if it proves to be unneeded, could be "cashed-in" for a some-
what less stringent monetary policy.

But surely, proponents of the gas tax boost would be ill-advised to rest their
case in any significant way on its anti-inflationary impact:

. peedy. passage is not in the-cards if the highway lobby, pursuing its self-
interest, makes common cause with liberals who rightly detest regressive taxes.
Prolonged delay could bring the tax into effect just when the widely predicted
slowdown of the economy takes hold.

To the extent that the tax is a business cost (nearly 50%) or absorbs profits, it
is not very effective as an anti-inflation device.

Looking beyond its impact on demand-pull inflation, one finds an uncomforta-
ble cost-push effect. With gasoline at roughly 40¢ a gallon, the 50 tax would in-
crease the price of gasoline by 12]/2%. Since gasoline represents almost 3% of the
cost-of-living index, this would be a one-month increase of 0.37% in the index.

ALLOCATION

Since the gasoline tax gets negative or mixed notices on equity and anti-
inflation grounds, its claim to a new place in the fiscal sun must rest on its po-
tential for cutting energy use and curbing pollution and congestion, that is,
on its ability to divert resources to other and better uses. If it can significantly
cut auto and truck use, spur gas-saving practices, and speed the shift to com-
pacts and sub-compacts, it can eventually accomplish through the market system
much of what may otherwise require sustained mandatory controls. (One could
intensify the favorable allocation effect by earmarking the proceeds for mass.
transit or a massive attack on environmental decay and pollution.)

How do we appraise its potential for cutting the use of gasoline? On the face
of it, the gasoline tax may seem to be a rather small tail on a rather large dog.
A Federal Highway Administration Study last year showed the per-mile costs
of operating a car to be as follows:

Standard: 13/20 a mile, of which 2.8¢ is gasoline (including 0.8¢ in gasoline
taxes).
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Compact: 114 a mile, 2.4¢ for gasoline (including 0.74 tax).
Sub-compact: 9'/24 a mile, 1.8¢ for gasoline (including 0.5¢ tax).
Adding the 56 tax would increase the running costs of the standard car by about

'A4 per mile and the compact by about y 4¢ per mile, or about $35 and $25 per
10,000 miles.

In the light of these modest amounts, it may be surprising that a careful study
just made by Data Resources, Inc. shows a sizeable response of gasoline con-
sumers to a modest change in price. In technical terms, their study (using both
cross-section and time-series data) shows a short-run price elasticity of minus
0.4 and a long-run elasticity of minus 0.7. The high visibility of gasoline pur-
chases and the resulting impression that they are the biggest single cost of op-
erating a car (actually, it is third of fourth) apparently contribute to this high
price-elasticity of demand for gasoline.

Applying the DRI findings, one finds that a tax boost of 54 would induce a
cutback of 5% in annual gasoline consumption, or 2% of total petroleum use. This
would represent a saving of 130 million barrels annually out of our current con-
sumption of 2.6 billion barrels of gasoline and 6.5 billion of petroleum products.

This is by no means a trivial saving (and it is one that could obviously be
magnified by even greater tax boosts). It is roughly equal to this year's increase
in gasoline consumption. If it were coupled with a plan to route the $4 billion-a-
year of net added tax revenues ($5 billion minus $1 billion of income tax lost
through deduction of gas tax on business tax returns) into less energy-and pol-
lution-intensive uses, it could make a worthwhile contribution to the quality of
life in these United States.

Once the gasoline tax is thus liberated from its highway-finance bondage, new
fiscal vistas open up all around us:

Why not couple with the quick-acting gas tax increases a steeply graduated
excise tax on new cars for the longer run? Graduation by gas mileage, as Con-
gressman Vanik has proposed, would be one possibility. Another would be
graduation by weight-for example, running from 104 a pound for small cars
to 20¢ for the heavy-weight gas guzzlers. Either approach, while effective only
on new cars, would accelerate the transition to light-weight cars.

If curbing energy use is the object, why stop with gasoline? Aren't there other
non-highway uses of petroleum that are also candidates for curtailment?

For that matter, why stop with petroleum products? A graduated tax on
natural gas with low rates on residential users, medium rates on commercial
users, and high rates on industrial users might have some merit.

But let's not delude ourselves. If we travel the tax route to energy conserva-
tion and pollution control, it will be hard to take the regressive sting out of such
taxes. Yet it must be done unless we are to ride past the energy crisis on the
backs of the poor and near-poor.

The use of such taxes would, therefore, have to be accompanied by such moves
as the following:

Exercise of great ingenuity in constructing such taxes, whether through
graduated rates, as in the case of the suggested auto excise tax, or perhaps by
building in of tax credits to shield the poor.

Use of the proceeds to strengthen social and welfare programs for the lower
income groups, whether in the form of services, income support, or voucher
systems.

Or if compensating action in the tax field is preferred, make the $80 billion-a-
year of social security payroll tax less regressive by exempting poverty-level
wages, allowing for family size, and removing the upper limit on the wage base.

When we have yet to cross the gasoline tax threshold, it may seem premature
to consider these more far-reaching tax measures and their distributive impact.
But if the energy crisis is real and persistent, these extensions of the logic of
a re-oriented gasoline tax should and will force themselves on our attention.

Using taxes to reallocate resources into energy-conserving and pollution-free
uses via market incentives rather than government regulation is an alluring
game. But the more vigorously we play it, the more important it will be to keep
the distributive effects of such taxes front and center.

Mr. HELLER. An economist always likes to show that he was a little
bit ahead of the time, especially since there are sometimes cases where
we are behind the times.
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Senator PROXMIRE. We are going to use it as much as we can, those
of us who are in favor of doing that, mass transit and for other pur-
poses. But I want to point out that it is not an easy route even nIow.

Thank you very much. I apologize for detaining you. You have
been most helpful.

The subcommittee will stand in recess until tomorrow morning at
10 o'clock.

[Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the subcommittee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Thursday, December 13,1973.]
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ECONOMIC IIPACT OF PETROLEUM SHORTAGES

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1973

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATFS,
SUBCOOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL EcoNoMIcs

OF THE JOINT EcONOMIc COMMITTEE,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room S407,
the Capitol Building, Hon. Henry S. Reuss (chairman of the sub-
committee) presiding.

Present: Representative Reuss.
Also present: Michael J. Runde, administrative assistant; Sarah

Jackson, John R. Karlik, and Courtenay M. Slater, professional staff
members; George D. Krumbliaar, Jr., minority counsel; and Walter B.
Laessig, minority counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN REUSS

Chairman REUSS. Good morning. The International Economics Sub-
committee will be in session to continue its hearings on the economic
impact of worldwide petroleum shortages.

Today we shall focus on the impact of curtailed Arab oil production
on the other major industrial countries.

Earlier this week we examined the direct effect on the U.S. economy
of petroleum shortages. All the witnesses agreed the impact of the
energy shortfall on the U.S. economy was serious and economic dislo-
cations were likely. Administration witnesses considered the situation
manageable, as unemployment would not exceed 6 percent and the
price mechanism could be relied on to allocate resources. Other wit-
nesses were less optimistic, seeing the need for immediate rationing,
public service employment, and decisive action on the part of the
Government to allocate fuels.

Today we will examine the effect of petroleum shortages on our allies
in Western Europe, Canada, and Japan. To what extent will the cur-
tailment of Arab oil production, resulting in fewer shipments of oil,
cause a major slowdown in these economies? What effect would such
a slowdown have on U.S. exports, and subsequently on American jobs?
Will the United States be called upon to share its remaining imports
with Western Europe and Japan?

Mr. Stein, in his testimony on Tuesday, suggested that his analysis
showed the net effect of a slowdown abroad on the U.S. economy would
be zero. Other experts have been less reassuring.

We shall also be considering arguments for a counter embargo of
food and manufactured goods to the Arab countries. To what extent
would the other industrial nations participate, or would such participa-
tion further jeopardize their remaining oil supplies?

(139)
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This morning. Carl Beigie and Judith Maxwell of the C. D. Howe
Research Institute in Montreal, Canada, will discuss the effects of
production cutbacks on Canadian energy policy, and the prospects for
future North American energy cooperation.

Richard Gardner of the Columbia University Law School will con-
sider the issues related to a counter embargo.

Then we will hear from Gary Saxonhouse of the Economics De-
partment of the University of. Michigan on the impact of oil short-
ages on the Japanese economy.

Finally, Michel Vaillaud, formerly with the French Government.
will comment on the effects of the shortages on European economies
and the possibility of an oil sharing agreement in the Community.

We are most grateful to you all for being here this morning. Your
very helpful statements under the rule and without objection will be
received in full into the record.

I would now like each one of you individually or as a team to pro-
ceed. I would hope that you could hold your summary down to some-
thing on the order of 10 or 15 minutes because there are four presenta-
tions and we are anxious to save some of the time for questioning.

Mr. Beigie and Ms. Maxwell, would you start?

STATEMENT OF CARL E. BEIGIE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, C. D.
HOWE RESEARCH INSTITUTE, MONTREAL, CANADA, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY JUDITH MAXWELL, DIRECTOR OF DOMESTIC POLICY
STUDIES

Mr. BEIGIE. Mr. Chairman, I will deliver my opening remarks. but.
we will both be pleased to answer questions.

Let me begin by expressing our very great pleasure for being in-
vited to be here today.

We are representatives of a country that is in a very privileged
position in the sense that it has -the potential for near-term self-
sufficiency in energy production. Canada's potential in this respect is
demonstrated by the fact that at the present time Canada's rate of
domestic production of petroleum products exceeds its rate of domes-
tic consumption of these products.

At the same time, however, we cannot be complacent with the po-
tential for near-term self-sufficiency because of the fact that the exist-
ing transportation facilities in Canada are inadequate to deliver all
of the surplus production in the western producing regions of Canada
to the consuming regions 'throughout Canada.

Canada's oil policy in 'the past has, as in the United States, been
forced to respond to a trade-off that exists between the security of sup-
ply accompanying domestic production, on the one hand, and the ad-
vantages to consumers and producers resulting from access to lower
priced foreign sources of petroleum, on the other hand.

It goes without saying that the trade-off has been fundamentally
altered in two ways by the events of recent months.

First, the use of oil as a political weapon has raised the importance
that any responsible government must place on the security of do-
mestic energy supplies.

Second, the use of oil as an economic weapon means that it can no
longer be assumed that low-cost production will necessarily lead to low
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prices so far as foreign energy sources are concerned. OIL both these
counts Canada has been forced to move toward a new national cneryv
policy, the main elements of which have begun to emerge in recent
weeks.

But this new national energy.policy will take time to implement and
in the interim period there are going to be disruptions to the Cana-
dian economy.

So in the remarks we would make this morning we would divide
the impacts of the current situation into three stages. And we will be
concentrating in the summary on the near-term stage.

We have provided some tables accompanying the joint prepared
statement. In table 2 1 it is shown that Canada's five eastern provinces
import 100 percent of their oil needs compared to about 51 percent for
the east coast of the United States.

Moreover, Arab countries provide about 30 percent of eastern
Canada's oil supply, or about 300,000 barrels per day.

Now, if we just take the 25-percent cutback that would be assumed
if Canada is indeed in the classification of a neutral country so far as
the Arab nations are concerned, we are talking about a cutback to
Canada of about 75.000 barrels per day. This is a difficult number to
be precise about, because we don't know the extent to which Canada is
indeed a neutral country in this classification. There are conflicting
reports on this.

Furthermore, we do not know the maximum potential impacts until
we know what the diversions might be that would result from the pres-
sures that will be exerted on international oil companies to try and
equalize the hardship of the current energy situation.

But the diversions plus the cutbacks from the Arab nations might
result in the loss in supplies to Canada of an amount equal to as much
as 200,000 barrels per day.

This range between 75,000 and 200,000 barrels a day amounts to be-
tween 8 and 22 percent of oil supplies in the eastern region, and between
5 and 13 percent of total energv consumed in'that eastern region.

If the cutback is held to 75,000 barrels per day, Canada is going to be
able to meet this through diversion of domestic production through
three potential routes.

First of all, there will be an estimated 50,000 barrels per day that
could be delivered by tanker shipments from Vancouver to the east
coast of Canada via the Panama Canal.

There is an addiiolnal estiimatedi 35,000 barrels per day, although this
estimate is not precise at this time, that can be delivered to Ottawa via
the reactivation of an unused product pipeline in eastern Ontario.

And approximately 100,000 barrels per day will be shipped by tanker
through the St. Lawrence Seaway until it closes on or about December
20. And after -the closing of the seaway during the winter freezeup,
these shipments will be replaced by truck and rail movements. But
there are severe limits on the amounts of these deliveries as a result of
shortages of -the necessary facilities.

Taken together, these three supplementary sources of domestic fuel
would be sufficient to replace the oil loss in Eastern Canada as a result
of a 25-percent cutback in Arab supplies alone. However, these three

See table 2, p. 153.
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routes would pretty well exhaust the potential for meeting emergency
needs.

So, any shortages significantly in excess of 75,000 barrels per day
will have to be met by curtailing demand in the eastern region.

Up to this point Canada has tried to adopt voluntary measures to
cut back on demand. We are not very hopeful about the ultimate success
of these voluntary measures, but this will be supplemented by the fact
that prices in Eastern Canada have been allowed to rise in response to
higher import prices, and prices will have a degree of rationing built
into them.

Furthermore. in January there will be a supplement to these volun-
tary measures through the mandatory allocation of fuel oil at the
wholesale level by a recently announced Energy Supplies Allocation
Board.

Let me turn briefly to the impact of the cutback, both actual and
potential, on the Canadian economy.

Prior to the Arab oil disruptions, forecasters were predicting that
the Canadian economy would grow in real terms in 1974 by between
4Y2 and 5½2 percent. The new forecasts that are now coming out in
Canada call for a gain of between 3½/2 and 4Y2 percent in real GNP,
which is a reduction of about 1 percentage point from the earlier fore-
casts, based on the assumption that the import cutbacks in Eastern
Canada do not exceed the minimum amount on our range of 75,000
barrels per day.

These forecasts assume that there will be no direct impact from the
oil cutback because of compensating diversions of Canadian production
into the Eastern Canadian markets. The reduction in growth forecasts
is due entirely, or almost entirely, except for the petrochemical com-
panies, to the indirect effects on the Canadian economy of slower eco-
nomic growth in Canada's export markets, particularly the United
States. Exports account for 20 percent of Canada's GNP, so a reduc-
tion in the growth rates of our partner nations is going to have an
immediate and direct impact on the Canadian economy.

In the event of more extensive cutbacks or 'diversions, we believe
that it might be appropriate to shave another percentage point off the
forecast for 1974, which gets us down into the range of 21/2 to 31/2
percent.

Now, these are very iffy numbers. And I think all we can really put
forward to you today, Mr. Chairman, are three general conclusions
that we would have about the likely impacts of the oil situation on
Canada.

First, it is unlikely that Canada will experience a recession in the
traditional sense as a result of foreseeable developments in the world
oil situation.

Second, while a recession can be avoided in Canada in 1974, it is
probable that growth will be affected sufficiently to result in some in-
creases in Canada's rate of unemployment.

Third, while Canada does have a relatively high unemployment rate
at the present time, 5.6 in November, for example, it would be inap-
propriate to regard this as an indication .that Canada could be a source
of large additions to the supply of goods for world markets even if
the energy impact on Canada is kept at the low end of the range we
have cited. Canada is extremely short of capacity in most industrial
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sectors, and therein may lie one of the most important indirect impacts
*of the energy situation on Canada. Business has major plans to ex-
pand its capacity in Canada during 1974, but traditionally such in-
vestment surges have been accompanied by sharp increases in imports
of capital equipment. If foreign suppliers are prevented from provide\
ing imports of capital equipment because of energy induced cutbacks
in production-and this is particularly important in the United States
for Canada-needed investment in Canada will be delayed, with nega-
tive effects on employment opportunities for Canada's rapidly growing
labor force and on the rate of domestic inflation.

Let me turn now to the possibilities of the impact of this on Canada-
United States energy trade.

During the last year Canada has increased its exports of oil to the
United States by an estimated 24 percent-this is shown in table 41_'
to assist in alleviating the shortages the United States has been ex-
periencing. The potential for further increases in these exports, how-
ever, is limited by two factors.

First, as in the, United States, there are constraints in both the pro-
ducing capacity of Canadian oil fields and pumping capacity of ex-
isting pipelines.

Second, the oil being shipped to Eastern Canada by the three methods
noted earlier must, because of constraints on producing capacity in
Western Canada, be diverted from supplies that might otherwise have
been available to export to the United States.

In terms of looking to the future it must be recognized that Cana-
dian reserves of conventional oil have fallen to 15 times current pro-
duction in 1972, and are probably closer to 12 times 1973 production.
So Canada in many respects in the conventional areas faces exactly
similar situations as the United States.

Now, in terms of the implications of this, so long as Canada is forced
to divert production from Western Canada to meet the emergency
needs of Eastern Canada, and to the extent that facilities exist to
permit this diversion, this will probably have to come at the expense
of potential exports to the United States.

Furthermore, as we go into in some length in our remarks, there is
also very little possibility for expanding natural gas exports or elec-
trical power exports from Canada to the United States for exactly
the same reasons: Shortages of capacity.

Therefore, let me turn quickly to the medium term. In the medium
term I am afraid that the outlook for Canadian oil exports is even
less favorable than in the near term. This is because of the impact of
a pipeline that is going to connect Montreal to the western-producing
provinces. This pipeline will divert oil that is presently going to the
United States. It is hard to get details on this pipeline yet, but we
expect that the Government is going to push to have it completed
within 2 years. It is probably going to have a capacity on the order
of 500,000 barrels a day. But it will probably not be used to full ca-
pacity, except in an emergency situation. A number like 250,000
barrels per day of normal throughput might be an appropriate esti-
mate.

However, in terms of its own energy planning, the United States
will probably have to operate on the assumption that the full capacity

' See table 4, p. 15a4.
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of the Montreal pipeline of about 500,000 per day would be filled in
the event of future oil emergencies. Thus roughly half the amount of
Canadian oil now exported to the United States would be vulnerable
to diversion to Canadian markets upon completion of the Montreal
line.

The Montreal line must be regarded as a firm policy decision, but
even so I think there are issues for negotiation between the two coun-
tries, and the tone of these negotiations may be important in terms of
the longer term questions that I will turn to now very briefly.

We have attempted to provide you, Mr. Chairman, with a review
of some of the major projects that are under consideration at the
present time in table 7.1 Let me pause just briefly to talk about two
of them.

The first is the very massive tar sands that have huge potential sup-
plies of oil in them. There are again, however, very severe limits on
the pace with which these tar sands can be developed for export
markets.

First of all, a very large percentage of the capacity in the tar
sands, the reserves in the tar sands, lie below deprths where strip
mining is possible, and it is not as yet possible to be very confident
about the feasibility of an economic method for in situ extraction of
these reserves.

Second, there are severe logistical difficulties in dealing with proj-
ects of this tremendous magnitude. To get 125,000 barrels a day out of
this system requires a capital investment in present terms of about
$1 billion, and the plants take about 3 or 4 years to build.

The second project that I would like to pause on for a moment is
somewhat more encouraging, particularly in the natural gas field
at the present time. And that is the possibility of transmitting arctic
resources, particularly natural gas, to markets throughout North
America. A gas pipeline from the MacKenzie Delta to the Midwest
is a definite possibility in the near term provided this pipeline can
also carry gas from Prudhoe Bay in Alaska to achieve the economies
of scale necessary for commercial viability.

The James Bay hydro project, while quite large in size and in
financing, is not expected to lead to any significant firm long-term
power supplies to the United States, but they can be available for
interchange. This power is going to be needed in Canada.

I have only discussed some of the issue areas here, Mr. Chairman.
I will not pause on this, because the time is running on.

Let me just conclude on a cautious note. Canada is not likely to be
an aggressive seller of its surplus oil in the long term, and the IJnited
States in its turn, especially if it has achieved the goal of "Project
Independence," may not be an eager buyer of Canadian oil. There-
fore, if our two countries wish to see a cooperative approach to North
American energy problems in the longer term outlook, they should
recognize that the longer they wait to begin discussions toward this
end, the greater the likelihood that their national energy policies will
evolve along quite separate, although of a necessity parallel courses.

Thank you very much.

I See table 7, p. 155.
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¼. [The joint prepared statement of Air. Beigie and Mls. Maxwell
follows:]

JOINT PREPARED STATEMENT OF CARL E. BEIGIE AND JUDITH MAXWELL'

CANADA IN THE NORTH AMERICAN PETROLEUM OUTLOOK

INTRODUCTION

Canada is privileged among the advanced industrial nations of the non-
Communist world in having the capacity to achieve self-sufficiency in petroleum
supplies in the fairly near term. Indeed, if its people are prepared to pay the
necessary price, inclusive of environmental effects, Canada can continue to be
self-sufficient in energy into the foreseeable'future and still be a net exporter
of energy, although not in the amounts needed to relieve substantially the mount-
ing pressures for the development of new long-term energy sources in the United
States, Japan, and Western Europe.

Canada's potential for near-term self-sufficiency in petroleum is based on the
fact that its current rate of crude production exceeds domestic consumption.
In 1972, for example, Canada produced 1.7 million barrels per day and con-
sumed 1.6 million barrels per day. Thus, Canada has been able to achieve a
modest net export position in crude petroleum and refined products, and this is
a reasonable definition of a country with the potential for near-term self-
sufficiency.

This aggregative balancing of domestic consumption against domestic pro-
duction does not, of course, provide an accurate picture of the possible impact of
recent Arab oil cutbacks on Canada. Production capacity for crude is confined
to the western provinces, chiefly Alberta, and existing transportation facilities
ware inadequate to deliver all the surplus.produciton in the west to consuming
regions throughout Canada.

Specifically, as a result of Canada's national oil policy, dating back to 1961,
the petroleum distribution network in Canada has been structured into two
distinct segments. Markets to the west of the Ottawa Valley (an area including
Toronto) have been supplied from domestic-source crude. The surplus of domes-
tic production over consumption in this market area was available for export,
with the logical destination being the United States. Markets to the east of the
Ottawa Valley (an area including Montreal) have been supplied from imports,
primarily from Venezuelan-source crude, but also froiu a number of other pro-
ducing countries in the Middle East and Africa.

Canada's nation oil policy has come in for considerable second-guessing in the
light of recent world oil developments. Still, this policy was a basically sensible
compromise involving two national objectives: to foster the development of a
domestic petroleum industry and, at the same time, to do so without imposing
major cost penalties on domestic consumers in eastern Canada. In other words,
this policy responded to the trade-off that existed between the security of supply
accompanying domestic production and the advantages to consumers (and pro-
ducers) resulting from access to lower-priced foreign sources. This trade-off
also existed in the United States. where an essentially similar policy response
wvas adopted through the import quota system. It should be noted, however,
that until recently the perception of the security of supply issue was not any-
where near as acute in Canada as in the United States, and Canadian oil policy
'was influenced more by a desire to promote economic growth in its oil-producing
areas than by a sense of real concern over potential disruptions in petroleum
supplies from abroad.

It goes without saying that the trade-off noted above has been fundamentally
altered in two ways by the events of recent months. First, the use of oil as a
political weapon has raised the importance that any responsible government
must place on the security of domestic energy supplies. Second, the use of oil as
an economic weapon means that it can no longer be assumed that low-cost
production will necessarily lead to low prices so far as foreign energy sources
are concerned. On both these counts, Canada has been forced to move towards a
new national energy policy, the main elements of which have begun to emerge in
recent weeks.

'The authors are, respectively, Executive Director and Director of Domestic Policy
Studies at the C. D. Iowe Research Institute. The Institute, located in Montreal, is a
private, nonprofit research organization concentrating on economic policy analysis. The
authors are appearing at the hearings of the Joint Economic Subcommittee on International
Economics in a personal capacity and not as representatives of the C. D. Howe Research
Institute.
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In responding to the questions put to us by the Subcommittee concerning the-
impact of the current oil situation on the Canadian economy and the near- and
longer-term role of Canada in the North American energy outlook, we believe
it is necessary to look at three different time intervals. The first interval
extends from the present to the time when Canada will have the transportation
facilities in place to meet adequately from domestic production any foreseeable
net oil requirements in markets east of the Ottawa Valley. The second interval
will extend from the time that these facilities exist to the time it will take
to find and develop new sources of oil (and gas) and to bring these supplies
onto the market. Finally, the third interval covers the period thereafter. when
it will be feasible to deliver supplies from these new sources. It is impossible to,
be precise in the dating of these intervals, but we will attempt to evaluate the
main characteristics of each of them in turn.

THE NEAR TERM

As already indicated, Canada's national oil policy has been to supply markets
east of the Ottawa Valley-Quebec and the Maritime provinces-entirely from
imports. The five provinces involved use oil for approximately 58 percent of
their energy requirements, which is higher than the average of 45 percent for
the country as a whole and for the United States, but about the same as the
relative use of oil on the U.S. east coast. (See Table 1.) Quebec has the ad-
vantage of an abundance of hydro-electric power, however, which generates q0r
percent of that province's electricity. The maritime provinces depend mainly on
oil and coal-fired thermal generating stations for their electricity.

Because of its dependence on imports, eastern Canada is highly vulnerable
to disruptions of international oil shipments. As shown in Table 2, Canada's
eastern provinces import 100 percent of their oil needs, compared to about 51
percent for the eastern United States. Moreover, Arab countries provide about
30 percent of eastern Canada's oil supply. or about 300,000 barrels per day.
Thus, the recent Arab oil cutbacks must be viewed as a very real near-term
concern to Canadians.

The uncertain impact of Arab oil policy on Canada

There are conflicting reports on the extent to which Arab oil shipments to
Canada are being cut back. Early reports suggested that Canada would be treated
as a neutral country, meaning that the cuts would be 25 percent of planned ship-
ments or a-bout 75,000 barrels per day. (This cutback would be increased by
about 15,000 barrels per day if the 5 percent reduction announced for January
is implemented 'by the Arab producers.) Subsequent statements by industry ex-
ecutives, however, indicate that Canad'a (possibly because of its role as a sup-
plier to the United States) could be subject to a complete emba'rgo by one-or two
major Arab producers-an event which would obviously lead to even greater
shortages. This suggestion must still be classified as. a rumor, because it has not
been confirmed either through diplomatic channels or in terms of the shipments
of oil arriving in Canada.

In addition to uncertainties regarding Arab supplies, eastern Canada is 'con-
cerned about the possibility that its normal supplies from Venezuela and other
non-Arab producers will be reduced as a result of diversions of tanker shipments.
Such diversions seem to be inevitable as the multinational oil companies are
pressured to try 'to equalize supplies to assist areas such as Japan and Western
Europe that are even more vulnerable to the Arab cutbacks. The Canadian
energy minister, 'Mr. Macdonald, 'has indicated that such diversions might raise
the loss in supplies to Canada to a total 'of about 200,000 barrels per day.

To summarize, eastern Canada probably faces losses of anywhere from 75,000
to 200,000 barrels per day in petroleum imports, depending upon the extent of
Arrab cutbacks and 'diversions of non-Arab supplies. This amounts to a range of
between 8 and 22 percent of oil supplies and between 5 and 13 percent of total
energy consumed in that region. There is some possibility that these losses might
go higher if the embargo is prolonged, but we believe -that this range is the rele-
vant one under present circumstances.

Policies to accommodate Canadian shortages
Canada could make up a supply shortage of 75.000 barrels per day in the east

(the low end of the estimated range) from domestic production without serious
hardship in Canada. Its options for compensating for larger shortages, however,
are severely constrained. Normal inventories 'of oil products average forty days'
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requirements. and the energy minister has indicated that these inventories were
up to forty-five days' supply in November, although no precise information is
available. To augment these inventories, the Canadian government has made
some spot purchases of heating oil on the international market.

The main course ifor meeting the requirements of eastern Canada, however,
lies in arrangements for special shipments of domestic oil, and this is being ac-
complished in three ways:

1. An estimated 50,000 barrels per day can 'be delivered by tanker shipments
from Vancouver via the Panama Canal.

2. An estimated 35.000 barrels per day (the exact amount has not yet been
confirmed) can be delivered to Ottawa via the reactivation of an unused prod-
ucts pipeline in eastern Ontario.

3. Approximately 100,000 'barrels per day will be shipped by -tanker through the
St. Lawvrence Seaway until it closes on or about December 20. After the closing
of the Seaway during winter freeze-up, these shipments will be replaced by
truck and rail movements, 'but there are severe limits on the amounts of these
deliveries as a result of 'shortages of tank 'trucks and tank cars.

Taken together, these three supplementary sources of domestic fuel would be
sufficient to replace the oil lost in eastern Canada as a result 6f a 25 percent
cutback in Arab supplies. At the same time, these 'three methods pretty well
exhaust the potential for meeting emergency needs, so any shortages significantly
in excess of 75,000 barrels per day will have to be met by curtailing demand in
the east.

,Up to this point; the Canadian government has'eonfined its energy conserva-
tion program to a voluntary appeal to Canadians to turn down their therino-
stats by five degrees from their regular settings and to drive at reduced speeds.
The success of such a voluntary program is unlikely to be too dramatic, in our
opinion, but some results can be expected from the fact that gasoline and' heat-
ing oil prices in eastern Canada have been allowed to rise to reflect higher im-
port costs, and these price increases should have some rationing effect. Also,
begining in January the voluntary conservation program will 'be' supplemented
by mandatory allocations of fuel oil at the 'wholesale level by the recently an-
mnounced Energy Supplies Allocation Board.
-To summarize, if cutbacks in oil imports are limited ito 25'percent 'of Arab

supplies, eastern Canada can survive the winter without a serious curtailment
of industrial activity. However, any cutbacks beyond this magnitude would mean'
that, by spring; stocks of fuel oil would be dangerously low and refineries would
not have the normal spring build-up of gasoline inventories. Thus, there would
be a risk of gasoline shortages and, perhaps, a need to implement some form of
rationing by spring. On the other hand, spring inventories would not be so low
iftthe winter is mild, or if the Arab cutbacks are relaxed at an early date.

Conditions could, of course, become much worse than this. For example, if the
next two months are unusually cold (we have been fortunate in eastern Canada
thus far this year), fuel oil inventories could become dangerously low by late-'
February, leaving Canadians with too more of our bitter wintery months without
adequate fuel. This prospect becomes more likely the greater the cutbacks in
Arab oil or the greater the extent of diversion of non-Arab shipments in the next
two months.

If import cutbacks amount 'to as much as 200,000 barrels per day or more, peo-
ple in PnetPrn Canada would face the prospect of mandatory speed limits, cles-
ings of gasoline outlets on weekends, heating-oil rationing, and other energy-
saving programs-including, as a last resort, the possibility of reduced hours in
industrial plants.

Impact on the Canadian cconomy
Prior to the Arab oil disruptions, most economists had been forecasting that

Canada's gross national product in constant dollars would grow by between 4.5
and 5.5 percent during 1974, a fairly good performance both in terms of Canada's
long-term growth potential (estimated at 5.5 percent in real terms) and in com-
parison with the rates of growth expected in most other industrialized countries
next year. Now, however, most forecasters have revised their estimates of
Canadian real economic growth in 1974 downward by between one. and two per-
centage'points to reflect the impact of the energy situation. These new forecasts
call for a gain of between 3.5 and 4.5 percent in real GNP, assuming that the im-
port cutbacks in eastern Canada do not exceed 75,000 barrels -per day.

The extent of these revisions may appear surprising in view of the interim sup-
ply arrangements described earlier. In fact, these forecasts assume no direct
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impact of oil cutbacks on industrial activity in Canada, apart from possible
shortages of feedstocks for petrochemical firms. The revisions are due almost
entirely to the indirect effects of the slower economic growth in Canada's export
markets that is expected to follow from the energy situation.

Exports account for over 20 percent of Canada's GNP, so a slowdown in de-
mand from foreign markets has a major influence on Canada's economic per-
formance. During 1974, Canada will be subject to two conflicting trends in ex-
port demand as a result of industrial slowdowns in Europe, Japan, and the
United States. The first trend is that consumers in these countries will turn to
Canadian-produced cars, appliances, and other finished goods to replace those
normally produced in countries affected by the energy-induced slowdowns. But
the second trend is that industries in these countries will be ordering less from
Canadian producers of metals and other industrial materials. Because of the
current capacity constraints in Canadian manufacturing and because of the domi-
nant role of raw materials in Canadian trade, we believe that the net impact on
the Canadian economy will be negative in 1974. That is the reason for the down-
w ard revisions in forecast GNP.

In the event of more extensive cutbacks or diversions of foreign oil supplies
to Canada, leading to a reduction in fuel allocations to eastern Canadian indus-
try, the impact on the economy would be more severe. In that case. Canada could
expect very little industrial growth in the eastern region, combined with a possi-
ble reduction in the output of service industries such as transportation and tour-
ism. This might shave another percentage point off the forecast for Canadian real
GNP growth during 1974. but it would still indicate a gain for the country as a
-whole of between 2.5 percent and 3.5 percent.

These estimates are admittedly crude, for they do not allow for the potential
spillover effects of cutbacks in Quebec plants which supply metals, chemicals,
and other inputs to industries in Ontario and the west. Shortages of such ma-
terials would soon dampen economic growth in these regions as well, even though
industry there has a secure supply of fuel.

Despite the limitations of forecasting methods for predicting the impact of the
current situation in world petroleum on the near-term performance of the Cana-
dianl economy, we believe that three general conclusions are anpropriate.

First, it is unlikely that Canada will experience a recession in the traditional
sense as a result of foreseeable developments in the world oil situation. Western
Canada, where most of the main producing centres are located, has secure energy
supplies. In eastern Canada, some sacrifices will undoubtedly have to be made,
blnt the prospects are that these sacrifices will not reach the point of requiring
a sharp curtailment of economic activity.

Second, while a recession can be avoided in Canada in 1974. it is probable
that growth will be affected sufficiently to result in some increase in Canada's
rate of unemployment. The national unemployment rate was 5.8 percent in Octo-
ber. If the oil import cutback is confined to 25 percent, then GNP will rise by at
least 3.5 percent. Nevertheless, this growth rate is below the country's long-term
potential,. and the unemployment rate would therefore rise to over 6 percent in
1974. But it is onlv fair to add that in the worst imaginable case of an extended
shortage of 200,000 barrels per day. leading to fuel rationing for industrial uses.
real GNP could grow by as little as 2.5 percent and in that extreme case, un-
employment in Canada would rise to 7 percent or more. This rise in unemnlov-
ment would he concentrated in the eastern provinces, which would be particularly
distressing because unemployment rates in Quebec and the Maritimes are already
much higher than the national average.

Third. while Canada does have a relatively high unemployment rate at the pres-
ent time, it would be inappropriate to regard this as an indication that Canada
could be a source of large additions to supplies of goods for world markets even
if the energy impact on Canada is kept at the low end of the range we have cited.
Canada is extremely short of capacity in most industry sectors, and therein may
lie one of the most important indirect impacts of the energi- situation on Canada.
Business has major plans to expand capacity in Canada during 1974, but tradi-
tionally such investment surges have been accompanied by sharp increases in im-
ports of capital equipment. If foreign suppliers are prevented from providing this
equipment because of energy-induced cutbacks in their production, needed invest-
ment in Canada will be delayed, with negative effects on employment opnortuni-
ties for Canada's rapidly growing labor force and on the rate of domestic infla-
tion.
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Near-term pro8pects for Canada-U.S. energy trade
To review, the'impact of the oil shortages on eastern Canada could become

serious if the Arab producers maintain the cutbacks in supply for an extended
period and this leads to diversions of non-Arab imports away from Canada. In
many respects, the five eastern provinces are in the same predicament as the
U.S. east coast, which is also more dependent on Arab imports than are other
parts of the United States. In effect, the eastern regions of both countries are
isolated from domestic oil supplies by distance and by distribution bottleneck.s.

In the total North American market, the Canadian and American oil distri-
bution systems are intertwined from coast to coast. Table 3 shows that in 1972.
Canadian oil exports to the United States accounted for a 6 percent share of the
total U.S. market for oil. In Table 4 these exports are broken down to show the
volume of oil moving from Canada to the United States at the two main dis-
tribution points. In addition to the Trans Mountain Pipeline, which supplies
western Canadian petroleum to the U.S. west coast, and the Interprovincial
Pipeline, which supplies it to the U.S. midwest, there is a northbound pipeline
from Portland, Maine, to Montreal that carries the bulk of Montreal's imports
from overseas.

While Canada supplies only 6 percent of the total U.S. oil market, it accounts
for a large share of each of the regional markets it serves in the United States-
as much as 100 percent in some areas. During the past year, Canada has increased
these exports to the United States by an estimated 24 percent (see Table 4) to
assist in alleviating the shortages the United States has been experiencing.
The potential for further increases in these exports, however, is limited by two
factors. First, there are constraints in both the producing capacity of Canadian
oil fields and the pumping capacity of existing pipelines. (The situation is similar
to the conditions in the United States where fields are reaching their production
limits and exploration drilling has failed to uncover significant new sources of
oil.) Second, the oil being shipped to eastern Canada by the three methods noted
earlier must, because of constraints on producing capacity in western Canada,
be diverted from supplies that might otherwise have been available for export
to the United States.

Canada's current production of crude oil amounts to just over 2 million barrels
per day, which comes from the conventional producing areas in Alberta,
Saskatchewan. and British Columbia and from one small tar sands plant in
Alberta producing 50,000 barrels per day. The conventional fields have been
producing at close to their capacity limits, and earlier this year the Canadian
government was forced to impose controls on the export of oil in order to ensure
that enough oil would be available to supply Canadian refiners. All oil not used
by these refiners was licensed for export to the United States, but in recent
months the export allocations have been below the requests from U.S. refiners.

Furthermore, because of disappointing results from recent exploration pro-
grams in the conventional producing areas, the National Energy Board estimates
that Canada's reserves of conventional oil had fallen to 15 times current produc-
tion in 1972, and these reserves are probably close to 12 times 1973 production.
As a result, even before the current cutbacks of Arab oil, the Canadian authorities
had become concerned about the rapid rate of reduction in Canada's petroleum
reserves, and the National Energy Board, which regulates Canada's energy
exports, has called for hearings to decide how much of the remaining oil reserves
should be retained for Canadian use. In effect, this decision will set a limit on
the amount of oil that can be exported from conventional sources in the future.
(It is the practice in Canada to keep natural gas reserves equal to 25 times
the demand expected in four years' time for Canadian use. Reserves above that
level can be exported, but since 1971 reserves have been below the required level
and no new export contracts have been allowed. In the past, no similar arrange-
ment had existed for oil.)

What are the implications of this situation for Canadian oil exports to the
United States in the near term? First, so long as Canmda is forced to divert pro-
duction from western Canada to meet the emergency needs of eastern Canada.
and to the extent that facilities exist to permit this diversion, this will probably
have to come at the expense of potential exports to the United States. The only
other alternative, given existing circumstances. is for western Canada to embark
on a fuel conservation program to free up additional production for shipment
to eastern Canada and the United States. Flowever. the government's decision to
extend a price freeze on petroleum products in western Canada throughout the
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remainder of this winter is not designed to encourage such conservation. At the
same time, if the North American energy situation becomes much more serious,
it is likely that western Canadians would be willing to participate in a conser-
vation program to assist in meeting the emergency.

Even when the current oil emergency ends, and irrespective of the decision of
the National Energy Board on exportable reserves, the potential for increased
oil exports from Canada in the near term is very limited. Engineering studies
of conventional oil fields indicate that production capacity will peak at approx-
imately 2.2 million barrels per day sometime in the next two years. Any significant
production increase above that level will require either major new oil discoveries
or more extensive development of the Athabasca tar sands-a prospect that will
be discussed more fully later. Meanwhile, Canadian demand in the western
market has been increasing at an average rate of 5.4 percent a year.

If so little potential exists for increased Canadian oil supplies in the near term,
what are the prospects for natural gas and electricity? Natural gas exports from
Canada serve about 4 percent of the U.S. market, with most sales concentrated
in the midwest and on the west coast. (See Table 5.) These sales have not been
increasing in recent years, however, because, as noted earlier, the National
Energy Board has ruled that Canada does not have the reserves to justify new
export contracts. And since no new contracts have been approved since 1970,
pipeline facilities have not been expanded and hence there is little room for
transmitting additional supplies even in an emergency.

Canada's electrical utilities are interconnected wtih neighbouring U.S. utilities,
allowing them to share emergency supplies and to interchange power for peaking
purposes. Canada-U.'S. trade in electricity is shown in Ta~ble 6. We have learned
from a spokesman for Hydro Quebec, the provincially-owned.utility in Quebec,
that this company is now exporting at the rate of 800 megawatts of firm power
and 200 megawatts of interruptible power via Ontario Hydro's link with the
Power Authority of New York. He indicates that Quebec is exporting all the
spare power it has and that the transmission lines from Ontario and Quebec to
the eastern United States are being used to full capacity. Thus, it would appear
that Canada cannot increase its supplies and might, in the face of the current oil
emergency, have to cut back on existing supplies to meet domestic requirements.

In summary, Canada has made a substantial contribution to U.S. energy sup-
plies in 1973 by increasing its oil exports by 24 percent over 1972. We are also
supplying all the electricity and natural gas that existing transmission facilities
can carry. We have not curtailed energy supplies to a neighbour in need. However,
Canada cannot increase its assistance to the United States to any significant
degree during the current oil emergency, Land even when the oil emergency eases,
capacity constraints will be a major limiting factor for Canadian energy exports
in the near term.

THE MEDIUM TERMI

The outlook for Canadian oil exports is even less favourable in the medium term
than in the near term. This is because the Canadian government has decided to
build a pipeline connecting Montreal to western supplies. The petroleum carried
in this line will have to come, at least initially, from oil exports to the United
States. This conclusion follows from the earlier discussion of capacity constraints
on Canadian oil production.

The earliest that the pipeline to Montreal can be completed is mid-1975, but
a more likely estimate is early 1976. The government has not as yet announced
the size or the route of the pipeline, but it has decided to place steel orders
immediately in preparation for an early start on construction. When the line has
been built, it apparently will not be operated at capacity except in the event of
an emergency, but this may change depending on world oil price and supply
developments. An unverified report is that the line will operate at half its capac-
itv, delivering about 250,000 barrels per day to Montreal. There would, in this
case, still be room for substantial imports into the Montreal market. Indeed,
'there is considerable sentiment for making the flow of this pipeline reversible
in the event that import prices should drop sharply or significant oil reserves
were to be found in the offshore Atlantic region.

In terms of its own energy planning, the United States will probably have to
operate on the assumption that the full capacity of the Montreal pipeline of
500.000 barrels per day would be filled in the event of a future oil emergency.
Thus, roughly half of the amounts of Canadian oil now exported to the United
States would 'be vulnerable to diversion to Canadian markets upon completion
of the Montreal line.
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Canada is just as committed as the United States to improving the security
of its oil supplies as quickly as possible. Therefore, the Montreal pipeline must
be regarded as a firm policy decision. There are, however, issues for negotiation
between the two countries, including the route of the line, possible increases in
the capacity of the Interprovincial Pipeline, which extends in part through U.S.
territory, and the regional distribution of Canadian oil cutbacks in ways that
.will provide the least disruption in the United States. It may be, for example,
that the United States would prefer to do without the Canadian oil now being
shipped to the west coast-it could be replaced with oil from Alaska-and main-
tain as much volume as possible to the midwest. Negotiations of these issues in a
spirit of cooperation could set the tone for future discussions involving longer-
term energy possibilities in which Canada can be looked to as a potential source
of increasing energy supplies.

THE LONGER TERM
Potential Projects

Table 7 outlines major new energy projects that are under serious considera-
tion in Canada at this time. Column 4 in this table gives a rough idea of potential
exports to the United States for these projects. The most immediate prospect
for increased energy supplies in more intensive development of the vast Canadian
tar sands and heavy oil deposits. Indeed, if the construction of the tar sands
plants proposed by Syncrude Canada Limited and Shell Canada Limited receive
government approval in the near future, Canadian oil production will be boosted
by about 250,000 barrels per day by the 1980s. This new production will help
to offset the impact of the Montreal pipeline on export levels.

While the Canadian government has indicated that it plans to encourage active-
ly the development of the tar sands, there are again very severe limits on the
pace with which this development can proceed. For one thing, it is not yet
feasible to extract oil from the large percentage of the tar sands that lies below
depths where strip mining is possible. If oil prices remain sufficiently high, in
situ techniques will be developed, but the Canadian government is anxious to
pace the rate of extraction so that it can be, to the extent possible, on an orderly
basis-"orderly" meaning that deeper depositts are utilized well before the lower-
cost deposits just below the surface are run down too extensively.

Another problem area in tar sands development concerns the logistical difficul-
ties involved in the construction of an operational extraction plant. This method
-of energy supply is highly capital-intensive (the plants cost up to $1 billion
and take three to four years to build), and there are limits on the rate at which
equipment, materials, and skilled manpower can be supplied for the construc-
tion process, to say nothing of the time it takes to provide for the infrastructure
needs of communities that wii have to be located near these plants. It might
be possible to handle these logistical problems without serious strain if develop-
ment proceeded at the rate of one 125,000-barrel-per-day plant every two years.
Rapid development of the Canadian tar sands would provide an important addi-
tion to Canadian petroleum reserves, and the Canadian government has indi-
cated that the development of the tar sands for export will be encouraged. How-
ever, it must be remembered that Canadian domestic energy needs are growing
rapidly, so oil from the tar sands will be needed to supplement production from
the conventional regions to meet Canadian demand. This will limit the extent
to which this new source of oil can contribute to meeting U.S. energy requirements
in the foreseeable future.

Arctic resources, particularly natural gas, provide a more substantial longer-
term source of potential exports to the United States. A gas pipeline from the
Mackenzie Delta to the midwest is a definitive possibility, provided that this
'pipeline can also carry gas from Prudhoe Bay in Alaska to achieve the economies
of scale necessary for commercial viability. All the Prudhoe Bay gas would, of
,course, be available to U.S. markets, together with a portion of the Canadian
gas. While this portion cannot be determined precisely until a ruling is made
by the National Energy Board, it could amount to as much as 1 billion cubic
feet per day.

The James Bay hydro-electric project, while vast in scale and in terms of
financing required, will not produce any export potential except for the purpose
of peak interchanges. Canada will need the power from this project by the time
it is completed in 1985.

Other major exploration programs, involving oil and gas in the Canadian
Arctic and the Atlantic offshore regions, are potentially promising, but results
:as of this time are such as to indicate caution. These projects are really long-term
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in the sense that deliveries could not be anticipated prior to the middle or late
19S0s.

The issue areas
This summer the Canadian government released an energy policy analysis that

indicated that Canada could have the potential to supply up to 10 percent of U.S.
oil requirements by 1985. (Ten percent of expected U.S. oil demand in 1985
would be about 2.5 million barrels per day, or about 2.5 times the level of Cana-
dian oil exports in 1972.) Exports at this level would require a major commit-
ment of real and financial capital and would imply considerable success ini
exploration activities and in the development of transportation technology.

Canada could therefore be a significant factor in the longer-term oil outlook
for the United States, provided the two countries decide that a major expansion
of their oil trade is appropriate. Before such a decision can be reached, however,
a number of major issues will have to be resolved, and we conclude this presen-
tation with a brief review of some of the elements of these issue areas.

From the U.S. standpoint, a determination must be made on the role it might
wish to see Canada play in the program President Nixon has called "Project
Independence." It is clear that in its search for increased self-sufficiency in energy
supplies, the United States is going to be accelerating the development of its
shale oil and of nuclear energy. (Canada, it might be noted, is still prevented
from exporting uranium to the United States by U.S. trade restrictions.) In addi-
tion, the United States is likely to make greater use of its large coal reserves in
the years ahead. Taken together, these energy sources provide potentially vast
amounts of fuel for the United'States, although at higher prices than Americans
have been accustomed to paying for their energy supplies.

Canadian energy from the tar sands and from the frontier areas is likely to
compare quite favourably in terms of price with alternative energy sources in
the United States, but this energy would not be as "secure" as domestic U.S.
sources. Therefore. the United States will have to evaluate the trade-off between
price and security in determining its approach to Canadian energy supply issues.
We would note that the decision to build the pipeline to Montreal. while it will
have short-run disruptive effects on exports to the United States. does make
Canada a more secure location in terms of additional energy supplies discovered
beyond those required for domestic consumption. In other words, Canada's efforts
to make its own supply situation more secure will, in the longer term, make
Canada a more secure source of energy exports to the United States.

On the Canadian side, the issue areas centre on questions arising from a desire
to ensurehbalanced economic development. Canada will have to make substantial
investments on its own in order to get the oil it needs for domestic consumption
out of the tar sands and the frontier. To push these developments even further
for export markets could have major repercussions for other sectors of the Cana-
dian economy. For example. Canada is likely to need up to five tar sands plants
costing nearly $5 billion in current dollars to meet its own oil needs during the
next decade. The tar sands will support many more plants than these five if ex-
port projects were to be approved, but the problems of mustering, say, another
$5 billion plus the men and materials needed for these projects would put a
severe strain on the economy-which is only one-tenth the size of the United
States.

Even if these problems were overcome by a joint Canada-U.S. development
program, there would be further obstacles once the plants began operating. Large
export-oriented energy projects in Canada would bring in substantial earnings of
foreign exchange, and these earnings could cause problems for a country that
is trying to run an economy composed of a balanced distribution between
manufacturing and resource-based industries. Just as massive trade deficits can
cause major economic dislocations. a large surplus can similarly disrupt a
nation's economic activities. The net earnings from energy exports would tend
to push up the exchange rate and make it more difficult for manufacturing and
perhaps even mining companies to compete in world markets. Therefore. such
export-oriented energy projects would be a mixed blessing in terms of Canada's
desire for balanced economic growth.

There are a number of ways that cooperative actions by Canada and the United
States could ease the potential strains that have been mentioned. Furthermore,
Canada has an interest in achieving such cooperative measures because of the
necessity to have access to U.S. markets to achieve the economies of scale in Its
frontier activities to make commercial development for Canadian markets more
efficient.
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We conclude on a cautious note. Canada is not likely to be all aggressive seller
of its surplus oil in the longer term. The United States, in turn, especially if it
has achieved the goals of "Project Independence." may not be an eager buyer of
Canadian oil. Therefore, if our two countries wish to see a cooperative approach
to North American energy problems in the longer-term outlook, they should recog-
nize that the longer they. wait to begin discussions towards this end, the greater
the likelihood that their national energy policies will evolve along quite separate,
although of necessity parallel, courses.

TABLE 1.-A COMPARISON OF THE USE OF OIL IN CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES, 1970

[Percentage of total energy demandl

Eastern
United Eastern United

Canada States Canada States

Oil -- ------ 45.0 44. 0 58 57
Gas -- 20.0 32.0 2 17
Coal -- 11.0 20.0 4 23
Hydro -- 24.5 4.0 36 2
Nuclcar --------------------- .2 .3 0 1

Total -100. 0 100. 0 100 100

Source: Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources, "An Energy Policy for Canada, Phase I", vol. I (Ottawa: Infor-
mation Canada, 1973), p. 33, table 3. The Chase Manhattan Bank, "Outloak for Energy in the United States to 1985" (New
York,June 1972) pp.30,34.

TABLE 2.-SOURCES OF OIL IMPORTS BY CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES

[Percent of total oil demand in 19731

Eastern
United Eastern Un ited

Canada X States 2 Canada ' States a

Arab imports ---- 15.4 4.3 30. 0 3.9
Non-Arab imports -------- 36.1 11. 5 70. 0 10.5
Product imports --- 17.0 35.5

Total imports ------------------- 51.5 32.8 100.0 50.9

I Based on "Oilweek" estimates of 1973 demand.
2 Based on imports and demand during lst quarter of 1973.

Sources: Donald S. Macdonald, Canada, "House of Commons Debates," Nov. 26, 1973 (Ottawa: Information Canada
19723), p.8138. Donaldson, Lufkin, &Jenrette Securities Corp., "Policy Bulletin," November 1973, p.10.

TABLE 3.-CANADA'S OIL EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES

lin thousands of barrels per dayl

1962 1972 1973

Domestic demand -938 1,589 1,650
Exports:

Crude oil - -236 951 1,175
Products - -16 193 (I)

Total demand - ------ ------------------- 1,190 2,733 (9

Production:
Crude oil -- 715 1,689 2,081
Gas plant LPG-- 16 130 160

Imports:
Crude oil - -369 757 850
Products - :-------------------------------------------- 83 142 0

Total supply -- ------- 1,183 2,718 3,091

X Not available.

Note: Exports as percent of Canadian production, 68 percent; Canadian share of U.S. market, 6 percent.

Sources: 1962 and 1972-Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources, "An Energy Policy for Canada, Phase 1,I
vol. I (Ottawa: Information Canada, 1973), pp. 38 and 127. 1973-Estimates by "Oilweek," Oct. 15, 1973, pp. 28, 30, 36.
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TABLE 4.-A BREAKDOWN OF CANADIAN CRUDE OIL EXPORTS, 1972-73

II n barrels per day]

Percent
1972 19731 increase.

Exports to U.S. west coast via trans-mountain pipeline -269, 000 275, 000 +2. 2
Exports to U.S. midwest via interprovincial pipeline -678,600 900, 000 +32:6

Total exports of crude oil -947, 000 1,175, 000 +24. 0

-1 9 months' shipments, adjusted to:an annual rate.
Source: "Oilweek," Oct. 15, 1973, p. 24.

TABLE 5.-CANADA'S NATURAL GAS EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES, 1962, 1972

11n billions of cubic feet per yearl

1962 1972'

Domestic demand 432 1,256
Exports 343 1,012

Total demand -775 2,268

Marketable production .769 2,252
Imports -- 6 16

Total supply -775 2,268

Exports as percent of Canadian production o45.0
Canadian share of U.S. market .' 4.2

Source: Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources, "An Energy Policy for Canada, Phase I," vol. I (Ottawa: Infor-
mation Canada 1973), pp. 41, 128.

TABLE 6.-CANADA'S TRADE IN ELECTRICITY WITH THE UNITED STATES, 1967, 1972

[in millions of kilowatt hoursl

1967 1972

Exports to United States- 3,994 10 372
Imports from United States -4, 181 .2,'- 440

Net exports -- 187 7,932

Net exports as percent of Canadian generation -- 0.11 3.33Z
Net exports as percent of U.S. generation --. 02 .46

Source: Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources, "An Energy Policy for Canada, Phase 1," vol. I (Ottawa: Infor-
mation Canada 1973), p. 129.



TABLE 7.-MAJOR POTENTIAL ENERGY DEVELOPMENTS IN CANADA

Price range in 1972Project Current status Potential output Possible export capacity dollars

1. Athabasca tar sands $8,000,000 to $1,000,- 1 plant of 125,000 barren per day it d- 65,000,000,000 barrels by open pit mining Asdany maasr5 plants needed to serve Cana $5 per barrel to $6.000,000 per plant. vancPd planning stage; a second one of 236.000,000,000 barrels in deeper forma. arket by 1985-any additional
the same size under serious coresidera- ti8ns, plants could euport.
lion. Construction takes 3 to 4 years.

2. Canadian arctic gas pipeline from Mac- Applications for conitruction permits ex- 2,000,000,000 ft3 from Alaska and 2,000- 2,000,000,000 ti of Alaskan gas and part $1 per thnusand cabickenzie Delta and Prudhoe Bay to the pectrd in 1974, requesting permission to 000,000 from Canada. of the Canadian gas, tent delivered toTidwest. $5,400,000,000. begin work in 1975-76 and begin' ex- south.
porting gas in 1978 or 1979.

3. James Bay hydroelectric project-north- Construction underway but beieg chat- 8,300 MW ---------------- None, except for peak interchanges. it mills delivered towestern Quebec. $6,000,000, 000. lenged in curts. 1st output espected in Montreal. 0
1981.0-

4. Polar gasprjc pipeline from King Feasibility studies underway. Technical Probablyabout4,000,000,000ft3perday-...A major portion could be exported...- -- ApproximatelyChritian islad to eastern Canada and problems in island hopping still'.to be $1.25*United States. Cost not known, solved. iglcatuttisogshvedelivered tohenr discovered. south.5. East toast offshore-off Nova Scotia and Eaploration results to date are not en- Not known----------------Exports would depend on needs of eaxtern Not known but*Newfoundland. Cost not known. couragiag. Canada. less than $1
per thoussnd
cabic tent.6 Mackenzie Valley oil pipeline from Mac- oil discoveries still not large enough to Probably about 2,000,000 barrels per day--- A major portion could be exported------$4 per barrel.kenzie Delta to xouthern Canada. justify work on pipeline preparation.

source: Judith Maxwell, "Energy From the Arctic: Facts and Issues" (Montreal and Washington: Canadian-American Committee, 1973). Department of Energy, op. cit.
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Chairman REUSs. Thank you, AIr. Beigie.
Mr. Gardner, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD N. GARDNER, PROFESSOR OF LAW AND

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Mr. GARDNER. In accordance with your request, I shall concentrate
on the implications of the Arab oil enibargo for U.S. foreign economic
poliev.

In August 1.941, Franklin Roosevelt and Winston Churchill imet on
a destroyer off Newfoundland to draft the Atlantic Charter. a state-
ment of postwar aims which could unite freedom-loving people every-
where in the fight against facism. The fourth paragraph of the char-
ter p oclaimed the principle of "access. on equal terms, to the trade and
to thle raw materials of the world."

The motivation behind the fourth paragraph of the Atlantic Char-
ter was simple. The leaders of the wartime alliance believed that peace
could not be achieved unless it had a sound economic basis. The experi-
ence of the first four decades of this century suggested that if countries
were denied access to raw materials and markets, they might be
tempted to secure them by force-or at least would seek to justify
aggression on the grounds that they were denied the opportunity to
meet their economic requirements through peaceful means.

Cordell Hull, the father of the trade agreements program, was a
believer in the theory that "if goods can't cross borders, armies will."

This perception of the close relation between economic policies and
peace had a profound influence not only on the Atlantic Charter but on
other wartime statements and on postwar planning.

Yet despite this background, international economic negotiations
from the end of the Second World War to the present time have
focused almost entirely on access to markets and have virtually ignored
the problem of access to supplies. The reason for this one-sided
emphasis is obvious-for most of the postwar period the central prob-
lem seemed to be how to avoid depression and unemployment by sell-
ing goods to other countries. Now, however, we are moving into an era
of resources scarcity and accelerating inflation-an era which requires
a new approach to international economic policy, or perhaps we should
say a return to the old and forgotten perceptions which lay behind the
fourth paragraph of the Atlantic Charter.

Raw material access has acquired a new importance for the United
States. By 1985 our country, even if it achieves energy self-sufficiency,
will be primarily dependent on imports for 9 of the 13 basic minerals
required by a modern industrial economy. As Lester Brown has pointed
out, within the relatively brief 15-year span of 1970-85:

We will have made the transition from being an essentially self-sufficient
country to-at least in terms of raw materials-a have-not country. We do not yet
appreciate the economic, social, and political consequences of this historically
abrupt transition.

The most dramatic- and threatening. development, of course, is the
Arab oil embargo, which has the explicit purpose of forcing the United
States and its allies in Europe and Japan to change their policies on
the Middle East. But-this is only the beginning. Other raw material
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suppliers, encouraged by the success of the oil embargo, are threaten-
ing to play the same game.

Representatives from 16 east and central African countries meeting
in Dar-Es-Salaam, Tanzania, on November 24, called for diplomatic
economic and other sanctions against the United States, Britain,
France, West Germany, Japan and Brazil unless they ceased "support"
for white minority regimes in southern Africa. The chairman of the
conference, Foreign Minister John W. S. Malecela of Tanzania, said
the sanctions could include a ban on both exports to and imports from
the United States and the other named countries. Although most of
the 16 countries do not possess materials of vital importance to us,
some of them such as Zaire, the former Belgian Congo, clearly do.

It should also be emphasized that the Arab countries have already
indicated that they intend to use their "oil weapon" for political pur.
poses beyond the Middle East. They are limiting oil shipments to
white minority regimes in southern Africa and in the light of the new
alliance that is developing between Arab and black African countries
the oil weapon may be used to force the United States and its allies
to change their policies on African and other issues even after a Middle
East settlement has been achieved.

Lest we adopt an unduly self-righteous attitude on these matters, we
should recognize frankly that the United States itself has been one
of the worst offenders in using trade controls in ways which have
adversely affected other countries.

As a result of congressional pressures, we limited trade with coun-
tries which gave assistance to Cuba or North Vietnam. Last summer,
we unilaterally cut off exports of soybeans and other agricultural prod-
ucts to our trading partners in Europe at the very time that we were
pressing them to modify policies of agricultural self-sufficiency and
become dependent on our production. And just this week the House of
Representatives passed a trade bill which denies most-favored-nation
treatment and trade credits to the Soviet Union until they grant free
emigration to Soviet citizens.

It is obvious from these examples that the whole concept of an open
and cooperative trading system is under serious attack. International
trade is becoming heavily "politicized." This trend is destroying the
traditions of reasonably free and nondiscriminatory access to markets
and supplies that are essential in an increasingly interdependent
world.

I have no easy SoutiOIL LO l-bli proulell, bUt Ido suggest flblat we bend
every effort to develop some new international rules and procedures
to assure equal access to raw materials-to put it more broadly, to
recognize the moral and legal imperatives of interdependence.

The present state of international law in this area is most unsatis-
factory. I don't have time to summarize all the GATT rules. They are
in my prepared statement. But in GATT we have a tangle of rules,
exceptions to the rules, and exceptions to the exceptions to the rules,
and it is extremely difficult to discern any coherent guidelines for
national policy. And, what is more to the point, all of these prin-
ciples are effectively vitiated by a subsequent GATT article (XXI)
which declares that nothing in the GATT shall be construed "to
prevent any contracting party from taking any action which it con-
siders necessary for the protection of its essential security in-

27-213-74 11
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terests * * * taken in time of war or other emergency in international
relations. * * *" Since we always seem to be in an emergency in inter-
national relations, this article is not particularly helpful.

It seems to me that a major U.S. objective in the forthcoming trade
negotiations should be to incorporate some new and stronger rules in
the GATT limiting the resort to export controls. At a minimum, the
new rules shoud prohibit the use of export or other controls for polit-
ical purposes. A country would not be permitted to cut off or threaten
to cut off exports in order to change another country's policies-al-
though latitude might have to be granted to permit countries to restrict
the export of weapons and national security information.

The new rules should also seek to define more precisely the economic,
conservation and other purposes for which exports can be limited and
should place greater emphasis on the need to take account of the
interests of others. Most important of all, since the rules on this com-
plex subject will inevitably require interpretation in specific circum-
stances, new GATT procedures should be created requiring advance
notice, consultation, authoritative interpretation of the rules and
settlement of disputes by impartial conciliation and arbitration com-
missions under GATT auspices.

Where countries are found to have violated the new principles and
fail to adjust their policies in accordance with multilateral decisions,
they should face the possibility of multilateral reprisals. If this can-
not be done through the GATT, it may have to be undertaken through
the OLECD or some other multilateral forum. In extreme situations,
multilateral sanctions may even have to be applied to countries that
are not GATT members, on the theory that their violation of broadly
agreed community standards are gravely threatening community
interests.

If we can propose cutting off air service to countries that give refuge
to hijackers, if we can contemplate denying port facilities to nations
that pollute the oceans with their tankers, we should certainly explore
the possibility of multilateral trade, aid and investment embargoes
on nations that threaten the world economy by arbitrarily withholding
vital raw materials.

I might add quickly that none of the Arab oil producing countries
is a party to GATT except for Kuwait and many of the 16 African
countries who made the declaration referred to earlier are also outside
the GATT.

However, a number of these Arab and African countries which are
not GATT members, including Saudi Arabia, have committed them-
selves in bilateral treaties with us to refrain from the very measures
of trade discrimination which they have recently aimed in our direc-
tion. So they are violating international law.

Moreover, all of these countries voted for U.N. Resolution 2625 of
the 25th General Assembly, entitled "Declaration of Principles of
International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation
Among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations,"
one of the key principles of which is the following:

No State may use or encourage the use of economic. political or any other
type of measures to coerce another State in order to obtain from it the subordina-
tion of the exercise over its sovereign rights and to secure from it advantages
of any kind.
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It was the Afro-Asian group in the United Nations, including the
Arab countries, that pressed hardest for the principle quoted above and
for the proposition that this principle was already part of interna-
tional law. Of course, their motive was to prevent the United States
and other industrialized countries from using economic power as an
instrument of political pressure. It is interesting that not a single
voice has been raised in the United Nations to cite this authoritative
declaration of the General Assembly since the Arab oil embargo
began.

You can imagine, Mr. Chairman, what the outcry would have been
if the United States, Canada and Australia had used their food weapon
the way the Arabs are using their oil weapon.

In a speech to the General Assembly in September, Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger announced the willingness of the United
States to negotiate a new instrument on the "Economic Rights and
Duties of States" as proposed by the Government of Mexico. The De-
partment of State has hitherto been reluctant to raise the issue of
export embargoes in these negotiations because of our unilateral cut-
off of agricultural supplies. I believe the Congress would be serving
the enlightened self-interest of our country if it passed a joint reso-
lution calling upon the President as a high priority matter to negotiate
in the United Nations and other forums on behalf of equitable and non-
discriminatory access to supplies as well as to markets.

I would also propose a top to bottom review of the pending trade
bill known as the "Trade Reform Act of 1973." I have suggested a
number of proposed amendments to that bill in our prepared state-
ment. Some of them have already been introduced in the Senate by
Senators Mondale and Ribicoff.

Let me make it clear that I am not proposing that we retaliate
against the Arab oil-producing countries at tis time. We should con-
tinue to work through quiet diplomacy for a fair Middle East settle-
ment and the termination of the oil embargo. But the negotiating po-
sition of the administration would be strengthened by some carefully
drawn amendments to the trade bill and by some carefully prepared
multilateral negotiations that put the oil-producing nations and others
on notice that they cannot wage economic war upon us with impunity.

We and other OECD countries are dependent on the Arab countries
for oil, but they look to the United States and our OECD partners for
food, medicines, industrial machinery, consumer goods, military aid,
and the technology and management skills of private investors. The
Soviet bloc is not in a position to fill the gap completely if the OECD
countries cut off these benefits; in any event, countries like Saudi
Arabia would think twice about becoming completely dependent on
the Communist countries. Thus economic warfare is a game that all
can play. Amendments of the trade bill and careful multilateral
diplomacy should provide due notice of this fact of life.

In implementing this new international economic policy of access
to raw materials, we should act multilaterally, not bilaterally, for at
least three reasons. The first is that in most cases a threat of reprisals
against raw material cutoffs vill have little practical significance
unless we have our OECD partners with us.

The second is that unilateral U.S. *action will look to others as a
destructive act of nationalism unless it is related to multilateral rules
and multilateral procedures.
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The third is that such an effort of "collective economic security"'
could degenerate into a North-South economic war unless it is based
on principles that are acceptable to a substantial number of developed
and developing countries.

In the next several years, the United States and the other industrial-
ized countries, in their enlightened self-interest, should commit them-
selves to a comprehensive set of new measures to assist the economic
development of the developing countries-more multilateral aid, more
market access for developing countries' exports, more transfer of
technology, a world food reserve, more private investment on mutually
satisfactory terms, revenue sharing from seabed exploitation, and the
issuance of special drawing rights to multilateral lending agencies. In
return, we can reasonably ask that the developing countries assure
the international community of reasonable and nondiscriminatory
access to raw materials and otherwise support the creation of a coopera-
tive world economic order.

In the international community, as in the nation state, there can be
no rights without responsibilities. Our recent neglect of the legitimate
interests of our industrialized trading partners and of the developing
countries has weakened their commitment to economic cooperation
and is beginning to backfire upon us. By giving greater priority to
the interests of others, we just might be able to negotiate that general
recognition of the obligations of interdependence which is necessary
to our survival in an interdependent world. The current disarray in
the Atlantic community as well as in the world as a whole will make
progress slow and difficult, but we could at least begin.

I would like to add a comment on the very important statement
which Mr. Kissinger made yesterday to the Pilgrims in London. This
seems to me an excellent beginning in reviving the commitment to in-
terdependence. He proposed a number of steps to revitalize the Atlan-
tic community, and very specifically for cooperation on energy
matters.

Perhaps I should just mention them briefly. He called for an energy
action group which would take initiatives in four areas:

First, to conserve energy through more rational utilization of exist-
ing supplies.

Second, to encourage the discovery and development of new sources
of energy.

Third, to give producers an incentive to increase the supply.
And fourth, to coordinate an international program of research to

develop new technologies that use energy more efficiently and provide
alternatives to petroleum.

He did not specifically propose sharing of the oil itself, but he did
make a general commitment that the United States is prepared to make
a very major financial and intellectual contribution to the objective of
solving the energy problem on a common basis.

It seems to me that this is a very important and indeed historic ini-
tiative which looks in the general direction which I have been ad-
vocating today.

Thank you.
Chairman REuss. I might say that those recommendations are sub-

stantially identical with those reached by a delegation of the U.S.
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Congress and the Parliament of Europe at Strasbourg last May,
almost word for word. And I agree, it is a good beginning.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gardner follows:]

PBEPAEED STATEMENT OF RicE1AsD N. GARDNER 1

I am grateful for your invitation to testify in these hearings on "The Eco-
nomic Impact of Petroleum Shortages." In accordance with your request, I shall
concentrate on the implications of the Arab oil embargo for United States foreign
economic policy.

In August 1941, Franklin Roosevelt and Winston Churchill met on a destroyer
off Newfoundland to draft the Atlantic Charter, a statement of postwar aims
which could unite freedom-loving people everywhere in the fight against facism.
The fourth paragraph of the Charter proclaimed the principle of "access, on
equal terms, to the trade and to the raw materials of the world."

The motivation behind the fourth paragraph of the Atlantic Charter was
simple. The leaders of the wartime alliance -believe that peace could not be
achieved unless it had a sound economic basis. The experience of the first four
decades of this century suggested that if countries were denied access to raw
materials and markets, they might be tempted to secure them by resort to force
or at least would seek to justify aggression on the grounds that they were denied
the opportunity to meet their economic requirements through peaceful means.

Cordell Hull, the father of the trade agreements program, was a believer in
the theory that "if goods can't cross borders, armies will." This perception of the
close relation between economic policies and peace had a profound influence not
only on the Atlantic Charter but on other wartime statements and no postwar
planning.

Yet despite this background, international economic negotiations from the
end of the Second World War to the present time have focused almost entirely
on access to markets and have virtually ignored the problem of access to supplies.
The reason for this one-sided emphasis is obvious-for most of the postwar
period the central problem seemed to be how to avoid depression and unemploy-
ment by selling goods to other countries. Now, however, we are moving into an
era of resource scarcity and accelerating inflation-an era which requires a new
approach to international economic policy, or perhaps we should say a return to
the old and forgotten perceptions which lay behind the fourth paragraph of the
Atlantic Charter.

Raw material access has acquired a new importance for the United States. By
1985 our country, even if it achieves energy self-sufficiency, will be primarily
dependent on imports for nine of the thirteen basic minerals required by a
modern industrial economy. As Lester Brown has pointed out, within the rela-
tively brief fifteen year span of 1970-1985, "we will have made the transition
from being an essentially self-sufficient country to-at least in terms of raw
materials-a have-not country. We do not yet appreciate the economic, social,
and political consequences of this historically abrupt transition."

The most dramatic and threatening development, of course, is the Arab oil
embargo, which has the explicit purpose of forcing the United States and its
allies in Europe and Japan to change their policies on the Middle East. But this
is only the beginning. Other raw material suppliers, encouraged by the success
of the oil embargo, are threatening to play the same game. Representatives from
16 East and Central African countries meeting in Dar-Es-Salaam, Tanzania on
November 24, called for diplomatic economic and other sanctions against the
United States, Britain, France, West Germany, Japan and Brazil unless they
ceased "support" for white minority regimes in Southern Africa. The Chairman
of the conference, Foreign Minister John W. S. Malecela of Tanzania, said the
sanctions could include a ban on both exports to and imports from the United
States and the other named countries. Although most of the sixteen countries
do not possess materials of vital importance to us, some of them, such as Zaire,
the former Belgian Congo, clearly do.

It should also be emphasized that the Arab countries have already indicated
that they intend to use their "oil weapon" for political purposes beyond the

I Richard N. Gardner is Professor of Law and International Organization at Columbia
University. He was Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for International Organization
Affairs in the Kennedy Administration and was a member of President Nixon's Commission
on International Trade and Investment Policy.
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Middle East. They are limiting oil shipments to white minority regimes in
Southern Africa and in the light of the new alliance that is developing between
Arab and black African countries the oil weapon may be used to force the
United States and its allies to change their policies on African and other issues
even after a Middle East settlement has been achieved.

Lest we adopt an unduly self-righteous attitude on these matters, we should
recognize frankly that the United States itself has been one of the worst offenders
in using trade controls in ways which have adversely affected other countries.
As a result of Congressional pressures, we limited trade with countries which
gave assistance to Cuba or North Viet Nam. Last summer, we unilaterally cut
off exports of soybeans and other agricultural products to our trading partners
in Europe at the very time that we were pressing them to modify policies of
agricultural self-sufficiency and become dependent on our production. And just
this week the House of Representatives passed a trade bill which denies most-
favored-nation treatment and trade credits to the Soviet Union until they grant
free emigration to Soviet citizens.

It is obvious from these examples that the whole concept of an open and co-
operative trading system is under serious attack. International trade is becoming
heavily "politicized." This trend is destroying the traditions of reasonably free
and non-discriminatory access to markets and supplies that are essential in an
Increasingly interdependent world.

Since the U.N. Charter, countries are no longer permitted to use force to
back up their economic claims. Quite apart from legal prohibition, such ac-
tions now entail costs and risks that make them politically undesirable. But
if the Atlantic Charter concept of equal access to raw materials cannot be
guaranteed by the use of force, we need to consider guaranteeing it in some
other way.

I have no easy solution to this prolem, but I do suggest that v-e bend every
effort to develop some new international rules and procedures to assure equal
access to raw materials. The present state of international law in this area
is most unsatisfactory. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade does con-
tain a general prohibition on the use of export and import controls (Article
XI) as well as a requirement that both export and import controls should
not discriminate between countries (Article I). Article XX of GATT permits
measures deviating from these and other GATT rules "relating to the conserva-
tion of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made effective in
conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption." The same
article also permits measures "essential to the acquisition or distribution of
products in general or local short supply: Provided that any such measures shall
be consistent with the principle that all contracting parties are entitled to an
equitable share of the international supply of such products...." These author-
izations of export restrictions are subject to the requirement that such meas-
ures "are not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of arbitrary
or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same conditions pre-
vail, or disguised restrictions on international trade. ... "

In this tangle of rules, exceptions to the rules, and exceptions to the excep-
tions to the rules, it is extremely difficult to discern any coherent guidelines
for national policy. And, what is more to the point, all of these principles are
effectively vitiated by a subsequent GATT article (XXI) which declares that
nothing in the GATT shall be construed "to prevent any contracting party from
taking any action which it considers necessary for the protection of its essen-
tial security interests . . . taken in time of war or other emergency in inter-
national relations....

It seems to me that a major U.S. objective in the forthcoming trade negotia-
tions should be to incorporate some new and stronger rules in the GATT
limiting the resort to export controls. At a minimum, the new rules should
prohibit the use of export or other controls for political purposes. A country
would not be permitted to cut off or threaten to cut off exports in order to
changes another country's policies (although latitude might have to be granted
to permit countries to restrict the export of weapons and national security
information). The new rules should also seek to define more precisely the eco-
nomic, conservation and other purposes for which exports can be limited and
should place greater emphasis on the need to take account of the interests of
others. Most important of all, since the rules on this complex subject will
inevitably require interpretation in specific circumstances, new GATT procedures
should be created requiring advance notice, consultation, authoritative inter-
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pretation of the rules and settlement of disputes by impartial conciliation and
arbitration commissions under GATT auspices.

Where countries are found to have violated the new principles and fail to
adjust their policies in accordance with multilateral decisions, they should face
the possibility of multilateral reprisals. If this cannot be done through the GATT,
it may have to be undertaken through the OECD or some other multilateral
forum. In extreme situations, multilateral sanctions may even have to be applied
to countries that are not GATT members, on the theory that their violation of
broadly agreed community standards are gravely threatening community inter-
ests. If we can propose cutting off air service to countries that give refuge to
hijackers, if we can contemplate denying port facilities to nations that pollute the
oceans with their tankers, we should certainly explore the possibility of multi-
lateral trade, aid and investment embargoes on nations that threaten the world
economy by arbitrarily withholding vital raw materials.

It may be useful to note at this point that none of the Arab oil producing coun-
tries is a party to GATT except for Kuwait and many of the sixteen African
countries who made the declaration referred to earlier are also outside the GATT.
However, a number of these Arab and African countries who are not GATT
members (including Saudi Arabia) have committed themselves in bilateral
treaties with us to refrain from the very measures of trade discrimination which
they have recently aimed in our direction. Moreover, all of these countries voted
for U.N. Resolution 2625 of the 25th General Assembly, entitled "Declaration of
Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation
Among States in Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations." In pro-
mulgating this resolution, the General Assembly declared that "the principles
of the Charter which are embodied in this Declaration constitute basic principles
of international law, and consequently appeals to all States to be guided by these
principles in their international conduct and to develop their mutual relations on
the basis of their strict observance."

One of the key principles of the Declaration is the following: "No State may use
or encourage the use of economic, political or any other type of measures to coerce
another State in order to obtain from it the subordination of the exercise over its
sovereign rights and to secure from it advantages of any kind."

It was the Afro-Asian group in the United Nations, including the Arab coun-
tries, that pressed hardest for the principle quoted above and for the proposition
that this principle was already part of international law. Of course, their motive
was to prevent the United States and other industrialized countries from using
economic power as an instrument of political pressure. It is interesting that not
a single voice has been raised in the United Nations to cite this authoritative
declaration of the General Assembly since the Arab oil embargo began.

In his speech to the General Assembly in September, Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger announced the willingness of, the United States to negotiate a new
instrument on the "Economic Rights and Duties of States" as proposed by the
Government of Mexico. The Department of State has hitherto been reluctant to
raise the issue of export embargoes in these negotiations because of our unilateral
cut-off of agricultural supplies. I believe the Congress would be serving the
enlightened self-interest of our country if it passed a joint resolution calling
upon the President as a high priority matter to negotiate in the United Nations
and other forums on behalf of equitable and non-discriminatory access to supplies
as well as to markets.

I would also propose a top to bottom review of the pending trade bill known
as the "Trade Reform Act of 1973." To promote our own and the general world
interest in access to supplies, we should consider amendments to the bill which
would:

Declare that access to supplies as well as access to markets is a major
purpose of the new legislation,

Direct the President to negotiate improved rules and procedures in GATT
and other international agreements covering export restrictions,

Direct the President to negotiate procedures for multilateral sanctions
through GATT or other international agreements against countries that injure
the international community by unjustifiable export controls,

Provide specific authority to the President to retaliate against such re-
strictions through U.S. export or import controls, the denial and economic and
military aid, and the prohibition of credits and foreign investment,

Authorize the granting of adjustment assistance to workers and firms
which are adversely affected by the denial of Imports as well as by an Increase
in imports.
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I understand that Senator Mondale, with the support of Senator Ribicoff, hasalready introduced some of the amendments suggested above in the United States
Senate.Let me make it clear that I am not proposing that we. retaliate against theArab oil-producing countries at this time. We should continue to work through
quiet diplomacy for a fair Middle East settlement and the termination of the oilembargo. But the negotiating position of the Administration would be strength-ened by some carefully drawn amendments to the trade bill and by some carefully-prepared multilateral negotiations that put the oil-producing nations and others
on notice that they cannot wage economic war upon us with impunity.

We and other OECD countries are dependent on the Arab countries for oil,but they look to the U.S. and our OECD partners for food, medicines, industrialmachinery, consumer goods, military aid, and the technology and management
skills of private investors. The Soviet bloc is not in a position to fill the gap com-
pletely if the OECD countries cut off these benefits; in any event, countries likeSaudi Arabia would think twice about becoming completely dependent on theCommunist countries. Thus economic warfare is a game that all can play. Amend-ments of the trade bill and careful multilateral diplomacy should provide due
notice of this fact of life.In implementing this new international economic policy of access to raw ma-terials, we should act multilaterally, not bilaterally, for at least three reasons.The first is that in most cases a threat of reprisals against raw materials cut-offs will have little practical significance unless we have our OECD partnerswith us. The second is that unilateral U.S. action will look to others as a destruc-tive act of nationalism unless it is related to multilateral rules and multilateral
procedures. The third is that such an effort of "collective economic security"
could degenerate into a North-South economic war unless it is based on prin.ciples that are acceptable to a substantial number of developed and developing
countries.In the next several years, the United States and the other industrialized coun-tries, in their enlightened self-interest, should commit themselves to a compre-
hensive set of new measures to assist the economic development of the develop-ing countries-more multilateral aid, more market access for developing coun-ties' exports, more transfer of technology, a world food reserve, more privateinvestment on mutually satisfactory terms, revenue-sharing from seabed ex-ploitation, and the issuance of special drawing rights to multilateral lendingagencies. In return, we can reasonably ask that the developing countries assure
the international community of reasonable and non-discriminatory access to rawmaterials and otherwise support the creation of a cooperative world economic
order.In the international community, as in the nation state, there can be no rights
without responsibilities. Our recent neglect of the legitimate interests of ourindustrialized trading partners and of the developing countries has weakened
their commitment to economic cooperation and is beginning to backfire upon us.By giving greater priority to the interests of others, we just might be able tonegotiate the kind of "world order bargain" necessary to our survival in aninterdependent world. The current disarray in the Atlantic community as well
as in the world as a whole will make progress slow and difficult, but we could at
least begin.
Chairman IREUSS. Please proceed, Mr. Saxonhouse.

STATEMENT OF GARY R. SAXONHOUSE, PROFESSOR OF
ECONOMICS, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

Mr. SAXONHOUSE. Mr. Chairman, today the Japanese economy sud-
denly seems uniquely vulnerable because of its heavy dependence onimports for its energy supplies. Fully 85 percent of Japanese energy
supplies are imported; 72 percent of Japanese energy is imported oil.
Among the industrialized nations of the world, only Italy and France
approach the quantity and quality of Japan's dependence.

At the same time, when the 25-percent cutback from the September
1973 output levels was announced by the Arab oil producers, it was
initially assumed that the consequences of this cutback would be mild
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for Japan by comparison with some western European' nations, or
even the United States. Because of heavy Japanese reliance on Iranian
oil only 41 percent of Japan's oil comes from those Arab oil producers
observing the cutback. By comparison, 63 percent of the Italian oil
supply, and 67 percent of the Dutch oil supply, and 75 percent of the
West German oil supply, comes from these Arab sources.

The first Japanese Government discussions this fall assumed that
Japan would simply be deprived of 25 percent of its Arab oil supply.
The total supply shortfall would be no more than 10 percent. This
mechanical estimate was clearly too optimistic. No allowance was made
for the continuously increasing energy needs of the Japanese economy.
A later estimate by the Government put the shortfall at 17 percent of
planned supply, and in mid-November the Petroleum Association of
Japan presented what at first blush appeared to be the incredible
estimate of a 25-percent shortfall for the last half of the current
Japanese fiscal year. Notice that both these estimates, but particularly
the trade association estimate, must assume some diversion of non-
Arab oil once destined for Japan.

Indeed, the trade association estimates assume 33- to 36-percent cut-
backs from planned imports from the entire Mideast during the period
December 1973 through March 1974. If correct, this means the very
substantial diversion of from 25 to 35 percent of Japan's Iranian oil
supply. The estimate also implicitly assumes a 15-percent diversion of
non-M ideast oil from Japan.

Are diversions of this magnitude credible? Seventy-five percent of
all crude oil deliveries to Japan -are made by the major international
oil companies. Most of these companies have announced cutbacks in
shipments to Japan. The aggregate publicly announced cutbacks, how-
ever, do not approach the estimate prepared by the Petroleum Associa-
tion of Japan.

Whether these diversions are or will be taking place is the nub of
Japan's current oil supply situation. If they are not taking place, then
Japan's oil shortfall is not so very different from the U.S. situation,
or from the situation that is common in some western European coun-
tries. If they are taking place, I think there is a policy issue here of
some importance. I will return to. this at the conclusion of my
statement.

In projecting the impact of the Arab cutback on the Japanese econ-
omy it should be understood that part of the shortfall between im-
ports and projected consumption of petroleum products can be made
up by stockpiles currently in Japan. It was previously projected that
on December 1 Japanese oil stockpiles would be equivalent to 57 days'
consumption. In the presence of such stockpiles it is unlikely that -the
shortfall in consumption during -the next Japanese fiscal year will be
greater than 15 percent of originally projected consumption.

'Of course, with less diversion and a change in Arab oil policies the
shortfall could be considerably smaller than this amount.

It was previously stated that with the exception of Italy and per-
haps France, Japan maintains an unusually heavy reliance on oil in
its total energy consumption. Compared with other nations it is also
true that an unusually large proportion of Japan's total available
energy is directly consumed in its industrial sector. In 1970, 57.5 per-
cent of total available energy in Japan was consumed in the industrial
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sector, while 23 percent of the available energy was consumed in the
household sector. By contrast, in both the United States and the
United Kingdom approximately 35 percent of the available energy
supply was consumed in each of those sectors respectively. There is
nothing particularly sinister at work here. Climate and the relatively
large proportion of Japanese GNP originating in the manufacturing
center account for most of this variation. Italy, again, has much in
common with the Japanese case. Nearly half of the Italian energy
supply is consumed in the industrial sector, while less than 30 percent
of the energy finds its way to the household sector. All this means that
proportional cutbacks across sectors of energy available will leave
relatively more industrial equipment idle in Japan and Italy.

In the United States proportionately more central heating systems,
and more recreational vehicles, and more light bulbs will be operating
below full capacity. While the relative welfare consequences of this are
always arguable, by most conventional indexes the consequences seem
less serious for the United States. Of course, cutbacks need not be
strictly proportional. By careful management economic disruption
could be minimized. The slack which must be economized on is typi-
cally presumed to be found in the nonindustrial sectors of the economy.
To the extent that these sectors are proportionately smaller in Japan
than elsewhere, this suggests that opportunities for economizing are
also less. Of course, size isn't everything, and so unusual opportunities
for cutbacks do exist in Japan. Japan has no Los Angeles. While pri-
vate automobile ownership has increased remarkably in the last 10
years, Japan's excellent mass transit system does make the automobile
somewhat superfluous. Notwithstanding this potential ray of sunshine,
the Japanese Government has for some weeks now recognized the in-
evitable, and has been moving to implement a 10-percent cut in the
energy made available to the 12 major industries which are, relatively
speaking, the heaviest consumers of energy.

Among these 12 industries are the steel, automobile, and shipbuild-
ing industries.

If the structure of Japan's energy relationships suggests serious dif-
ficulties, one still looks for more precise quantitative handles.

In the month and a half since the nature of the Arab cutback became
known, forecasters working in Tokyo have not hesitated to present
estimates of the future course of the Japanese economy. The consensus
of these estimates seems to be that with the actual consumption of pe-
troleum products 10 to 15 percent below the originally projected con-

sumption level, the real rate of growth of the Japanese economy for
the next fiscal year will be zero, or might decline bv as much as 5 per-
cent. Private plant and equipment investment will drop sharply and
an al ready high rate of inflation will accelerate.

Still more pessimistic forecasts could be generated if the Petroleum
Association of Japan's oil supply outlook is taken seriously and extrap-
olated through the next Japanese fiscal year. The decline in Japanese
GNP might go as high as 10 percent. One can handily minimize the
consequences of 5- or 10-percent declines in the GNP, however small
the probability of their occurring might be. One has to go back 2.5
vears to the postwar reconversion period of both the United States and
Japan to find domestic dislocations comparable in magnitude. Even
those experiences do not stand close comparison. The whole fabric
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of postwar Japanese business practice, the highly leveraged capital
structure of large corporations, and the so-called permanent employ-
ment system, to cite two well-known examples, are intimately con-
nected with Japanese rapid real growth. The adjustment process for
Japanese business in circumstances of very low or negative real GNP
growth will surely be most difficult.

Before proceeding I should probably return to what I can well
imagine must be a familiar refrain throughout these hearings. These
aggregate forecasts should not be taken too seriously. Even if the
petroleum supply input into the forecast models are correct-and there
are some reasons for believing that for the next Japanese fiscal year
the forecasts are too pessimistic-Japanese forecasters, as their Ameri-
can counterparts, presumably, have very limited experience in short-
term, macroeconomic forecasting under the constraint of energy short-
age. One suspects that the way in which energy variables are in-
troduced into these forecasting models will undergo increasing(r sophis-
tication in the coming months.

Be that as it may, it is still fair to ask what impact the potential
deterioration or slowdown in the Japanese economy might have on
United States-Japan economic relations, and in particular on the $15
billion overseas trade between the two countries. During the years of
very large and growing bilateral imbalance between Japan and the
United States, it was continuously demonstrated that U.S. exports to
Japan were relatively income inelastic. This is hardly surprising when
roughly 70 percent of American exports to Japan are agricultural and
nonagricultural raw materials. Income inelasticity hurts when your
trade partner is growing very rapidly. But in the event of a slow-
down, the negative impact is buffered. In any event, given the current
supply and demand relationships in these American industries, it is
hard to imagine that a decline in Japanese demand is an unhappy
consequence for this country.

Insofar as imports from Japan are concerned, one sees little cause
for major alarm, though it is regrettable that the American consumer
will no longer be able to look to Japan as a source of high quality
products whose low prices help to dampen our own domestic inflation.
Fully 50 percent of the Japanese exports to the United States are
being produced in industries whose energy supplies are being tightly
constrained by the Japanese Government. This being the case, it is
questionable whether even the Japanese small car manufacturers will
be able to take full advantage of the new opportunities available in
the American market.

If I am correct in doubting that a Japanese calamity, if it does occur,
in isolation from other developments, will have serious economic con-
sequences for this country, is there anything the United States should
be doing to help prevent the deterioration of the Japanese economy3?
I do not believe it would be wise to divert to Japan on a bilateral basis
oil that would otherwise be shipped to this country. Such a diversion
would only be wise as part of a multilateral pooling arrangement taken
with the full cooperation of the West European countries. Any bi-
lateral United States-Japan arrangement would expose Japan to the
Arab nations as a lever from which pressure could be exerted on the
United States.

What the United States should do, however, is to insure that the
oil which Japan is entitled to under the constraint of the Arab cut-
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back is not diverted to the United States, as has already been done
in the case of some Indonesian oil, or to any other country whose energy
shortage appears less severe than the difficulties Japan now faces.
The legitimacy of any diversion by the administrative fiat of an in-
ternational oil company must be in question. The possibility that al-
most 10 percent of Japan's energy supply may be diverted on this
basis seems unthinkable. To date there can be no hard evidence that
the estimate of the Petroleum Association of Japan is correct. If
the estimate proves correct, and if done without the acquiescence of
the Japanese Government, diversion of oil meant for Japan by the
actions of the American-managed companies hardly seems consonant
with the long-term interests of the United States. Rightly or wrongly,
by such actions multinational corporations everywhere seem in dan-
ger of being indelibly tainted as partisans of narrow home country
interests at whatever cost to the host countries. AMore concretely, such
actions only further serve to accelerate Japanese competition with
other oil-consuming nations for participation in new producers'
projects in the Mideast and elsewhere at just the time when more co-
operation among oil consumer countries and less participation in pro-
duction might very well be the sensible order of the day.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mir. Saxonhouse follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GARY R. SAXONHOUSE

Mr. Chairman, as recently as eight months ago, it would have been quite
typical for your Subcommittee to have held hearings on the international conse-
quences of Japan's very large, open and very rapidly growing economy. Had
such hearings been held, the Japanese economy might have been characterized
as a serious menace to American markets and jobs. Again Japan might have been
singled out as a prime culprit in the destruction of the post-war international
financial system. Eight months ago, Jarge, influential segments of American
public opinion held that the remarkable, rapidly increasing efficiency and ca-
pability of the hard-working Japanese people, and the consequent threats posed,
presented the Western economic system with a worrisome,source of instability.
The popular. press presents a rather different picture today. Japan is a dinosaur, a
pitiful, helpless giant. Japan flourished in the very special conditions of the first
tvwenty-five post-war years. The liberal, international commercial and financial
norms which were once very widely shared, were virtually indispensable in
Japan's rapid recovery and development. Whether these norms can ever be so
widely shaped remains suspect. This new American pessimism regarding Japan
is vividly reflected in the American. foreign exchange and equity markets. In
Chicago, yen for future delivery are being sold at a heavy discount from their
spot value. In New York, listed Japanese securities are being sold at even
heavier discounts from their real asset value. In evaluating the seriousness
of this new crisis this rapid turnabout in public opinion should not be ignored.

On the surface, Japan suddenly seems uniquely vulnerable because of its
heavy dependence on Imports for its energy supply. Fully 85.0% of Japanese
energy supplies are imported. 72% of Japanese energy is imported oil. Among
the industrialized nations of the world only Italy and France approach the
quantity and quality of Japan's dependence. At the same time, when the 25%
cutback from the September 1973 output levels, together with the Netherlands
and American embargo, was announced by the Arab oil producers, it was initially
assumed that the consequences of this cutback would be mild for Japan by com-
parison with some Western European nations or even the United States. Because
of heavy Japanese reliance on Iranian oil only 41% of Japan's oil comes from
those Arab oil producers observing the cutback. By comparison, 63% of the
Italian oil supply, 67% of the Dutch oil supply and 70% of the West-German oil
supply comes from these Arab sources. The first Japanese government discussions
assumed that Japan would simply be deprived of 25% of its Arab oil supply. The
supply shortfall would be no more than 10%. This mechanical estimate was
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clearly too optimistic. No allowance was made for the continuously increasing
energy needs of the Japanese economy. A later estimate by the government put
the shortfall at 17% of planned supply, and in mid-November the Petroleum
Association of Japan estimated the shortfall as high as 23%. Both these estimates
refer to the last half of the current Japanese fiscal year. Again, both these esti-
mates, but particularly the trade association estimate, must assume some diver-
sion of non-Arab oil once destined for Japan. Indeed, the trade association
estimates assume 33%-o36% cutbacks from planned imports for the entire Mlid-
East during the period December 1973 through March 1974.

If correct, this means very substantial diversion (25%-3.5%) from Japan to
Iranian oil. The estimate also implicitly assumes a 15% diversion of non-Mid-East
oil from Japan. Are diversions of this magnitude credible? 75% of all crude oil
deliveries to Japanese are made by the major international oil companies. Most
of these companies have announced cutbacks in shipments to Japan. The aggre-
gate publicly announced cutbacks, however, do not approach the estimates pre-
pared by the Petroleum Association of Japan.

In projecting the impact of the Arab cutback on the Japanese economy, itshould be understood that part of the shortfall between imports and projected
consumption of petroleum products can be made up by stockpiles currently in
Japan. It was previously projected that on December 1 Japanese oil stockpiles
would be equivalent to fifty-seven days consumption. In the presence of such
stockpiles it is unlikely that the shortfall in consumption during the next
Japanese fiscal year will be greater than 15% of originally projected consumnption.
Of course, with less diversion and a change in Arab oil policies the shortfall
would be considerably smaller than this amount.

It was previously stated that with the exception of Italy and perhaps France,
Japan has an unusually heavy reliance on oil in its total energy consumption.
Cross-nationally an unusually large proportion of Japan's total available energy
is consumed in the household sector. In 1970, 57.5% of total available energy
in Japan was consumed in the industrial sector, while 23% of the available energy
was consumed in the household sector. By contrast, in both the United States
and the United Kingdom approximately 35% of the available energy supply was
consumed in each of these sectors respectively. There is nothing particularly
sinister at work here.

Climate and the relatively large proportion of Japanese GNP originating in
'the manufacturing sector account for most of the variation. Italy, again, has
much in common with the Japanese case. Nearly half of the Italian energy
supply is consumed in the industrial sector while less than 30% of the energy
finds its way to the household sector. This means that equiproportionate cut-
backs across sectors of energy available will leave proportionately more indus-
trial equipment idle in Japan and Italy. In the United States, proportionately
more central heating systems, more recreational vehicles, and more light bulbs
will be operating below full capacity. While the relative welfare consequences of
this are always arguable, by most conventional indices the consequences seem less
serious for the United States. Of course, cutbacks need not be strictly prdpor-
tional. By careful management economic disruption could be minimized. The slack
which must be economized is typically presumed to be found in the non-industrial
sectors of the economy. To the extent that these sectors are proportionately
smaller in Japan than elsewhere, this suggests that opportunities for economiz-
ng are also less. of course, size isn't everything and some unusual opportuni-
ties for cutbacks do exist in Japan. Japan has no Los Angeles. While private
automobile ownership has increased remarkably in the last ten years in Japatn.
Japan's excellent mass transit system does make the automobile somewhat
superfluous. Notwithstanding this potential ray of sunshine, the Japanese have
for some weeks now recognized the inevitable and have been moving to imple-
ment a 10% cut in the energy made available to the twelve major industries
which are relatively the heaviest consumers of energy. Among these twelve indus-
tries are steel, automobile and shipbuilding industries.

If the structure of Japan's energy relationships suggest serious difficulties,
one still looks for more precise quantitative handles. In the month and one half
since the nature of the Arab cutback became known, forecasters working in Tokyo
have not hesitated to present estimates of the future course of the Japanese
economy. The consensus of these estimates must be that with an actual consump-
tion of petroleum products 10%-15% below the originally projected consumption
the real rate of growth of the Japanese economy for the next fiscal year will be
zero or might decline by as much as 5%. Private plant and equipment investment
will drop sharply and an already high rate of inflation will accelerate. The
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special reduced form equations for at least one of the better known Japanese
forecasting models can be inferred and if one extrapolates the Petroleum Asso-
ciation of Japan's pessimistic outlook for the entire fiscal 1974 and if one
assumes that the Japanese authorities will be unwilling to completely draw down
Japanese stockpiles for whatever reason during the next year, then the decline
in Japanese GNP could be put as high as 10%. One can hardly minimize the conse-
quences of 5% or 10% declines in the GNP. One has to go back twenty-five
years to post-war reconversion periods of both the United States and Japan to
find dislocations comparable in magnitude. Even those experiences are hardly
comparable. The whole fabric of Japanese business practice, the highly-leveraged
capital structure of large corporations and the so-called permanent employment
system, to cite two well-known examples, are more than likely artifacts of
Japanese rapid real growth. The adjustment process of Japanese business, may be
most difficult.

Before proceeding I should probably return to what I can well imagine must
be a familiar refrain throughout these hearings. These aggregate forecasts
should not be taken too seriously. Even if the petroleum supply input into the
model is correct (and there are some reasons for believing the forecasts to be
too pessimistic), Japanese forecasters (as their American counterparts, presum-
ably) have very limited expreience in short term macro-economic forecasting
under the constraint of energy-shortage induced excess capacity. One suspects
that the way which energy is entered into these forecasting models will undergo
increasing sophistication in the coming months.

Be that as it may, it is still fair to ask what impact the potential deterioration
or slowdown of the Japanese economy might have on U.S.-Japan economic rela-
tions and in particular on the $15 billion overseas trade between the two coun-
tries. During the years of the very large and bilateral trade deficit between
Japan and the United States, it was continuously demonstrated that U.S. ex-
ports to Japan were relatively income inelastic. This is hardly surprising when
roughly seventy percent of American exports to Japan are agricultural and
non-agricultural materials. Income inelastically hurts when your trade partner
is growing very rapidly, hut in the event of slowdown the negative impact is
buffered. In any event. given the current supply-demand, relationships in these
industries. it is hard to imagine that a decline in demand is socially deleterious.

In so far as imports from Japan are concerned, one sees little cause for major
concern, though it is regrettable that the American consumer will no longer
he able to look to Japan as a source of high quality products whose low prices
help to dampen domestic inflation. Fully 50% of the Japanese exports to the
United States are being produced in industries whose energy supplies are
being tightly constrained, by the government. This being the case, it is ques-
tionable whether even the Japanese small-car manufacturers will be able to
take full advantage of the new opportunities available in the American market.

If I am correct in doubting that a Japanese calamity, if it does occur, in
isolation from other developments. will have serious economic consequences
for this country, is there anything the United States should do to help prevent
the deterioration of the Japanese economy? I do not believe it would be wise
to divert to Japan on a bilateral basis oil that would otherwise be shipped to
this country. Such a diversion would only be wise as part of a multilateral
pooling arrangement taken with the full cooperation of the West European
countries.

Any bilateral U.S.-Japan arrangement would expose Japan to the Arab
nations as a lever from which pressure could be exerted in the United States.
What the United States should do. however, is to ensure that oil which Japan
is entitled to under the constraint of the Arab cutback is not diverted to the
United States, as has already been done in the case of some Indonesian oil,
or to any other country whose energv shortage appears less severe than .Tana-
nese problems. The legitimacy of any diversion br the administrative flat
of an international oil company must be in question. The possibility that almost
10% of Japan's energy supply may he diverted seems unthinkable. To date
there can be no hard evidence that the estimate of the Petroleum Association
of Japan is correct. If the estimate proves correct, and if done without the
acquiescence of the Japanese government, diversion of oil meant for Japn
by the actions of American managed companies hardly seems consonant with
the long term interests of the United States. Rizhly or wrongly, the multi-
national coropration seems in danger of being indelibly tainted as a partisan
of narrow home country interests at whatever cost to the host country. More
concretely, such actions only further serve to accelerate Japanese competi-
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tion with other consuming nations for participation in new producers' projects
in the Mid-East and elsewhere at just the time when more cooperation among
all consumer countries and less participation in production might very well
be the sensible order of the day.

Chairman REUSS. Thank you very much, Mr. Saxonhouse.
We will now hear from Mr. Michel Vaillaud.

STATEMENT OF MICHEL VAILLAUD, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
SCHLUMBERGER, LTD.

Mr. VAILLAUD. Thank you.
I would like to express my gratitude to the Joint Economic Com-

mittee for giving me the opportunity to testify on energy matters
during the present hearings of the Subcommittee on International
Economics.

SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS OF THE PRESENT ENERGY SITUATION

I would draw your attention to the fact that I have very recently
left the Oil and Gas Department of the French Government and I am
therefore obliged to observe a certain discretion in affairs related to
oil. However, the possibly very damaging effects of the present energy
situation on the economies of the world and its very different impact
on the American and on the European economies, led me to accept
your kind invitation to address you with the following comments.

A prepared statement has been given to you which tries to stress
certain important features of the present situation.

I do not intend to make a detailed presentation of this prepared
statement but I will be glad to answer any questions you may wish to
raise on this document. The following is a summary.

A fundamental cause of our present difficulties-at least as impor-
tant as the consequences of the current upsurge of the Israel-Arab
conflict-is the difficulty of adjusting the long term balance between
supply and demand. In the absence of drastic change in both con-
sunming habits and source of supply, the world economy will be unable
to face the continuing increase in demand due to the population growth
already in progress and to the necessity for a continuous improve-
ment in the conditions of life of the less favored.

In the absence of such a change, oil supply would have to reach at
least 200 million barrels per day in the year 2000.

Even in 1985 imports to Europe and the United States may have
to go as high as 27 and 17 million barrels per day, respectively. The
Middle East reserves would be just sufficient to achieve such an im-
portant program: This would bring the production of that region well
above 50 million barrels per day or would represent more than 25 per-
cent of total world energy supply. This seems unlikely to be achieved
but solutions for the long term exist.

Increase the rate of construction of nuclear plants, reduce the delay
of having them put into operation, switch to electric heating of houses
and plants.

Increase coal production, mainly in the United States.
Develop R. & D. program that will give new technology for pro-

duction of liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons from coal.
Make unprecedented efforts to locate offshore oil on Continental

Shelves, deep gas in the United States and deep sea oil and gas around
Europe.
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None of these measures is likely to produce any real effect for sev-
eral years-the first favorable changes may come from North Sea
production which will rise rapidly to 3 million barrels per day from
opening up the Alaska North Slope for production and from U.S. coal
production.

It will take at least 10 years to produce a more satisfactory situation.
Let us turn now to the more immediate problems; that is, the effects

of the Arab embargo during the winter 1973-74 on the economies of
different countries, mainly in the United States and Europe.

According to the most reliable estimates it seems that the reduction
of supply in that period will be of the order of 6 million barrels per day
or a little more, of which 1.9 million barrels per day will be for the
United States, both for direct crude imports and for products imported
from the Caribbean and European refineries; 2.3 million barrels per
day will be for Europe; 0.9 million barrels per day for Japan; and
0.95 million barrels per day for the rest of the world.

The primary effects of these cuts are widely different, according to
the importance of domestic oil production and of other sources of
energy.

Here I show the effect of cuts in oil imports on oil supply and energy
consumption.

The United States, for a cut of 30 percent of oil imports, 11 percent
of oil supply, and 5 percent of energy consumption.

Europe, for a cut of 15 percent of oil imports, 15 percent of oil sup-
ply, and 10 percent of energy consumption.

Japan, for a cut of oil imports of 18 percent, 18 percent of oil supply,
and 14 percent of energy consumption.

Then the total embargo on both direct and indirect imports to the
United States has a far less serious impact on total energy supply in
this country compared to the reduced and sometimes "friendly" limi-
tations of oil shipments to Europe or Japan.

Moreover, this impression is reinforced by the very different abilities
of these three economic entities to reduce leisure and comfort consump-
tion: In that sense the effect of any reduction of gasoline consumption
will make a far greater contribution to restoring the balance in the
United States compared to Europe.

Some figures are given in the prepared statement, which show how
different the gasoline consumption in the United States, Europe, and
Japan is.

So considering the relatively limited reduction of the U.S. supply
and the feasibility of an acceptable reduction in gasoline consumption,
and in the level of home and plant heating, no reduction in industrial
activity should be feared.

We must, however, keep in mind that, as the U.S. economy is in the
process of developing very fast its oil imports, mainly from the Middle
East, the situation may, in fact, be more difficult in the next 2 years
than during this winter.

Further, I should also point out that the negative effect of the crisis
on the car industry and on the industries tied to the uses of cars, may
be more than compensated for by the production resulting from the
investment in coal mines, nuclear plants, and increased exploration
for petroleum. Even the necessity to adapt the assembly lines to the
production of smaller cars may represent an additional activity.
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The prospects for Europe and Japan are completely different. The
reduction of supply ranges from a level of 11 to 15 percent; a decrease
in gasoline consumption and heating oil uses is unlikely to be sufficient
to meet such a reduction. It seems that, in these circumstances, reserve
stocks will have to be used to a very large extent and that at least
an absence of economic growth must be forecast for the year 1974,
with the exception of France-whose stock position and supply situa-
tion may be more favorable, mainly stock position.

So the immediate effects of the oil embargo will be absorbed more
easily by the American economy than by the European and Japanese
economies. Incidentally, this conclusion is reinforced by the widely
different consequences of the recent increase in oil prices: Europe,
which imports nearly all of its oil supply, will face a supplementary
import bill of at least $10 billion; the United States, whose domestic
production still accounts for more than 60 percent of their total oil
supply, will pay considerably less.

But the present crisis might also be a necessary, and in the long run,
beneficial factor in awakening public opinion all over the world. As
far as I know, many Government officials and oil company executives
were well aware of the coming difficulties in the world of energy. But,
in many cases, it appeared impossible to overcome the skepticism of
those who, also with some real justification, have fought to maintain
a certain concept of the way of life, and to protect the environment.

The Arab embargo on oil is likely to bring very different con-
sequences to the United States and to Europe and Japan. This will be
my conclusion. It may be an occasion for renewed strength of the
American economy; the United States has the natural and technical
resources to surmount the present situation and is now faced with the
kind of challenge which it has always overcome in the past.

On the other hand, even if Europe and Japan move very confidently
to a large nuclear effort and unprecedented development of petroleum
exploration, this crisis would have emphasized their fundamental
weakness-the absence of a significant domestic energy supply.

This enforced awakening may, however, hasten in Europe the move
toward political unity.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Vaillaud follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHEL VAILLAUD

SOME RASTC (,.ONRTDERATTONs OF TrTE PRESENT RNFROY STT1JATTON

First, we must keep in mind the difficulties we are facing to-day are part of a

continuing situation-the extreme difficulty in achieving a satisfactory balance

between supply and demand for energy until the end of the present century, or

at least until 1985.
Here are some figures concerning that balance:
The total world demand for oil as a source of energy is expected to double

every fifteen years, increasing from 101 MB/D oil equivalent in 1970 to 210 MB/D

oil equivalent in 1985 and 400 MB/D oil equivalent in 2000 and showing a rate

of growth of the order of 5% per year.
Many experts differ about these figures, expecting a more rapid slowdown

in the rate of growth of that demand: but it must be remembered that the "con-

suming population" of the years around 2000 is already born and that the rate

of increase in the numbers of energy consumers is unlikely to be less than 2%

per year until the end of this century.
This leaves only a possibility for growth of the energy consumption per capita

of less than 3% per year which seems likely to be correctly estimated if you
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consider the political necessity for improving living conditions in developing
countries and of the leIfs favored people in industrial powers-USA, Europe,
Japan and USSR.

How will the world's economy be able to meet such increasing demand?
It seems feasible to do this with a crash program for nuclear energy and for

coal production. It does not appear likely that other sources of energy such as
direct utilisation of solar heat will be of any significance before the end of the
century.

The nuclear energy and coal supply are to a certain extent limited in their
ability to meet the increasing demand.

Nuclear energy will be limited for a long period of time to the generation of
electricity; its rate of growth is therefore directly connected to the construc-
tion of additional electricity plants. Assuming that all new plants will be nuclear
from now on, the total contribution of nuclear energy to world energy supply
will still be under 10% in 1985 and very likely not much above 25% in 2000.

This supposes, in any case, a drastic reduction in the period of time which
is required to build a nuclear plant, from the moment of decision to the time
when it is actually in full production: that period to-day seems to be more than
10 years in the USA, about 7 years in Europe and might be reduced to 5 years
in the USA and 6 years in Europe. This supposes also a drastic switch to home
heating by electricity, mainly in Europe, and the conversion of oil refineries to
the use of nuclear heating.

Nuclear energy is only a partial solution to the present situation and not
likely to have any effect before 1980. One additional advantage is that it repre-
sents a common solution for the USA, Europe, Japan and any other industrial
society.

Coal may also be an excellent and more readily available source of energy.
Experts see no technical difficulties to increasing very rapidly coal production
in the USA. This may also be done in China, South Africa and Australia. How-
ever, it seems that coal production is unable to achieve any growth in Europe
where its competitive situation, despite the increasing price of oil, is still un-
favorable, with the exception of certain British and German pits.

In addition, coal use is essentially most suitable for electricity generation which
is more likely to become dependent upon nuclear reactors. An increase in coal
production does not directly fit the demand for car and aircraft fuel, and is not
easily accepted as a modern home heating method, except perhaps for urban
heating.

Any increased contribution of coal as a primary energy source is unlikely
to be achieved unless an impressive R&D program is begun to transform coal
into liquid or gaseous hydrocarbon products: that will not be done for a few
years.

Further, even if every effort is made immediately to speed up the construction
of nuclear plants and of coal production. the balance of the demand must still
be met by increasing very rapidly supplies of oil and gas. The following table
gives a probable evolution of the pattern of world supply (in millions bf barrels
per day of oil equivalent)

1970 1985 2000

Coal -32 46 65
Hydraulic -4 6 10
Nuclear -- 18 110
Gas - - 18 35 64
Oil 46 104 160

Total -100 210 400

It shows that only a large increase in the supply of oil can match the world
demand and, this I reiterate, even with considerable impetus given to the devel-
opment of coal and nuclear energy. Without going into too detailed examination
of the possibility of increasing oil production as high as 100 BIB/D in 1985 and
210 MB/D in 2000, let me point out that the Middle East production, even in
the most optimistic view, will not exceed 50 MB/D.

To understand the present situation, I must also emphasize that the picture
given above of the global balance between energy supply and demand masks
very different prospects for the USA and for Europe (See Appendices 1 and 2).
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First, the immediate availability of coal and the importance of domestic oil

and gas production makes the American picture a much more favorable one than
the European one.

Secondly, gasoline represents a very different proportion of the production of

petroleum products in the USA and in Europe-more than 40% in the US versus
less than 15% in Europe. This gives potential flexibility to adapt the demand to

a reduced supply without disturbing the rate of growth of the industrial sector.

The following table of comparative product consumption emphasizes these

differences:
[in percenti

USA Europe Japan

Gasoline-41 14 9
Mid-distillates-2 0- - 55
Heavy fuel oil ------- 1- 23 40 30
Others- 13

Total 100---- -------------- ----------------- loo loo loo

Actually, oil consumption in Europe and in the USA are now very close (16

MB/D in Europe, 18.5 MB/D in the USA): Europe consumes slightly more

heating oil and fuel oil than the USA but this country consumes five times more
gasoline than Europe.

APPENDIX 1

SUPPLY OF ENERGY FOR UNITED STATES

[Figures in million barrels per day oil equivalentl

1970 1985 2000

Coal ---------------------------------------------- 6.6 12/15 20/25
Hydraulic- 12 2 2
Nuclear - -------------------------------------------- 0. 2 8 34
Oil:

Domestic and Canada -10.4 12/15 12/15
Shales/tar sands - - -8/10
Imported excluding Canada -4.0 17/. 16/-

Domestic -11.2 8/10 8/10
Imported-

Total -34. 0 62/60 106/100
Oil and gas imported as percent of total energy - 13.0 33/16 20/4
Imported oil as percent of total oil supply -28.0 60/30 40

APPENDIX 2

SUPPLY OF ENERGY FOR EUROPE

[Figures in millions of barrels per day oil equivalentl

1970 1985 2000

Coal:
Domestic- 5.4 3.0 2. 4
Imported --. 2 1.8

Hydraulic -1. 6 1. 6 1. 8
Nuclear - :---------------------------- .2 5.0 31. 0
Oil and gas:

Domestic- 1. 4 9.0 12.0
Imported -11.8 23.2 29.0

Total 20.6 42.0 78. 0
Oil and gas imported as percent of total energy.--- -- ------- ------ 58.0 56. 0 39.0

Chairman R.Euss. Thank you very much.
Mr. Saxonhouse suggested that the United States share oil with

Japan, but only as part of a multilateral sharing agreement, includ-
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ing Europe and perhaps Canada as well. I would like to ask Mr.
Beigie and Mr. Vaillaud whether they would have any comment on
that proposition as it affects, respectively, Canada and Europe.

Mr. Beigie.
Mr. BEnIE. The first point, of course, is that Canada has to per-

ceive itself as having something to share on the domestic side. At
the present time, conservation measures that are being adopted in
Canada in some sense provide the possibility for exportation, even in
a bilateral or multilateral effort, are just not likely to have much
effect.

I would suspect that the Canadian Government position would
be very close to that taken by Mr. Saxonhouse, that it should be a
multilateral effort.

My colleague may have something to say today about that.
Chairman REUSS. Do you have anything to add, Ms. Maxwell?
Ms. MAXWELL. Not today, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman REUSS. Mr. Vaillaud?
Mr. VAILLAUD. Mr. Chairman, I believe the second table in my

prepared statement is a good way to look at the question you raise.
Asking the United States to import less oil, so that the Japanese
economy will have more, will mean that cut on oil imports of the
United States will be higher than 30 percent. And the difficulty as
far as I know, which has existed until now, is that it is very diffi-
cult to try to equalize the last column in the table without changing
very much the first one.

And you cannot really increase the cut in energy consumption on
the United States in the third column unless you increase very much
the cut of oil imports for the United States. And up to now it has
not been possible.

For Europe it is a-just an equal situation, since Europe is just
in the middle between Japan and the United States, and the problem
will mainly be a diversion of oil imports to the United States instead
of Japan rather than any oil from Europe. Europe will not be af-
fected by such kind of solution.

Chairman REUSS. First, Mr. Vaillaud, what would you think about
sharing of scarce oil between members of the European Community,
and, second, should the United States participate in any such sharing,
if you think that' sharing is a useful idea?

Mr. VAILLAUD. Mr. Chairman, there is a difference between the two
parts of your question.

There is today an agreement between OECD European countries
which may be put into action, under which oil supplies will be shared
among these countries if a political decision is taken by the Council
of Ministers of the OECD. That decision has not been taken up to
now. In a few days there will be discussions at a political level be-
tween the heads of governments in Europe, and this may be one
point of discussion.

If you consider the possibility of the United States of America
joining this agreement with Japan, Australia, and Canada, the four
countries which are not yet part of this supply-sharing agreement,
then that decision is not only a question of the European peoples,
it is also a question of decision by the Government of the United
States. And I am not in a position to give any answer to that point.
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Chairman REUSS. What impact on production and gross national
product do you expect on the economies of Europe from the curtail-
ment of oil shipments?

Mr. VArLLAuD. There are three kinds of countries.
The first one is the Netherlands which has been cut 100 percent by

the Arab countries-who provide at least 40 or 50 percent of the
Netherland's total oil supply. It is certainly not possible for the Nether-
lands to support such a decrease without a reduction in their industrial
activity.

On the other hand, you have France which has a very large stock-
pile. Total oil supply is to be cut between 10 and 15 percent. This will
represent 4-5 days of stock used every month. However, France can
afford such withdrawals from its reserve stock for a very long time.
The primary effect of the crisis will not be serious in France. But
France is likely to feel it in some months with the overall slowdown of
the European economy.

The third group of Europeans are cut about 20 percent which repre-
sents 6 days of stocks every month. This will mean that within 6 months
their reserves will have been used up. At that time a slowdown or at
least no growth in the European economy may occur.

Chairman REUSS. If the oil supply.situation were to become more
critical, what would you think about the willingness of the European
Economic Community countries to participate in a counterembargo
against the oil producers, and the efficacy of such a counterembargo
if it were attempted?

Mr. VAILLAUD. That is a very difficult question to answer, and I am
not in a position to answer it. But I will say that it is unlikely thatsuch an action will be taken. I think the European people are mainly
concerned with the fact that they need the oil. They are not in the
same position as the United States, which can support a 5-percent
reduction in their energy supply with no reduction in industrial
growth. The European people must have the oil, or they will go through
a very severe recession. And they will try by all possible means to get
the oil from the oil-producing countries, even at a higher price.

Chairman REUSS. I notice that this week there was another upward
movement in oil prices signaled by a $16 a barrel sale by Iran, more
than three times the previously posted prices.

*What effect do you see on European production and oln balance of
payments of that?

Mr. VAILLAUD. I think there may be twvo iefects.
The first one is a purely economic effect. That is, as far as the price

of oil goes, that must slow down the rate of growth of the European
economy. And then when it goes up very fast, it has an immediate and
automatic effect on the rate of growth.

But the second effect may be worse. Until now, payments going to
the Middle East for oil supplies to Europe. came back to Europe-
either for exported goods or as deposits in European banks. Any in-
crease in price had really no effect on the European balance of
payments.

But that may not be true any more since part of that money may
no longer come back to Europe.

Chairman REUSS. Mr. Saxonhouse, would you comment on that
Iranian price increase to $16 a barrel this week and its likely impact on
the Japanese economy?
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Air. SAXONnousE. I can only say that if that price persists it will

have an extremely serious effect on the Japanese balance of payments.

At the same time, I suspect that with increasing market allocation of

oil around the world, Japan might benefit. There is some reason to

believe that the opportunity cost of oil in the Japanese economy is

much higher than elsewhere, or at least somewhat higher than else-

where. One suspects that if there is a reallocation of oil through the

marketplace among the consuming countries on the basis of economic

need overall, the Japanese economy will come out in better shape than

it otherwise would.
-Chairman REUSS. Mr. Beigie and Ms. Maxwell, in your joint pre-

pared statement you came to the conclusion that the energy shortfall

in Western Europe and Japan will have an effect of slowing down their

economies, which you then envisaged as causing a net negative impact

on Canadian exports and a subsequent slowing down of the Canadian
economy.

Would you spell that out, in as much detail as you can, the primary

effects and the secondary effects of energy shortages abroad. I take it

that your analysis predicts slower growth, less purchasing power,

fewer Canadian exports purchased. But what have you used in terms

of elasticity estimates?
MIr. BEIGIE. We have no rigorous model, AMr. Chairman. And I must

stress again the point that I thought Mr. Saxonhouse made very well,

that we are in a very crude environment in terms of forecasting im-

pacts. We are reporting more than analyzing in the space we had avail-

able for preparation of this testimony.
Let me just say, Mr. Chairman, that I think we must be extremely

careful and cautious about applying traditional forecasting techniques

to a period in which you are dealing with supply shortages rather than

demand shortages. To the extent that purchasing power remains high,

either for reasons of accumulated liquidity or for attempts at transfer

payments by the governments of the United States or any other indus-

trialized county to try and ease the burden of the impact, there will

be a tendency for purchasing power to be shifted to those countries that

can supply production in the short rim. And this is one of the reasons

why I put the point in my prepared statement, that this is going to

make it particularly difficult for Canada to insure that a sufficient por-

tion of domestic resources are going to be available for domestic invest-

ment. There will be a tendency, I believe, on the part of other countries

to want to import as much from Canada as possible.
Having said that, our view is still that there will be a modest nega-

tive impact. And this was an order of magnitude question rather than

a specific forecast.
There is the likely negative impact arising from the fact that Canada

has to import in order to export. A simple example would be automotive
production where, if the parts are not available for import, it will be

difficult to assemble them in Canada.
So, taking all these factors into consideration, we would think-there

would be a modest, and we would stress modest, negative impact on the

Canadian position.
And my colleague will expand on that.
Chairman REUSS. Ms. Maxwell.
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MIS. MAXWELL. The thing that is unusual about the Canadian export
position is that between 40 and 45 percent of our exports are industrial
materials, iron ore for steel plants in Japan and the United States, coal
for steel mills in Japan. If those steel mills are functioning at less than
capacity they obviously order fewer of these materials from Canada.
And this immediately leads to industrial impacts in Canada which have
no relation to a shortage of energy in Canada. But they can have a dra-
matic influence on the rates of growth of our exports.

The finished goods that we sell to the United States mainly account
for only about 16 percent of our exports. As Mr. Beigie has said, we
have a limited amount of capacity to produce those finished goods
which might be in great demand.

So that we feel that the main impact is going to come more from the
industrial materials than it is from the finished goods that we are
exporting.

Chairman REUSS. What are the industrial materials that you sell
Japan, paper and lumber?

MS. MAXWELL. Lumber, coal, iron ore, copper, a lot of metals and
fuels, plus the forest products.

Chairman REUSS. Tin?
MS. MAXWELL. Not very much tin, but some. Nickel, copper, alumi-

num, coal, and I think iron ore would be the principal ones.
Chairman REtrss. And you see those as making you at least modestly

vulnerable to a slowdown, because if the wheels turn around slower in
Japan, they are going to chew up fewer raw materials, whereas if you
were exporting a lot of consumer goods it might not affect you, be-
cause the Japanese spending power is released from one thing and
turned to another?

MS. MAXWELL. That is right.
And, of course, our trade is also dominated by transactions with the

United States, and there is a very similar relationship there.
Chairman REUSS. You have enough to worry about with Canada, I

suppose.
But I would welcome any transfers of your analysis to this country.

We export vast quantities of agricultural commodities to Japan. And
so do you; don't you ?

MS. MAXWELL. Yes, we do.
Chairman REuSS. Now, those should not be much affected; should

they ?
Ms. MAXWELL. I don't think so. I think that the basic thesis that we

have put forward is that in the first year at least you would not see a
reduction in incomes or in spending power in export markets. The re-
duction in demand comes at the industrial level where plants are work-
ing on reduced hours or being shut down. So that in the case of some-
thing like food, where it is clear that people aren't going to be eating
less than they were before, I think that you will find that the demand
will be sustained through the next year.

Chairman REUSS. Mr. Saxonhouse, I don't recall whether you had
anything in your prepared statement to say about the effects of a slow-
down in Japan on U.S. exports.

Mr. SAXONHOUSE. Yes, I did actually address myself to this question.
Chairman REUSS. What did you say?
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Mr. SAXONHOUSE. Insofar as the exports of agricultural commodities

and industrial raw materials are concerned, I suspect that they will be

very little affected by the slowdown in Japan.
One normally thinks of the income elasticity of these products as rel-

atively small by comparison with the more superfluous consumer dura-

bles. For example, notwithstanding a serious slowdown in the Japanese

economy, I can only be optimistic about the export potential of an

industry such as forest products in Canada. There is right now a very

serious shortage of paper and pulp products in Japan. This shortage

wvill be aggravated by the new controls on the energy supplies given to

the pulp and paper industry in Japan.
I am quite certain that forest products-
Chairman REuss. Not only paper, but with lumber, Japan I would

think would keep right on redressing its shortfall in decent housing.

And that doesn't take too much energy.
Mr. SAXONHOUSE. Exactly.
I think the estimates for investment in housing in the coming year

look very good, notwithstanding the overall downturn in the economy.

I think that will be one area of strength. And there will be continued
future growth in that area.

Chairman REUSS. What, very quickly, is the composition of our

exports to Japan in major categories?
Mr. SAXONHOUSE. As I indicated in my prepared statement, 70 per-

cent of our exports to Japan are agricultural and industrial raw ma-

terials. I suspect that those will not be greatly affected.
Chairman REUSS. The agricultural won't. Let's look more closely at

those industrials, though. If they are like Canada's principal exports-

aluminum, iron ore, and coal-and I doubt that they are-then it might

not be as cheerful.
What are they?
Mr. SAXONHOUSE. Of the total overall exports of the United States

to Japan, approximately 32 percent are industrial raw materials.

Of the industrial raw materials chemicals account for $250 million.
Logs and lumber account for $450 million. Coal accounts for $185 mil-

lion. Very likely none of these commodities will be hard hit. Similarly

for metal, metal ores, concentrates, and scrap, which account for $200

million. I should point out Mr. Chairman, that the export totals I am

giving you are for the first 6 months of this year.
Chairman REuSS. Scrap might show some falling off, might it not?

Mr. SAX6NHOUSE. It might. But one suspects that given the supply

and demand relationships in this industry in the last year or so, I

would hardly think that we would be unhappy about that in this

country. There have been shortages in this area, and prices of these
commodities have been rising.

Chairman REuSS. We were thinking at one point of putting em-

bargoes on our scrap. So maybe this would work out all right.
Air. SAXONiHOuSE. From the point of view of the American con-

sumer I can't imagine that this would be a serious problem. It cer-

tainly might do something to profits in this particular industry, but
that is another matter.

.Chairman REuSS. Does that about cover it?
Mr. SAXON-HousE. There are $140 million of raw cotton exports.

Chairman REuSS. What about machinery?

To
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Mr. SAXONHOUSE. Machinery accounts for $650 million. I think
here there is the possibility of a serious downturn in American exports
to Japan. I think it is very clear that plant and equipment investment
next year is going to be cut back extremely sharp in Japan. There
will be an unprecedented decline by any standard, Japanese or other-
wise.

At the same time I think one should recognize that only 5 percent
of American exports of machinery and transport equipment go to
Japan. And, of course, this overall figure of American exports of
machinery and transport equipment is very small, as a proportion of
total American production of such products. I don't think one will
find a serious problem for any major American industry from this
source. Of course, there will be isolated regional and specific product
impacts.

Chairman REUSS. Mr. Gardner, if you were asked to advise a less-
developed country that had a scarce resource of oil, tin, copper, what-
ever, how best to maximize its revenues and promote development,
what would you suggest to it, in terms of how it can improve its terms
of trade?

Mr. GARDNER. That is a very difficult question to answer in the
abstract, because the terms of trade and trade conditions vary so sub-
stantially, as between different commodities. There are some commod-
ities in which the organization of seller's power, of the OPEC variety,
is, and can be effective. There are other commodities, where, either
because of the availability of synthetics and substitutes or production
facilities within the developed world, or the difficulty of organizing
the producing countries into an effective trade union, that kind of
tactic is not likely-to be effective.

But if I may make one general point, I think the central message that
I would like to transmit to the developing countries as a group, that
I would like to see our Nation and the other industrialized nations
transmit, is that it is all very well to talk about sovereignty over na-
tional resources, which is the big slogan we hear about in the United
Nations, the Algers conference, and so on. We are sovereign over our
capital resources, technology, and food. But what else is new? We are
living in an interdependent world. It is not going to be a very happy

orld, it may not even be a world in which civilization in a meaningful
sense can survive into the 21st century, until so-called sovereign nations
recognize some minimum moral, political, and legal responsibilities
that derive from the facts of interdependence A-nd if other currencies
can play games, we can play games, too. I have some absolutely incred-
ible statistics on the world's growing dependence on North America
for food. Our food exports have grown from about 4 million metric
tons in the period 1934-38 to about 84 million metric tons last year.
The food deficits of Asia, Africa, and the Middle East have grown in
the most extraordinary way.

Now, I think we should recognize an obligation deriving from their
dependence on us for food, as well as aid and capital and technology.
But I think that we have to say, diplomatically, politely and construc-
tively, that there are some necessary obligations that derive also in
terms of our dependence on them for certain increasingly important.
raw materials.

27-213-74-13
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Chairman REUss. There is a movement to reimpose the prohibition

on the import of chrome ore from Rhodesia in support of the United
Nations sanctions.

How do you resolve that conflict?
Mr. GARDNER. Well, this takes us into a rather complicated discus-

sion. I will try to be brief. But here is where we get into some distinc-
tions that may or may not seem persuasive-they are persuasive to me,
however-distinctions between unilateral, national action through
trade cutoffs, to impose foreign or domestic policies on other coun-
tries-something which I think is dangerous, and can only lead to the
destruction of a cooperative world economy, on the one hand, and, on
the other hand, trade sanctions taken pursuant to legally binding deci-
sions of the Security Council of the United Nations, where there is a
clear and present threat to international peace and security.

Now, the rationale behind the multilateral cutoff on trade to Rho-
desia which was taken by the United Nations Security Council in 1966
was that the country which had the sovereign authority in that area,
the United Kingdom, and not consented to the breakaway government,
in which the 6 percent of the population which was white was ruling
the 94 percent of the population which was black.

In the then existing circumstances, that illegal secession was a threat
to international peace and security in the middle of a black continent.
The new Government of Rhodesia was not in fact a legitimate gov-
ernment, and was not recognized as such by any member of the U.N.
And in those circumstances an embargo by the Security Council, in the
light of its finding of a threat to international peace and security, was
valid and legally binding upon us.

I therefore feel, Mr. Chairman, that as a member of the United
Nations we should honor that de6ision and repeal the Byrd amend-
ment.

But I do distinguish this from the kind of action that the Arabs
take against us or, if I may be frank, the kind of action which was
taken by the House of Representatives yesterday in adopting the
Jackson amendment.

Chairman REUSS. What likelihood of success would you see in a

counterembargo against those Middle Eastern countries which are
holding up oil exports to the United States? How would such an em-
bargo be strengthened if Europe and Japan joined in, and how would
your requirements of multilateral action be satisfied if they did?

Air. GARDNER. I think the short answer to your question is, first,
there is very little we can do to the Arab countries alone, because most
of the things that we would restrict-food, medicines, foreign aid,
miliary aid, private investment, technology-they could get from Eu-
rope or Japan or Australia or Canada. So, unless we have a large
degree of cohesion among the OECD countries, counter embargoes
are just not on in terms-of effectiveness.

Now, as others have suggested here today, the present political pro-
spect of getting the necessary cohesion from our OECD partners for
joint action of this kind is zero, for several reasons.

First of all, because the OECD world is in terrible disarray.
Second, because of the heavy dependence of the Europeans and

Japan on this oil, and their understandable desire to try to protect
themselves in the short run by persuading the Arab countries to give
them special treatment.
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-And third, because of the general feeling that we should try to work

our way out of this bind through quiet diplomacy and friendship and

working for a Middle East settlement.
Therefore, Mr. Chairman. I am not advocating a counterembargo

now, because I think the next thing to do is to try to get the Middle

East settlement between now and next summer, which would make it

possible for the embargo to be ended.
But what I am urging here today is that we look beyond the next

6 months and look at the situation that may confront us, let's say,

next fall, if we still haven't got a Middle East settlement, and if we

are confronted by a continued Arab oil embargo, and if we find our-

selves confronted with the use of the oil weapon or other raw material

weapons on other issues which I suggest may become something that

we will have to face in the coining years. And I think it is long past

time to try to begin in the GATT. and the OECD and the UN, to start

developing a new concept of collective economic security, or if you

prefer, the moral and political and legal implications of interdepend-

ence, to make it clear that the countries that possess a virtual mono-

poly of the world's food and technology and capital and management

skills will not idly sit back and see themselves preyed upon individuals

by those who possess certain important raw materials.
I can supply-I am sure the committee already has available to it-

statistics about the dependency of the Arab countries on us for cer-

tain things. You are undoubtedly familiar with the study which the

Library of Congress did for the House Foreign Affairs Committee

on the food question, which shows that Saudi Arabia and Algeria

have a very substantial and increasing dependence on imports of food.

And given the present trend of world food scarcity, other Arab

countries have begun-among them Iraq and Syria last year-to

import a substantial portion of their food needs. And I think that the

prospect is that their dependency on us in this area is going to grow.

When I say us, I mean on the OECD world, and particularly Canada,

Australia, and the United States.
I would not like to see the day come when we have to manipulate

the food weapon. But I think if this oil situation should continue

indefinitely, we will have to start diplomatically suggesting that this

is a game that others can play.
Chairman REUss. Mr. Beigie, what is your reaction to the strategy

suggested by Mr. Gardner?
Mr. BEICIE. I couldn't agree with him more than the ehances -for

such concerted action now are extremely low. I cannot pretend to

speak on behalf of the Canadian Government. But it does appear to

me that Canada is in a position somewhat unique in the OECD mem-

bership in that it has, as I indicated in my prepared statement, the

capability of self-sufficiency. And in the period until it achieves this

self-sufficiency on the energy front via the investment in the necessary

transportation facilities, I suspect that Canada would be extremely

reluctant to join in any international effort designed to provide a

counterembargo.
There is a tendency, I believe, on the part of the Canadian people

to feel that in some respects this is an issue that lies outside them, ex-

cept for a very short term period, because, as I say, the Canadian

economy is based on a rather complete mix of products capable for

sustaining the basic aspects of their living.
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So I do not think that in the absence of a complete embargo on
Canada, that this kind of proposal for joining in multilateral action
would have much chance of success from the Canadian perspective.

At the same time, I want to go back and repeat what I did say, that
the solution that Mr. Gardner is talking about seems to me to be the
sensible one, to try and look beyond the current crisis and to take into
account the fact that trade policy has to look just as much on the
export side as on the import side, which has been the focus for most
of our discussions in the past.

Chairman REUSS. Mr. Saxonhouse, what can you say about the like-
lihood and effect of Japan's role in the strategic scenario?

Mr. SAXONHOUSE. If Mr. Beigie can't speak for the Canadian Gov-
ernment, so much less can I, not being a Japanese citizen, presume to
speak for the Japanese Government.

Because of Japan's very extreme vulnerability, I find it difficult to
believe that Japan would play anything like an initiating role in such
a multilateral arrangement. I would say also that because of the ac-
tions taken by the international oil companies, which are dominated
by some of Japan's OECD partners, in diverting substantial propor-
tions of the non-Arab Japanese oil supply to other countries, I think
Japan's sense of trust that it will be fairly treated in a cooperative
arrangement with other OECD countries is surely weakened. So while
I suspect that if a well-conceived arrangement was worked out Japan
might join, I cannot believe that Japan would play a leading role in the
initial stages of developing such a policy.

Chairman REUSS. Mr. Vaillaud, do you see any prospect of the
countries of Western Europe at some point being willing to join in a
counterembargo?

Mr. VAILLAuD. No, Mr. Chairman. I am in agreement with the first
part of Mr. Gardner's statement; at the moment Europe is still im-
porting 10 million barrels per day of Arab oil, which is about the
equivalent of the total U.S. domestic production. And Europe is un-
likely to take any steps which will endanger the importation of such
an amount of oil.

In the longer term I do not believe either that they will join any
counterembargo. Because a threat does not seem to me to be the proper
way to bring about a solution of the problem of supply. The proper
way to me seems to be a settlement in the Middle East and immediate
steps to insure new sources of supply, such as increasing coal produc-
tion, building nuclear plants, exploring for new oil, deep gas, deep sea
oil, and so on is more important than any counterembargo.

Chairman REuSS. Leaving aside the question of a counterembargo,
what is your view of the recent proposal of French Foreign Min-
ister Jobert that a conference be held between the Common Market
countries and the Arab States to discuss the financial, technological,
and energy relationships? Does this proposed strategy of exclusive
French conversations seem to you the best approach, or should the
United States and Japan be brought in as well as the other countries?

Mr. VAILLAUD. On the first part of your question, I believe that this
stems from the same approach as my previous answer. By discussion
with the Arabs try to find a way to convince them that they have a
responsibility in world affairs now. And it will certainly be on the basis
of European, not only French, diplomacy. I do not know whether
other countries will join as I am not in a position to speak for them.
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Second, it may be useful to know first if such procedure is likely to
bring any results before inviting other countries to join the discussions.

Chairman RErSS. Did you have something to add, Mr. Gardner?
Mr. GARDNER. Yes. The semantics of this, I think, may make some-

times for misunderstanding. If the question is posed, should we have a
counterembargo, of course, I think there will be few people that will
enlist under that banner today. I would rather put the question this
way, Mr. Chairman. How can the industrialized countries or developed
countries of the OECD world in the years immediately ahead promote
the proper sense of responsibility, not only among themselves, but on
the part of Arab countries and other developing countries, about the
requirements of interdependence?

Now, the OECD world will be asked in the next few years to under-
take some very substantial commitments by the developing world. We
will be asked at a world food conference next November to subscribe
to the concept of world food security and commit ourselves to world
food reserves. We will be asked to commit ourselves to very important
measures in the trade field, to important additional measures of food
aid for developing countries. We will be asked-in fact we are already
being asked-to subscribe to another replenishment of the Interna-
tional Development Association, as to which I had the privilege of
testifying before you just a few weeks ago.

And I think it should not be beyond our capacity in diplomatic
negotiations, we and our partners in the developed world, to make it
quite clear that international cooperation cannot be a one-way street,
and that as a practical matter of democratic policy we will be unlikely
to persuade the American people and the American Congress and the
people and parliaments of other developed countries to make long-
term commitments to put their resources under international and
multilateral management for the benefit of others if the recipients are
not willing to make similar commitments.

One of the paradoxical elements in the present situation is that
many of the developing countries are cheering on the Arab nations
in this Arab oil embargo. To many of them this is a great thing. The
United States is getting its own back, that is the kind of word you
hear often in the corridors of the U.N.-"kick them again." Now, I
don't say that is the universal or general attitude, but I do hear some
of this. This is very shortsighted. Maybe there would be some way
of saying, for example, to the countries of the Sahara region-which
are utterlv dependent on American generosity and the generosity of
other food-supplying countries and developed countries over the next
few years, they are in a desperate situation-but many of them are
cheering on the Arabs in this oil embargo-now, are we going to be
able to discharge full responsibilities to the countries of the Africa-
Sahara region, many of whom are Moslem countries, if the actions of
the Arab oil-producing countries persist? This is a basic fact of life
that we are going to have to confront and we must find some diplo.
matic way of presenting it to the international community.

Chairman REUSS. Ms. Maxwell, and gentlemen, you have been most
helpful to the subcommittee. And we thank you for your statements.

We will now stand in recess until 12:15 p.m., when we will hear
Governor Tribbitt of Delaware.

Thank you very much.
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[A short recess was taken.]
Chairman REuss. The Subcommittee on International Economics

will be in session.
We are delighted to have with us the Honorable Sherman W. Trib-

bitt, Governor of Delaware, who has been having a busy time in Wash-
ington this morning.

We are glad you are here, Governor. You have a statement that you
have been good enough to prepare for us, which under the rules and
without objection is incorporated in full into the record. And would
you now proceed, sir, in your own way.

Governor TRIBBITr. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I indeed
appreciate the courtesy extended me, sir. And I apologize for being
late even with the committee's recess. But the Governors in Washing-
ton this morning were invited to be briefed by the President and Mr.
Simon, and I found it difficult to walk out while the President was
speaking. So I apologize for the delay.

Chairman REtIss. Not at all. You have kept in close touch with us.
And we are glad to see you.

STATEMENT OF HON. SHERMAN W. TRIBBITT, GOVERNOR OF THE
STATE OF DELAWARE

Governor TRIMIrrr. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
and present guests, first of all, your crowded agenda during the course
of these hearings indicates that you share my concern over the eco-
nomic impact of the energy crisis.

With that long agenda in mind, my remarks will be brief. None of
us would benefit from a retelling of the history of the energy crisis.

Today, I am here to discuss in particular what Nevada Governor
O'Callaghan has called my "aggressive and farsighted approach" to
mitigate the economic impact of the energy crisis on the 50 States.

That is-my program, as outlined in my letter to Delaware's con-
gressional delegation, and the 49 other Governors, for an emergency
Federal subsidy.

Somewhere along the way, my proposal has picked up the nick-
name "energy crisis revenue sharing." You don't know how pleased I
am with part of that title, Mr. Chairman. But anyway, let me state
firmly that the distribution and formula for it would be far different
from general revenue sharing programs.

But I'm getting ahead of myself-let's go back a step and look at
the overall situation. Initially, all Governors were faced with the
task of responding to what was then considered an "energy problem."

But in a few short months, we saw the Arab oil boycott cap our
Middle East pipeline. And an "energy problem" became a "crisis."

Like other Governors, I have successfully negotiated energy cut-
backs in several sectors of my State's economy by private discussions
with industry.

That helps the situation, on a statewide basis. But the framers of our
national Constitution did not grant to the States the power to formu-
late national policy. Only the various Governors' conferences and the
opportunity to gather, such as at Governor Hathaway's National Gov-
ernors' Conference meeting today, grant us the possibility of acting in
concert.
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But this meager result of our most earnest efforts. falls far short
of what could be accomplished and should be accomplished swiftly
and boldly by the Nation's Chief Executive.

As I stated in.my speech to a joint session of the Delaware General
Assembly on November 16th: "The President slapped the (energy
crisis) problem on the desks of the 50 Governors, who have little or no
power to fight a national crisis, and total inability to develop the re-
quir~ed comprehensive national'policy."

The 50 Governors cannot determine national policy-sometimes we
would like to, but 've can't-nor should we determine national policy.
We Governors do not have the resources, the input, the power.

This leadership void at the national level can lead to chaos. Look,
for example, at the protests of independent truckers. Here are in-
dividuals, whose problems cannot be resolved by any single Governor.

The truckers' close relationship with the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission points up the need for uniform Federal action. At the same
time, a comprehensive Federal policy would help to convince all
Americans that this is not a fabricated crisis, nor a punitive action
aimed at one special interest group.

The President's new energy czar, William Simon, seems to indicate
the American public is the special interest group about to feel the
crunch. He is quoted in a UPI dispatch of December 10th as saying:
"We believe the American people will be delighted to suffer some in-
conveniences" to save jobs and prevent a recession.

And compounding that, Simon said that rather than having in-
dustry feel the major impact of the fuel shortage, and I quote: "We
hope we can shift the burden to the American people," 'mainly by
curtailing the use of gasoline and home-heating fuel. That's a stag-
gering assessment.

I tell you today that there will be a severe economic impact-and
that the burden-should not be carried 'by any one group. It should be,
and must be, borne by all segments of America-business, industry,
commerce, the public, and so forth. This is the approach I am taking
in Delaware.

There is no question in my mind that the economic impact will be
strong-if the Arab oil boycott continues for an extended period.
And my belief in that statement, Mr. Chairman, was just substanti-
ated a few minutes ago by remarks Mr. Simon made before the group
of Governors assembled in the White House.

In Delaware, os in every other Staet in the Union. we are noT Lrv-
ing to assess just what that impact will be. While the economists are
still debating 'the level of impact, some things are clear.

I predict it will most assuredly be a negative impact.
We are making a tentative estimate that with the Arab oil embargo,

industrial output-on a national level-probably will decline 21/2 per-
cent.

Total personal income may not increase at all during the Arab oil
boycott-and may even decrease as much as 2 percent.

In the long run, major increases in unemployment are likely.
In the short run, unemployment will be less visible.
Increases in the cost of crude suggests that the retail price of gaso-

line may well climb to 65 cents a gallon within 3 to 6 months.
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If price rationing occurs as a result of an energy tax, gas prices
could reach $1 a gallon or more. This could mean trouble in my home
State of Delaware.

"The First State" is heavily dependent on the assembly of full-
size automobiles. Next week General Motors, as many or you know,
plans to close down 16 plants assembling full-size cars. Included on
the shutdown list is Delaware's own GM plant.

Also threatened would be the other four industries which, along
with automobile assembly, make up the five leaders in supporting
my State's economy-that is, petrochemical operations, agribusiness,
tourism, and retail sales.

All five ewill be hit severely by various aspects of the energy crisis.
And though Delaware is geographically small, it could be hit harder
than many other, larger States, by the economic impact of the energy
situation. The impact surely will vary, State to State. Let me give
you another example.

While unemployment may reach only 6 to 7 percent nationally, it
may run several percentage points higher in some States. Due to my
great concern over the diversity of impact of the crisis, I have put
forth my "energy crisis revenue sharing" proposal. Let me quote
a brief segment from the resolution I proposed to the Mid-Atlantic
Governors' Conference, and which has been already provisionally
endorsed bv the Governor of Pennsylvania. Endorsements from New
York, New Jersey, Maryland, and West Virginia are expected
promptly. The resolution stated:

It is glaringly clear that if the economy is adversely affected, States' tax
revenues will be seriously, but unevenly depressed. * * *

And due to the financing of the States' operation, including requirements for
balanced budgets-

And my State is one that has the statutory requirement-

It would well be that in a time of increased unemployment and depressed
economy, States may be forced to levy additional taxes on their already hard-
pressed citizenry.* * *

I firmly believe it is essential that the Federal Government come
to the aid of the States to provide subsidies during the crisis.

My proposal requests that Congress proceed quickly to enact legis-
lation to provide substantial energy crisis revenue sharing to the
States on this formula basis:

Ten percent of the appropriation would be divided equally among
the 50 States. And of course, that would obviously be different from
the formula established in revenue sharing.

Forty-five percent of the total appropriation would be divided
among the States on the basis of shortfall in energy supply, using
1972 as the base year.

The remaining 45 percent of the appropriation would be divided
among the States on the basis of each State's share of unemployment
attributable to the energy crisis. In that way, every State would
receive something. Larger sums would flow to the States with the
biggest problems, thereby evening out the fiscal impact of the crisis.

And those moneys would go directly to the 50 State treasurers.
At this point, the size of the appropriation necessary for fiscal years

1974, 1975, and 1976 has not yet been determined. This is because it is
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not yet possible, at least in my judgment, for the States to assess the
projected loss of revenue.

We do feel that it will be necessary to provide a lesser sum for the
remainder of fiscal 1974, a much larger sum for fiscal 1975, and again,
a smaller sum for fiscal 1976, although, to go back to what I just
learned at the White House, this energy crisis could far exceed the lift-
ing of the embargo as far as the Arab oil is concerned.

When w-e take into consideration that the State of Pennsylvania
right now anticipates a loss of some $44 million in revenue in fiscal
1974 in gasoline revenue alone, due to the crisis, it becomes clear that
projected across the 50 States, we undoubtedly are talking about bil-
lions of dollars.

The President has shunted off this economic matter-along with the
rest of the problem-on the 50 Governors. The Federal bureaucracy
has at the moment failed to respond vigorously. We the Governors
must make the President, you of the Congress, and the people, aware of
this crisis. It has come barreling down on us so rapidly that it is im-
possible to scale down expenditures for the approaching fiscal year.

With reduced income levels, it is doubtful that we could carry on
governmental functions at the current pace. In fact, a recession could
cause the States to expend more money. We can spot some areas where
problems will occur: Welfare, medical care costs, and new demands
for mass transit. That would only further widen the fiscal gap.

Unless we treat the economic consequences of the energy crisis at a
national level, with support of the Congress, individual States will
have to levy taxes.

But new and more burdensome taxes will further fuel the recession
in each State's economy-and make the national economic situation
even more critical than projected-and the long road back even
tougher. I ask your support in this crucial matter. Thank you.

Chairman R.Euss. Thank you very much', Governor Tribbitt.
[The following summary was attached to Governor Tribbitt's

statement:]

SUMMARY OF ACTIONS TAKEN BY GOVERNOR TRIBBITT IN THE STATE OF DELAWARE

IN RESPONSE TO ENERGY PROBLEM AND LATER ENERGY CRISIS

Action

January 18, 1973: Executive Order No. 1: Re Fuel Conservation-Directing
State offices to begin program to conserve energy in State-owned or leased
facilities.

May 4, 1973: Executive Order No. 8: Creating Delaware Energy Emergency
Board to study conservation and allocation of fuel.

June 12, 1973: Executive Order No. 12: Dealing with energy conservation in
State facilities during the summer.

August 24, 1973: Letter to John Love. the President's "Energy Czar" urging
that the nation proceed with mandatory allocation program for middle
distillate fuel as soon as possible.

November 7, 1973: Press Release: Announcing suspended action on series of
recommendations of the Delaware Energy Emergency Board, pending Presi-
dent Nixon's major statement on energy crisis.

November 9, 1973: Executive Order No. 25: Reducing speed limit of State-owned
vehicles to 50 mph.

November 12, 1973: Executive Order No. 24: Designating 11(nday. December
24. 1973. a holiday for State Employees to save fuel over holiday weekend.

November 12. 1973: Announced toll-free telephone number for emergency fuel
information or requests.

November 12, 1973: Kicked-off public awareness program throughout state.
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November 15, 1973: Proclamation: Declaring State of Emergency and conven-
ing the Delaware General Assembly into Extraordinary Session to considerlegislation to alleviate the energy crisis in Delaware and grant Governor
special powers to take action to protect interests of citizens.

November 16, 1973: Speech before Extraordinary Session of the 127th Delaware
General Assembly re State of Emergency during energy crisis.

November 17, 1973: Press Release4 Statement on the failure of the GA to
pass a measure on the energy crisis.

November 19, 1973: Declared Friday, November 23, 1973 a State Holiday to
conserve fuel over holiday weekend.

November 20, 1973: Signed S.B. 397 Providing the Governor certain authority
and emergency powers during Energy Crisis.

November 21, 1973: Executive Order No. 29: Reducing speed limit to 50 mph on
all highways within the state.

November 21, 1973: Executive Order No. 30: Ordering an inventory of various
energy reserves and resources within the state.

November 21, 1973: Special Delivery letter to President Nixon: urging thePresident to directly contact all Governors to brief on the energy crisis
in general and Arab oil shipments in particular.

November 21, 1973: Letter to Delaware's Congressional Delegation urging them
to introduce legislation in Congress to provide subsidies to the states during
the energy crisis, and recommending a formula therefor.

November 26, 1973: Letter to all Governors requesting their opinion on aboveproposal.
November 26, 1973: Letter to President Nixon transmitting copies of letters to

Governors and Delaware's Congressional Delegation re subsidies and askinghis comments or suggestions on the proposal.
November 26, 1973: Press Release: Regarding proposal of federal subsidies

to states during energy crisis.
November 26, 1973: Announcement of approval by Bipartisan Joint Legislative

Committee of Executive Orders 29 and 30.
November 30, 1973: Announcement that gasoline sales will be limited on Sun-

days on the Delaware Turnpike.
December 5, 1973: Letter to Robert Berney of the Advisory Commission onIntergovernmental Relations in Washington acknowledging his interest inproposal for federal subsidies.
December 5, 1973: Press Conference at which statements were issued relating

to: 1) Executive Order No. 30, and 2) agreement of outdoor advertising
agencies to reduce by 25 percent the lighting of outdoor billboards, poster
panels and electrical signs during the energy crisis.

December 7, 1973: Resolution proposed for adoption by Middle Atlantic States
Governors, requesting Congress to enact legislation providing "substantial
Energy Crisis Revenue Sharing to the various states" during the crisis.

December 10, 1973: Press Release: Announcing lighting cutbacks of at least 2.5
percent on the Kennedy Turnpike and other state highways.

December 11, 1973: Press Release: Announcing agreement with management of
Dover Downs and Brandywine Raceway on at least a 25 percent overall cut-
back in energy consumption.

December 11, 1973: Press Release: Announcing 1) Governor Tribbitt's attending
the special convening of the National Governors' Conference "Committee onNational Resources and Environmental Management", and 2) his invitation
to make a presentation before Congressman Reuss' Special Fact-Finding
Subcommittee of the Joint Economic Committee relating to his "unique
energy crisis revenue sharing proposal".

December 12, 1973: Announcement of agreement by Delaware Retail Association
of a 15 percent energy cutback by all members of the Association.

Chairman ]REUSS. What are the principal tax sources of Delaware's
revenue?

Governor Tmninrr'. The principal single source of Delaware revenue,
sir, is the personal income tax. That is the largest single source of
income. Corporate franchise taxes run a close second, and graduate
on clown. But franchise taxes and personal income taxes are two of
our largest single sources of income.
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Chairman REUSS. 117hat is the top bracket of your income tax?

Governor TRIBBITr. 19.8 percent.
Chairman REUSS. Individual?
Governor TRI3Inrr. Yes, sir.
Chairman REUSS. Does Delaware have a State constitutional pro-

hibition against going into debt?
Governor TniIBTr. We do not have a constitutional provision, sir.

We have a statutory requirement requiring the Governor to present a
balanced budget.

Chairman REUSS. Now, what you are suggesting here is that the

Federal Government go further into debt. We have accumulated large
deficits in the past, and it looks as if the Federal debt will continue
to grow. Why not just change your statute so that you can share the

deficits with us?
Governor TRIBBTTr. Mr. Chairman, speaking for my own State-

and I presume this is true in a great many States-all 'States -would
then have to change their philosophy of financing the State govern-
ment and then go to the theory of perhaps deficit spending. The Fed-

eral Governinient has been in this area of deficit spenrding. And I am

sure this was the same kind of question that was asked when the rev-

emrie sharing was originally promoted.
Chairman REUSS. When it was originally promoted it was sold on

the idea that the Federal Government was going to be running a sur-

plus, and in order to get rid of some of the surplus, we should share

it with the States and local governments. But that unfortunatley
didn't turn out to be true. If we in the Congress vote this plan, would

you be willing to come down here and explain to our irate constitu-
ents why we are continuing deficit financing?

Governor TRIBBITT. If you have irate citizens who are in that cat-
egory, I would take the same position that has been taken in the past,

that with revenue sharing goes any other service that the Federal

Government furnishes the State.
I might say to you, Mr. Chairman, if I may add, sir, that whatever

route Congress goes, if they go the route of trying to control, for ex-

ample, gasoline consumption, if they go the route of additional taxes
and use that route over rationing, that will indeed provide additional
revenue for the Federal Government. And I would look in that area,
sir. to share in that.

Chairman REuss. You indicate the amount of the Federal appropria-
tion?

Governor TRIBBITT. No, sir, and I didn't know how I could, sir. I can't

even at the moment, sir, estimate what the energy crisis econom-
ically-how it is going to assess our State in the loss of revenue in

relation to unemployment or forms of presently received revenue. I

know it is going to have an economic impact. But I have no way at

the moment, sir, of estimating-I know Ewe are talking about a large
sum of money.

Chairmna1n REuss. You base Your program on the need to combat
the unemployment that will ensue from an energy shortage. Would
these sums, which under Your proposal would be given by the Federal
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Government to the States, have to be spent on combating unemploy-
ment, or could they be spent on anything the State wanted?

Governor TRiBBITT. I didn't go, as you see, that far in my proposal.
But those areas of percentages in the area of unemployment should cer-tainly be looked at in the light of the category in which it was given tothe Federal Government. In that area of unemployment, I would say,
yes. The other category of the 10 percent I wasn't quite specific on. Butthe two other percentages I would say would fall in the category inwhich they are intended to be as per my formula, sir.

Chairman REUSS. If a State chose to use these Federal energy crisisrevenue sharing funds to reduce its taxes, that wouldn't have much
of an effect on combating unemployment, would it?

Governor TRIBBITT. I didn't look at it, sir, in the light of reducingtaxes.
Chairman REUSS. But could not these funds be so used?
Governor TRIBiMirT. That would depend, I would think, on the

amount of money, if Congress should consider this favorably, that itwould be the recipient of. But the purpose here is to take up the slack
that the energy crisis is going to cause in my State and the other States
by reason of the falling economy, to pick up the present levels of
revenue presently received from taxes that we are presently imposing.

Chairman REUSS. So that the purpose would be to reduce State taxesover what they would otherwise have to be?
Governor TRIBB~rr. Mr. Chairman, I don't know whether 'I canaccept the word "reduced." But in lieu thereof of additional taxes-

if in one of the smallest States we have a tremendous loss in revenue
like I quoted here in the State of Pennsylvania, $4 million in its gaso-
line taxes, this would be a formula for coming to the Federal Gov-
ernment to satisfy the present status quo, Mr. Chairman. That is what
I had reference to.

Chairman REUSS. Well, thank you very much, Governor Tribbitt,for your lively and informational statement. And I appreciate your
coming down here.

Governor TRIBBITT. Thank you again, sir, for your courtesy inwaiting for me.
Chairman REUSS. Thank you, sir.
Ne will now stand in adjournment.
[Whereupon, at 12:47 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, subject tocall of the Chair.]
[The following information was subsequently supplied for therecord:]

RESPONSE OF HON. JOHN C. SAWHILL TO ADDITIONAL WRITTEN QUESTIONS POSED
BY CHAIRMAN REUSS

Question. In priority allocations, what criteria will be used to determine thetough choices which will need to be made among various industries?
Answer. The criteria used are the ones set forth in the Emergency PetroleumAllocation Act of 1973 and incorporated in the Federal Energy Office PetroleumAllocation and Price Regulations, January 15, 1974. Specifically, they were relatedto the needs of people living in America for food, shelter, health and sanitationservices, comfort, recreation, transport services for themselves and their goods,jobs to earn income and other factors.
2. Specifically, what inter-industry priorities exist:
Question a. The military has asserted its priority. Does the 300,000 barrelsmentioned include oil for re-export to South Vietnam to resupply their stocks?Answer. None of the fuel claimed by the military was to be re-exported to

South Vietnam.
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Question b. The petrochemical industries claim serious hardship. Will the new
regulations include them? What priorities exist within the range of industries
dependent on these products?

Answer. The new regulations have a special subpart, J, for petrochemical feed-
stocks which calls for the allocation of petrochemical feedstocks, to the maxi-
mum extent practicable, to assure petrochemical producers supplies equal to
100 percent of current requirements. The regulations also authorize allocation
levels for petrochemical production of 90 percent of base period volume for pro-
pane and 100 percent of current requirements for butane. The regulations do not
deal with the allocation of petrochemicals among the industries dependent on
them, but the allocation levels authorized for petrochemical production should
make it easier for petrochemical-using industries to get the supplies they need.

Question c. Consumer vs. industrial use: Is there a minimum consumer com-
fort level guaranteed, or will all necessary supplies be allocated to industry?

Answer. The regulations authorize 95 percent of base period volume for resi-
dential use of butane and propane. For middle distillates and residual fuel oil,
the regulations authorize 100 percent of current requirements for space heating
in residence and schools after taking into account a 6-degree F reduction in
indoor air temperature. If the temperature reduction requirement causes ex-
ceptional hardships for certain individuals, State offices may grant relief. Some
industries are authorized 100 percent of current requirements for some petro-
leum products. Others are authorized 100 percent of base period volume.

Question Sa. What is the actual capacity for switching back to coal from oil
during 1974?

Answer. The realistic capacity is 280 thousand BBLs of residual oil per day.
Question b. How many plants have the capability?
Answer. Thirty-three plants on the East Coast have the realistic capability.
Question c. How much coal is available for the switch (i.e. mining and trans-

portation capacity) ?
Answer. The incremental surge capacity is 55 to 68 thousand tons per day.
Question d. What percentage of the residual shortfall does this.represent?
Answer. About 34.5 percent of the estimated 812 thousand BBLs per day

shortfall.
Question e. Do individual decisions to switch to coal depend on the assessment

of how long the embargo will continue?
Answer. In most cases, no.
For additional information, see Attachment 1.
Question 4a. What provisions are being made to insure adequate regional

distribution is achieved?
Answer. To meet imabalances that may occur in any product subject to the

regulations, the FEO may order the transfer of specified amounts of product
from one region or area to another.

Also, without prior FEO approval, refiners and importers are authorized to
reduce monthly allocable supplies for any region or State by up to 5 percent and
to increase the total quantity available in another region or State experiencing
shortages significantly greater than in other parts of the nation, to meeting
imbalances caused by unusual weather, seasonal demand or other circumstances
beyond their control. Moreover, suppliers are not necessarily relieved of their
obligation to serve purchasers in regions in which the suppliers have terminated
or significantly reduced marketing and distribution activities.

Queston b. How do you plan to evaluate transport needs of Los Angeles and
Houston versus heating needs of New England and Wisconsin? I

Answer. The regulations authorize 100 percent of current requirements for
passenger transportation services whether in Los Angeles, Houston or other
cities and towns, or between one city and another. The regulations do not author-
ize allocation levels for individuals traveling in their own automobiles. Alloca-
tion levels for heating users, whether in New England, Wisconsin or elsewhere
in the nation, are as given in 2 (c) above.

ATTACHMENT I

Approximately 54 utility plants on the East Coast are capable of converting
back to coal from oil. Coal consumption would be approximately 163 thousand
tons per day, but 649 thousand BBLs of residual oil per day would be saved.
Attainment of this scale of conversion probably is not possible as the short term
less than 1 year because of the inability to obtain the necessary quality and
quantity of coal in 1974, and the environmental risk which would result.
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It is estimated that the incremental surge capacity of the coal industry
(which could fire short-term conversions) is 20-25 million tons per year for

1974 or 55-68 thousand tons per day which is equivalent to 225,000-275,000
barrels per day. This capacity can build up fairly rapidly. Savings of 280 thou-

sand BBLs per day of residual oil from conversion under emergency conditions

is therefore a realistic planning target for 1974.
In November 26, 1973, 26 utilities were selected based on technical and envi-

ronmental constraints and urged by Mr. Simon to convert back to coal. An

additional seven utilities were added to the list at a later date. If all 33 plants

were to convert there would be a savings of approximately 280 thousand BBLs

per day. The coal consumption if all 33 converted would be approximately 70

thousand tons per day.
To date 10 utilities have converted back to coal at a savings of 62 thousand

BBLs per day and a coal consumption of 15.5 thousand tons of coal per day.

An additional 13 utilities will convert as soon as coal is obtained or environ-

mental variances are granted or both. This will mean an additional savings of

108 thousand BBLs per day and a coal consumption of 27 thousand tons of coal

per day.
The remaining 10 plants will not convert unless a Federal order is issued to

convert. Some companies need this to get releases from oil contracts, environ-

mental standards, etc. Others will not convert unless forced to do so. These 10

would mean additional savings of 110.6 thousand BBLs of oil per day and a coal

consumption of 27.6 thousand tons per day.
If all 33 utilities were to convert to coal this would represent 34.5 percent of

the estimated shortfall (280 thousand BBLs/day saving divided by 812 thousand

BBLs/day shortfall). This would mean, however, over 100 percent consumption

of the surge capacity of the coal industry.
In most cases the individual decisions to switch to coal do not depend on the

assessment of how long the embargo will continue. In many cases the decision is

made on the basis of a dependable source of supply in the long run for power

generation.
0


